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Abstract: The efficacy of the plant-derived polyphenol curcumin, in various aspects of health and
wellbeing, is matter of public interest. An internet search of the term “Curcumin” displays about 12
million hits. Among the multitudinous information presented on partly doubtful websites, there
are reports attracting the reader with promises ranging from eternal youth to cures for incurable
diseases. Unfortunately, many of these reports are not based on scientific evidence, but they feed
the desideratum of the reader for a “miracle cure”. This circumstance makes it very difficult for
researchers, who work in a scientifically sound and evidence-based manner on the therapeutic benefits
(or side effects) of curcumin, to demarcate their results from sensational reports that circulate in the web
and in other media. This is only one of many obstacles making it difficult to pave curcumin’s way into
clinical application; others are its nonpatentability and low economic usability. A further impediment
comes from scientists who never worked with curcumin or any other natural plant-derived compound
in their own labs. They have never tested these compounds in any scientific assay, neither in vitro
nor in vivo; however, they claim, in a sometimes polemic manner, that everything that has so far
been published on curcumin’s molecular effects, is based on artefacts. The here presented Special
Issue comprises a collection of five scientifically sound articles and nine reviews reporting on the
therapeutic benefits and the molecular mechanisms of curcumin or of chemically modified curcumin
in various diseases ranging from malignant tumors to chronic diseases, microbial infection, and
even neurodegenerative diseases. The excellent results of the scientific projects that underlie the five
original papers give reason to hope that curcumin will be part of novel treatment strategies in the
near future—either as monotherapy or in combination with other drugs or therapeutic applications.

1. Curcumin’s Therapeutic Potential and Novel Therapeutic Approaches

The natural polyphenol curcumin is derived from the plant Curcuma longa Linn, a member of
the Zingiberaceae, naturally occurring throughout tropical and subtropical regions of the world.
Curcumin has been used in Ayurveda and traditional Chinese medicine for thousands of years to treat
inflammatory diseases and bacterial infections [1].

1.1. Neoplastic Diseases

Because of its anti-apoptotic and antiproliferative efficacy, its ability to interfere with several tumor
progression associated signaling pathways, and to modulate tumor-associated miRNA expression,
curcumin is regarded as antitumorigenic [2,3]. In addition, curcumin prevents formation of breast and
prostate metastases in vivo [4–6]. The review by Willenbacher et al. in this issue summarizes some
papers that have been published in the field of curcumin’s antitumorigenic effects.

Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2019, 20, 3757; doi:10.3390/ijms20153757 www.mdpi.com/journal/ijms
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Curcumin is also potent against cancer types that are difficult to treat, like melanoma [7–9]
or glioblastoma [10], as demonstrated by the work of Maiti et al. in this issue. They observed
increased levels of autophagy and decreased levels of mitophagy markers, along with inhibition of the
PI3K-Akt/mTOR pathway after treatment of glioblastoma cells with curcumin or solid lipid curcumin
particles. Renal cell carcinoma is relatively rare, with rates of approximately 3% of all adult cancer
patients; however, one-third of the patients have metastases at diagnosis and are resistant to most
treatments like chemotherapy or radiation. In this context, complementary and alternative treatment
strategies are highly desiderated by concerned patients. Blaheta and colleagues as well as Zöller and
coworkers describe the very promising effects of a novel therapy combining the application of curcumin
with visible light exposure. In detail, the combination therapy inhibits growth and proliferation of
tumor cells and induces apoptosis.

In the context of curcumin’s molecular modes of action, resulting in its antitumorigenic effects, it
seems likely to draw some attention on its molecular structure. Tomeh and coworkers bring some
light into this aspect by summarizing what is so far known on the correlation between molecular
mechanisms, cellular pathways, and structural characteristics of curcumin and its derivatives.

1.2. Aging

The ability to modulate the transcription factor NFκB explains curcumin’s anti-inflammatory
effect [1,2,11–13]. Aging and age-related diseases also come along with chronic inflammation.
The correlation between cancer and inflammation dates back to Virchow who suggested that
“lymphoreticular” infiltrates reflect the origin of cancer at sites of chronic inflammation, and that there
are striking similarities between ulcers, wound healing, and cancer [14]. The paper by Kujundži´ et al
gives an overview on scientific data that would enable establishing connections and functional links
between the specific of “inflamm-agin” and the cancer cell’s metabolism, its proliferative potential,
and curcumin’s pleiotropic activity. In this context, Bielak-Zmijewska and coworkers also summarize
scientific data on curcumin’s ability to postpone progression of age-related diseases in which cellular
senescence is directly involved. They furthermore point out that curcumin causes elongation of the
lifespan of model organisms and alleviates aging symptoms. In addition, they discuss thoroughly
curcumin’s ability to modulate cellular senescence.

1.3. Inflammatory Disorders

Because of its scientifically evidenced characteristics to interfere with a variety of signal
transduction pathways, transcription factors, and cellular processes, curcumin can potentially be applied
in the treatment of many diseases (inflammatory disorders in particular). In this context, curcumin has
been used to treat gastrointestinal diseases such as indigestion, flatulence diarrhea, and even gastric and
duodenal ulcers [11,15,16]. Kwiecien and colleagues summarize in their review curcumin’s protective
effects against esophageal and gastric disorders. In addition, curcumin is potentially efficacious against
intestinal inflammatory diseases. Burge and colleagues discuss the beneficial effects of curcumin on the
microbiome, its antimicrobial properties, inhibition of TLR4/NFκB/AP-1 signal transduction, changes
in cytokine profiles, and alterations to immune cell maturation and differentiation. The combination of
all these molecular actions makes curcumin a promising candidate to treat intestinal inflammatory
diseases like necrotizing enterocolitis, Crohn’s disease, and ulcerative colitis.

Curcumin can also improve wound healing. Barchitta and coworkers point out that curcumin
induces apoptosis of inflammatory cells during the early phase of wound healing and could accelerate
the healing process by shortening the inflammatory phase. Moreover, curcumin might facilitate
collagen synthesis, fibroblast migration, and differentiation.

1.4. Neurodegenerative Diseases

Lately, evidence has accumulated that curcumin has neuroprotective properties and is a candidate
for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease. In their review, Pluta and colleagues focus on the
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role and mechanisms of curcumin in inhibiting ischemia/reperfusion brain injury and potential
therapeutic strategies in the treatment of ischemic brain damage of the Alzheimer’s disease phenotype.
Comparably, Ferreira and colleagues also delineate neuroprotective characteristics by summarizing
what is known about the role of curcumin on transthyretin amyloidosis. According to previous reports,
curcumin modulates abnormal transthyretin (TTR) aggregation and inhibits its deposition in the tissue.
The pleiotropic activities of curcumin provide multiple ways to tackle TTR pathophysiology, through
direct interaction of curcumin with TTR, or indirect effects affecting signaling pathways associated
with TTR amyloid fibril formation and clearance.

1.5. Infectious Diseases

The treatment of bacterial infections has become extremely challenging due to resistance against
antibiotics available in the pharmaceutical market. Moreover, another important issue to be addressed
is that common antibiotics evoke adverse events. In this context, phytotherapeutic approaches become
popular for patients who are searching for alternatives to standard treatments. There are numerous
reports that have already delineated not only the antibacterial but also the antiviral and antifungal
activities of curcumin. [17]. In this Special Issue, Czernicka and coworkers focus on the antimicrobial
potential of single components of the Curcuma longa crude extract against a variety of Gram-positive
bacteria strains.

1.6. Remarks on Solubility and Bioavailability

Despite curcumin’s therapeutic potential in vitro and in vivo, it has to be considered that the
molecule is lipophilic and hardly soluble in water. Up to now it is not fully understood how curcumin
reaches the target organ in order to exert its therapeutic effects and how it becomes metabolized in
the human body. In order to overcome these pharmacological problems, several attempts have been
undertaken to encapsulate curcumin into nanoparticles in order to ensure that curcumin is transported
easily in the bloodstream. In the current issue, Kong and coworkers present their data on a novel
formulation of curcumin-loaded mesoporous silica nanoparticles with higher antioxidant activity,
antitumor activity, higher cytotoxicity, and stability as compared to the curcumin molecule itself.
However, cytotoxicity of these nanoparticle carriers has to be explored in depth before we get too
enthusiastic about this idea.

2. Conclusions

In recent years, curcumin’s reputation regarding its therapeutic effects has been damaged.
In molecular drug screening tests, and partly polemic publications, curcumin has been declared to
belong to the PAINS (pan assay interference compounds) [18] and to yield confusing results because
curcumin does not have one single drug target [19]. The authors of these disparagements gained
their information from results generated in high-throughput screenings. However, high-throughput
screenings are prone to technical artefacts and, therefore, are a deceptive tool because potential drug
candidates could be missed. Additionally, the fact that curcumin, like many other natural compounds,
has more than one drug target indicates its versatile applicability and its low risk to cause acquired
therapy resistance [20–22].

A crucial state of mind is prerequisite for good quality of research and every reputable scientist
questions not only the results of other fellow colleagues but also their own. It is our task and
responsibility to provide good quality of research and, of course, it can happen that carelessly executed
research projects and results are published—sometimes even in high ranked papers.

However, this holds true not only for curcumin but also for other bioactive compounds, no matter
if they are plant-derived or if they have been developed and chemically synthesized in Pharma industry.
While reasonable doubt is essential for scientifically sound results, it doesn’t make sense to disparage
everything that has so far been published on curcumin’s therapeutic effects in treating chronic and
neoplastic diseases and to declare that all results are artefacts. Instead, we should accept the challenge
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to distinguish between scientifically sound and false results; otherwise, we lose a promising candidate
for complementary and alternative treatment strategies.

Additionally, we should not challenge treatment successes of Ayurveda or traditional Chinese
medicine, where plant-derived compounds like curcumin have been applied efficaciously to treat
inflammatory diseases and bacterial infections for thousands of years. To disclaim treatment success of
traditional medicine would simply be ignorant.

Curcumin’s detractors criticize that it has never been shown to be conclusively effective in a
randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trial for any indication [19]. To this end it has to be considered
that it is almost impossible to get financial support to conduct a clinical trial with a substance
that cannot be patented and, therefore, is economically uninteresting. Another point is the study
design—curcumin cannot be tested in randomized, placebo-controlled trials because, nowadays,
clinical trials are performed in the form “study compound against standard therapy”, otherwise the
trial would not get a positive vote from the ethics committee. Therefore, the question is: against which
compound should we test curcumin?

There is no doubt, that due to the comprehensive data from preclinical studies, together with
first results from single patients or small cohorts, the next task on the list has to be to test Curcumin
in well-designed clinical trials. However, the greatest challenge will be to find sponsors for clinical
research on curcumin, as this promising plant-derived compound cannot be exploited economically.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Cancer patients frequently use complementary medicine. Curcumin (CUR) and its derivates
(from the extract of Curcuma longa L.) represent some of the most frequently used ones, having a long
history in traditional Asian medicine. CUR was demonstrated, both in vitro and in vivo, to have
significant anti-inflammatory effects, thus potentially counteracting cancer-promoting inflammation,
which is a hallmark of cancer. CUR modulate a plethora of signaling pathways in cancer cells,
comprising the NF-κB (nuclear factor k-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells), the JAK/STAT
(Janus-Kinase/Signal Transducers and Activators of Transcription), and the TGF-β (transforming
growth factor-β) pathways. Furthermore, CUR confers properties of electron receptors, which
destabilize radical oxygen species (ROS), explaining its antioxidant and anti-apopototic effects.
Although CUR has a low bioavailability, its role in advanced cancer treatment and supportive care
was addressed in numerous clinical trials. After promising results in phase I–II trials, multiple
phase III trials in different indications are currently under way to test for direct anti-cancer effects.
In addition, CUR exerts beneficial effects on cancer treatment-related neurotoxcity, cardiotoxicity,
nephrotoxicity, hemato-toxicity, and others. More efficient galenic formulations are tested to optimze
CUR’s usability in cancer treatment. This review should provide a comprehensive overview of basic
science, and pre-clinical and clinical data on CUR in the field of oncology.

Keywords: curcumin; complementary medicine; cancer treatment; supportive care; antioxidants;
anti-inflamation

1. Introduction

Cancer patients frequently use natural and herbal products during cancer treatment. A recent
Italian review reported that half of all cancer patients use complementary and/or alternative medical
(CAM) approaches [1]; however, the choice of CAM varies widely and may also depend on the cultural
setting and availability of interventions and drugs.

Oncologic healthcare professionals should provide non-judgmental and evidence-based support
to cancer patients and guarantee the safety of cancer treatment by adopting a clinical and research-based

Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2019, 20, 1808; doi:10.3390/ijms20081808 www.mdpi.com/journal/ijms6
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approach to complementary and alternative medicine. Numerous natural products or substances
derived from plants or other life forms were evaluated in different medical conditions, especially
in cancer.

Curcumin (CUR) and its derivates represent one of these products and are derived from the
extract of Curcuma longa L. (turmeric rhizomes) [1,2]. Turmeric is a plant used for thousands of years
in Asia, especially in the Vedic culture in India, where it is frequently used as a culinary spice or
a dye and represents a component of traditional Chinese medicine and other medical cultures [3].
Curcuminoids include also demethoxycurcumin and bisdemethoxycurcumin, and most preparations
that are available today are heterogenic biological mixtures of extracts of Curcuma longa. One must
take into account that curcuminoids are of variable solubility [4], and the major problem when using
curcuminoids is represented by its low bioavailability because of poor solubility [5]. Hence, high
single doses of CUR are required to achieve detectable levels in serum of healthy volunteers [6]. Thus,
different strategies were tested to overcome these limits, such as liposome-based formulations, and
emulsion or microsphere preparations of CUR [7–9], all of which were developed with the ultimate
goal of optimizing its bioavailability.

However, despite these unfavourable galenic properties, CUR displays several positive effects
in vivo and in vitro. Due to its high concentration in the gastrointestinal tract for example, Shen et al.
demonstrated a regulative effect of CUR with respect to microbial composition in the gastro-intestinal
(GI) tract of C57BL/6 mice [10]. One of the most promising CUR effects, however, appears to
be its anti-inflammatory potential. Tabrizi et al. summarized these effects by showing that CUR
modulates inflammatory biomarkers such as IL-6 (Interleukin-6) and hs-CRP (high-sensitivity c-reactive
protein) [11]. In line with these observations, a Cochrane analysis showed that CUR might be a safe
and an effective therapy for maintenance of remission in quiescent ulcerative colitis [12].

Chronic inflammation is characterized as an emergent “hallmark of cancer” by driving malignant
transformation on cancer progression [13]. Therefore, the capacity of the proven anti-inflammatory
compound CUR to modulate signaling pathways in cancer cells was widely investigated. The most
important of these are the NF-κB (nuclear factor k-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells) pathway [14],
the JAK/STAT (Janus-Kinase / Signal Transducers and Activators of Transcription) pathway [15], and
the TGF-β axis [16]. All of these were demonstrated to be potentially modulated by CUR [14–16].

These pathways are particularly important in multiple neoplasia, and one of the most interesting
aspects of recent research on CUR is the focus on cancer treatment and prophylaxis. Given the
complexity of cancer medicine, natural products such as CUR might play a role in specific treatments,
as well as in in supportive care. Thus, based on these observations, the present review aims to provide
an overview on the most important aspects of CUR and cancer, focusing both on potential mechanisms
of action, as well as results of clinical trials.

2. Effects of Curcumin on Tumor Cells, Metabolism, and Signaling Pathways

In addition to its anti-inflammatory properties, CUR was shown to exihibit antioxidant effects in
cellular models both in vitro and in vivo. A molecular structure rich in phenol groups and biophysical
characteristics allow CUR to interact with many different proteins at different stages, which may explain
the diverse antitumor effects [17]. The regulation of enzymes and the activation and deactivation
of growth pathways and programmed cell death make CUR a potential therapeutic agent for a
broad spectrum of cancers, since the effects observed in cancer cell models could not be replicated
in non-neoplastic cells. This fact may explain the low toxicity reported in interventional trials in
humans [18].

It is still to be determined if the resulting putative anti-cancer effects derive from the products
available after degradation, since CUR has a low oral bioavailability, undergoes first-pass metabolism,
is hydrophobic, and consecutively does not reach high plasma levels [19]. Therefore, the synthesis of
curcuminoid analogs may improve the bioavailability and effectiveness of CUR [20].
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The presence of phenolic analogs in CUR confers properties of electron receptors, which destabilize
radical oxygen species (ROS), explaining the observed antioxidant effects. There are multiple in vitro
models demonstrating the avidity for electrons and an ROS scavenging activity [21]. CUR is, therefore,
active in the repair mechanismns of DNA due to ultraviolet (UV) damage and stress, and it reduces
ROS compounds that play a role in early carcinogenesis [22].

CUR further influences cytochrome P450 isoforms and has a direct effect on phase I and phase II
metabolism, inhibiting the production of toxins that potentially act as carcinogens. This action on early
cancer-initiating events may at least in part explain the protective potential of CUR with respect to
malignant transformation and cancer progression [23].

In tumor cells, the interaction with ROS is considered as one of the main triggers of apoptosis.
Syng-ai et al. [23] demonstrated that depletion of gluthatione sensitized cells to CUR effects, and also
downregulated the expression of Bcl-2 (B-cell lymphoma 2) in breast cancer and hepatoma cell cultures,
which may be responsible for making them more vulnerable to apoptotic death. These effects were not
observed in normal cells, which did not experience variation in superoxide generation.

The modulation of the inducible nitric oxide synthase gene expression derives lower concentrations
of nitric oxide in macrophages, resulting in inhibition of carcinogenesis [24]. The effects of curcumin
on GST (Glutathione-S-Transferase) metabolism, paired with the inhibition of immortalizing pathways
and other enzymes that result in free ROS, contribute in the preliminary stages of cancer formation,
and have direct involvement in the induction of apoptosis in tumor cells.

The interaction with other proteins has an anti-inflammatory effect. Pignanelli et al. [20] synthesized
CUR analogs capable of efficiently killing triple-negative, inflammatory breast, p53-negative colorectal,
and different blood cancer cell lines, by manipulating and increasing ROS species specifically in these
cells, which translates to the induction of apoptosis. These analogs also proved to be more toxic and
effective than natural CUR, with lower intracellular concentrations achieving the same effects.

CUR also has a direct effect on the synthesis of pro-inflammatory cytokines that perpetuate
inflammation in favor of tumor growth. The inhibition of the COX2 (cyclooxygenase-2) and NF-κB
genes derives an anti-inflammatory effect with a reduction in the synthesis of cytokines and pro-mitotic
proteins, since genes regulated by NF-κB include cyclin-D1, Bcl-2, MMP-9 (matrix metalloproteinase-9),
and several cytokines such as TNF-α (tumor necrosis factor-α) and many others [25]. In rat models
of hemorrhagic resuscitation, Maheshwari et al. demonstrated that the exposure to CUR resulted in
significant reduction of of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-6, and IL-10 to
almost normal levels [26].

The antitumor effects of CUR revolve around the induction of apoptosis through the complex
interaction of proteins in the STAT-3, HIF1/ROS (hypoxia inducible factor 1/reactive oxygen species),
Wnt/β-catenin, and Sp-1 (specificity protein 1) pathways, as well as induction of the caspase
pathways, mainly through the activation of caspase-3 and caspase-8, and endoplasmatic reticulum
and mitochondrial stress [27]. The downregulation of the expression of anti-apoptotic genes such
as Bcl-2 and Bcl-X makes cancer cells more vulnerable to apoptosis and, in cellular models with
Bcl-2 overexpression, some analogs deactivate the Fas (CD95)-associated protein with death domain,
resulting in programmed cell death [28]. CUR can also inhibit growth promoters and growth factors,
such as EGFR (epithelial growth factor receptor) and cyclin D1 [28].

In prostate cancer cell and xenograft murine models, cyclohexanone curcumin analogs
decreased invasion, migration, and ability to metastasize due to decreased matrix metalloproteinase
production [29]. Other observations potentially explaining anti-metastatic properties include
modulation of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) synthesis, thus directly impacting
angiogenesis [26]. Kunnumakkara et al. reported inhibition of VEGF production in orthotopic
pancreatic and ovarian cancer cells implanted in mice [30].

A third path to cell death, autophagy, also known as type II cell death, is linked to CUR activity.
The activation of the mTOR (mechanistic target of rapamycin) pathway seems to regulate autophagy
in cancer cells through the complex mTORC1, and CUR deactivates this regulation by deactivation of
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the PI3K (Phosphoinositide 3-kinase)/Akt/mTOR pathway, extensively demonstrated in multiple cell
culture models [31].

Another interaction with the mTOR pathway that leads to cell death is the inhibition of the aerobic
glycolysis in anaerobic conditions (Warburg effect), which is promoted in cancer cells by the HIF1α
pathway. Through the direct downregulation of pyruvate kinase M2 and modulation of mTOR, CUR
decreases intracellular levels of HIF1α and glucose uptake, contributing to apoptosis [32].

The hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)/mesenchymal–epithelial transition factor (MET) axis is
a further disregulated pathway in cancer which provokes tumor proliferation, as well as therapy
escape [33]. As such, it is considered as a poor prognostic marker. In vitro data using different lung
cancer cell lines showed that CUR inhibits HGF-induced migration and blocks the c-Met/Akt/mTOR
signaling pathway. In a further mouse model, the authors illustrated that CUR induces an upregulation
of epidermal markers (i.e., E-cadherin) and a downregulation of mesenchymal factors (i.e., vimentin).
The authors concluded that these results suggest that CUR could inhibit epidermal-to-mesenchymal
transition (EMT) by targeting the HFG/MET pathway [34].

CUR also demonstrates multiple effects on cancer stem cells, which remain dormant and unaffected
by traditional chemotherapies and, therefore, enable tumor re-growth, leading to overt relapse after
treatment. Varying doses and duration of administration of CUR on cancer stem cells using a wide
array of cell cultures models (breast, colon, and lung cancer) showed antitumor activity, with a
reduction in the formation of new spheres, activation of caspases, and other pro-apoptotic proteins, as
well as downregulation of markers for stemness (CD133, CD44, ALDH1 [aldehyde dehydrogenasis]),
increased availability, and activation of PARP (poly[ADP-ribose]-polymerase) inducing sensitivity
to anti-cancer drugs like 5-fluoruracil and dasatinib in colon cancer cells, and cisplatinum in lung
cancer cells [35]. Hedgehog signaling (HH) is a substantial pathway in cancer stem cells and in
carcinogenesis. In the liver for example, HH signaling activation leads to the development of cirrhosis
and liver cancer. The activation of this pathway correlates with a higly aggressive cancer by enhancing
development of metatastasis and tumor growth [36]. HH signaling is essential to maintain the stemness
in of cancer stem cells. In various two- and three-dimensional (2D and 3D) culture models, CUR
decreased the activity of cancer stem cells by inhibiting tumor cell proliferation, downregulating
cancer stem-cell markers (i.e., CD44 and Oct4 [octamer-binding transcription factor 4]), and inducing
apoptosis [37–39]. Another research group showed in an in vitro experiment that CUR could not only
inhibit proliferation and invasion by inhibiting the HH pathway, but could also induce expression of
EMT-related markers [40].

There is evidence for the existence of synergistic effects with traditional anti-cancer therapies, due to
the induction of apoptosis through the targeting of several pro-apoptotic and anti-proliferative pathways
in different in vitro models. In an experimental model published by Zhang et al., the combination of
CUR with cisplatinum in lung cancer xenograft murine models effectively demonstrated reduction of
Sp-1 binding to CTR1 (copper uptake protein 1) promoters, increasing expression of CTR1 and Sp-1 and,
thus, the uptake and sensitivity to cisplatinum in these cells [35]. Interestingly, antitumor effects were
increased when both cisplatinum and CUR were combined and administered in increasing dosages,
achieving significantly higher cell death and tumor regression rates compared to their application
as monotherapy. Another possible synergistic interaction is with anti-EGFR therapy, targeting the
EGFR/MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinase) pathway known to stimulate cell proliferation [41].
Chen et al. [42] observed that simultaneous treatment with the anti-EGFR antibody cetuximab and
CUR demonstrated suppression of the EGFR/MAPK pathway in oral cancer cells resistant to platinum.

Multiple observations of curcumin’s anti-cancer effects were made in colon cancer xenograft
models [43]. James and collegues demonstrated a direct effect on colon cancer stem cells derived from
patients’ metastatic tissue, noting a more dramatic decrease in formation of spheroids and expression
of stemness biomarkers in cultures that received a combination of FOLFOX and CUR, suggesting there
might be a synergistic effect, expressed also in longer DFS (disease-free survival) intervals of patients
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that received experimental therapy in this trial [44]. A summary of the interactions of CUR is listed in
Table 1.

Table 1. Interactions between curcumin (CUR) and different pathways.

Pathway

Reduction of radical oxygen species (ROS)
Inhibiton of the production of toxins via cytochrome P450

Inhibition of COX2 and NF-κB
Reduction of proinflammatory cytokines (i.e., IL-1, IL-2)

Induction of caspase pathway (i.e. caspase-3)
Downregulation of anti-apoptotic genes (i.e., Bcl-2)

Inhibition of growth promoters (i.e., EGFR)
Decrease of MMP

Anti-metastatic properties (i.e., inhibition of VEGF)
Inhibition of PI3K/Akt/mTor pathway

Inhibtion of HIFα pathway
Downregulation of the HGF/MET pathway

Downregulation of stemness markers (i.e., CD133, CD44)
Inhibtion of the Hedghog signaling pathway

3. Clinical Data of Curcumin as a Therapeutical Anti-Cancer Compound

The first monotherapy assessment of pharmacokinetics and activity of CUR was reported in a
phase I clinical trial assessing the safety of CUR in colorectal cancer patients, in a dose-finding design
of an oral formulation [45]. No dose-limiting toxicities were observed in the 15 patients enrolled.
Two patients (13%) exhibited stable disease by radiologic criteria after two months of treatment,
receiving the treatment for a total of four months. One patient taking 450 mg of CUR daily and
one patient allocated in the full dose group (3600 mg of CUR daily) developed significant diarrhea.
However, the patient in the lower-dose cohort was able to optimize the management of this side
effect with loperamide, while the patient taking the highest dose discontinued treatment, with rapid
improvement of side effects. Accordingly, the authors defined a recommended phase II dose of 3600 mg
daily as being suitable for further evaluations.

In a phase I dose-finding trial, CUR was analyzed in combination with docetaxel 100 mg/m2 in 14
breast cancer patients [46]. Among eight patients evaluable for response, five (63%) showed a partial
response. The maximal tolerated dose was established at 6000 mg daily for one week followed by two
weeks off.

In a phase II clinical study conducted in patients with advanced pancreatic cancer, patients were
enrolled to receive 8000 mg of CUR daily p.o. (per os) in combination with gemcitabine 1000 mg/m2

intravenously weekly for three of four weeks [47]. CUR was split into two daily doses. Nearly one-third
of the patients (n = 5) discontinued CUR due to toxicity and continued gemcitabine monotherapy.
The principal adverse event causing the discontinuation of CUR was upper abdominal pain, presenting
on average within two weeks from the beginning of the treatment, and not ameliorating with reduction
of the CUR dose. Indeed, patients stopping CUR achieved a complete reversal of the symptoms, with
no residual impairments. Time to progression was 2.5 months and overall survival was five months,
consistent with the benefit achieved by gemcitabine in monotherapy of historical controls. In terms of
disease control, five of 11 patients evaluable for response (45.5%) showed a clinical benefit, of which
one (9.1%) had a partial response and four (36.4%) had a stable disease. The authors concluded that
high-dose oral CUR in combination with chemotherapy is not an effective strategy, as the trial failed to
demonstrate a safe feasibility of the combination regimen.

An additional phase II clinical trial conducted in patients with pretreated advanced pancreatic
cancer (n = 25) receiveed oral CUR 8000 mg daily as monotherapy until disease progression [1]. Of the
patients evaluable for response (n = 24), two patients (8.3%) showed a clinical response. As expected,
only low levels of CUR were detectable in plasma, i.e., 22–41 ng/mL at steady state. However, some
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pharmacodynamic assays along with the radiological tumor responses suggested a biologic activity at
low bio-disponible plasma concentrations, with effects exerted on the expression of COX-2, NF-κB,
and pSTAT3; no correlation of the cytokine change was demonstrated with either biologic activity or
with clinical benefit [48].

The combination of CUR with tyrosine kinase inhibitors was investigated [49] in a cohort of
patients receiving imatinib for CML (chronic myeloid leukemia) (n = 50), with or without turmeric
powder (1500 mg daily). Patients who received CUR and imatinib together achieved a higher rate
of clinical complete response compared to imatinib monotherapy. However, this finding was not
statistically significant. Another imatinib combination was tested in a single patient with a pre-treated
metastatic adenoid cystic parotid tumor, harbouring a c-KIT mutation [50]. The formulation used was
intravenous CUR 225 mg/m2 twice a week plus oral CUR 168 mg daily. The patient achieved a partial
response still ongoing after 24 months of treatment.

As proof of concept, Capalbo et al. [51] provided a pivotal experience of a combination of CUR
with monoclonal antibodies. The report described the case of an elderly platinum pre-treated cutaneous
squamous cell carcinoma patient, receiving the EGFR monoclonal antibody blocker cetuximab combined
with daily oral CUR phospholipid supplement (500 mg). Partial response was described, persistent
for 11 months, with no evidence of tumor progression at the time of the last follow-up. The authors
justified the decision to combine cetuximab with CUR as supposing to optimize the control of EGFR
blocker-related skin adverse events based on a report (n = 52) by Wada et al. [52] and possibly potentiate
the antineoplastic activity, overcoming the emergent resistance to EGFR blockers [53].

As a further attempt to optimize CUR bio-availability through drug delivery, liposomal CUR
was tested in a phase I clinical trial in patients with advanced pre-treated solid tumors (n = 32) [54].
The liposomal formulation was administered intravenously as weekly infusion for eight weeks.
Two patients experienced grade-3 anaemia and one patient experienced grade-3 hemolysis. One patient
showed a clinical benefit, with a stable disease after four weeks.

The role of CUR was investigated in the prevention of cancer and treatment of pre-invasive
tumors, reporting some preliminary results [55–57]. Oral and topic formulations were proposed,
tailoring high-risk patients with CUR-based pharmacological interventions and tracking the reduction
of pre-invasive lesions when exposed to CUR and related compounds. However, no definite role was
defined in these settings, with discordant results in the clinical series, and results of ongoing trials
are awaited.

The role of CUR in cancer treatment was addressed by numerous trials. Although apparently
working at low plasma concentration, systemic bio-availability still represents an issue when dealing
with CUR experiments in humans. Indeed, the optimization of CUR bio-availability through
drug-delivery strategies provided more significant results, suggesting that in vitro and in vivo
antitumoral activity can be replicated in the clinical setting by different pharmacological strategies.
However, some of the results provided so far are no more than proof-of-concept studies, particularly for
the combination with targeted agents, where only a few positive experiences are reported. Moreover, no
phase III clinical trial provided results on the antitumor efficacy compared to the standard treatments,
with efforts warranted in the definition of the disease most likely to benefit along with predictive
biomarkers for better patient selection. For this, despite promising results and early signals of benefit,
at present, no specific recommendation should be provided for CUR in the treatment of cancer, as data
of safety are restricted to monotherapy and few combinations with selected agents, and data of activity
are not mature enough. Eventually, the use of CUR to “adjuvate” the standard treatments should be
discouraged unless new results will identify a precise setting of care as a pharmacological compound.

4. Role of Curcumin in Reducing Side Effects of Cytotoxic Drugs

Myelosuppresion is the most common side effect associated with chemotherapy. A murine model
showed that, when CUR was administered after carboplatinum, it was able to reduce the length and
depth of myelosuppression via reducing the DNA damage in the bone marrow [58].
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One study found that use of CUR along with doxorubicin remarkedly reduced the myocardial
damage in albino rats [59]. The cardiac damage markers such as LDH (lactat dehydrogenasis) and
CPK (creatininekinase) were also reduced, suggesting a protective role to anthracycline-induced
cardiotoxicity. Another animal study on rats showed that cardiac damage due to doxorubicin was
reduced due to CUR use [60]. CUR was shown to reduce the grade of lipid peroxidation and glutathione
depletion—markers of oxidative stress. Furthermore, the levels of troponin, LDH, and a cardiac
isoform of LDH decreased, along with an attenuation of pro-apoptotic signaling in myocardial cells,
including pro-inflammatory mediators.

One experimental study on rats reported that CUR is effective in reducing weight loss and
intestinal mucosal damage in 5-flurouracil use [61]. Importantly, no loss of the antineoplastic benefit of
5-flurouracil could be observed.

In a phase I study, a mucoadhesive formulation containing, among other compounds, CUR was
tested as a mouth-washing solution for head and neck cancer patients. No genotoxic cellular damage
was observed [62]. The formulation was shown to be clinically active with no apparent systemic
adverse events.

The liver is the main site of metabolism of most chemotherapeutic drugs, and liver damage is
a common toxicity of many cancer medicines. Cisplatinum damages the hepatocytes, resulting in
the increase of serum ALT (alanine aminotransferasis) and AST (aspartate aminotransferasis). CUR
pretreatment improved the hepatocyte damage due to cisplatinum in rats [63]. Another investigation
showed that histopathologically confirmed methotrexate-induced liver damage in albino rats can be
markedly reduced by post-methotrexate CUR administration [64].

Mitomycin-C is known for potentially causing severe toxicites to both kidney and bone marrow.
An investigation was performed using a breast cancer xenograft model in which CUR was administered
together with Mitomycin-C [65]. It showed that CUR decreased the kidney damage induced by
Mitomycin-C, while at the same time sensitizing tumor cells to Mitomycin-C. Cisplatinum is broadly
recognized to be able to provoke severe kidney injury causing acute kidney damage. When CUR was
administered to the rats for three consecutive days concomitantly with cisplatinum, CUR showed a renal
protective effect preserving kidney function by preventing mitochondrial bioenergetic alterations [66].

All the above evidence about CUR protective effects on chemotherapy-induced toxicities mostly
are derived from animal experimental or in vitro studies. There is an unmet need to perform clinical
trials in the future to confirm safety and efficacy of CUR in humans undergoing cancer therapy. As CUR
is an unstable product with poor absorption and rapid systemic elimination, formulations with better
bioavailability should be the focus in these these future investigations [67].

5. Perspective

Various preclinical studies highlighted the effects of CUR on NF-kB, STAT3, COX2, and CXCL-1
(chemokine [C-X-C motif] ligand 1) activity, leading to reduced inflammation and eventually also
impacting tumor progression. Despite these promising in vitro and in vivo results, a clear clinical
benefit could not be demonstrated in clinical trials. Thus, currently, a large amount of larger clinical
studies are ongoing to investigate the effect of CUR in cancer patients in more detail.

At the moment, CUR is under evaluation against placebo in a phase II clinical trial (NCT02944578)
in HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) -infected women with high-grade squamous intraepithelial
lesions of the cervix. In another study, oral CUR is being tested for the treatment of cervical
intraepithelial neoplasia (NCT02554344), assessing drug-induced tumor regression. CUR is also
proposed as a chemo-preventive agent alternative to other anti-inflammatory drugs, as it inhibits
COX activity and is, therefore, being tested in patients with familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP)
(NCT00927485). For high-risk men under active surveillance for a biopsy-proven low-risk prostate
cancer, a bioavailable formulation of CUR is expected to control disease and reduce the rates of clinically
indicated interventions for prostate cancer, including the progression of locoregional disease or spread
to distant sites requiring surgery or hormone therapy, respectively (NCT03769766). Similarly, the
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NCT01975363 trial is assessing the role of daily oral CUR for obese women, as a risk-reducing strategy
for high-risk patients defined by either genetic risk, namely harboring BRCA mutations, or clinically,
when diagnosed with in situ ductal carcinoma.

In colorectal cancer, CUR showed its role in FAP and is now being tested actively in combination
with conventional chemotherapy either to overcome resistance or to enhance the chemotherapeutic
effects. In particular, an early study is testing CUR and a phospholipid mix with 5-floururacil, assessing
the feasibility, safety, and effectiveness of the combination strategy (NCT02724202; NCT02439385).
Moreover, a phase II clinical trial assessing the adjunctive benefit of CUR combined with paclitaxel for
advanced breast cancer patients is ongoing (NCT03072992).

In breast cancer, whether for prevention in high-risk obese population or as an active role in
reducing radiation-induced dermatitis or enhancing paclitaxel effects/reducing toxicities, CUR is
making its way through ongoing trials in breast cancer.

Curcumin is also being studied for its protective effects in anthracycline-induced cardiotoxicity
and chemotherapy-induced nephrotoxicity. It also reduces cisplatin resistance by inhibiting FEN-1
(Flap endonuclease 1) expression in animal models. Whether it is combined with tyrosine kinase
inhibitors in lung cancer, with gemcitabine in pancreatic cancer, pre-cancerous lesions in cervical cancer,
or its role in sarcoma, CUR is expected to show its promising effects.

NCT03211104 is a placebo-controlled, double-blind, randomized trial investigating whether CUR
influences the course of prostate cancer patients treated with on/off hormonal deprivation therapy.

A larger phase III trial is investigating the risk-reducing potential of CUR in terms of recurrence-free
survival for patients undergoing radical prostatectomy for an adenocarcinoma of the prostate
(NCT02064673). In addition, another protocol is analyzing the role of CUR as a radio-sensitizing agent
for prostate cancer patients, as assessed by tumor response.

Furthermore, the role of CUR associated with standard treatments for cancer is being evaluated for
non-small-cell cancer patients, receiving tyrosine kinase inhibitors for advanced disease (NCT02321293).
Table 2 summarizes the studies described in this section.

The role of CUR in cancer treatment was addressed by numerous trials. Although apparently
working at low plasma concentration, systemic bio-availability still represents an issue when dealing
with CUR experiments in humans. Indeed, the optimization of CUR bio-availability through
drug-delivery strategies provided more significant results, suggesting that in vitro and in vivo
antitumoral activity can be replicated in the clinical setting by different pharmacological strategies.
However, some of the results provided so far are no more than proof-of-concept studies, particularly for
the combination with targeted agents, where only a few positive experiences are reported. Moreover, no
phase III clinical trial provided results on the antitumor efficacy compared to the standard treatments,
with efforts warranted in the definition of the disease most likely to benefit along with predictive
biomarkers for better patient selection. For this, despite promising results and early signals of benefit,
at present, no specific recommendation should be provided for CUR in the treatment of cancer, as data
of safety are restricted to monotherapy and few combinations with selected agents, and data of activity
are not mature enough. Eventually, the use of CUR to “adjuvate” the standard treatments should be
discouraged unless new results will identify a precise setting of care as a pharmacological compound.
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6. Conclusions

The majority of studies analyzing CUR in cancer showed potentially beneficial effects on side
effects and eventually also additive or even synsergistic effects on the efficacy of classical anti-cancer
drugs. However, data from recent clinical trials are not sufficient to implement CUR as standard
anti-cancer treatment. Large randomized trials are urgently needed to investigate the real effect of CUR
in hemato-oncology. However, the efficacy of CUR as a complementary and/or alternative medical
approach is promising. In addition, CUR causes no significant side effects and is cheap and easily
available, even though its poor bioavailabity and fast metabolism remain major obstacles.
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Abstract: Autophagy and the (PI3K-Akt/mTOR) signaling pathway play significant roles in
glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) cell death and survival. Curcumin (Cur) has been reported to
prevent several cancers, including GBM. However, the poor solubility and limited bioavailability
of natural Cur limits its application in preventing GBM growth. Previously, we have shown the
greater apoptotic and anti-carcinogenic effects of solid lipid Cur particles (SLCP) than natural Cur in
cultured GBM cells. Here, we compared the autophagic responses on cultured U-87MG, GL261, F98,
C6-glioma, and N2a cells after treatment with Cur or SLCP (25 μM for 24 h). Different autophagy,
mitophagy, and chaperone-mediated autophagy (CMA) markers, along with the PI3K-AKkt/mTOR
signaling pathway, and the number of autophagy vacuoles were investigated after treatment with
Cur and or SLCP. We observed increased levels of autophagy and decreased levels of mitophagy
markers, along with inhibition of the PI3K-Akt/mTOR pathway after treatments with Cur or SLCP.
Cell survival markers were downregulated, and cell death markers were upregulated after these
treatments. We found greater effects in the case of SCLP-treated cells in comparison to Cur. Given
that fewer effects were observed on C-6 glioma and N2a cells. Our results suggest that SLCP could
be a safe and effective means of therapeutically modulating autophagy in GBM cells.

Keywords: glioblastoma multiforme; autophagy; mitophagy; curcumin; chaperone-mediated
autophagy; Akt/mTOR signaling; transmission electron microscopy

1. Introduction

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is one of the
deadliest and most aggressive brain cancers, affecting millions of people world-wide. Histopathological
analysis revealed that brain tumors account for 85% to 90% of all primary Central nervous system
(CNS) tumors, and about 70% to 80% are of glial cell origins. Whereas among all primary brain tumors
only 15% are GBM [1]. Importantly, most GBM patients survive on average for only 15 to 20 months
following initial diagnosis [2]. Despite current neurosurgical, radiotherapy, and chemotherapeutic
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advancement, the GBM growth and proliferation cannot be effectively controlled. The most potent
chemotherapeutic drug use to treat GBM is temozolomide (Temodar, TMZ), but resistance to TMZ
limits its effectiveness. Moreover, neuroinflammation also increases after treatment of TMZ, making
the development of alternative therapies critically important. In this context, several investigators
have studied the anti-cancer and anti-inflammatory effects of curcumin (Cur) in human malignancies,
including those found in various tissues, such as breast, prostate, colon, liver, and brain [3,4].

Several anti-cancer drugs have been tested to prevent GBM cell growth and metastasis [4]. Many
of these drugs kill GBM cells by inducing apoptosis, autophagic cell death, or necrosis, whereas
dysregulation of these major pathways promotes cancer development [5]. Although apoptosis is
the most common form of programmed cell death (PCD), autophagic cell death also has significant
roles in tumorigenesis [5]. It includes macroautophagy, microautophagy, and chaperones-mediated
autophagy (CMA), which are highly conserved cellular-debris disposal mechanisms by which cellular
organelles, misfolded protein aggregates, and pathogens or toxins are degraded through fusion of
the resulting autophagosomes with lysosomes [6–8]. The beneficial effects of autophagy have been
observed with anti-cancer drugs after their treatments in GBM cells, which may either induce or
bypass the apoptotic pathway, depending on cellular stress [9]. Several experimental results from
animal studies and cell culture studies have demonstrated that induction of autophagy or type-II PCD
can induce or inhibit type-I PCD or apoptosis [10], which suggests that they are inter-linked for cell
death and survival [11]. In addition, cancer cell growth and proliferation are also controlled by the
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR, also known as
the mechanistic target of rapamycin and FK506-binding protein 12-rapamycin-associated protein 1)
sensitive mTOR-complex (PI3K-Akt/mTOR) pathway, which has inhibitory roles on the autophagic
pathway. The Akt/mTOR pathway plays significant roles in the regulation of autophagy, as well as
cancer cell growth and proliferation; inhibition of this pathway has activatory roles in the autophagy
pathway and inhibitory roles on cancer cell proliferation. Therefore, targeting autophagy by inhibiting
PI3K-Akt/mTOR might be a potent strategy to inhibit GBM growth and proliferation [12].

Curcumin (Cur), is the most active natural polyphenol present in the turmeric root of the herb,
Curcuma longa [13]. For a long time, it has been known to function as a potent inhibitor of tumor
growth, proliferation, invasion, angiogenesis, and metastasis. Cur has been applied for several cancer
therapies, including GBM [14]. It can attenuate cancer growth by increasing oxidative stress, disrupting
PI3k-Akt/mTOR signaling and induction of apoptosis, but it requires higher amounts to be effective
against cancer cells [15]. Unfortunately, poor solubility and instability in physiological fluids limits its
therapeutic application for targeting GBM [16,17]. Although various lipidated and nanotechnological
approaches of Cur formulations have been shown to increase its solubility and bio-availability [15],
none of these produce optimal levels. Recently, solid lipid particles (SLPs), conjugated with Cur
(SLCPs), have been characterized by our laboratory [15,18,19] and those of others to increase Cur
solubility, stability, and bioavailability [20–25], when tested in an in vitro model of GBM, as well as
animal models and clinical trials of Alzheimer’s disease [26,27].

Previously, we have reported that SLCPs induce a greater number of apoptotic deaths than natural
Cur in U-87MG [19]. In the present study, we have designed the experiments to compare the autophagy
mechanism, including mitophagy and the PI3K-Akt/mTOR pathway (which is one of the modulators
of the autophagy pathway) in vitro, using GBM cells derived from human (U-87MG), mouse (GL261),
and rat (F98) origins, their respective rat glial tumor cells (C6-glioma), and mouse neuroblastoma cells
(N2a cells) after treatment with Cur and/or SLCP. Our results suggest that SLCP induced autophagy
markers greater than natural Cur, as well as the inhibition of mitophagy and the significant disruption
of the PI3K-Akt/mTOR pathway in all three GBM cells, without significant effects on C6-glioma and
N2a cells.
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2. Results

In this study, we have compared the levels of autophagy, including mitophagy markers and the
PI3k-Akt/mTOR signaling pathway in cultured GBM cells after treatment with SLCP and or Cur.

2.1. SLCP Induced Autophagy Greater than Natural Cur in Different GBM Cells

We have investigated different autophagy markers, such as Atg5, Atg7, Beclin-1, LC3A/B, and
p62, from all three GBM cell lines (U-87MG, GL261, and F98), and from C6-glioma and N2a cells. We
observed that the Atg5 level was significantly increased (p < 0.05) in U-87MG and F98 cells, but not in
GL261 after treatment with Cur and or SLCP in comparison to vehicle-treated groups (Figure 1A,B).
Similarly, we found a significant increase (p < 0.01) in levels of Atg7 after Cur and or SLCP treatment
in U-87MG and GL261, but not in F98 cells, in comparison to the vehicle-treated group (Figure 2A,C).
Furthermore, the Beclin-1 level was also significantly increased (p < 0.05) in all three GBM cells after
treatment with Cur or SLCP in comparison to the vehicle group (Figure 1A,D). We also observed that
the ratio of LC3A/B-II/LC3A/B-I was significantly increased by Cur and or SLCP treatment in all
three GBM cells lines in comparison to vehicle-treated cells (Figure 1A,D). SLCP-treated cells had more
changes in autophagic markers, overall, than did Cur-treated cells. Similar to the Western blot data, the
immunofluorescence intensity of Atg5, Atg7, Beclin-1, and LC3A/B all tended to increase in U-87MG
cells after treatment with Cur and or SLCP, in comparison to vehicle-treated cells (Figure 1G).

Figure 1. Changes of autophagy markers in GBM cells after treatment with Cur and or SLCP. (A–F):
U-87MG, GL261, and F98 cells were treated with either Cur or SLCP (25 μM) for 24-h and then
Western blots and immunocytochemistry (ICC) were performed. The Western blots data showed
that there were significant increased levels of Atg5, Atg7, Beclin-1, LC3A/B, and p62 after treatment
with SLCP and/or Cur. Values are represented as mean ± standard error of mean (SEM) from three
independent observations. * p < 0.05 in comparison to the respective vehicle-treated group. (G):
Immunocytochemisty (ICC) revealed apparent increases in ICC intensity of Atg5, Atg7, Beclin-1,
and LC3/A/B in SLCP- and Cur-treated U-87MG cells in comparison to vehicle-treated cells. Scale bar
indicates 50 μm and is applicable to all images.
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Figure 2. Changes of autophagy markers in C6-glioma and N2a cells after treatment with SLCP and
Cur. C6-glima and N2a cells were treated with either Cur or SLCP (25 μM) for 24-h prior to performing
Western blots and ICC. (A–E): The Western blots analyses revealed that there were no significant
changes of autophagy markers following treatment, except Atg7 levels were significantly decreased
in both cell lines (C) and Beclin-1 levels were increased in C6-glioma (D). Values are represented
as mean ± SEM from three independent observations. * p < 0.05 in comparison to the respective
vehicle-treated cells. (F): ICC of autophagy markers in N2a cells showed that there were no major
changes of the immunofluorescent signal for these parameters. Scale bar indicates 50 μm and is
applicable to all images.

2.2. Cur and or SLCP Treatment Has Little Influence on Autophagy Pathways in Rat Glial Tumor Cells
(C6-Glioma) and Mouse Neuroblatsoma (N2a) Cells

We did not observe any significant changes of Atg5 (Figure 2A,B) and LC3A/B levels (Figure 2A,E)
after treatment with Cur and or SLCP treatment. In addition, we observed very little differences of Atg7
levels in C6-glioma cells, and there was a decrease in N2a cells (Figure 2A,C) after Cur and or SLCP
treatment. In contrast, Beclin-1 was increased in C6-glioma, but not in N2a cells (Figure 2A,D) after
Cur and or SCLP treatment. The ICC of Atg5, Atg7, Beclin-1, and LC3A/B in U-87MG also showed
comparable results, as shown in the Western blots after Cur and/or SLCP treatment (Figure 2F).

2.3. SLCP Inhibits Mitophagy Markers More than Cur in GBM Cells.

We also investigated the most important mitophagy markers, such as BNIP3L/NIX, FUNDC1,
BNIP3, PINK-1, and HIF-1α, by Western blots. We observed that BNIP3L/NIX was significantly
decreased in GL261 and F98 cells (p < 0.05) and there was a trend of reduction of this protein in
U-87MG after treatment with Cur and SLCP, in comparison to the vehicle-treated group (Figure 3A,B).
Similarly, the FUNDC1 level was also significantly decreased in SLCP-treated cells greater than the
Cur treated and vehicle-treated group (Figure 3A,C). In addition, BNIP3, PINK-1, and HIF-1α levels
were also significantly decreased (p <0.05) in Cur and or SLCP-treated cells in comparison to the
vehicle-treated group (Figure 3A,D,E). Whereas, we found a significant decrease of BNIP3L/NIX and
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HIF-1α in C6-glioma and N2a cells after treatment with Cur and or SLCP (Figure 3F–I), whereas no
significant changes were observed in the case of FUNDC1 protein in both the cell lines (Figure 3F,H).

Figure 3. Mitophagy markers were down-regulated more in GBM cells by SLCP than by Cur. U-87MG,
GL261, F98, C6-glioma, and N2a cells were treated with either Cur or SLCP (25 μM for 24-h) prior
to Western blots analyses. The levels of BNIP3L/NIX, FUNDC1, BNIP3, PINK-1, and HIF-1α were
significantly down-regulated (p < 0.05) after treatment of SLCP and or Cur in all three GBM cell lines
(A–E), and SLCP showed greater decreases of these parameters than did Cur. Both NIX and HIF-1α
were decreased in C6-glioma and N2a cells, but not FUNDC1 (F–I). Values are represented as mean ±
SEM from three independent observations. * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01, in comparison to the respective
vehicle-treated cells.

2.4. SLCP Inhibits PI3K-Akt/mTOR Pathway Activity in GBM Cells More than Cur does in GBM

We observed that PI3Kp85, phosphoPI3Kp85, total Akt, p-AKT, mTOR, and p-mTOR levels were
significantly decreased in U-87MG, GL261, and F98 cell lines after treatment with Cur and or SLCP
(Figure 4A–D). SLCP showed greater inhibition of the PI3k-Akt/mTOR pathway than Cur. Whereas in
the case of C6-glioma and N2a cells, this pathway was mostly unaltered (Figure 4G–K).
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Figure 4. SLCP inhibited the PI3K-Akt/mTOR pathway greater than Cur in cultured GBM cells.
U-87MG, GL261, F98, C6-glioma, and N2a cells were treated with either Cur or SLCP (25 μM for 24-h)
prior to Western blots and ICC. (A–G): Western blots analyses revealed that PI3Kp85, pPI3Kp85, total
Akt, p-Akt (Ser473), mTOR, and p-mTOR levels were significantly decreased in all three GBM cells after
treatment with Cur and or SLCP, in comparison to the respective vehicle-treated cells. These parameters
were unaltered in C6-glioma and or N2a cells (H–L), except that pAkt was significantly increased
in C6-glioma after the treatment. Values are represented as mean ± SEM from three independent
observations. * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01 in comparison to their respective vehicle-treated cells.

2.5. Cur and or SLCP Treatment Inhibited Chaperone-Mediated Autophagy (CMA) Markers in GBM Cells.

CMA markers, such as HSC70, were unaltered in all three GBM cell lines, but LAMP2A levels
were significantly down-regulated after treatment with Cur and or SLCP (Figure 5A,D,E). In contrast,
HSP70 was increased in all three cell lines after treatment with Cur and or SLCP (Figure 5A,B), and the
HSP90 level was also diminished in U-87MG and GL261, but was increased in F98 cells treated with
SLCP (Figure 5A,C).
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Figure 5. Chaperone-mediated autophagy markers were inhibited in GBM cells after SLCP or Cur
treatment. U-87MG, GL261, F98, C6-glioma, and N2a cells were treated with either Cur or SLCP (25
μM for 24-h) prior to Western blots. HSC70 levels were unaltered by SLCP or Cur treatment, while
LAMP2A levels were significantly decreased in all the GBM cell lines (A,D,E). There were significant
increases in levels of HSP70 (A,B) and significant decreases in levels of HSP90 (A,C, but in F98 by
SLCP) after treatment with Cur or SLCP treatments. The changes were more in the case of SLCP-treated
cells in comparison to Cur-treated cells. Values are represented as mean ± SEM from two independent
observations. * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01, in comparison to their respective vehicle-treated group.

2.6. Cell Survival and Cell Death Markers Were also Modulated by SLCP More than Cur in GBM Cells.

There was a significant increase (p < 0.01) in Bax and Cyt-c and caspase-3 levels in both Cur
and SLCP-treated cells in comparison to vehicle-treated cells (Figure 6A–E). In contrast, there was
a significant decrease of Bcl-2 in GL261 and F98 cells (Figure 6A,B). Unlike GBM cell lines, Bax and
Bcl2 were unaltered in C6-glioma and N2a cells (Figure 6F,G), but Cas-3 (Figure 6F,J) levels were
increased in C6-glioma, while being unaltered in N2a cells after Cur or SLCP treatment, in comparison
to vehicle-treated cells.
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Figure 6. Cell death and cell survival markers in GBM cells. U-87MG, GL261, F98, C6-glioma, and N2a
cells were treated with either Cur or SLCP (25 μM for 24-h) prior to Western blots analyses. Western
blots analyses showed that SLCP and Cur treatments increased Bax, Cyt-c, and caspase-3 and decreased
Bcl2 in all three GBM cell lines, in comparison to vehicle-treated cells (A–E). Cell survival and cell
death markers were unaltered in the case of C6-glioma and N2a cells, except for Caspase-3, which was
increased in C6-glioma after both of these treatments. Values are represented as mean ± SEM from
two independent observations. * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01 in comparison to either in Cur-treated or to
vehicle-treated cells.

2.7. SLCP Treatment Produced Greater Increases in the Number of Autophagy Vacuoles in U-87MG Cells than
Did Cur Treatments

To investigate the degree of formation of autophagy vacuoles (AV) after Cur or SLCP-treatment,
U-87MG cells were treated with SLCP and/or Cur for 24 h. TEM images indicated that there were
significantly more autophagy vacuoles in SLCP-treated cells (p < 0.01) in comparison to Cur-treated
cells (Cur: 61.00% and in SLCP: 163.84%) (Figure 7A,B). In addition, SLCP treatments increased
membrane blebbing, cytoskeleton disorientation, and chromosomal condensation more in U-87MG
cells than Cur-treated cells (Figure S1).
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Figure 7. SLCP treatments resulted in more autophagy vacuole formations in U-87MG cells than
did treatments with Cur. U-87MG cells were grown and treated with either Cur or SLCP (25 μM for
24-h). Cells were processed for TEM and images were taken with JEOL-TEM. (A): Representative TEM
images showing that the numbers of autophagy vacuoles were significantly increased (B) in the case of
SLCP-treated cells compared to Cur-treated cells. (C): Fusion of two autophagy vacuoles (red arrow),
autophagolysosome complex (black arrow), and mitophagy (white arrow) after treatments with SLCP
for 24 h. Scale bars indicate 1 μm. V-vacuole, AV-autophagy vacuoles, arrow indicates autophagy
vacuoles. * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01 compared to vehicle group; ## p < 0.01 compared to Cur-treated cells.

3. Discussion

Accumulated experimental evidence supports the contention that the dysregulation of autophagy
mechanisms significantly contributes to GBM cell death and survival [10]. In the present study,
we compared the role of natural Cur or SLCP (a greater permeable solid lipid Cur formulation) on
autophagy markers, including mitophagy and chaperone-mediated autophagy pathways in cultured
GBM cells. We found a greater induction of autophagy markers, including an increased number of
autophagy vacuoles, along with a significant decrease in the levels of mitophagy markers and inhibition
of the PI3K-Akt/mTOR pathway by SLCP than by natural Cur in different GBM cell lines, without
significantly affecting the rat glial tumor cells (C6-glioma) and mouse neuroblastoma (N2a) cells.

Given the present lack of effectiveness and the preponderance of side-effects when the current
standard chemotherapies for GBM are used [28,29], many laboratories, including our own, have started
investigating natural anti-cancer agents, such as Cur [2,30]. However, to avoid the poor solubility, rapid
degradation, and limited bio-availability of natural Cur [17,23], we utilized more permeable solid lipid
Cur particles (SLCP) [15,18,19]. Previously, we have demonstrated that SLCP has greater anti-cancer
effects in U-87MG cells than does natural Cur [19]. However, its role in autophagy mechanisms in GBM
cells remained unexplored. Given that Cur has been shown to induce autophagy, we hypothesized
that using SLCP, with its higher solubility and greater membrane permeability, would have stronger
modulatory effects on autophagy than natural Cur. Therefore, we investigated different autophagy
markers in three different GBM cells (U-87MG, GL261, and F98) after treatment with Cur and or SLCP.

GBM cell metastasis can be prevented by induction of apoptosis [31]. However, cells can die by
alternative pathways, such as autophagy. Interestingly, when autophagy is induced, either at earlier
or later stages, it may lead to non-apoptotic cell death [32]. In addition, cells with a dysfunctional
apoptotic pathway may undergo autophagic cell death [33]. Thus, the timing and magnitude of
the cellular stresses seem to dictate whether autophagy or apoptosis will be activated. Moreover,
autophagy preceded apoptosis, and this mechanism makes the cells more susceptible to death [10].
Given this, we sought to understand the mechanisms of autophagy, including mitochondrial autophagy
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(mitophagy) and CMA markers, in cultured GBM cells by comparing the treatment effects of SLCP
with those of natural Cur.

To monitor the autophagy mechanism in GBM cells after treatment with Cur or SLCP, we
investigated the Atg5, Atg7, Beclin-1 and LC3A/B, and p62. Atg5 and Atg7 are considered to
be essential molecules for the induction of autophagy [34]. For example, defective Atg5 or Atg7
expression consequences decreased autophagic activity in animals [9]. In the present study, we
observed an up-regulation of these two markers in all three GBM cells, (except Atg5 in U-87MG
cells) (Figure 1) after treatment with Cur and or SLCP, suggesting the induction of autophagosome
formation, which has been verified by transmission electron microscopic studies (Figure 7). Similarly,
Beclin-1 is an important autophagosome initiation tumor suppressor protein, whose expression is
reduced in many cancers. It interacts with Bcl-2 and can induce apoptosis by activating the function
of mitochondrial permeability transition pore (MPTP) [35]. Overexpression of Beclin-1 in U-87MG
cells enhances the capacity for cellular autophagy, whereas silencing of Beclin-1 decreases autophagic
capacity [36]. We found an increase in beclin-1 levels after Cur and/or SLCP treatment, suggesting
an enhancement of the autophagy pathway (Figure 1). Our findings are supported by Liang and
colleagues, who also found that over-expression of Beclin-1 in U-87MG cells enhanced the capacity
for cellular autophagy and induced apoptosis, whereas silencing of Beclin-1 decreased autophagic
capacity [36].

LC3A/B is the key structural component of the autophagosome formation [37]. The amount of
LC3-II reflects the number of autophagosomes and autophagy-related structures and a decrease of its
level indicates an impairment of this process. Therefore, levels of LC3 are considered the most reliable
marker to monitor autophagy. We observed an increase in the levels of LC3A/B-II after treatment with
Cur or SLCP, indicating autophagosome formation was enhanced, which was supported by the recent
in vitro work of Guo and colleagues [38]. Although the amount of LC3-II at a given time point does
not necessarily estimate the autophagic activity, because inhibition of autophagosome degradation
sometimes increases the amount of LC3-II, most cases reveal that increased amounts of LC3-II reflect
the number of autophagosomes, thus increased levels of LC3A/B, suggesting that the autophagy
mechanism was induced by these treatments (Figure 1). In addition, we also investigated the levels of
sequestosome 1 (SQSTM1) or p62, which binds directly to LC3. Increased levels of LC3A/B-II and p62
indicate an increased accumulation of autophagosome formation, which is correlated with an increase
in autophagic vacuoles (AV), as revealed by our TEM studies. Although increased levels of p62 inhibit
autophagy mechanisms, and decreased levels can be observed when autophagy is induced, therefore,
p62 levels may be used as a marker to study autophagic flux. We found that p62 levels were increased
by Cur or SLCP treatment, which may be due to blocking of the fusion of autophagy vacuoles with
lysosome or by the inhibition of a later maturation step of autophagosome degradation. The overall
accumulated increase in AVs in cells by these treatments could induce autophagy-related cell death.
Recently, Zanotto-Filho and colleagues showed that autophagy induction improves the efficacy of
Cur and or TMZ combination therapy in animal models of glioblastomas, suggesting Cur is a potent
autophagy inducer in GBM cells [39].

As GBM cells are resistant to apoptosis, the mammalian target for the rapamycin (mTOR) signaling
pathway plays an important role [40]. In fact, the mTOR pathway has emerged as a major effector of
cell growth and proliferation and is an attractive target for cancer therapy [41,42]. Indeed, mTOR and
phosphorylated mTOR (p-mTOR, active form of mTOR) is a potent blocker of autophagy [43]. Thus,
inhibiting the mTOR pathway could be a viable strategy to induce autophagy-related cell death to
prevent GBM growth. These proteins are controlled by the cellular PI3K and Akt levels. Increases
in PI3K activate Akt, which activates the mTOR pathway and induces tumorigenesis, whereas their
inhibition prevents activation of this pathway [44]. We observed a significant decrease in levels of
PI3Kp85, phosphorylated PI3Kp85, total Akt, p-Akt, mTOR, and p-mTOR after treatment with Cur and
or SLCP, indicating PI3K-Akt/mTOR pathways were significantly affected by these treatments, which
corresponds to recent findings of Yu and colleagues [45]. Decreased mTOR levels have been shown
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to induce autophagy [46]. Interestingly, we observed greater levels of PI3K-Akt/mTOR inhibition
in SLCP-treated cells (Figure 4) than in Cur-treated cells, indicating greater induction of autophagy
by SLCP than natural Cur, which was further supported by increased levels of autophagy markers
and the number of AV (Figure 7). Recently, Guo and colleagues also reported that Cur may protect
cells against oxidative stress-induced damage through induction of autophagy via inhibition of the
Akt/mTOR pathway [38]. Similarly, using in vitro and in vivo models of GBM, Zhuang and colleagues
also reported that Cur promotes differentiation of glioma-initiating cells by inducing autophagy [47].
Furthermore, Aoki and colleagues reported that Cur suppresses the growth of malignant gliomas
in vitro and in vivo through induction of autophagy by inhibition of the Akt/mTOR/p70S6K pathway
and activation of the ERK1/2 pathway [48]. The above observations were supported by the work
of Zhao and colleagues, who reported that Cur potentiates the anti-tumor activities against GBM
by suppressing the PI3K/AKT and NF-κB/COX-2 signaling pathways [14]. All these previous
observations further supported and confirmed our findings.

In addition, we investigated the mitophagy markers. Mitophagy is a selective form of
macroautophagy in which mitochondria are targeted for degradation in autophagolysosomes [49,50].
Although mitophagy is not a mechanism of autophagy, it is a special type of autophagy pathway,
but it has beneficial effects, especially for the elimination of old and/or damaged mitochondria, thus
maintaining the integrity of the mitochondrial pool. Inhibition of mitophagy has adverse effects
on mitochondrial health and cell survival [49]. In addition, mitophagy also plays a key role in
reducing mitochondrial mass [49]. We have investigated mitophagy markers, such as BNIP3L/NIX,
FUNDC1, BNIP3, PINK-1, and HIF-1α (Figure 3). BNIP3L (Bcl2 and adenovirus E1B 19-kDa-interacting
protein 3-like), also known as NIX, are the proteins which interact with Bcl2 and are involved in cell
death and autophagy, suggesting that BNIP3L/NIX are implicated in the pathogenesis of cancer [51].
BNIP3L is required for interaction with Bcl2, the main anti-apoptotic protein present in mitochondria,
whereas decreased levels of BNIP3L may inhibit interactions with Bcl2, thus indirectly inducing cell
death [51]. Similarly, BNIP3 is another mitophagy marker, which has a similar role in mitophagy,
like BNIP3L/NIX. We found a greater decrease in levels of both NIX and BNIP3 in the case of SLCP
(Figure 3), which suggests that SLCP has greater capability to induce cell death. Moreover, in tumor
cells, NIX and BNIP3 regulate mitophagy in response to hypoxia, and the deregulation of NIX and
BNIP3 expression is associated with increased tumor growth [51]. One of the factors noted in most
malignancies is the hypoxic environment, where hypoxia-inducing factor-1α (HIF-1α) levels increase.
This factor is a positive regulator of NIX and BNIP3 expression. Therefore, reduction of HIF-1α may
down-regulate NIX or BNIP3 levels. For example, knock-down of HIF-1α in glioma cells significantly
impairs their migration in vitro, as well as their ability to invade into the brain parenchyma in vivo [52].
In addition, HIF-1α acts as an activator of angiogenic factors, such as placenta-like growth factor and
platelet-derived growth factor. Therefore, decreased levels of HIF-1α may be one of the reasons for
the down-regulation of NIX or BNIP3 levels, indicating a reduction of mitophagy and induction of
cell death.

Like NIX and BNIP3, FUNDC1 is an adaptor molecule present at the outer membrane of
mitochondria [53]. NIX, BNIP3, and FUNDC1 interact with Bcl-2 or Bcl-XL and modulate in binding
with LC3 and recruit components of the autophagy machinery to the mitochondria. Therefore,
inhibition of these adaptor proteins, along with decreased HIF-1α after treatment with Cur and
or SLCP, indicates decreased mitophagy, which may lead to induction of cell death [49]. Greater
inhibition of these proteins by SLCP treatment in comparison to Cur indicates SLCP is a stronger
negative regulator on these proteins, which suggests that a greater amount of Cur is required to
inhibit mitophagy, as well as induction of cell death. Given that mitophagy may also be regulated by
PINK-1/Parkin, we investigated the levels of PINK-1 after treatment with Cur and or SLCP. We found
a significant reduction of PINK-1 levels (Figure 3), suggesting Cur- and or SLCP-induced mitophagy
is PINK-1 dependent. Other than PINK-1, mitophagy may also be regulated by the Parkin pathway,
but the role of Parkin in the regulation of cell death is debated. Importantly, PINK1 shuttles between
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the cytosol and mitochondria in healthy cells. It plays a vital role in communicating the collapse of
the mitochondrial membrane potential and it can stabilize on the outer membrane of depolarized
mitochondria and recruit Parkin, which is initially inactive. In addition, PINK1 can phosphorylate
Parkin on the ubiquitin-like (UBL) domain, resulting in an increase of its ubiquitin ligase activity and
the formation of polyubiquitin chains on the surface of depolarized mitochondrial membranes, which
could act as a Parkin activator by overcoming the autoinhibitory mechanism of Parkin. Therefore,
we investigated the levels of PINK1 rather than Parkin.

In addition to macroautophagy and microautophagy, we also investigated the status of
chaperone-mediated autophagy (CMA), which is a special type of autophagy for degradation of
tiny proteins aggregates. It requires chaperones, such as heat shock cognate 70 (HSC70) and
lysosome-associated membrane protein type 2A (LAMP-2A). Although HSC70 levels were unaltered,
LAMP2A was significantly down regulated by Cur or SLCP, indicating CMA was also inhibited
(Figure 5). In addition, we also checked whether the other chaperones, such as HSP70 and HSP90, were
affected by Cur and or SLCP treatments in GBM cells. We observed that there was an upregulation of
HSP70, whereas opposite effects were observed in the case of HSP90 in all these GBM cells (except F98
cells) after SLCP treatment. HSP90 become upregulated in cancer and the inhibition of HSP90 by Cur
or SLCP suggested that Cur/SLCP acts as a HSP90-inhibitor [54].

Previously, we have confirmed that the SLCP induced greater cell death in U-87MG cells by
using MTT, TUNEL, Annexin-V staining, and comet assays [19]. In support of our previous findings,
we presently observed more membrane blebbing, actin or cytoarchitectural damage, and chromosomal
condensation (Figure S1), as well as induction of cell-death related proteins and reduction of cell
survival proteins (Figure 6) in the case of SLCP, when compared to Cur-treated cells. This finding
indicates that a higher amount of Cur is required to damage the cells, which can be achieved
more efficiently by SLCP treatments. Moreover, an increased number of autophagy vacuoles
(Figure 7), chromosomal condensation, and membrane blebbing, as seen by TEM images (Figure S1),
confirmed that SLCP can induce autophagy and cell death more efficiently than by using Cur
(Figure 6). Extrapolating these results, we have assessed that Cur and SLCP have roles on autophagy
mechanisms in cultured GBM cells, without affecting the rat glial tumor cell line (C6-glioma) or mouse
neuroblastoma cell line (N2a cells). To this end, the C6-glioma and N2a cells that were treated with the
same concentrations (25 μM) of Cur and/or SLCP consistently revealed the lowest levels of autophagy
and cell death markers (Figures 2 and 6), which suggests that Cur and SLCP can specifically target
its therapeutic effects on GBM cells (Type-IV glioma), rather than glial tumor or neuroblastoma cells.
In addition, during cellular stress, pro-survival and pro-death processes are concomitantly activated,
which depends on the degree of stress. Mild cellular stress causes damage to a few mitochondria, which
are rapidly sequestered by autophagosomes, whereas severe stress induces mitochondrial damage
and autophagy is unable to efficiently clear this. During these circumstances, mitochondria release
pro-death proteins, such as cytochrome c, apoptosis inducing factor (AIF) and SMAC/Diablo, that can
activate the cell death pathway. As treatment of Cur/SLCP induced cellular stress, therefore, it can
induce mitochondrial damage and activate the cell death pathway. Overall, Cur or SLCP treatment
induced cellular stress, which interfered in autophagy, mitophagy, and the cell death and survival
pathway as observed in cultured GBM cells.

As autophagy determines cell death and survivability, therefore, the role of autophagy in GBM cell
death and survivability after Cur and SLCP treatment needs to be critically analyzed. In fact, not only
under disease conditions, but even under normal physiological conditions, the autophagy mechanism
is active and can promote cell death or increase cell growth. For example, nutrient starvation,
deprivation of supporting factors, or a hypoxic environment increases cell survivability [55,56].
Similarly, autophagy-dependent program cell death also occurs during mammalian embryogenesis [57]
and in the case of apoptosis-resistant cells, such as in the absence of the pro-apoptotic proteins, Bax and
Bak [58]. Moreover, many cellular environment autophagy cross-talks with the apoptotic machineries
and directly inhibits apoptosis [59]. Therefore, the connections between autophagy and cell death
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are very complicated and controversial. In the case of cancer cells, autophagy may act as a tumor
suppressor, as well as inducing tumor growth [60]. Some reports suggest that induction of autophagy
can suppress tumor growth, whereas its prolonged activation may kill cancer cells with a high apoptotic
threshold. In contrast, prolonged inhibition of autophagy may lead to cell survival instead of cell death.
Most interestingly, the apoptotic pathways become mutated in human tumors, where autophagy plays
alternative forms of PCD to prevent their growth. In our study, we found an induction of autophagy
by Cur and or SLCP treatment, but whether autophagy was the mechanism by which GBM cells
were dying (cell death by autophagy) or autophagy was present during cell death (cell death with
autophagy) is an open question. As we know, when cell death is mediated by autophagy and if the cell
death is prevented after inhibition of autophagy, then it is considered as “autophagic cell death”. In our
study, we did not investigate the cell death after inhibition of the autophagy mechanism, therefore,
we were not sure whether it was a “autophagic cell death”. However, the “autophagic cell death” is
also characterized by the presence of abundant autophagosomes and lack of phagocytic activities,
and we found many autophagosomes in U-87MG cells after treatment with Cur and or SLCP (Figure 7),
which suggests that Cur and or SLCP may have partially induced cell death caused by autophagy,
along with apoptotic death [19]. However, we prefer to describe this phenomenon as “cell death with
autophagy” rather than an important effector mechanism of cell death because we do not have concrete
evidence to confirm whether the cell death was caused by autophagy. Most importantly, Cur and/or
SLCP treatment caused DNA damage [19], and disruption of the cytoskeleton (Figure S1), which
induced autophagy and suppress tumor growth, suggesting that these treatments have a negative
impact on GBM cell survivability. Therefore, further experiments are needed for a better understanding
of the role of autophagy mechanisms on GBM cell death and survival after treatment with Cur and or
SLCP in order to apply its beneficial role for GBM therapy.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Chemicals

Curcumin (Purity >65%; catalog no: C1386-50G (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), propidium iodide
(PI), and other accessory chemicals were procured from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Hoechst 33342
was purchased from ThermoFisher Scientific (Grand Island, NY, USA). Solid lipid particles containing
Cur (SLCP or Longvida, which contains 26% pure Cur) were gifted from Verdure Sciences (Noblesville,
IN, USA). The SLCP has been well characterized by us and others in collaboration with Verdure
Sciences, including clinical studies in Alzheimer’s disease [19,27]. The human origin GBM cell line
(U-87MG; catalog no: HTB-14), rat GBM cells (F98, catalog no: ATCC® CRL2397™), mouse glioma
(C6-glioma, catalog no: ATCC® CCL107™), and N2a (catalog no: ATCC® CCL-131™) cells were
purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA), whereas the mouse GBM cell line (GL261) was procured
from DCTD/DTP Tumor Repository at the National Cancer Institute. All the antibodies used in this
study are documented in Table 1.

4.2. Cell Culture

U-87MG and N2a cells were grown with Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM, GIBCO)
containing 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS), and penicillin/streptomycin (100 IU/mL
penicillin and 100 μg streptomycin/mL). The Gl261 cells were cultured in Roswell Park Memorial
Institute Medium-1640 (RPMI-1640), along with 10% FBS and pen/strep (100 IU/mL penicillin
and 100 μg streptomycin/mL), and F98 cells were grown on Dulbeco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium
(DMEM), along with 10% FBS and pen/strep, (100 IU/mL penicillin and 100 μg streptomycin/mL).
The C6-glioma cells were grown in F12K media along with 2.5% FBS and 15% horse serum and
100 IU/mL penicillin and 100 μg streptomycin/mL. The cultures were maintained at 37 ◦C in a
humidified atmosphere at 5% CO2. Prior to the experiment, the cells were grown either in a 75 cm2
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culture flask, or on glass cover slips, with fresh media and antibiotics, but without growth factors,
depending on the experimental setup.

Table 1. Sources of different antibodies used in this study.

Antibodies Source Type Company Catalog No. Address

Atg5 Rabbit Monoclonal Cell signaling Technology 12994S Danvers, MA, USA
Atg7 Rabbit Monoclonal Cell signaling Technology 8558S Danvers, MA, USA

Beclin-1 Rabbit Polyclonal Cell signaling Technology 3738S Danvers, MA, USA
LC3A/B Rabbit Polyclonal Cell signaling Technology 4108S Danvers, MA, USA

p62 Rabbit Polyclonal Cell signaling Technology 5114S Danvers, MA, USA
mTOR Rabbit Polyclonal Cell signaling Technology 2972S Danvers, MA, USA

p-mTOR Rabbit Monoclonal Cell signaling Technology 2971S Danvers, MA, USA
PI3Kp85 Rabbit Monoclonal Cell signaling Technology 4292S Danvers, MA, USA

BNIP3L/NIX Rabbit Monoclonal Cell signaling Technology 12396S Danvers, MA, USA
FUNDC1 Rabbit Monoclonal EMD Millipore ABC506 Burlington, MA, USA
HIF-1α Rabbit Monoclonal Cell signaling Technology 14179S Danvers, MA, USA
PINK-1 Rabbit Monoclonal Cell signaling Technology 6946S Danvers, MA, USA
Cyt-c Rabbit Monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology 4272S Danvers, MA, USA

Caspase-3 Rabbit Monoclonal Cell Signaling Technology 9661S Danvers, MA, USA
Bax Rabbit Polyclonal Cell signaling Technology 2772S Danvers, MA, USA

Bcl-2 Mouse Monoclonal Santa Cruz Biotech Sc-7382 Santa Cruz, CA, USA
Akt Rabbit Monoclonal Cell signaling Technology 9272S Danvers, MA, USA

pAkt (Ser473) Rabbit Monoclonal Cell signaling Technology 4060S Danvers, MA, USA
HSP70 Rabbit Polyclonal Cell signaling Technology 4872S Danvers, MA, USA
HSP90 Rabbit Polyclonal Cell signaling Technology 4877S Danvers, MA, USA
HSC70 Rabbit Polyclonal Cell signaling Technology 8444S Danvers, MA, USA
LAMP2 Mouse Polyclonal Santa Cruz Biotech sc-20004 Santa Cruz, CA, USA
GAPDH Rabbit Monoclonal Cell signaling Technology 2118S Danvers, MA, USA
β-tubulin Rabbit Monoclonal Cell signaling Technology 2146S Danvers, MA, USA

4.3. Curcumin and or SLCP Treatment

Cur was solubilized in pure methanol (100%), as described previously (28), and then diluted in
the Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) to obtain its desired concentration before being added to the
culture flask containing the cells. The final methanol concentration was ≤0.1% and the same amount
of methanol was added to the vehicle-treated cell. The final Cur or SLCP concentration was 25 μM.
This dose was selected on the basis of our dose dependent cell viability data (Figure S1) [34].

4.4. Immunocytochemistry and Confocal Imaging of Autophagy Markers.

Immunocytochemistry of Atg5, Atg7, Beclin-1, and LC3A/B were performed as described
previously [24]. Briefly, U-87MG and N2a cells were grown (1 × 105/well) on a Petri-plate containing
glass cover slips in EMEM with pen/strep (100 IU/mL penicillin and 100 μg streptomycin/mL) for
24 h and then treated with Cur and/or SLCP (25 μM) for another 24 h. Then, the cells were fixed
with 4% paraformaldehyde after washing with cold PBS (0.1 mM, pH 7.4) and incubated with rabbit
anti-Atg5, Atg7, Beclin-1, and LC3A/B monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies (1:200, see Table 1)
overnight at 4 ◦C, followed by incubation with the respective secondary antibodies (1:500) tagged with
Alexa-fluorophore 560 (Molecular Probes, OR) for 1 h at room temperature. Nuclei were stained with
Hoechst 33342 (20 mM, ThermoFisher Scientific, Grand Island, NY, USA) for 5 min and visualized
using a table top Fluoview confocal laser scanning microscope (FV1oi, Olympus) using appropriate
filters for excitation and emission.

4.5. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

U-87MG cells were processed for TEM as described by Schrand and colleagues [61]. Briefly,
U-87MG cells were grown in 60 mm Petri plate (~106 cells/mL) in EMEM with pen/strep (100 IU/mL
penicillin and 100 μg streptomycin/mL) for 24 h. The next day, the cells were treated with Cur and
or SLCP (25 μM) for 24 h. After treatment, the cells were thoroughly rinsed with fresh serum free
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media at room temperature (RT) for 3 times, 5 min each. Then, the cells were treated with 0.25%
trypsin-EDTA solution for 1–2 min and the cell suspension was taken in a 15 mL conical tube and
centrifuged for 5 min at 1000× g at room temperature. Supernatant was removed and 1 mL of fresh
2.5% glutaraldehyde/formaldehyde (dissolved in 0.1 mM PBS, pH 7.4) was added and kept for 2 h at
RT. After fixation, the cells were thoroughly rinse with PBS, three times for 10 min each, and 1 mL of
1% osmium tetroxide (dissolved in PBS) was added and allowed for 1 h at RT. Then, the cell pellet
was rinsed in PBS five times for 10 min each and then washed in double-distilled water (ddH2O)
two times for 10 min each. After centrifugation, the cell pellet was dehydrated through a graded
series of ethanol concentrations (50%, 70%, 90%, and 100%) for 10 min each. The cells were treated
with propylene oxide: ethanol mixture (1:1) for 30–45 min, then this mixture was replaced with 100%
propylene oxide for 10 min, followed by a propylene oxide: resin (1:1) for 45 min before continuing in
100% resin overnight. The sample block was prepared with small plastic cubes at the flat face and cells
reached the bottom of the capsule. For sectioning, stereomicroscope lenses were adjusted to the lowest
magnification and the lighting was set to focus on the sample. A glass knife was inserted into the
knife holder and positioned near the sample block face in the ultramicrotome. The block was trimmed
manually by advancing the glass knife attached to the ultra-microtome while viewing the sample
through the stereomicroscope lenses. An 80-nm thick section was made, and several sections were
collected onto a TEM grid (300-mesh Cu, with support film such as formvar/carbon) and sections
on grids were allowed to dry for a few minutes, then carefully placed in a grid storage box using
fine-tipped tweezers. For staining, a piece of parafilm was placed in a glass petri dish, onto which a
few drops of water or stain were added. Then, the grid was placed face down on a drop of ddH2O for
1–2 min. Then, the grid was transferred face down onto a drop of 1% uranyl acetate and lead acetate
(filtered through a 0.2-μm syringe filter) for 30 min, followed by the grid being dipped into a drop of
double distilled H2O to rinse. Then, the grids were blot dried using Whatman’s filter paper and it
was placed in a grid box for storage until imaging. At least 10 individual cells were imaged from each
group and the number of autophagy vacuoles were counted from each of the cells manually.

4.6. Western Blot

To investigate different autophagy markers, Western blot was performed as described
previously [19,24]. Briefly, after the stipulated period of each experiment, the media was removed and
U-87MG, GL261, and F98 cells were washed with cold PBS, scrapped, collected in Eppendorf tubes,
centrifuged, and pellets were lysed with cold radio-immunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer, along
with protease and phosphatase inhibitors. Total protein was measured from each of the samples by
Pierce protein assay reagent. Equal amounts of protein, per lane, were loaded and electrophoresed
on 10% Tris-glycine gel and transferred to PVDF membrane (Millipore, Bedford, MA). After probing
with respective primary (1:1000; see Table 1) and secondary antibodies, the blots were developed with
ImmobilonTM Western Chemiluminescent HRP-substrate (Millipore, Billeria, MA). The images were
taken by a gel documentation system (Bio-Rad) with an automated exposure time. The relative optical
density (OD) was measured using Image-J software (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). To ensure equal
protein loading in each lane, the blots were probed with either β-tubulin or GAPDH.

4.7. Statistical Analysis

The data were expressed as mean ± SEM. Data were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA), followed by post-hoc Tukey HSD (honestly significant difference) test. Probability ≤0.05
was considered as statistically significant.

5. Conclusions

Overall, we demonstrated that Cur and or SLCP treatment induced autophagy and reduced
mitophagy, probably through inhibition of the PI3K-Akt/mTOR signaling pathway in cultured GBM
cells. In addition, cell death markers were induced, and cell survival markers were down-regulated by
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Cur and or SLCP. Importantly, SLCP showed greater induction of autophagy and greater inhibition of
mitophagy markers, along with greater disruption of the PI3K-Akt/mTOR signaling pathway than
Cur. There were lowest treatment effects on autophagy and mitophagy in rat glial tumor cells and
mouse neuroblastoma cells. Therefore, the data presented demonstrated that induction of autophagy
and reduction of mitophagy by Cur and or SLCP treatment, suggesting that treatments with SLCP to
prevent GBM cell growth and proliferation may have promising clinical utility.

Supplementary Materials: Supplementary materials can be found at http://www.mdpi.com/1422-0067/20/2/
399/s1. Figure S1: SLCP induced greater changes of membrane, cytoskeleton, and nuclear morphology than Cur
in U-87MG cells.
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Abbreviations

GBM Glioblastoma
SLCP Solid lipid curcumin particles
Cur Curcumin
Atg Autophagy-related protein
Akt Protein kinase B
PI3K Phosphatidyl inositol-3 kinase
mTOR Mechanistic target of rapamycin
HSP Heat shock protein
TMZ Temozolomide
PCD Program cell death
ATP Adenosine triphosphate
SLPs Solid lipid particles
AD Alzheimer’s disease
PI Propidium iodide
EMEM Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium,
FBS Fetal bovine serum
HBSS Hank’s balanced salt solution
DMEM Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium
FITC Fluorescent isothiocyanate
DPBS Dulbecco’s phosphate buffer saline
ROS Reactive oxygen species
BNIP3 Bcl-2/adenovirus E1B 19 kDa-interacting protein
Bax Bcl2-associated X protein
Bcl2 B-cell lymphoma 2
NF-kB Nuclear factor kappa beta
ATCC American type cell culture
SEM Standard error of mean
PBS Phosphate buffer saline
EDTA Ethylene-di-amino-tetra-acetic-acid
RPM Revolution per minute
mM Millimolar
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RIPA Radio immunoprecipitation assay
SDS Sodium dodecyl sulfate
BCA Bicinchoninic acid assay
PVDF Polyvinylidene fluoride
ANOVA One-way analysis of variance
HSD Honestly significant difference
μM Micromolar
AU Arbitrary unit
OD Optical density
SDS-PAGE Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
TBS Tris buffer saline
CMA Chaperone-mediated autophagy
HSC70 Heat shock cognate 70
LAMP-2A Lysosome-associated membrane protein type 2A
G2/M Gap2/mitosis
VEGF Vascular endothelial growth factor
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Abstract: The anti-cancer properties of curcumin in vitro have been documented. However, its
clinical use is limited due to rapid metabolization. Since irradiation of curcumin has been found to
increase its anti-cancer effect on several tumor types, this investigation was designed to determine
whether irradiation with visible light may enhance the anti-tumor effects of low-dosed curcumin
on renal cell carcinoma (RCC) cell growth and proliferation. A498, Caki1, and KTCTL-26 cells were
incubated with curcumin (0.1–0.4 μg/mL) and irradiated with 1.65 J/cm2 visible light for 5 min.
Controls were exposed to curcumin or light alone or remained untreated. Curcumin plus light,
but not curcumin or light exposure alone altered growth, proliferation, and apoptosis of all three
RCC tumor cell lines. Cells were arrested in the G0/G1 phase of the cell cycle. Phosphorylated
(p) CDK1 and pCDK2, along with their counter-receptors Cyclin B and A decreased, whereas p27
increased. Akt-mTOR-signaling was suppressed, the pro-apoptotic protein Bcl-2 became elevated,
and the anti-apoptotic protein Bax diminished. H3 acetylation was elevated when cells were treated
with curcumin plus light, pointing to an epigenetic mechanism. The present findings substantiate
the potential of combining low curcumin concentrations and light as a new therapeutic concept to
increase the efficacy of curcumin in RCC.

Keywords: curcumin; renal cell cancer; tumor growth; tumor proliferation; cell cycling

1. Introduction

Cancer is the second most common cause of death in Europe. The incidence of renal cell carcinoma
(RCC) is, compared to other cancer types, relatively rare, but both incidence and mortality are steadily
increasing at a rate of approximately 2% to 3% per decade. Already, approximately 3% of all adult
cancer patients suffer from malignant kidney tumors [1,2]. RCC is the most frequent form of kidney
neoplasm, comprising about 90–95% of all renal melanomas [3]. Approximately one third of these
patients have metastases at diagnosis, and 30–70% of patients with localized disease relapse within
5 years of surgery [4]. Since metastatic RCC (mRCC) is resistant to most treatments such as conventional
chemotherapy or radiation, patients with mRCC can expect a 5 year survival rate of less than 10% [5].
The introduction of targeted agents including the tyrosine kinase inhibitors, sunitinib and sorafenib,
and the mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitors, temsirolimus and everolimus, have
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substantially improved patient outcome, but these drugs are not curative due to inevitable resistance
development during therapy.

These unsatisfactory therapeutic options have opened patients’ minds to complementary and
alternative medicine (CAM) approaches to actively contribute to treatment, coupled with the hope of
prolonging survival or even curing their disease. Up to 50% of cancer patients worldwide are applying
CAM [6]. However, knowledge about the efficacy of a particular CAM is often limited due to the
lack of evidence based studies. This holds true for the phytopharmacon curcumin, a yellow-orange
pigment extracted from the rhizome of Curcuma longa, commonly known as tumeric. Apart from its
use as a food additive and spice, anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidative qualities have been attributed
to curcumin. It promotes the function of the immune system and acts as an antioxidant to capture free
radicals, protecting living cells [7–9]. Recently, anti-tumorigenic effects in several in vitro and in vivo
studies have shown that diverse biochemical processes and pathways triggering carcinogenesis are
affected and modulated by curcumin [10]. Curcumin has been shown to inhibit cell proliferation,
cell cycle progression, angiogenesis, and cell invasion as well as to induce apoptosis by altering the
expression level of pro- and anti-apoptotic proteins [11]. Thus, curcumin is considered a promising
possible future adjuvant in cancer management [12].

Low bioavailability, however, remains a serious problem with curcumin treatment. Due to poor
water solubility, low absorption, and fast metabolization and clearance, a transfer to clinical use is
hampered [13,14]. Human trials carried out so far have provided disappointing results [15–17].

Bernd et al. recently discovered that irradiation of tumor cells with visible light dramatically
enhances the antitumor properties of curcumin [18]. Application of curcumin to tumor bearing nude
mice followed by visible light exposure resulted in reduced tumor volumes, reduced proliferation
rates, and the induction of apoptosis [19]. On the molecular level, inhibition of extracellular regulated
kinases 1/2 and epidermal growth factor receptors along with DNA fragmentation and increased
cleaved caspase-3 positive cells has been observed [20,21]. The present investigation was designed to
determine the in vitro efficacy of curcumin combined with visible light exposure on RCC cell growth
and proliferation.

2. Results

2.1. Cytotoxicity and Apoptosis

Curcumin (0.1–0.4 μg/mL) plus light (5500 lx) or curcumin alone did not impair the cell membrane
integrity of all cell lines evaluated (Figure 1, representative for A498 cells), as indicated by lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) in the cell free supernatant.

Curcumin alone, up to 0.4 μg/mL, caused no increase of DNA fragments, as an indicator
of apoptosis, in all three cell lines. When visible light was additionally applied, DNA fragments
significantly increased in all three cell lines, even at 0.1 μg/mL curcumin (compared to the untreated
control; Figure 2: representative for A498 cells, data not shown for Caki1 and KTCTL-26).
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Figure 1. Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) released from A498 renal cell carcinoma (RCC) cells incubated
for 1 h with curcumin (0–0.4 μg/mL) and irradiated with 5500 lx visible light for 5 min (grey) or
kept light protected (black). Twenty-four hours later, cell supernatants were prepared. Each column
represents the mean ± S.D. of a representative experiment done in triplicate. Cells treated with 1%
Triton X-100 served as a positive control.

Figure 2. Histone-associated DNA fragments released from A498 RCC incubated for 1 h with curcumin
(0–0.4 μg/mL) and irradiated with 5500 lx visible light for 5 min (grey) or kept light protected (black).
Twenty-four hours later, cell supernatants were prepared. The positive control was incubated with 1 μM
staurosporine (set to 100%). Each column represents the mean ± S.D. of a representative experiment
done in triplicate. * indicates significant difference to cells with no curcumin (0 μg/mL).

2.2. Tumor Cell Proliferation

Treating the tumor cells with curcumin and subsequent irradiation evoked a significant
dose-dependent decrease of the proliferative activity with maximum effects at 0.4 μg/mL (Figure 3).
The most prominent effect was achieved in the KTCTL-26 cell line where the proliferation was
decreased by 40% at a concentration of 0.1 μg/mL and up to 90% at a concentration of 0.4 μg/mL.
Only the A498 cell line showed no significant proliferation decrease at the lowest concentration of
0.1 μg/mL. Application of visible light alone or curcumin alone led to no significant proliferation
differences in any cell line.
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Figure 3. Cell proliferation in A498 (a), Caki1 (b), and KTCTL-26 (c) cells cultured with 0, 0.1, 0.2, and
0.4 μg/mL curcumin without (black bars) or with irradiation (grey bars). Irradiation was done with
5500 lx visible light for 5 min. Tumor cells were then subjected to the BrdU incorporation test following
a further 24 h incubation in cell culture medium without curcumin. BrdU-incorporation is expressed as
percentage of the untreated cells. Each experiment was done in triplicate and repeated five times. Data
from one representative experiment are shown. * Indicates significant difference to controls.

2.3. Tumor Cell Growth

Curcumin applied at low doses of 0.1 or 0.2 μg/mL without irradiation caused no significant
alteration in tumor cell number, compared to untreated controls (Figure 4). However, irradiation
combined with 0.1 μg/mL (Caki1 and KTCTL-26) or 0.2 μg/mL curcumin (all cell lines) resulted in
significantly decreased tumor cell number after 48 or 72 h.

The number of apoptotic A498 cells after 72 h was 21.25 ± 4.33% (0.1 μg/mL curcumin plus light)
and 32.06 ± 5.68% (0.2 μg/mL curcumin plus light).
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Figure 4. Growth of A498, Caki1, and KTCTL-26 renal cell cancer cells exposed to 0.1 or 0.2 μg/mL
curcumin without or with irradiation. Irradiation was done with 5500 lx visible light for 5 min.
Following light exposure, curcumin-containing medium was replaced by medium without curcumin.
Tumor cell number was then evaluated after 24, 48, and 72 h. Controls remained untreated. Each
experiment was done in triplicate and repeated six times. Data from one representative experiment are
shown.* Indicates significant difference to controls.

2.4. Cell Cycle Progression

Low dosed curcumin combined with visible light induced a cell cycle arrest at the G0/G1-phase
(Figure 5). G0/G1-phase arrest was accompanied by a decrease of cells in the S-phase (Caki1 and
KTCTL-26) and/or G2/M-phase (A498 and KTCTL-26 cells). Treatment with curcumin or visible light
alone did not significantly influence cell cycling.
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Figure 5. Cell cycle analysis of A498, Caki1, and KTCTL-26 cells treated with 0.2 μg/mL curcumin
for 1 h, with or without irradiation (controls remained untreated). Analysis was done 24 h following
curcumin exposure. The cell population is expressed as a percentage of the total cells analyzed.
One representative experiment of three is shown. Mean SDinterassay < 40%, mean SDintraassay < 10%.
* Indicates significant difference to control.

The expression of cell cycle regulating proteins is depicted in Figure 6. Exposing the tumor
cells to curcumin (0.2 μg/mL) or light did not induce significant changes of the protein expression
level, compared to the untreated control cells. However, combining curcumin application with light
irradiation, considerably diminished CDK1 and 2 (both total and phosphorylated), together with
their respective binding partners Cyclin B and Cyclin A. CDK4 and Cyclin D1 were also reduced,
although to a slighter extent, compared to CDK1/2 and Cyclin B/A. The tumor suppressor, p27, was
down-regulated in Caki1 and KTCTL-26, whereas p19 was up-regulated in all cell lines analyzed. Bcl-2
decreased in all three cell lines, Bax was diminished in A498 and KTCTL-26, but enhanced in Caki1.
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Figure 6. Influence of light, curcumin (0.2 μg/mL), and the combination of both (CurcuminLight) on
the A498, Caki1, and KTCTL-26 cell cycle protein expression. The protein isolation was carried out 24 h
after the respective treatment. β-Actin was used as an internal control. Each experiment was repeated
three times. Data from one representative experiment are shown.

Akt and pAkt were reduced in the presence of curcumin plus light. The mTOR complexes Raptor
and Rictor were also diminished by the treatment regimen in all cell lines, compared to controls.

The amount of deacetylated histones was not significantly influenced by light or curcumin alone
compared to the untreated control in all three cell lines. However, 0.2 μg/mL curcumin in combination
with visible light induced a significant overexpression of aH3 in Caki1 cells, pointing to an epigenetic
mechanism. This finding was confirmed by the histone deacetylase (HDAC) expression assay pointing
to a reduction of HDAC of about 25% (KTCTL-26), 35% (Caki1), and nearly 50% (A498) (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Histone deacetylation activity in A498, Caki1, and KTCTL-26 cell lines. Controls remained
untreated (grey) after irradiation (white) or incubation with 0.2 μg/mL curcumin without (hatched) or
with irradiation (black). Each experiment was done in triplicate and repeated five times. Data from one
representative experiment are shown. * Indicates significant difference to control.

2.5. Knockdown Studies

Since curcumin strongly modified CDK1 and 2 as well as Cyclin A and B in all tumor cell lines,
the physiologic relevance of these proteins was evaluated by siRNA knock-down. Down-regulation of
CDK1 and Cyclin B or CDK2 and Cyclin A (Figure 8A) correlated with a significant growth blockade
of A498, Caki1, and KTCTL-26 cells. Protein controls are shown in Figure 8B.
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Figure 8. Influence of CDK1, Cyclin B, CDK2, and Cyclin A knock down on tumor cell growth. A498,
Caki1, and KTCTL-26 cells were transfected with non-silencing control siRNA, CDK1, Cyclin B, CDK2,
or Cyclin A siRNA (A). Cell number was set to 100% at 24 h. Knock down was controlled by Western
blot (B). One representative from six experiments is shown. * indicates significant difference to controls.
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3. Discussion

Light exposure greatly increased curcumin’s anti-tumor properties. As low as 0.1 μg/mL (Caki1
and KTCTL-26) or 0.2 μg/mL curcumin (A498) significantly reduced tumor cell growth following
irradiation, while 0.1 or 0.2 μg/mL curcumin alone or with light alone did not lead to growth-blocking
effects in any of these cell lines. To achieve similar effects on RCC cell growth without irradiation,
Caki1 cells required curcumin at a concentration of 2.9 μg/mL (8 μM) (data not shown). This coincides
with data from others reporting an IC50 of 8 μM curcumin to block the growth of gastric cancer cell
lines [22]. Even higher curcumin concentrations have been shown necessary to suppress proliferation
of breast cancer (IC50: 30–80 μM) [23], neuroblastoma (IC50: 30 μM) [24], or bladder cancer cells (IC50:
20 μM) [25].

The photodynamic effect is not restricted to RCC cells. A study, using skin keratinocytes, has
shown that 0.2 μg/mL curcumin causes a significant proliferation inhibition when combined with
visible light. This concentration was more than one magnitude lower than the lowest curcumin
(without light) concentration providing pharmacological effects [21]. Curcumin plus light exposure
has been shown to inhibit mitochondrial activity in nasopharyngeal carcinoma cell lines, whereas the
same concentration without light did not [26].

Reduction of cell number was not caused by toxic effects as demonstrated by the LDH assay.
However, Bcl-2 decreased in the RCC cell lines treated with 0.2 μg/mL curcumin–light, which may
indicate apoptotic events. Indeed, the number of apoptotic cells evaluated after 72 h significantly
increased when tumor cells were subjected to curcumin plus light. Dujic et al. have reported a strong
increase of apoptotic nuclei in the keratinocyte cell line, HaCaT, 24 h after treatment with light and
1 μg/mL curcumin [21]. On the other hands, DNA fragments did not occur in a melanoma cell model
until a curcumin concentration of 0.5 μg/mL was reached [27], and pilot studies on bladder cancer
cells have demonstrated signs of early and late apoptosis at 0.4 but not at 0.1 μg/mL curcumin–light
(data not shown). Sensitivity to curcumin in terms of apoptosis induction may thus depend on the
tumor type.

The analysis of cell cycle progression revealed distinct modulations caused by curcumin. The
number of cells in the S-phase (all cell lines) and the G2/M-phase (A498 and KTCTL-26) decreased,
whereas the number of G0/G1-phase cells increased. A similar effect has also been observed on
breast [23], prostate [28], and lung cancer cells [29]. However, the curcumin effect is not homogeneous.
A G2/M-phase arrest has been ascribed to curcumin in a colon cancer [30], a thyroid carcinoma [31],
and a colorectal cancer cell model [32].

Based on an investigation by Zhang et al., 10 μM curcumin blocked bladder cancer cells at the
S-phase, whereas 15 μM led to a G2/M-phase arrest [25]. The mesothelioma cell line H-Meso-1 was
blocked at G0/G1 in the presence of 12 μm curcumin, but stopped at G2/M with 25 μM curcumin [33].
Curcumin’s mode of action, therefore, seems dose associated. Deng et al. recently reported dual effects
on autophagy in RCC cells, closely depending on the curcumin concentration [34]. It seems reasonable
to assume that the inhibition of RCC growth and proliferation by low-dosed curcumin–light observed
in the present investigation is caused by a G0/G1 phase arrest.

Along with the G0/G1 block, the expression of CDK1 and CDK2 with their respective counterparts,
Cyclin B and Cyclin A, as well as the Akt-mTOR signaling pathway, was significantly diminished in all
cell lines in the presence of 0.2 μg/mL curcumin–light (but not in the presence of 0.2 μg/mL curcumin
or light alone). Information about the influence of curcumin on the CDK-Cyclin-axis in RCC is sparse.
Diminished expression of Cyclin B has been seen in the RCC cell line RCC-949 following curcumin
exposure [35]. Treatment of glioma [36], lung [37], or pancreatic carcinoma cells [38] with curcumin
has also been shown to cause a significant reduction of Cyclin B, along with CDK1, and Kuo et al.
noted an additional decrease in the protein expression of Cyclin A in nasopharyngeal cancer cells [39].
In all these investigations, curcumin was applied at considerably higher concentrations than employed
in the present investigation. In the RCC model from Zhang and colleagues, concentrations up to
100 μM were used [35]. The present data show clear evidence that light exposure to curcumin-treated
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RCC cells strongly enhances the anti-tumor potency of this compound, whereby alteration of the
CDK-Cyclin axis may be only one of several relevant mechanisms contributing to cell growth reduction
by curcumin–light. The relevance of the respective CDKs and Cyclins is confirmed here, since protein
knockdown significantly blocked tumor growth.

From a clinical viewpoint, loss of Akt and the mTOR-members, Rictor and Raptor, is of interest.
The Akt/mTOR-pathway plays a crucial role in the pathogenesis of RCC, and various drugs targeting
this signaling cascade have already been established and approved [40]. Unfortunately, neither the
mTOR-inhibitors everolimus nor temsirolimus are able to permanently suppress Akt/mTOR. Rather,
resistance develops under chronic therapy, leading to an increase in protein activity and relapse
associated with tumor aggressiveness. Integrating curcumin into the oncotherapy might, therefore,
optimize the current treatment concept. Combined curcumin and temsirolimus treatment has been
shown to exert a synergistic effect on apoptosis in human RCC cells in vitro. The authors of that
study concluded that pre-treatment or co-treatment of cells with curcumin might not only enhance the
response to targeted drugs, but might also overcome drug resistance in human RCC [41].

The influence of curcumin on HDAC is difficult to interpret. There is little doubt that curcumin
targets HDAC and that HDAC-suppression along with histone acetylation may contribute to the
anti-cancer effects of curcumin [42]. Based on the present work, only Caki1 cells responded to
curcumin–light in terms of elevated aH3, pointing to an epigenetic mechanism in this cell line. It is not
clear why A498 and KTCTL-26 did not respond in the same manner. Marquardt et al. discovered that
curcumin’s influence on HDAC in liver cancer cells may depend on the extent of inhibition of NF-kB
and downstream signaling [43]. Whether this may also hold true for bladder cancer cells remains to
be seen.

The exact mechanism underlying the advantageous effect of light is not totally understood.
Speculatively, light-dependent energy transfer during curcumin–protein interactions may enhance
the influence of curcumin on protein function and cell regulation [18]. It has been postulated that
both the photo-catalytic effect of curcumin and photo-activation are essential triggering factors [44].
A conceivable molecular mechanism of the photo-toxicity of curcumin might also be that curcumin
photo-generates reduced forms of molecular oxygen [45]. Regardless of the exact mechanism, the
present results demonstrate that combining curcumin with light irradiation could considerably enhance
curcumin’s anti-tumor potential.

Ongoing studies must now deal with the technical aspect of curcumin–light application in
renal cancer. Introducing an optical fiber into RCC tumors of a mouse model with subsequent
laser illumination of the vascular-acting photosensitizer WST11, either at a single wavelength
(750 nm) or multispectrally (700 to 800 nm), induced necrosis in the RCC tissue, as evidenced by
histological analysis. [46]. Baran et al. has suggested an interstitial optical fiber-based spectroscopy
using sensitizers with high absorption at 780 nm or beyond to optimally treat RCC [47]. mTHPC
(meso-tetra(hydroxyphenyl)chlorin), a photosensitizer that targets both vasculature and tissue, has
been recommended by others, since its localization in RCC vasculature and tissue may produce a
strong combined effect [48].

Based on pediatric epithelial liver tumor cell lines, evidence has been provided that irradiation
with blue light (480 nm) amplifies the cytotoxic effects of low dosed curcumin. The authors
concluded that combining low curcumin concentrations with light irradiation may compensate for low
bioavailability and rapid degradation of curcumin in vivo [49]. From a technical viewpoint, irradiation
of the tumor bed (including possible invisible micrometastases) with light after tumor resection could
take place shortly after curcumin administration. Local laparoscopic light irradiation may be an
optional treatment option [49]. Still, further investigation is required to explore whether curcumin
specifically acts on the tumor cells or whether healthy tissues and cells may also be damaged by
this compound.

Curcumin is not the only compound shown to have enhanced effects when combined with
an energy source. Hypericin’s anti-tumor effects have been shown to be enhanced when human
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RCC cells are exposed to radiation or light in vitro, pointing to a clinical relevance of radiotherapy
and intraoperative photodynamic therapy [50]. Ongoing studies must now deal with the technical
feasibility of potentiating curcumin’s anti-RCC activity with visible light. The next experimental step
will, therefore, be to evaluate the effect of photodynamic therapy after curcumin administration in an
RCC in vivo model.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Cell Culture

Renal carcinoma Caki1 and KTCTL-26 cell lines were purchased from LGC Promochem (Wesel,
Germany). The A498 cells were derived from Cell Lines Service (Heidelberg, Germany). Caki1 and
KTCTL-26 cells were chosen since both lines are derived from a clear cell renal cell carcinoma, which
is the most common renal carcinoma tumor type. A498 served as the “classical” RCC cell line used
as a model of ccRCC as well [51]. Both cell lines are von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) positive, whereas
VHL function is disrupted in A498 cells. The tumor cells were grown and subcultured in RPMI 1640
medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 1% Glutamax (all Gibco/Invitrogen, Karlsruhe,
Germany), 2% Hepes buffer, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (both Sigma-Aldrich, München, Germany)
at 37 ◦C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator. Subcultures from passages 5–30 were selected for
experimental use.

4.2. Drug Treatment and Light Exposure

Curcumin was stored at −20 ◦C and was diluted in cell culture medium to a final concentration
of 0.1–1 μg/mL (0.27–2.7 μM). Cells were treated for 1 h with curcumin and subsequently irradiated
with visible light for 5 min (5500 lx, 10×40 W lamps, distance 45 cm, emission spectrum: 400–550 nm,
cumulative dose 1.65 J/cm2; Waldmann UV 801AL, Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany).

For irradiation, the cell culture medium was replaced by phenol red free PBS (Sigma-Aldrich).
After irradiation PBS was replaced by cell culture medium containing no curcumin. Control cell
cultures were exposed to visible light without curcumin, received curcumin without light exposure, or
were treated with PBS alone. Tumor cells were then subjected to the assays listed below.

4.3. Cytotoxicity

Membrane integrity was quantified using a cytotoxicity detection kit (Roche Diagnostics,
Penzberg, Germany) based on the release of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) from damaged cells. Briefly,
the cells were cultivated in 96-well plates (2 × 104 cells/0.33 cm2) and treated with curcumin and light
as aforementioned. The next day, cell-free supernatants were incubated with NAD+, which is reduced
by lactate dehydrogenase to NADH/H+. Consecutively, NADH/H+ reduces the yellow tetrazolium
salt to a red-colored formazan salt. The amount of red color is proportional to the number of lysed
cells. For quantification, the absorbance of the reaction product was measured at 490 nm using an
ELISA reader.

4.4. Apoptosis

DNA fragmentation was chosen as an indicator of apoptosis. Quantification was performed with
the Cell Death Detection ELISA (CDD; Roche, Mannheim, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. In brief, cells were cultured in 96-well plates (2 × 104 cells/0.33 cm2) and treated with
curcumin and light as mentioned above. After 24 h, the cytosolic fraction was subjected to a sandwich
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay with the primary anti-histone antibody coated to the microtiter
plate and the secondary anti-DNA antibody coupled to peroxidase. Optical density was measured at
530 nm by an ELISA reader.

Expression of Annexin V/propidium iodide (PI) was evaluated using the Annexin V-FITC
Apoptosis Detection kit (BD Pharmingen, Heidelberg, Germany). Tumor cells were washed twice with
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PBS-buffer, and then incubated with 5 μL of Annexin V-FITC and 5 μL of PI in the dark for 15 min
at room temperature. Cells were analyzed on a FACScalibur (BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany).
The percentage of vital, necrotic, and apoptotic cells (early and late) in each quadrant was calculated
using Cell-Quest software (BD Biosciences).

4.5. Measurement of Tumor Cell Growth and Proliferation

Cell growth was measured using the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium
bromide (MTT) dye reduction assay (Roche Diagnostics, Penzberg, Germany). Tumor cells (100 μL,
1 × 104 cells/mL) were plated into 96-well tissue culture plates. After 24, 48, and 72 h, MTT (0.5 mg/mL)
was added for an additional 4 h. The reaction was stopped by lysing the cells in a buffer containing 10%
SDS in 0.01 M HCl. After incubating the plates overnight at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2, the absorbance at 570 nm
was measured for each well using a microplate proliferation enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) reader. Each experiment was done in triplicate. After subtracting background absorbance,
results were expressed as mean cell number.

Cell proliferation was measured using a BrdU cell proliferation ELISA kit (Calbiochem/Merck
Biosciences, Darmstadt, Germany). Tumor cells, were seeded into 96-well tissue culture plates,
incubated with 20 μL BrdU-labelling solution per well for 8 h, and fixed and detected using anti-BrdU
mAb according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Absorbance was measured at 450 nm after 24 h.

4.6. Cell Cycle Analysis

Cell cycle analysis was carried out with sub confluent tumor cells after 24 h cultivation with or
without 0.2 μg/mL curcumin. Tumor cell populations were stained with propidium iodide, using a
Cycle TEST PLUS DNA Reagent Kit (BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany) and then subjected to
flow cytometry with a FACScan flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). In total, 10,000 events were collected
for each sample. Data acquisition was carried out using Cell-Quest software and cell cycle distribution
was calculated using the ModFit software (BD Biosciences). The number of gated cells in the G1,
G2/M, or S-phase is presented as %.

4.7. Histone Deacetylation

Histone deacetylation (HDAC) activity of renal cancer cells was quantified using the Color De Lys
assay (Enzo Life sciences, Lörrach, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were
cultivated with curcumin and/or light as aforementioned. All substances were plated on a 96-well
plate and the reaction was initiated by adding substrate and stopped by Color De Lys developer.
Optical density was measured at a wavelength of 405 nm using an ELISA reader.

4.8. Western Blot Analysis

To investigate the level of the cell cycle regulating proteins in the three cell lines, tumor cell lysates
were applied to a 7–12% polyacrylamide gel (depending on the proteins) and electrophoresed for
90 min at 100 V. The protein was then transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (1 h, 100 V). After
blocking with nonfat dry milk for 1 h, the membranes were incubated overnight with monoclonal
antibodies directed against the cell cycle proteins: CDK1/Cdc2 (IgG1, clone 1), pCDK1/Cdc2 (IgG1,
clone 44/CDK1/Cdc2 (pY15)), CDK2 (IgG2a, clone 55), Cyclin A (IgG1, clone 25), Cyclin B (IgG1, clone
18), Cyclin D1 (IgG1, clone G124-36), p27 (IgG1, clone G173-524), CDK4 (IgG1, clone 97), p19 (IgG1,
clone 52/p19 Skp1; all: BD Pharmingen), pCDK2 (Thr160 Cell Signaling). The mechanistic target of
rapamycin (mTOR) pathway was investigated using the following monoclonal antibodies: Raptor
(24C12 Cell Signaling), Rictor (D16H9; Cell Signaling), PKBα/Akt (IgG1 clone 55), anti phospho Akt
(pAkt; IgG1, Ser472/Ser473, clone 104A282; both: BD Pharmingen). aH3 (Lys9), aH4 (Lys8; both
Cell Signaling) and Bax (B-9:sc-7480), Bcl-2 (N-19:sc-492; both Santa Cruz). HRP-conjugated goat
anti-mouse IgG and HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (both: 1:5.000; Upstate Biotechnology, Lake
Placid, NY, USA) served as the secondary antibody. The membranes were briefly incubated with ECL
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detection reagent (ECL; Amersham/GE Healthcare, München, Germany) to visualize the proteins and
then analyzed by the Fusion FX7 system (Peqlab, Erlangen, Germany). β-Actin (1:1.000; clone AC-15;
Sigma-Aldrich, Taufenkirchen, Germany) served as the internal control.

4.9. Knockdown Studies of Cell Cycle Regulators

To determine whether CDK1, CDK2, Cyclin A, and Cyclin B impacted tumor cell growth in A498,
Caki1, and KTCTL-26 cell lines, cells were transfected with the respective small interfering RNA (siRNA).
Per batch, 3 × 105 cells/2.3 mL of medium were transfected with small interfering RNA (siRNA) directed
against CDK1 (Hs_CDC2_10, gene ID: 983, target sequence: AAGGGGTTCCTAGTACTGCAA), CDK2
(gene ID: 1017, target sequence: AGGTGGTGGCGCTTAAGAAAA), Cyclin A (gene ID: 890, target
sequence: GCCAGCTGTCAGGATAATAAA) or Cyclin B (Hs_CCNB1_6, gene ID: 891, target sequence:
AATGTAGTCATGGTAAATCAA) (all from Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) or with an siRNA/transfection
reagent (HiPerFect Transfection Reagent; Qiagen) at a ratio of 1:6. Non-treated cells and cells treated
with 5 nM control siRNA (All stars negative control siRNA; Qiagen) served as controls. Subsequently,
tumor cell growth was evaluated and Western blotting was done as indicated above.

4.10. Statistics

All experiments were performed three to six times. Statistical significance was calculated with the
Wilcoxon–Mann-Whitney U test. Values are expressed as means ± S.D. Differences were considered
statistically significant at a p value less than 0.05.
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Abstract: Curcumin—a rhizomal phytochemical from the plant Curcuma longa—is well known to
inhibit cell proliferation and to induce apoptosis in a broad range of cell lines. In previous studies we
showed that combining low curcumin concentrations and subsequent ultraviolet A radiation (UVA)
or VIS irradiation induced anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic effects. There is still debate whether
curcumin induces apoptosis via the extrinsic or the intrinsic pathway. To address this question,
we investigated in three epithelial cell lines (HaCaT, A431, A549) whether the death receptors
CD95, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-receptor I and II are involved in apoptosis induced by light
and curcumin. Cells were incubated with 0.25–0.5 μg/mL curcumin followed by irradiation with
1 J/cm2 UVA. This treatment was combined with inhibitors specific for distinct membrane-bound
death receptors. After 24 h apoptosis induction was monitored by quantitative determination
of cytoplasmic histone-associated-DNA-fragments. Validation of our test system showed that
apoptosis induced by CH11 and TNF-α could be completely inhibited by their respective antagonists.
Interestingly, apoptosis induced by curcumin/light treatment was reversed by none of the herein
examined death receptor antagonists. These results indicate a mechanism of action independent from
classical death receptors speaking for intrinsic activation of apoptosis. It could be speculated that a
shift in cellular redox balance might prompt the pro-apoptotic processes.

Keywords: curcumin; death receptor; apoptosis

1. Introduction

Phytochemicals have a crucial role in drug discovery and development [1,2]. Curcumin has
been a part of traditional Asian medicine for thousands of years due to its extensive effects
on cell physiology. It can be isolated from the rhizome of the ginger plant Curcuma longa.
Curcumin is known for its anti-inflammatory, anti-oxidative, as well as its pro-apoptotic potential [3–7].
Taking into account the hardly existing toxicity of curcumin, it is predestined for the development of
anti-tumorigenic therapeutic strategies. Targeting the low bioavailability of curcumin [8,9] strategies
including encapsulation, inhibition of metabolic degradation and development of photodynamic
therapies [6,10–20] have been developed. Reducing the proliferative potential of neoblastic cells as
well as inducing pro-apoptotic effects is the mode of choice to target cancer cells [6,18]. These two
criteria can be addressed by curcumin. Presently, there is debate whether curcumin induces apoptosis
via the extrinsic or the intrinsic pathway. Treatment with high curcumin concentrations has been
described to induce apoptosis depending on the cell type and tissue via the extrinsic as well as via
the intrinsic pathway [21,22]. Characteristic of apoptosis induction via the extrinsic pathway is the
binding of extracellular ligands to transmembrane death receptors, e.g., CD95 or tumor necrosis factor
(TNF)-α receptors. Receptor clustering, binding with homologous trimeric ligands and recruitment of
cytoplasmic adaptor proteins ultimately leads to auto-catalytic activation of pro-caspase-8 [23,24].
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Caspase-8 thereafter cleaves and activates the effector caspases-3, -6, -7, leading to the substrate
proteolysis, DNA fragmentation and cell death [24,25]. To evaluate whether curcumin in our experimental
set up triggers apoptosis via the extrinsic pathway death receptor, specific antagonists were used.

2. Results

2.1. Death Receptor Specific Apoptosis Induction Was Cell Species Dependent

First of all, we determined to which death receptor agonist the herein investigated epidermal cell
lines are susceptible. As shown in Figure 1, DNA fragmentation was induced in all three cell lines
by a positive control (1 μg/mL staurosporine; black bars) which was set to 100%. Comparison of
the DNA fragmentation of the respective untreated cultures (white bars) with CH11 treated cultures
(striped bars), showed significantly higher DNA fragmentation in HaCaT and A431 cells. In contrast
to the observed non-inducible DNA fragmentation in A549 by CH11, TNF-α (bricked bars) induced a
clear increase of DNA fragmentation in comparison to the untreated control. Neither in HaCaT nor in
A431 differed DNA fragmentation of the TNF-α treated cultures from the respective untreated cultures.
Therefore, we further investigated CD95 related apoptosis induction in HaCaT and A431, and TNF-α
related apoptosis induction in A549. Consecutively, we tested described death receptor antagonists to
compensate for the pro-apoptotic stimuli. None of the used death receptor antagonists induced DNA
fragmentation (Figure 2). In combination with the respective agonists all antagonists were able to
reduce the pro-apoptotic impact of the agonists. In detail ZB4 completely neutralized the pro-apoptotic
influence of CH11 in HaCaT (pointed bars) and A431 (striped bars; Figure 2a). The efficiency of the
two investigated TNF-α antagonists varied in A549 (scaled bars; Figure 2b). Whereas anti-TNF-α RI
completely neutralized the pro-apoptotic influence of TNF-α only a decreased but still significantly
higher DNA fragmentation in comparison to the untreated control was observed after treatment with
TNF-α and anti-TNF-α RII.

Figure 1. Death receptor agonist specific apoptosis induction. HaCaT, A431 and A549 cells were either
left untreated (white bars) or were treated with 1 μg/mL staurosporine (black bars), with 1 μg/mL
CH11 (striped bars) or 10 ng/mL tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α (bricked bars). DNA fragmentation
was evaluated after 24 h. The data displayed are representative of three experiments performed
with comparable results. Average absorbance values (mean ± SD) from quintuplicate replicates per
experimental condition were calculated. *** p ≤ 0.001 versus the respective untreated control.
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Figure 2. Death receptor specific antagonists reversed apoptosis induction. (a) HaCaT (pointed bars)
and A431 (striped bars) cells were treated with 1 μg/mL CH11, 1 μg/mL ZB4 or their combination to
investigate the CD95 receptor. (b) A549 (scaled bars) were treated with 10 ng/mL TNF-α, 3 μg/mL
anti-TNF-α RI, 3 μg/mL anti-TNF-α RII or their combinations. DNA fragmentation was evaluated after
24 h. The data displayed are representative of three experiments performed with comparable results.
Average absorbance values (mean ± SD) from quintuplicate replicates per experimental condition were
calculated. * p ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001 versus the respective untreated control and # p ≤ 0.05;
## p ≤ 0.01; ### p ≤ 0.001 versus the respective death receptor agonist.

2.2. Curcumin and Light Induced DNA Fragmentation Independent of the First Apoptosis Signal (FAS) Ligand
and the TNF-α Receptors

After establishing the efficiency of the herein used death receptor antagonists their ability to
influence DNA fragmentation in curcumin/light treated cultures was investigated. HaCaT and A431
cells were per-incubated with or without curcumin and ZB4 whereas A549 were pre-incubated with or
without curcumin and anti-TNF-α RI or anti-TNF-α RII before irradiation with 1 J/cm2 ultraviolet
A radiation (UVA). Neither curcumin nor the antagonists under light-protected conditions induced
DNA fragmentation (white bars; Figures 3 and 4). Likewise, the herein chosen UVA irradiation
regimen did not induce significant DNA fragmentation in comparison to the light-protected controls.
DNA fragmentation of cell cultures treated with curcumin and light (black bars; Figures 3 and 4)
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was significantly increased. DNA fragmentation of HaCaT after treatment with either 0.25 μg/mL
or 0.5 μg/mL curcumin and UVA was 1600% higher in comparison to the light-protected control
(Figure 3a). Blocking apoptosis via the first apoptosis signal (FAS) ligand by ZB4 did not change the
amount of DNA fragmentation caused by the curcumin/light treatment. Comparable results were
observed in A431 cells (Figure 3b). The combined treatment of curcumin and light induced a 300%
higher DNA fragmentation than observed in the light-protected cultures. As observed in HaCaT
cells, addition of ZB4 to A431 cells did not influence the curcumin/light induced DNA fragmentation.
In A549 cells a curcumin concentration dependent increase of DNA fragmentation after irradiation
was observed (Figure 4). Cultures that had been treated with 0.25 μg/mL curcumin and light showed
a 500% higher DNA fragmentation compared to the light-protected control. Increasing the curcumin
concentration to 0.5 μg/mL also increased the DNA fragmentation compared to the light-protected
control to 800%. Independent of the applied curcumin concentration addition of anti-TNF-α RI and
anti-TNF-α, RII was not able to significantly reduce the curcumin/light induced DNA fragmentation.

Figure 3. Curcumin does not induce apoptosis via CD95 HaCaT (a) and A431 (b) cells were
pre-incubated with curcumin and ZB4. Thereafter the cells were irradiated with ultraviolet A radiation
(UVA) followed by ZB4 exposure. DNA fragmentation was evaluated after 24 h. The applied ZB4 or
curcumin concentrations had no effect on DNA fragmentation (white bars).
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Combining curcumin with UVA (black bars) induced significant increase of DNA fragmentation.
Addition of ZB4 did not reduce the curcumin/light induced DNA fragmentation. Data displayed are
representative of four experiments performed with comparable results. Average absorbance values
(mean ± SD) from quadruplicate replicates per experimental condition were calculated. *** p ≤ 0.001
versus the respective untreated control.

Figure 4. Curcumin does not induce apoptosis via TNF-α receptor I and II. A549 cells were
pre-incubated with curcumin and anti-TNF-α RI or anti-TNF-α RII. Thereafter the cells were irradiated
with UVA followed by anti-TNF-α RI or anti-TNF-α RII exposure. DNA fragmentation was evaluated
after 24 h. The applied TNF-α receptor antagonists or curcumin concentrations had no effect on
DNA fragmentation (white bars). Combining curcumin with UVA (black bars) induced a significant
increase of DNA fragmentation. Neither anti-TNF-α RI nor anti-TNF-α RII reduced the curcumin/light
induced DNA fragmentation. Data displayed are representative of four experiments performed
with comparable results. Average absorbance values (mean ± SD) from quadruplicate replicates per
experimental condition were calculated. * p ≤ 0.05; *** p ≤ 0.001 versus the respective untreated control.

2.3. Curcumin Increased the UVA Triggered H2O2 Generation

After establishing that curcumin in the herein described treatment regimen does not induce
apoptosis through the classical death receptors, we were interested to monitor whether the
combinatorial curcumin/light treatment induces a shift of the cellular redox balance. The H2O2

concentration was measured 1 h after the treatment. Irradiation with 1 J/cm2 UVA induced a
significant H2O2 generation increase of 1200% to 1400% in HaCaT and A431 cells (black bars, Figure 5).
Under light-protected conditions (white bars) curcumin did not influence H2O2 generation in HaCaT
cells (Figure 6a). Light treatment of A431 cells (Figure 6b) with curcumin induced an H2O2 increase
of 7–11% in comparison to the respective controls. Comparing the UVA (black bars) induced H2O2

generation with the H2O2 generation of curcumin/light treated cultures revealed that in both cell
species the H2O2 concentration was curcumin dependently increased. In HaCaT cultures treatment
with 0.25 μg/mL curcumin induced a 15% higher H2O2 concentration, and treatment with 0.5 μg/mL
curcumin a 29% higher H2O2 concentration than observed in the respective controls. Curcumin/light
treatment of A431 cells showed a comparable influence on H2O2 generation. Treatment with
0.25 μg/mL curcumin induced a 20% increase whereas treatment with 0.5 μg/mL curcumin induced a
29% higher H2O2 concentration in comparison to the respective light-treated cultures.
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Figure 5. UVA induced H2O2 generation in HaCaT and A431. The data displayed are representative of
four experiments performed with comparable results. Average luminescence values (mean ± SD) from
triplicate replicates per experimental condition were calculated. *** p ≤ 0.001 versus the respective
light-protected control.
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Figure 6. Curcumin enhanced the UVA triggered H2O2 generation in HaCaT (a) and A431 (b). The cells
were pre-incubated with curcumin before irradiation with UVA. H2O2 generation was evaluated after
1 h. The data displayed are representative of four experiments performed with comparable results.
Average luminescence values (mean ± SD) from triplicate replicates per experimental condition were
calculated. *** p ≤ 0.001 versus the respective control.

3. Discussion

Investigation of natural compounds that have been used for centuries in traditional medicine by
scientific means has increased during the last decades. Curcumin is one of those phytochemicals with
an anti-cancer potential showing a lower risk of inducing adverse events [26,27] than described for
other cytostatic drugs. Curcumin influences an extensive spectrum of signaling pathways involved
in cancer and inflammatory diseases [28–30]. Establishing a photodynamic treatment combining
low curcumin concentrations and radiation with either UVA or VIS [6,16–18] was our approach to
address the low bioavailability of curcumin [9]. As it is described that curcumin interacts, e.g., with
the epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor [31–33], we hypothesized that curcumin also directly
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interacts with different death receptors facilitating apoptosis via the extrinsic pathway. There are
contradictory observations concerning the mode of apoptosis induction by curcumin. On the one
hand, intrinsic apoptosis induction was observed in mamma carcinoma cells as well as in HL-60 and
kidney carcinoma cells [21,34–37]. On the other hand, apoptosis induction via the CD95 receptor
was observed, e.g., in melanoma cells while TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) receptor
triggered apoptosis was observed in ovarial and prostate carcinoma cells [22,38,39]. In this study
we analyzed whether curcumin induced apoptosis in our treatment regimen via either the CD95 or
the TNF-α receptor according to Schon et al. [40]. First, we showed that susceptibility to apoptosis
inductors differed in the epithelial cell lines used. In particular, HaCaT and A431 seemed to be
resistant to the applied TNF-α whereas A549 did not respond to FAS ligand specific apoptosis
induction. Death receptor resistance can be acquired by cells through a broad variety of modulatory
mechanisms [41,42]. We were furthermore interested whether curcumin might be able to overcome
such resistances. The observed curcumin/irradiation dependent induction of DNA fragmentation
was taken as a positive indicator of apoptosis [4,43,44]. Hence, DNA fragmentation was monitored
to observe whether the herein investigated death receptor antagonists were able to reduce or inhibit
the previously described pro-apoptotic influence of the combinatory treatment with low curcumin
concentrations and light irradiation. In contrast to others that observed apoptosis induction by
curcumin via the FAS ligand pathway [22,45,46], no FAS ligand-related apoptosis was measured in our
experimental set up. The FAS ligand specific antagonist ZB4 failed to inhibit or reduce the pro-apoptotic
influence of curcumin/light treatment in either of the investigated cell lines. Furthermore, inhibition
of the TNF-α receptor I and II by specific antagonists in A549 cells did not change the curcumin/light
triggered apoptosis. These observations indicate that in our experimental set up, a mechanism of
apoptosis induction independent from classical death receptors is very likely. A possible alternative
mode of action can be related to the observations of Kim et al. [47]. They showed that curcumin-related
inhibition of EGF receptor phosphorylation and subsequent inhibition of the downstream kinases
lead to activation of the effector caspase-3. It seems that curcumin triggers apoptosis in a cell specific
manner by different pathways. This characteristic makes curcumin potentially useful to target a broad
range of different tumor cells that are sensitive to different pro-apoptotic triggers. It is known that
triggering apoptosis in cells that are non-responsive to death receptor agonists or chemotherapeutics is
challenging [48]. Therefore, it is of great interest to identify or develop active agents that overcome such
resistances [49–52]. The observations showing that curcumin in combination with UVA-boosted H2O2

generation indicated that a shift in the cellular redox balance might elicit the observed pro-apoptotic
processes as also observed by others [53–58]. Future studies need to address this issue. Moreover,
utilizing more complex systems, e.g., tissue cultured skin equivalents [59–61] and long-term analysis
are advised to further analyze the potential of curcumin to overcome chemotherapeutic resistances.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Cell Culture and Identification of Death Receptor Agonist Susceptibility

The spontaneous immortalized human keratinocyte cell line HaCaT [62] (kindly provided by
Prof. Norbert Fusenig (German Cancer Research Institute, Heidelberg, Germany)) and the human
epidermoid carcinoma cell lines A431 (ATCC® CRL-1555™, American Culture Type Collection,
Manassas, VA, USA) and A549 (ATCC® CCL-185™, American Culture Type Collection) were
cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (D-MEM, Gibco, Karlsruhe, Germany) with
GlutaMax supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum (FCS, PAA, Cölbe, Germany) and 1%
(v/v) penicillin/streptomycin solution (Gibco) in a 7.5% CO2 atmosphere at 37 ◦C. The cells were
either stimulated with 1 μg/mL staurosporine (Sigma-Aldrich, Traufkirchen, Germany) or with
death receptor specific agonists: (anti-) Fas activating antibody (clone CH11, Merck Millipore,
Darmstadt Germany) and TNF-α (R&D Systems, Wiesbaden-Nordenstadt, Germany). These death
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receptor agonists were combined with their respective antagonists: anti-Fas neutralizing antibody
(clone ZB4, Merck Millipore) and anti-TNFα RI and anti-TNFα RII (both R&D Systems).

4.2. Irradiation Regimen

Curcumin (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved and applied as previously described [16,17]. Briefly,
cells were incubated for 1 h in a medium containing 0.25–0.5 μg/mL curcumin, with or without the
above mentioned death receptor antagonists. After replacement of the culture medium with PBS++

(Gibco) the cells were either kept light, and/or were irradiated with 1 J/cm2 ultraviolet A (UVA,
Waldmann, Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany). After irradiation PBS++ was replaced with culture
medium with and without the above mentioned death receptor antagonists.

4.3. DNA Fragmentation

DNA fragmentation, the chosen apoptosis indicator, was quantified after 24 h. The adherent
cells were lysed and DNA fragmentation was analyzed with the Cell Death Detection (CDD; Roche,
Mannheim, Germany) enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), as described [16].

4.4. Monitoring of the Cellular Redox Balence

The generation of H2O2—monitored with the ROS-Glo™-H2O2 Assay (Promega,
Mannheim, Germany) was chosen as the indicator for oxidative stress in relation to the herein
described treatment regimen. Briefly, cells were pre-incubated for 1 h with PBS++ containing
0.25–0.5 μg/mL curcumin and were subsequently irradiated with 1 J/cm2 UVA. After 1 h the assay
was conducted as recommended by the manufacturer. The luminescence was recorded using a
microplate luminometer (CentroPro LB962, Berthold Technologies, Bad Wildbach, Germany).

4.5. Presentation of Data and Statistical Analysis

All data are presented as mean values ± standard deviation. Statistical significance of the
data was evaluated by the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U-test (BiAS, version 11.06, epsilon-Verlag,
Frankfurt, Germany). Each set of data was related to the referring untreated control (*) or the respective
agonist (#). Differences were considered significant at *,# p ≤ 0.05; **,## p ≤ 0.01; ***,### p ≤ 0.001.
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Abstract: Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the world and one of the major public
health problems. Despite the great advances in cancer therapy, the incidence and mortality rates of
cancer remain high. Therefore, the quest for more efficient and less toxic cancer treatment strategies
is still at the forefront of current research. Curcumin, the active ingredient of the Curcuma longa
plant, has received great attention over the past two decades as an antioxidant, anti-inflammatory,
and anticancer agent. In this review, a summary of the medicinal chemistry and pharmacology
of curcumin and its derivatives in regard to anticancer activity, their main mechanisms of action,
and cellular targets has been provided based on the literature data from the experimental and clinical
evaluation of curcumin in cancer cell lines, animal models, and human subjects. In addition, the recent
advances in the drug delivery systems for curcumin delivery to cancer cells have been highlighted.

Keywords: curcumin; anticancer; structure activity relationship; cellular pathway; mechanism of
action; delivery system

1. Introduction

Cancer is the second most life-threatening disease and one of the main public health problems
worldwide. In 2018, there were around 1.73 million new cases of cancer and more than 609,000 deaths
in the United States alone [1]. Despite the tangible advances in cancer therapy, the reported incidence
of the disease and the mortality have not declined in the past 30 years [2]. Understanding the molecular
alterations that contribute to cancer development and progression is a key factor in cancer prevention
and treatment. There are several common strategies for targeting specific cancer cells to inhibit tumor
development, progression, and metastasis without causing severe side effects [3]. In addition to the
chemically synthesized anticancer agents, several anticancer compounds with different modes of
action have been extracted from plant sources, such as Taxus brevifolia, Catharanthus roseus, Betula alba,
Cephalotaxus species, Erythroxylum previllei, Curcuma longa, and many others [4]. Among them, curcumin
is the most important component of the rhizomes of Curcuma longa L. (turmeric) [5] and was extracted
from turmeric plant in a pure crystalline form for the first time in 1870 [6]. Curcumin and its derivatives
have received immense attention in the past two decades due to their biofunctional properties such as
anti-tumor, antioxidant, and anti-inflammatory activities [7]. These properties are attributed to the
key elements in the curcumin structure [8]. Therefore, a great deal of scientific work has shed light on
the structure activity relationship (SAR) of curcumin in an attempt to improve its physiochemical and
biological properties. Due to the importance of cancer as a leading cause of death and the ongoing quest
for more efficient and less toxic anticancer agents, this review has mainly focused on the anticancer
activity of curcumin. The applications of curcumin in other diseases are beyond the scope of this
review and have been reviewed elsewhere [4,9].
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The main mechanisms of action by which curcumin exhibits its unique anticancer activity
include inducing apoptosis and inhibiting proliferation and invasion of tumors by suppressing a
variety of cellular signaling pathways [10]. Several studies reported curcumin’s antitumor activity
on breast cancer, lung cancer, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, prostate cancer, and brain
tumors [11], showing its capability to target multiple cancer cell lines. In spite of all the above
mentioned advantages, curcumin’s applications are limited due to its low water solubility which
results in poor oral bioavailability and also low chemical stability [7]. Another obstacle is the low
cellular uptake of curcumin. Due to its hydrophobicity, the curcumin molecule tends to penetrate into
the cell membrane and bind to the fatty acyl chains of membrane lipids through hydrogen binding
and hydrophobic interactions, resulting in low availability of curcumin inside the cytoplasm [12,13].
To overcome these obstacles and improve the overall anticancer activity of curcumin, several structural
modifications have been suggested to enhance selective toxicity towards specific cancer cells [14],
increase bioavailability, or enhance stability [4,15]. Another approach is to use different delivery
systems to improve curcumin’s physiochemical properties and anticancer activity. This review focuses
on the recent literature on the SAR of curcumin and its analogues and their anticancer activity in
different cancer cell lines, animal models, and human clinical trials as well as different types of
curcumin delivery systems that have been used for cancer therapy.

2. Structure Activity Relationship of Curcumin and Its Derivatives

Chemical structure modification does not only affect the receptor binding and pharmacological
activity of a drug molecule but also alters its pharmacokinetics and physiochemical properties [4].
Determining the essential pharmacophores within a drug molecule requires a thorough study
of its natural and synthetic analogues [11]. The chemical structure of curcumin is depicted in
Figure 1A. As can be observed, it consists of two phenyl rings substituted with hydroxyl and
methoxyl groups and connected via a seven carbon keto-enol linker (C7). While curcumin is naturally
derived, its derivatives are generally produced by a chemical reaction between aryl-aldehydes and
acetylacetone. This assembly method can yield multiple chemical analogues, such as compounds with
alkyl substituents on the middle carbon of the linker (C7 moiety) [16,17]. A SAR study of curcumin
derivatives demonstrates that the presence of a coplanar hydrogen donor group and a β-diketone
moiety is essential for the antiandrogenic activity for the treatment of prostate cancer [17]. In addition,
scanning 50 curcumin analogues showed that shortening the linker from seven carbon atoms (C7)
to five carbon atoms (C5) improves the antiandrogenic activity [18]. As a result of introducing a
methyl group at both C2 and C6 positions, a new curcumin derivative has been produced (Figure 1B).
This derivative exhibited a steric hindrance effect toward metabolizing enzymes, such as alcohol
dehydrogenase [14], and demonstrated significantly higher activity than curcumin in inhibiting
endothelial cell proliferation and invasion both in vitro and in vivo [14]. Dimethylcurcumin or
ASC-J9 (5-hydroxy-1, 7-bis (3, 4-dimethoxyphenyl)-1, 4, 6-heptatrien-3-one) is a newly developed
curcumin analogue which enhances androgen receptor degradation and has been used for treatment
of prostate cancer [19–21]. Moreover, it has also shown a significant antiproliferative effect against
estrogen-dependent breast cancer cells [22]. Although methylation has enhanced the targetability and
activity of the molecule, it has also increased its hydrophobicity massively compared to curcumin,
which has limited its administrable dose in cancer therapy [23].

Furthermore, studies on the kinetic stability of synthetic curcumin derivatives have pointed out
that glycosylation of the pharmacophore aromatic ring improves the compound’s water solubility,
which enhances its kinetic stability and leads to a better overall therapeutic response [24]. During phase
I and phase II metabolism, the main routes of converting curcumin into a higher excretable form are
oxidation, reduction, and conjugation (glucuronidation and sulfurylation). The conjugation reactions
occur on the hydroxyl groups (4-OH) attached to the phenyl rings of curcumin. Thus, curcumin’s
kinetic stability can be enhanced by masking the 4-OH groups [25]. Another study has revealed a
correlation between the hydrophobic property of the benzyl rings and androgen receptor affinity [26].
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The benzyl rings are also crucial for inhibiting tumor growth, and adding hydrophobic substituents,
such as CH3 groups, on them (R1, R2, R3, R4 in Figure 1B) have been linked to the increased antitumor
activity of curcumin derivatives [26,27]. O-methoxy substitution was found to be more effective in
suppressing nuclear factor κ-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB), but this modification
has also affected the lipophilicity of curcumin [28]. A summary of the potential sites of modification
on the curcumin molecule is illustrated in Figure 1B.

Figure 1. (A) Chemical structure of curcumin. (B) The main pharmacophores and potential
substitution positions.

Some of the modified curcuminoids exhibit enhanced anticancer and anti-inflammatory activities
compared to curcumin due to the low level of hydrogenation, high level of methoxylation,
and unsaturation of the diketone moiety [29]. Ortho-methoxy substitution of the essential radical of
curcuminoid alters the heptadiene moiety and the hydrogenation level [28]. A comparative study on
curcumin and its derivatives revealed stronger antioxidant activity for several hydrogenated curcumin
derivatives compared to the original curcumin compound [30]. For example, tetrahydrocurcumin
(THC) exhibited higher antioxidant activity than dihydrocurcumin (DHC) and unmodified
curcumin [31,32] (Table 1). Unlike curcumin, THC, which is a non-electrophilic derivative, failed to
suppress the signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) signaling pathway and induce
apoptosis. This suggests that the electrophilic nature of curcumin is essential for inhibiting the STAT3
signaling pathway during anticancer therapy [33]. Metallo-curcumin-conjugated DNA complexes
have been constructed using Cu2+/Ni2+/Zn2+ metal ions to improve curcumin solubility and enhance
DNA-binding ability [34]. These complexes also showed a better antibacterial activity and significant
toxicity to several prostate cancer cell lines [34] (Table 1).

In addition to anticancer and anti-inflammatory properties, curcuminoids exert antioxidant
activity mainly through the chelating effect of the diketone moiety. The presence of metals such as
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Cu2+, Fe2+, and Pb2+ boost the chelating power of curcumin derivatives [35]. The unsaturated diketone
group in curcumin root is a Michael reaction acceptor, part of phase II enzyme inducers [4], which
can be responsible for NF-κB suppression in cancer cells. However, an investigation on 72 different
curcumin derivatives did not find a direct correlation between the inhibition of tumor growth through
NF-κB and antioxidant activity [36]. O-methoxy substitution resulted in increased antioxidant activity
of curcumin only when the methoxy group was not linked to the proton acceptor β-diketone moiety
through conjugation [4]. The equilibrium between the keto and enol forms of curcumin relies on
environmental factors such as pH. The keto form is dominant at acidic or neutral pH, while the enol
form is more common in basic pH [37]. This unique property has been exploited in the discovery of
new curcumin nanoassemblies with a buffering capacity that exhibit the “proton sponge effect” in
endosomes and lysosomes [7].

Table 1. Changes to the pharmacological activity of curcumin derivatives compared to curcumin.

Curcumin Derivative Chemical Modification Activities References

Dimethyl curcumin
(ASC-J9)

Methyl groups substitution on
R2 and R4

Enhanced activity toward prostate
and breast cancer [20–22,38]

Vanadium, gallium, and
indium complexes

Metal complexation by the
β-diketones Enhanced cytotoxic activity [39]

Tetrahydrocurcumin
(THC)

Hydrogenated diketone
moiety

Enhanced antioxidant activity but
loss of DNA binding and STAT3 a

inhibition properties
[31,33]

Modified aromatic rings
curcumin compounds

Introduction of cyclohexane
bridge

Improved mitochondrial membrane
permeability during
lymphoma therapy

[40]

Metallo-curcumin
(Cu2+/Ni2+/Zn2+)

Metal complexation by the
β-diketones

Enhanced water-solubility and
improved DNA binding [34]

Glycosylated curcumin
derivative

Glycol groups substitution on
the aromatic rings

Higher potency, aqueous solubility,
and chelating properties [41]

Cu2+ conjugate of
synthetic curcumin

analogues

Conjugation reaction on the
keto-enol moiety

Stronger inhibition of TNF
b-induced NF-κB c activation in

leukemic KBM-5 cells
[42]

Cyclic curcumin
derivatives

Boron trioxide-mediated aldol
condensation

Enhanced cytostatic, antitumor, and
antioxidant activity [43]

Curcumin carbocyclic
analogues

Introducing carboxyl group at
the diketone moiety

Enhanced antioxidant activity and
stronger inhibition of HIV d

1 protease
[44]

Hydrazinocurcumin Replacing the diketone moiety
with hydrazine derivative

Higher efficacy in inhibition of
colon cancer progression via

antagonism of Ca2+/CaM e function
[45,46]

Semicarbazone Introducing NNHCONH2 at
the keto-enol moiety

Enhanced antioxidant, antiradical,
and antiproliferative activity [47]

a STAT3: signal transducer and activator of transcription 3; b TNF: Tumor necrosis factor; c NF-κB: nuclear
factor κ-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells; d HIV: Human immunodeficiency virus; e Ca2+/CaM:
calcium/calmodulin.

Although curcumin has low water solubility and poor bioavailability, it enjoys a strong
pharmacological effect in clinical applications [48]. A novel study attempted to explain this unique
property of curcumin by testing the pharmacological effect of curcumin’s metabolites resulting from
physiological degradation. The parallel docking calculations of curcumin degradation products were
found to be similar to those of curcumin because they share with the original compound the same
binding pockets required for inhibiting several enzymes [48].
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3. Different Types of Curcumin Delivery Systems Used in Cancer Therapy

Various delivery systems for curcumin have been formulated using different nanotechnologies in
order to improve curcumin properties and targetability. For the rational design of the nanoformulations,
several factors should be considered in order to enhance the efficacy and improve the cellular targeting
of the anticancer agents. These factors include the nanoparticle size and shape, surface properties,
and nanoparticle targeting ligands [49], as illustrated in Figure 2. A summary of the most commonly
used curcumin delivery systems is introduced in this section.

Figure 2. Examples of current nanoparticle design strategies used to improve targeting.

3.1. Polymeric Nanoparticles

Various polymers have been utilized to prepare nanoformulations for curcumin drug delivery to
improve its biological activity [50]. The biocompatible and biodegradable polymers are preferred in the
drug delivery systems due to lower risk of toxicity [51]. Therefore, biodegradable synthetic polymers
such as PLGA (poly (D, L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) and natural polymers such as silk fibroin and chitosan
have become widely used in drug delivery [52–54]. PLGA-curcumin nanoformulation was found to be
as effective as curcumin at 15-fold lower concentration in inhibiting mRNAs for inflammatory cytokines
(CXCR3 and CXCL10) and increasing anti-inflammatory cytokine interleukin-10 (IL-10) in the brain [55].
In vivo study in rats showed that the bioavailability of curcumin-PLGA nanospheres was increased
nine-fold in comparison to unprocessed curcumin administrated with alkaloid compound piperine.
However, curcumin/piperine coadministration enhanced curcumin activity by inhibiting hepatic and
intestinal deactivation [56]. Another study compared the anticancer activity of curcumin-loaded PLGA
nanoparticles (CUR-NPs) and curcumin-loaded PLGA nanoparticles conjugated to anti-P-glycoprotein
(P-gp) (CUR-NPs-APgp). The latter formulation showed significantly more specific binding to cervical
cancer cells KB-3-1 but lower entrapment efficiency compared to CUR-NPs [57]. Spherical PLGA
nanospheres were also developed to encapsulate dimethyl curcumin (ASC-J9) and tested in breast
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cancer cells. The PLGA nanospheres were capable of releasing ASC-J9 intracellularly, leading to growth
inhibition of estrogen-dependent MCF-7 cancer cells [22].

3.2. Liposomes

Nanoscale liposomes are emerging as one of the most useful drug delivery systems for
anticancer agents. Recent advances in liposome formulations have resulted in improved treatment for
drug-resistant tumors and reduced toxicity [58]. A liposome consists of a phospholipid bilayer
shell and an aqueous core which makes it an ideal carrier for encapsulating both hydrophobic
and hydrophilic compounds. Several liposome preparations have been utilized to encapsulate
curcumin (Table 2). The liposomal lipid bilayer (such as egg yolk phosphatidyl choline (EYPC),
dihexyl phosphate (DHP) and cholesterol) solubilizes curcumin. This preparation was found to
stabilize loaded curcumin proportionally to its content [59]. Another work on liposomes tested
coating liposomes with lipid–polymer conjugate N-dodecyl chitosan-N-[(2-hydroxy-3-trimethylamine)
propyl] (HPTMA) chloride. Positively charged nanoliposomes for curcumin delivery have also
been developed by incorporating polyethylene glycol (PEG) and cationic polyethyleneimine (PEI)
into the formulation. Despite low encapsulation efficiency (45%), this formulation has demonstrated
twenty-fold higher cytotoxic activity than unprocessed curcumin in various cell lines, including human
HepG2 hepatocellular carcinoma, A549 lung carcinoma, HT29 colorectal carcinoma, and cervical
carcinoma [60]. In liposomal gene delivery, an interesting work conducted by Fujita et al. [61]
utilized curcumin to control siRNA release. By incorporating curcumin into the liposomal formula,
siRNA release showed a bell-shaped pattern due to the dose-dependent increase in liposomal
permeability induced by curcumin. Curcumin-loaded liposomes were also used to inhibit the
production of IL-6 in macrophages. The liposomes were prepared by mixing curcumin solution
with human serum albumin (HSA) solution and subsequently adding this mixture to a lipid
mixture containing 1, 2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC), 1, 2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phospho-L-serine sodium salt (DPPS) and cholesterol. The designed system induced significant IL-6
suppression and reduction in the total number of macrophages [62] (Figure 3).

Table 2. Examples of recent curcumin delivery systems.

Nanoformulation Particle Size Application Outcome Reference

Curcumin-loaded liposomal
PMSA a antibodies 100–150 nm Human prostate cancer

(LNCa, C4-2B)
Enhanced antiproliferative

efficacy and targeting [63]

Curcumin-loaded magnetic
silk nanoparticles 100–350 nm Human breast cancer

(MDA-MB-231) cells
Enhanced cellular uptake

and growth inhibition [54]

Curcumin/MPEG b-PCL c

micelles
27 ± 1.3 nm Colon carcinoma (C-26)

cells
Enhanced cancer growth

inhibition [64]

Curcumin nanoemulsion <200 nm
Human ovarian

adenocarcinoma cells
(SKV3)

Increased cytotoxicity [65]

Curcumin loaded liposomes
coated with N-dodecyl

chitosan-HPTMA d chloride
73 nm

Murine fibroblasts
(NIH3T3) and murine

melanoma (B16F10) cells

Specific toxicity in murine
melanoma (but not in

fibroblasts)
[66]

Curcumin-PLGA e

nanoparticles 248 ± 1.6 nm Erythroleukemia type
562 cells

Improved clinical
management of leukemia [65]

Curcumin loaded lipo-PEG
f-PEI g complexes 269 nm

Melanoma (B16F10) and
colon carcinoma (CT-26)

cells
Increased cytotoxicity [67]

Curcumin–chitosan
nanoparticles 100–250 nm Melanomas Enhanced antitumor effect [68]
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Table 2. Cont.

Nanoformulation Particle Size Application Outcome Reference

ApoE h

peptide-functionalized
curcumin-loaded liposomes

132 nm RBE4 cell monolayer
Increased accumulation in

brain capillary
endothelium

[69]

Curcumin-crosslinked
polymeric Nanogels 10–200 nm Breast and pancreatic

cancers
Higher stability and

enhanced antitumor effect [70]

Curcumin-loaded chitin
nanogels 70–80 nm

Human skin melanoma
(A385) and human

dermal fibroblasts (HDF)

Specific toxicity in skin
melanoma (lower toxicity

in HDF)
[70]

Curcumin-loaded lipid-core
nanocapsules 196 ± 1.4 nm Rat C6 and U251MG

glioma cell lines
Decreased tumor size and

prolonged survival [71]

Liposome-encapsulated
curcumin Not reported

Head and neck
squamous cell carcinoma

(HNSCC) cell lines
(CAL27 and UM-SCC1)

Cancer growth
suppression both in vitro

and in vivo
[72]

a PMSA: Prostate membrane specific antigen; b MPEG: Monomethoxy poly ethylene glycol; c PCL:
Poly(ε-caprolactone); d HPTMA: N-[(2-hydroxy-3-trimethylamine) propyl; e PLGA: Polylactic-co-glycolic acid;
f PEG: Poly ethylene glycol; g PEI: Polyethyleneimine; h ApoE: Apolipoprotein E.

 

Figure 3. (A) Schematic representation of curcumin-loaded liposomes inducing a reduction in the
number of macrophages [62]. HSA: human serum albumin; DPPC: 1, 2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine; DPPS: 1, 2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine. (B) curcumin-loaded
liposomes inhibit production of IL-6; white, grey, and black columns represent control, unloaded
liposomes, and curcumin-loaded liposomes respectively. Reprinted from Amano et al. [62].

3.3. Nanogels

Although hydrogels and nanogels have gained considerable attention in the past decade as
a promising drug delivery system, only a few studies have investigated the curcumin-nanogel
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delivery in cancer therapy. There are several polymeric hydrogel nanoparticle systems that have
been prepared recently using synthetic or natural polymers. Among the natural polymers, chitosan,
chitin, and alginate are the most studied for the preparation of nanogels in drug delivery [73]. On the
other hand, the most commonly used synthetic polymers are polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), polyethylene
oxide (PEO), polyethyleneimine (PEI), polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP), and poly-N-isopropylacrylamide
(PNIAA) [74]. One of the main advantages of natural hydrogels over synthetic ones when used in
drug delivery is biodegradability and biocompatibility [70,74]. Additionally, nanogels possess unique
features, including large surface area for drug entrapment and a porous structure for drug loading
and release [70,75]. A curcumin-loaded chitin nanogel has been used as a transdermal system for
the treatment of skin cancer [70] (Table 2) and has shown more specific toxicity towards human skin
melanoma (A375) in comparison to human dermal fibroblast (HDF) cells without compromising the
antitumor activity of curcumin [70]. In another study, a hybrid nanogel system consisting of alginate,
chitosan, and pluronic polymers was prepared via the polycationic crosslinking method and tested
on a HeLa cell line [76]. This delivery system demonstrated very high entrapment efficiency, and a
significant difference in cell proliferation was observed between the cells treated with unprocessed
curcumin and the cells treated with curcumin-loaded hybrid nanogel [76].

3.4. Peptide and Protein Formulations

As discussed earlier, hydrogels and polymeric materials have shown promising results in
curcumin drug delivery. However, a few limitations have arisen in processing clinical applications,
including toxicity of unreacted monomers, post-crosslinking shrinkage or fragility of the polymer
gels, and rapid discharge of a large amount of the loaded drug during the initial burst release
in drug carrier [77]. In an attempt to address these limitations, self-assembling peptide systems
have been developed. Peptides provide several benefits when introduced to drug delivery systems,
such as biocompatibility, desirable hydrophilicity, and mild processing conditions [78]. A recent study
investigated the physical properties and therapeutic efficacy of a curcumin-loaded, self-assembling
(MAX8) peptide (β-hairpin) hydrogel system. This newly developed system has combined multiple
advantages such as enhanced delivery, curcumin stabilization, and controlled drug release by
changing the MAX8 peptide concentration [79]. In another example, an amphiphilic polypeptide
(β-casein) was able to self-assemble into micelles. Encapsulation of curcumin within the hydrophobic
core of the β-casein micelles increased its aqueous solubility by 2500 times [80]. Human serum
albumin (HSA) is one of the most commonly used proteins in nanoparticle preparation due to its
excellent biocompatibility [81]. Curcumin-loaded HSA nanoparticles have been produced through the
homogenization of aqueous HSA solution (to crosslink the HSA molecules) and curcumin dissolved in
chloroform. This formulation improved the curcumin solubility by 300 times but only achieved
7.2% curcumin loading efficiency, which was likely due to entrapment of curcumin within the
albumin hydrophobic cavity through hydrophobic interactions [82]. Recently, silk fibroin (SF) protein
has attracted tremendous attention due to its excellent biocompatibility and multiple biomedical
applications [83]. Since its approval by the FDA, several studies have investigated its potential
applications in drug delivery [84]. Magnetic silk nanoparticles (MSPs) were used to deliver curcumin
to MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. As illustrated in Figure 4, these particles were fabricated using
the salting-out method to convert silk from its α-helix form to the β-sheet (the insoluble) form,
thus providing a hydrophobic surface for curcumin loading. The designed nanoformulation managed
to achieve a small particle size (100–350 nm), cell internalization, and the possibility for additional
targeting using an external magnetic field on the target tissue [54].
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Figure 4. (A) Fabrication of magnetic silk particles (MSP) for curcumin delivery. (B) Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) images of MSP before and after curcumin loading. (C) Representative microscopic
images of MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with free curcumin and curcumin-loaded MSP showing a
significant improvement of curcumin cellular uptake. Reprinted from Song et al. [54], copyright ©
2017 ACS.

3.5. Cyclodextrin Complexes

Cyclodextrins are cyclic oligosaccharides which consist of a hydrophilic outer layer and a
lipophilic core. In drug delivery, these complexes provide several beneficial properties, including
enhanced solubility, increased bioavailability, and improved stability of the loaded drug. There are
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different types of cyclodextrins, such as natural (α, β, and γ), chemically modified, and polymerized
cyclodextrins, that vary in water solubility and molecular weight [85]. There are also different
cyclodextrin complexes, including inclusion complexes and self-assembled cyclodextrins (Figure 5A).
Few studies have used cyclodextrins as carriers in curcumin delivery to enhance bioavailability,
minimize degradation, and reduce nonselective toxicity [86]. A β-cyclodextrin–curcumin
self-assembling preparation has shown higher uptake of curcumin by DU145 prostate cancer cells
compared to unprocessed curcumin [86] As shown in Figure 5B, a significant increase in cellular uptake
of cyclodextrin–curcumin (CD–CUR) inclusion complexes (CD5, CD10, CD20, and CD30) by cancer
cells was observed compared to free curcumin. Another study found a complementary therapeutic
effect of curcumin–cyclodextrin complexes in lung cancer. Administration of these complexes to mice
with orthotopically implanted lung tumors resulted in improved bioavailability of curcumin and a
significant reduction in tumor size [87].

 

 

Figure 5. (A) Schematic structure of cyclodextrin–curcumin (CD–CUR) inclusion and self-assembled
complexes (B) Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis for cellular uptake of curcumin and
different CD–CUR (CD5, CD10, CD20, and CD30) inclusion complexes treated in DU145 prostate cancer.
* p < 0.05 represents significant difference from the curcumin uptake. Reprinted from Yallapu et al. [86]
with permission from the copyright holder Elsevier.

4. Anticancer Activity of Curcumin

One of the main causes of cancer is the loss of balance between cell proliferation and cell death [88].
When the cells skip death due to the absence of the apoptotic signals, uncontrolled cell proliferation
occurs, leading to different types of cancer [89]. The apoptotic signals are generated through two major
pathways: the intrinsic pathway and the extrinsic pathway. The intrinsic pathway works through
stimulating the mitochondrial membrane to inhibit expression of antiapoptotic proteins Bcl-2 and
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Bcl-Xl [90]. Curcumin disturbs the balance in the mitochondrial membrane potential, leading to
enhanced suppression of the Bcl-xL protein [91]. The extrinsic apoptotic pathway works through
increasing the death receptors (DRs) on cells and triggering the tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-related
apoptosis. Curcumin also contributes to this pathway by upregulating the expression of death receptors
DR 4 and DR 5 [92–94]. In vitro studies showed a remarkable ability of curcumin and its derivatives
to induce apoptosis in different cell lines by inhibiting or downregulating intracellular transcription
factors. These factors include NF-κB, activator protein 1 (AP-1), cyclooxygenase II (COX-2), nitric oxide
synthase, matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9), and STAT3 [33,73]. A recent work has found a
new anticancer mechanism for curcumin by decreasing the glucose uptake and lactate production
(Warburg effect) in cancer cells via downregulation of pyruvate kinase M2 (PKM2). The inhibition
of PKM2 was achieved by suppressing the mammalian target of rapamycin-hypoxia-inducible factor
1α (TOR-HIF1α) [95]. Several studies have investigated the ability of curcumin and its derivatives to
suppress multiple different carcinomas by interacting with different molecular targets (Figure 6).

 
Figure 6. The main molecular targets of curcumin in cancer cells. ↑: Increase; ↓: Decrease; MMP: Matrix
metalloproteinase; AP-1: Activation protein-1.

4.1. In Vitro and In Vivo Studies

Curcumin has shown very promising results in suppressing cancer cell growth and proliferation
in several different types of cancer, such as prostate, colorectal, breast, pancreatic, brain, head, and neck
cancers. What comes next is a summary of the anticancer activity of curcumin and its derivatives
in different types of cancer based on the data from in vitro studies in different cancer cell lines and
animal studies.

4.1.1. Prostate Cancer

A recent estimate reported by the American Cancer Society revealed that 2.9 million men have
been diagnosed with prostate cancer (PCa) in the United States [20], making it the second leading cause
of cancer death in men [96]. Curcumin has shown a strong ability to inhibit proliferation and induce
apoptosis in prostate cancer both in vitro and in vivo [97] by interfering with a number of cellular
pathways, including mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), epidermal growth factor receptor
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(EGFR), and nuclear factor κ (NFκB) [98,99]. A recent study has revealed the ability of curcumin to
activate protein kinase D1 (PKD1), leading to attenuation of the oncogenic signaling by β-catenin and
MAPK [100] and consequent inhibition of prostate cancer [100]. Moreover, PKD1 was found to be
severely downregulated following progression from androgen-dependent to androgen-independent
prostate cancer [100], and to affect the motility and invasion of prostate cancer via interaction with
E-cadherin [101]. Therefore, it has been considered as a new therapeutic target for cancer in general
and for prostate cancer in particular [102]. In addition to curcumin, some of its derivatives have also
shown anticancer activity against prostate cancer. Metallo-curcumin conjugated DNA complexes
exhibited significant toxicity to prostate cancer cells (PC3, 22Rv1, TRAMP-C1, LNCaP, and DU145) [34].
Dimethyl curcumin (ASC-J9) has also shown very good activity in enhancing androgen receptor
degradation in androgen-dependent prostate cancer [20,38].

4.1.2. Colorectal Cancer

Colorectal cancer comes third behind prostate cancer and lung cancer as the most common form
of malignant cancer [103]. Although patients diagnosed with colorectal carcinoma undertake surgical
removal of the tumor tissue along with chemotherapy, more than half of the patients suffer from
relapses [104]. Administration of curcumin was found to reduce M (1) G levels in the malignant
colorectal cells without changing COX-2 protein levels [105]. In addition, curcumin treatment was able
to downregulate miR-21 gene, which is overexpressed in colorectal cancer cells, by inhibiting AP-1
(activator protein) binding to miR-21 promoter [101]. Treating HCT 116 colorectal cancer cells with
curcumin resulted in a cell cycle arrest in the G2/M phase via miR-21 gene regulation and inhibited
the tumor tissue growth [101]. However, an in vivo study in mice with colorectal cancer demonstrated
an improved response to radiation therapy when combined with curcumin due to its ability to target
nuclear factor (NF-κB) [106]. Another study has managed to enhance curcumin inhibition activity
against colon cancer cells by combining it with ERRP, a pan-erb B inhibitor [107].

4.1.3. Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma

Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is the sixth most common form of cancer
worldwide, with more than 30,000 diagnosed cases every year [108]. HNSCC generally arises in the
oral cavity, paranasal cavities, larynx, and pharynx [10]. In vitro studies of curcumin in different head
and neck cancer cell lines have proven its ability to inhibit cell growth due to its effects on a number of
cellular pathways involved in cell proliferation, most notably NF-κB and STAT3, which are found to be
overexpressed in several head and neck carcinomas [109,110]. Curcumin was shown to downregulate
NF-κB and inhibit the interleukin-6 (IL-6)-mediated phosphorylation of STAT3, thus inhibiting the
proliferation of the cancer cells [110,111].

4.1.4. Breast Cancer

Breast cancer has shown an alarming record as a leading cause of death in women [112]. Despite
lumpectomy, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, and endocrine therapy, the recurrence rate of breast
cancer has been reported to be still high based on a meta-analysis of 21 retrospective studies [113].
Therefore, there is still a need for more efficient therapeutic strategies. In a study on MCF-10A human
mammary epithelial cells and MCF-7 breast cancer cells [114], a tangible drop in telomerase activity
was observed as a result of treatment with curcumin in a concentration-dependent manner which was
correlated to downregulation of hTERT by curcumin but not through the c-Myc mRNA pathway [114].
The effect of curcumin on cell-cycle regulatory proteins, matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), and NF-κB
was evaluated in MDA-MB-231 and BT-483 breast cancer cell lines [115]. In agreement with the
previous studies on other breast cancer cell lines, this study also confirmed the ability of curcumin
to downregulate NF-κB, leading to an antiproliferative effect [115,116]. However, a decrease in
cyclic D1 in MDA-MB-231 cells and a decrease in CDK4 BT-483 were observed after treatment with
curcumin [115]. Combining arabinogalactan and curcumin enhanced apoptosis induction by increasing
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ROS levels, disturbing the mitochondrial membrane and decreasing glutathione in MDA-MB-231 cell
line [117]. Moreover, curcumin led to the inhibition of breast tumor via overexpression of the p53
gene and reduction of antigen ki-67 levels [117]. Another study on MDA-MB-231 cells has shown
that curcumin also inhibits inflammatory cytokines CXCL1/2. Inhibiting CXCL1 and 2 by curcumin
results in inhibiting the expression of a series of metastasis-promoting genes such as chemotactic
receptor CXCR4 [118,119]. Dimethyl curcumin (ASC-J9) has also been reported to be effective against
estrogen-dependent breast cancer via inhibiting several types of steroid receptors [22,120].

4.1.5. Brain Cancer and Glioblastoma

The incidence rate of central nervous system (CNS) tumors, including brain tumors, are predicted
to increase by 6% in the UK between 2014 and 2035 [121]. Glioblastoma (GBM), which is the most
common malignant brain cancer in humans, accounts for about 15% of all CNS tumors [122,123]. In the
treatment of brain tumors and GBM, surgical intervention and radiation therapy are limited due to
infiltration of cancer cells into the healthy brain, leading to damaging effects after treatment [124].
Therefore, alternative therapies using naturally derived compounds such as curcumin with less
side effects than the conventional treatments are receiving more attention. Curcumin has multiple
molecular targets (Figure 6), therefore, combating brain tumors may take different cellular pathways,
including apoptosis, autophagy, angiogenesis, invasion, and metastasis [123]. Although penetrating the
blood–brain barrier (BBB) is considered the rate-limiting step for many anticancer agents, curcumin was
able to cross the BBB in high levels [125]. Moreover, an in vivo study using human glioma U-87 cells
xenografted into athymic mice showed that curcumin is able to suppress glioma angiogenesis through
inhibiting MMP-9 and downregulating endothelial cell markers (CD31 and CD105 mRNA) [125].
Curcumin was also able to induce G2/M cell cycle arrest by increasing protein kinase 1 (DAPK1) in
U-251 malignant glioblastoma cells, which indicates that suppressing DAPK1 by curcumin does not
only induce cell arrest but also inhibits STAT3 and NF-κB and activates caspase-3 [126].

4.2. Clinical Studies

In addition to the studies carried out in human cell cultures or in animal models, there have been
several clinical studies carried out in human subjects to evaluate the efficacy and safety of treatment
with curcumin in different types of cancer either alone or in combination with other chemotherapy
agents. A summary of an excerpt of these clinical studies is provided in Table 3.

Table 3. Clinical studies of curcumin in the prevention/treatment of different types of cancer.

Type of
Cancer

Type of Study
No of

Patients
Dose of Curcumin Endpoints Results References

BPH a Pilot product
evaluation study 61 1g/day for 24 weeks Signs and symptoms,

quality of life

Reduced signs and
symptoms, improved

quality of life
[127]

Breast Phase I clinical
trial 14 0.5–8 g/day for 7

days plus docetaxel

Maximal tolerated dose of
curcumin, toxicity, safety,
efficacy, levels of VEGF b

and tumor markers

No cancer progression,
partial response in some

patients, low frequency of
toxic effects, decreased

levels of VEGF

[128]

CML c Randomized
controlled trial 50

5 g TID d for 6
weeks plus imatinib

(400 mg BD e)
Plasma nitric oxide levels Reduced nitric oxide

levels [129]
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Table 3. Cont.

Type of
Cancer

Type of Study
No of

Patients
Dose of Curcumin Endpoints Results References

Colorectal

dose-escalation
pilot study 15 40–200 mg/day for

29 days
Blood COX-2 f activity

and PGE2 g levels
Dose-dependent decrease

in PGE2 levels [130]

Phase I
does-escalation

trial
15 0.45–3.6 g/day for

4 months

Levels of curcumin and
its metabolites in plasma
urine, and feces; levels of

PGE2 and glutathione
S-transferase activity

in blood

Dose-dependent decrease
in PGE2 levels, low
concentrations of
curcumin and its

metabolites in plasma
and urine

[131]

Phase I
does-escalation

trial
12 0.45 g, 1.8 g, 3.6 g

per day for 7 days

Concentration of
curcumin and its

metabolites in plasma
and colorectal tissue

Biologically active
concentrations of

curcumin in the colorectal
tissue

[105]

Phase I clinical
trial 126 360 mg TID for

10–30 days

Serum levels of TNF-α h,
p53 expression in

tumor tissue

Decreased serum levels of
TNF-α, increased

expression of p53 in
colorectal tissue

[132]

Phase II clinical
trial 44 2 g/day and

4 g/day for 1 month

Concentration of PGE2
and 5-HETE i within

ACF j and normal
mucosa, total ACF

number

Reduced number of ACF
with dose of 4 g [133]

Pilot study 26 2.35 g/day for
14 days

Safety, tolerance, levels of
curcumin in colonic

mucosa

Safe and well tolerated,
Prolonged biologically

active levels of curcumin
achieved in colon tissue

[134]

HNSCC k Pilot study 21 1 g single dose IκKβ l kinase activity,
cytokine levels in saliva

Reduced IκKβ activity in
the salivary cells [135]

Intestinal
Adenoma

Randomized
controlled trial 44 1.5 g BID for

12 months

total number of polyps,
mean polyp size, adverse

effects

No significant clinical
response, very few

adverse effects
[136]

Pancreatic

Phase II clinical
trial 25 8 g/day for 8 weeks Tumor response, tumor

markers, adverse effects

Poor oral bioavailability,
biological response in

only 2 patients, no
toxicities

[137]

Phase II clinical
trial 17 8 g/day for 4 weeks

Time to tumor
progression (TTP) and

toxicity profile

TTP of 1–12 months
(median 2 months), high
frequency of side effects

[138]

Phase I/II
clinical trial 21 8 g/day for 14 days

plus gemcitabine
patient compliance,

toxicity, efficacy

Safe and well tolerated,
median overall survival

time of 161 days
[139]

Phase I clinical
trial 16 200–400 mg/day for

9 months

Safety, pharmacokinetics,
NF-κB m activity,

cytokine levels, efficacy
and quality of life

Safe, highly bioavailable,
no significant changes in

NF-κB activity or
cytokine levels, improved

quality of life

[140]

Prostate

Randomized
controlled trial 85

100 mg plus 40 mg
soy isoflavones for

6 months
Serum PSA n levels

Decreased levels of PSA
in patients with an initial

PSA ≥ 10 μg/mL
[141]

Randomized
controlled trial 40

3 g/day for
3 months as a
supplement to
radiotherapy

biochemical and clinical
progression-free

survivals, alterations in
the activity of antioxidant

enzymes

Considerable antioxidant
effect, decreased levels

of PSA
[142]

Solid tumors Randomized
controlled trial 80 180 mg/day for

8 weeks

Changes in quality of life,
serum levels of

inflammatory mediators

Improved quality of life,
reduced levels of

inflammatory mediators
[143]

a BPH: benign prostatic hypertrophy; b VEGF: vascular endothelial growth factor; c CML: chronic myeloid leukemia;
d TID: three times daily; e BD: Twice daily; f COX-2: cyclooxygenase-2; g PGE2: Prostaglandin E2; h TNF-α: tumor
necrosis factor α; i 5-HETE: 5-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid; j ACF: aberrant crypt foci; k HNSCC: Head and neck
squamous cell carcinoma; l IκKβ: IκB kinase β; m NF-κB: Nuclear factor κB; n PSA: prostate-specific antigen.

4.2.1. Colorectal Cancer

The pharmacology of curcumin in humans was studied in a dose-escalation study by
Sharma et al. [131] on fifteen patients with histologically proven advanced adenocarcinoma of the
colon or rectum refractory to standard chemotherapies. The patients received doses of curcumin
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between 0.45 and 3.6 g per day orally for up to four months. Subsequently, levels of curcumin and its
metabolites in plasma, urine, and feces were measured. In addition, glutathione S-transferase (GST)
activity, levels of oxidative DNA adduct (M1G), and the extent of ex vivo induction of prostaglandin E2
(PGE2) in patient blood leukocytes were measured as biomarkers of curcumin activity. Intact curcumin
and its glucuronide and sulfate conjugates were detected in plasma at a concentration of 10 nmol/L
and also in urine. No dose-limiting toxicity was observed. No effect on basal PGE2 levels in leukocytes
was observed after administration of curcumin at any of the doses, nor were there any changes
in the lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-induced production of PGE2 at doses between 0.45 and 1.8 g per
day. However, administration of 3.6 g curcumin per day led to 62% and 57% reductions in the
inducible PGE2 levels in patient blood samples 1 h after administration on days 1 and 29, respectively,
compared to the baseline levels. Total GST activity and M1G levels in leukocytes showed considerable
differences between patients, but no treatment-related effects were observed. Based on these results,
they suggested a daily oral dose of 3.6 g of curcumin for a Phase II trial in cancers in sites outside the
gastrointestinal tract which require systemic effects [131].

The pharmacological activity of curcumin in the colorectum was also studied by Garcea et al. [105]
as measured by the levels of M1G and COX-2 in 12 patients with colorectal carcinoma following oral
administration of curcumin at doses of 450 mg, 1800 mg, or 3600 mg per day. Blood samples and biopsy
samples of the normal and malignant colorectal tissue were taken from the patients at designated
time points and analyzed for the levels of curcumin, curcumin metabolites (curcumin sulfate and
curcumin glucuronide), M1G, and COX-2. Higher concentrations of curcumin were observed in normal
compared to malignant colorectal tissues of patients receiving 3.6 g/day of curcumin, with trace levels
of curcumin in the peripheral blood circulation. Curcumin metabolites were also detected in the
colorectum of these patients. On the other hand, baseline M1G levels were 2.5-fold higher in malignant
tissue as compared with normal tissue in the same group of patients, which were reduced significantly
after the administration of curcumin. Nevertheless, the levels of COX-2 in malignant colorectal
tissue were not reduced by curcumin. Based on these findings, they suggested that a daily dose of
3.6 g of curcumin can reach pharmacologically active concentrations in the colorectum with minimal
distribution outside the gastrointestinal system [105].

The mechanism of anticancer activity of curcumin in colorectal cancer was investigated by a
number of researchers. In 2001, Plummer et al. [130] conducted a dose-escalation pilot study of
the effects of Curcuma extract (containing curcumin and desmethoxycurcumin) on the inhibition of
COX-2 activity and consequently the levels of PGE2 in 15 patients with advanced colorectal cancer.
The patients were divided into five groups receiving doses between 40 and 200 mg of curcuminoids
once per day via the oral route for a minimum of 29 days. Comparison of the PGE2 levels in blood
samples from patients showed a significant difference between patients in different groups and
decreased levels of PGE2 with an increased dose of curcumin, which clearly indicates dose-dependent
inhibition of COX-2 by curcumin [130].

This was further investigated by Carroll et al. [133] who carried out a nonrandomized, open-label
clinical trial to assess the effects of oral curcumin in prevention of colorectal cancer. In the study,
44 smokers with eight or more aberrant crypt foci (ACF) on screening colonoscopy were included and
were divided into two groups receiving either 2 g or 4 g of curcumin per day via the oral route for
30 days. The levels of PGE2 and 5-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid (5-HETE) within ACF were assessed,
as well as the reduction in the number and/or proliferation of ACF (measured by rectal endoscopy and
Ki-67 immunohistochemistry assay, respectively). ACF reduction was used as a measure of the cancer
preventive efficacy of curcumin, assuming that reducing the concentrations of PGE2 and 5-HETE in
the colorectal mucosa would result in reduced epithelial crypt proliferation and ACF formation.

No reduction in the levels of PGE2 or 5-HETE within ACF or normal mucosa was observed with
any doses of curcumin, nor was there any reduction in the levels of Ki-67 in normal mucosa. By the
same way, there were no changes in the number of ACF in the group treated with 2 g of curcumin.
However, a significant reduction in the number of ACF was observed in the group treated with 4 g of
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curcumin, which was associated with a significant increase in the plasma levels of curcumin conjugates,
indicating the effect of systematically delivered curcumin conjugates on the reduction of ACF number,
rather than locally delivered curcumin [133].

He et al. [132] investigated the effects of curcumin on the expression of p53 in the colorectum tissue
and the serum levels of TNF-α in patients with colorectal cancer. A total of 126 patients diagnosed
with colorectal cancer were randomly divided into two groups receiving either curcumin (360 mg three
times per day per oral route) or placebo during the period ahead of surgery. Colorectal biopsy samples
and blood samples were obtained from the patients before and after treatment and were analyzed for
p53 expression and serum TNF-α levels respectively. A significant reduction in the serum levels of
TNF-α was observed in the patients treated with curcumin, whereas no such effect was observed in
the placebo group. In the same way, the number of apoptotic cells was increased after treatment with
curcumin compared to baseline values, whereas no significant change was observed in the placebo
group. Moreover, treatment with curcumin increased the expression of p53 and Bax and inhibited
expression of Bcl-2 in the colorectal tissue [132].

More recently, the safety and efficacy of curcumin in familial adenomatous polyposis was
evaluated in a double-blinded randomized trial by Cruz-Correa et al. [136]. In this study, 44 patients
with familial adenomatous polyposis with at least five intestinal adenomatous polyps who had not
undergone colectomy were included in this trial and were randomly allocated to two groups receiving
either pure curcumin (3 g per day orally) or placebo for 12 months. The main outcome measures were
the number and size of lower gastrointestinal tract polyps, which were assessed every four months for
one year. At the end of the study, no significant difference was found in the mean number or mean
size of polyps between the curcumin group and the placebo group. The adverse effects were very few,
and not significantly different from the placebo group. These results show the low efficacy but high
safety of oral curcumin at the administered dose in patients with familial adenomatous polyposis [136].

4.2.2. Pancreatic Cancer

The efficacy of curcumin in the treatment of pancreatic cancer was investigated in a
nonrandomized, open-label, phase II clinical trial conducted by Dhillon et al. [137]. In this study,
25 patients with histologically confirmed pancreatic adenocarcinoma were treated with a combination
of curcuminoids (curcumin, desmethoxycurcumin, and bisdesmethoxycurcumin), at a dose of 8 g per
day for eight weeks. The patients did not receive any chemotherapy or radiotherapy from four weeks
before commencing the trial and also during the trial. Tumor response (as per the classic Response
Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors criteria), tumor markers, and serum cytokine levels were assessed
after 8 weeks. In addition, the effect of orally administered curcumin on constitutive and tumor
necrosis factor-α–induced binding expression of NF-κB, COX-2, and phosphorylated signal transducer
and activator of transcription 3 (pSTAT3) in peripheral blood mononuclear cells pretherapy and on
day 8 were determined, as well as curcumin pharmacokinetics.

Low steady-state levels of curcumin glucuronide and curcumin sulfate indicated poor oral
bioavailability. As a result, only two patients showed a clinical biological response to curcumin therapy,
and one other patient showed a brief tumor regression accompanied by a considerable increase in
serum cytokine levels (IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, and IL-1 receptor antagonists). On the other hand, curcumin
down-regulated the expression of NF-κB, COX-2, and pSTAT3 in peripheral blood mononuclear cells
obtained from patients. No treatment-related toxic effects were reported in any patients [137].

In a more recent study by Epelbaum et al. [138], patients with either advanced local or metastatic
pancreatic cancer were treated with a combination of curcumin (8 g/day per oral) and gemcitabine
(1000 mg/m2 IV once per week) for three out of four weeks of each chemotherapy cycle. The primary
outcome was time to tumor progression and the main secondary outcome was toxicity profile. In the
study, eight out of seventeen patients were noncompliant with curcumin due to abdominal pain,
five of which discontinued treatment before two weeks and three received adjusted doses of curcumin
for the rest of the study (4 g/day). One patient died during the first cycle due to cardiac problems
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not associated with curcumin. One patient developed grade II neutropenia and one patient grade I
thrombocytopenia. The time to tumor progression was between one and twelve months (median two
months), and the overall survival time was between one and 24 months (median 6). Based on these
results, they concluded that the combination therapy with curcumin and gemcitabine in pancreatic
cancer is feasible; however, the dose of curcumin should be less than 8 g/day [138].

4.2.3. Prostate Cancer

In a double-blinded, randomized, placebo-controlled trial by Hejazi et al. [142], the effect of
curcumin on the oxidative status of patients with prostate cancer during radiotherapy was evaluated.
In this study, 40 patients were included in the trial and were randomly assigned to receive either
curcuminoids (curcumin, desmethoxycurcumin, and bisdesmethoxycurcumin, 3 g per day per oral
route) or placebo prior to and during external-beam radiation therapy. The outcome measures for
oxidative status were the plasma total antioxidant capacity (TAC), superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity,
catalase activity, and glutathione peroxidase activity, three months after radiotherapy. In addition,
the level of prostate specific antigen (PSA) was used as a measure of successful treatment.

A significant increase in TAC and a significant decrease in SOD activity was observed after
radiotherapy compared to the baseline (pretreatment) values, suggesting an antioxidant effect of
curcumin, whereas no significant changes were observed in catalase activity and glutathione peroxidase
activity. The levels of PSA were significantly reduced compared to baseline levels in both groups,
indicating successful treatment; nevertheless, there was no significant difference between the two
groups, indicating that curcumin did not affect the efficacy of the radiotherapy [142].

The effect of a combination of curcumin and soy isoflavones on the expression of PSA in men
with elevated levels of PSA (but neither prostate cancer nor prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia) was
investigated in a randomized placebo-controlled double-blind study by Ide et al. [141]. A total of
85 patients were included in this study and were randomly assigned to receive either a supplement
containing a combination of isoflavones and curcumin or placebo. Systematic prostate biopsy was
performed on the patients before and six months after treatment, and the levels of PSA were determined.
The curcumin/isoflavone treatment considerably decreased the levels of PSA in the patients with an
initial PSA ≥ 10 μg/mL as compared to the placebo group who did not show such change, which
they attributed to the synergistic antiandrogen effect of curcumin and isoflavones [141]. However,
since there was no comparison between the effects of treatment with isoflavones alone and curcumin
alone compared to combination therapy on the levels of PSA, it is hard to accept the authors’ claim
that the combination therapy has advantages over monotherapy as no such evidence is provided.

4.2.4. Breast Cancer

Bayet-Robert et al. [128] evaluated the feasibility and tolerability of a combination of curcumin
and docetaxel in 14 patients with metastatic or locoregionally recurrent advanced breast cancer
in an open-label phase I dose escalation clinical trial. The patients received an I.V. infusion of
Docetaxel (100 mg/m2) every three weeks for six chemotherapy cycles, and oral curcumin (starting
from 500 mg/day and increased until a dose-limiting toxicity would occur) for seven consecutive
days in each cycle (from five days before to two days after administration of docetaxel). The primary
endpoint was the maximal tolerated dose of curcumin when administered in combination with a
standard dose of docetaxel in the patients. Secondary outcomes were toxicity, safety, and clinical
response to the combination therapy, as well as levels of CEA tumor marker and vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) as a positive endogenous modulator of angiogenesis.

The maximal tolerated dose of curcumin was found to be 8 g/day as in higher doses, dose-limiting
toxicities (neutropenia, anemia, and severe diarrhea) were observed, leading to the discontinuation
of the trial in two patients. Other toxicities (oral cavity mucositis, hand-foot syndrome, nail changes,
dermal changes, conjunctivitis, and fatigue) were either not persistent or were treated easily so did
not affect the continuation of the trial. However, due to noncompliance of a number of patients with
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the doses higher than 6 g/day, in the end, this dose was recommended as the maximal tolerated dose
to be considered for phase II clinical trials. In terms of clinical and biological response (decrease in
CEA tumor marker across the treatment and regression of nonmeasurable lesions), some degree of
improvement was observed in most patients, with five patients showing a partial response to treatment
and three patients having stable disease at least six weeks after the last cycle of treatment. No disease
progression was observed in any of the patients. Moreover, curcumin/docetaxel combination
significantly decreased the levels of VEGF after three cycles of treatment [128].

4.2.5. Head and Neck Cancer

Kim et al. [135] performed a pilot study in patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma
(HNSCC) to determine the effect of curcumin on inhibiting IκB kinase β (IκKβ) activity and suppressing
the proinflammatory cytokines. The patients were asked to chew curcumin tablets (2 mg), their saliva
samples were collected before and after chewing the tablets, and the IκKβ activity was measured,
as well as the levels of salivary cytokines interleukin (IL)-6 and IL-8. Curcumin resulted in a reduction
in IκKβ activity in the salivary cells of HNSCC patients. There was a brief reduction in IL-8 expression
in eight of 21 post-curcumin samples; however, this reduction was not statistically significant. On the
other hand, there was a marked decrease in the expression of other cytokines, including IL-10, IFN-γ,
IL-12p70, and IL-2 clustered together, and also granulocyte macrophage colony stimulating factor
(GMCSF) and TNF-α clustered together. These results show the inhibitory effect of curcumin on IκKβ

activity in the salivary cells of patients with HNSCC; therefore, they suggested considering IκKβ as a
biomarker for detecting the effect of curcumin in head and neck cancer [135].

5. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

Curcumin, the active ingredient of the Curcuma longa extract, has been studied widely over the past
few decades for its anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, anticancer, and antiandrogenic effects. Curcumin
has shown considerable anticancer effects against several different types of cancer, including prostate
cancer, breast cancer, colorectal cancer, pancreatic cancer, and head and neck cancer both in vitro and
in vivo. Furthermore, its efficacy and safety in cancer patients either alone or in combination with
other anticancer agents has been proven in several clinical studies with human subjects. Curcumin is
believed to exert its anticancer activity via multiple mechanisms, interfering with different cellular
pathways and inducing/inhibiting the production of various types of cytokines, enzymes or growth
factors such as MAPK, EGF, NFκB, PKD1, COX-2, STAT3, TNF-α, and IκKβ. However, the anticancer
application of curcumin has been limited mainly due to its low water solubility, which results in low
cellular uptake and poor oral bioavailability, as well as low chemical stability. In order to overcome
these limitations, different approaches have been made, such as structural modification and the use of
drug delivery systems. The key pharmacophores contributing to the biological activity of curcumin are
known to be the hydrogen donor group, the β-diketone moiety, the phenyl rings, and the substituent
groups on them. Chemical modification of these moieties has led to curcumin derivatives with higher
efficacy and/or enhanced water solubility or stability. In addition, various types of delivery systems
have been developed for curcumin delivery to cancer cells or animal xenografts using a variety of
natural or synthetic polymers, lipids, or proteins, some of which have improved the stability and/or
cellular uptake of curcumin, thus giving rise to a stronger anticancer response.

In spite of the tremendous effort to improve the physicochemical and biological properties
of curcumin, there are still several issues to be addressed in regard to its bioavailability, potency,
and specificity for the target tissue. The medicinal chemistry approaches to improving the
pharmacological properties of curcumin have not managed to increase its potency significantly, and the
curcumin derivatives are not more potent than curcumin itself. Due to the low potency of curcumin
and its derivatives, higher doses are required to see a therapeutic response, which increases the adverse
effects and reduces the patient compliance. Another drawback of the structural modification is that it is
difficult to achieve a balance between efficacy and solubility, and in most cases, one has been sacrificed
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in favor of the other. Most of the structural modifications that improve curcumin efficacy make the
molecule more hydrophobic and reduce its solubility. Therefore, more work has to be done in this
regard to overcome this problem. Although various types of drug delivery systems have been used
to enhance the cellular uptake and efficacy of curcumin, most of these formulations have remained
at the proof of concept level and have not been evaluated in clinical trials. There is a lack of clinical
studies to evaluate the safety and efficacy of these curcumin delivery systems in humans before they
can find their way to the pharmaceutical market. Moreover, most of the currently developed drug
delivery systems for curcumin lack specificity for the target tissue. Hence, there is still much room
for improvement in the curcumin delivery systems in terms of selectivity for specific tumor tissues.
Tissue-specific curcumin delivery enhances the local drug concentrations in the site of action and
therefore results in higher efficacy (with lower doses of curcumin) and less adverse effects.
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Abstract: Pleiotropic effects of curcumin have been the subject of intensive research. The interest
in this molecule for preventive medicine may further increase because of its potential to modulate
inflamm-aging. Although direct data related to its effect on inflamm-aging does not exist, there
is a strong possibility that its well-known anti-inflammatory properties may be relevant to this
phenomenon. Curcumin’s binding to various proteins, which was shown to be dependent on cellular
oxidative status, is yet another feature for exploration in depth. Finally, the binding of curcumin to
various metabolic enzymes is crucial to curcumin’s interference with powerful metabolic machinery,
and can also be crucial for metabolic reprogramming of cancer cells. This review offers a synthesis
and functional links that may better explain older data, some observational, in light of the most recent
findings on curcumin. Our focus is on its modes of action that have the potential to alleviate specific
morbidities of the 21st century.

Keywords: curcumin; oxidative metabolites; inflamm-aging; cancer; metabolic reprogramming;
direct protein binding; IL-17; STAT3; SHMT2

1. Introduction

During the past one and a half decades, we have been witnessing increased interest in natural
compounds and their applications to everyday life. This fact should not be surprising, especially in the
field of preventive medicine. Thanks to various interventions including, but not limited to, vaccination,
high hygienic standards, avoidance of smoking and alcohol abuse, healthy diet, maintenance of body
weight and exercising, human life span is extended. According to the World Health Organization
(WHO), the average global life expectancy for those born in 2016 is 72.0 years (males 69.8 years; females
74.2 years), with a significant differential depending on the geographical region: African region (only)
61.2 years, versus European region 77.5 years [1]. The United Nations Department of Economic and
Social Affairs (DESA) has forecasted that global life expectancy at birth, for both sexes combined,
is going to rise to 76.9 years by years 2045–2050 [2].

However, an inevitable trade-off of extended lifespan is the increased incidence of various
age-related diseases, of which cancer is certainly a very important one.

Chronic inflammation is common to aging and age-related diseases. The concept of a causal
relationship between inflammation and cancer dates back to Rudolf Virchow who suggested, in his
lectures in 1858, that the “lymphoreticular infiltrate” reflects the origin of cancer at sites of chronic
inflammation. He pointed out that there are striking similarities between ulcers, wound healing,
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and cancer [3,4]. More than a century later, Harold F. Dvorak published an essay in the New England
Journal of Medicine entitled “Tumors: Wounds that do not heal. Similarities between tumor stroma
generation and wound-healing.” He proposed that solid tumors act as parasites that promote a
wound-healing response to acquire the stroma needed for their survival and growth [5]. Aging is
often accompanied by an impaired healing response [6], accumulation of senescent cells, and chronic
inflammation [7].

The link between aging and inflammation is very accurately coined in the term “inflamm-aging”,
which denotes the up-regulation of certain pro-inflammatory cytokines at older ages, and is associated
with chronic diseases. This term was originally introduced in 2006 [8], to describe the imbalance
between inflammatory and anti-inflammatory networks, which results in a low grade chronic,
age-associated, pro-inflammatory status. Currently, deregulated cytokine production is appreciated
as a very important consequence of the remodeling of the immune system in old age (recently
reviewed) [9]. It has been recognized that, in older subjects, high levels of interleukins IL-6 and IL-1,
tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), and C-reactive protein (CRP) are associated with an increased
risk of morbidity and mortality [10].

The rate of cancer incidence is increasing, especially in the Western world. According to
GLOBOCAN 2018, there have been 18.1 million new reported cases of cancer in 2018 (9.5 million males
and 8.6 million females). The same database predicted 9.6 million cancer deaths in 2018 (5.4 million
males and 4.2 million females) [11]. For 2040, the International Agency for Research on Cancer
predicted 29.5 million newly diagnosed cancer patients, and 16.4 million cancer deaths [12].

Early detection screenings represent a valid effort in fighting cancer. In the same setting, the era
of biotechnology implemented in molecular medicine, enables an insightful understanding of the
molecular mechanisms of action of natural compounds which have been used in traditional medicine
for centuries. One such compound is curcumin, which possesses properties relevant to successful
cancer chemoprevention. This is particularly important for the elder population.

2. Curcumin and Inflamm-aging

The natural source of curcumin is the rhizome of the medicinal plant, Curcuma longa, a perennial
herb in the family Zingiberaceae [13]. The curcuminoid complex, found in the rhizome of turmeric
(2.5–6%) contains: curcumin (CUR - diferuloylmethane, ~85%); demethoxycurcumin (DEM, ~15%);
bis-demethoxycurcumin (bis-DEM, ~5%) and cyclocurcumin [14]. In the commercially available
formulations, the major curcuminoid complexes are reported to be in a similar range: 77% of CUR;
17% of DEM; and 3% of bis-DEM) [15]. By 2022, the U.S. curcumin market is expected to approach
40 million dollars [16]. It is also recognized that over 52% of curcumin production will be used for
pharmaceutical applications, in the U.S.

Well-known for its healing properties, curcumin has been extensively used in traditional Ayurveda,
Unani and Siddha medicine for treating various diseases. An early mention of curcumin in modern
medical literature was in 1937, appearing in the Lancet, one of the most prestigious clinical medical
journals [17]. The article, describing curcumin applications to humans, was written by Albert
Oppenheimer—then an assistant professor at the American University of Beirut, Lebanon, who
applied curcumin orally (up to 800 mg daily) for the treatment of 67 patients suffering from various
forms of subacute, recurrent, or chronic cholecystitis. The positive therapeutic response recorded then,
was the basis for future interest in curcumin and its healing properties, especially its anti-inflammatory
properties, which were among the first studied [18].

Is it reasonable to conclude that the anti-inflammatory property of curcumin may be used for
alleviating inflamm-aging? If that is so, can it explain the beneficial effects of curcumin in various
experimental models of diseases of elderly humans? We will present some older and some very recent
data which we consider central in the context of this puzzle.

In2009, Smith et al. published data showing that the total projected cancer incidence will increase
in the U.S. by approximately 45%, in only 20 years, from 1.6 million (2010) to 2.3 million, in 2030 [19].
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This prediction seems to be very accurate since, for 2019, 1,762,450 new cases and 606,880 cancer deaths
were estimated to occur in the U.S. [20]. The Smith’s study predicted something that was way ahead
of the time when the article was published. A 67% increase in cancer incidence was anticipated for
older adults [19]. Eight years later, in 2017, Nolen et al. have shown that cancer prevalence and cancer
incidence increases until ages 85-89, after which the rates decrease until 100+ [21].

Inflammation has been recognized as a strong contributor to the acquisition of core hallmark
cancer capabilities [22]. The most recent data convincingly show that the high level of pro-inflammatory
cytokines (such as IL-6 and IL-8) may predict some crucial prognostic parameters in cancer patients [23,
24]. In addition to an increased level of IL-6 and IL-8, colorectal cancer patients also have alterations in
their serum amino-acid profile. Low levels of serum glutamine, histidine, alanine and high glycine
levels were shown to be associated with advanced stage of cancer and with poor cancer-specific
survival (N = 336; univariate analysis) [25].

There are also quite convincing data on neuroinflammation as a crucial process in the pathogenesis
of the two the most common neurodegenerative diseases in the elder population: Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) and Parkinson’s disease (PD) [26]. Based on numerous data, it has been proposed that both
disorders are strongly related to inflamm-aging [27,28]. As recently reviewed, three shared strong
mediators of inflammatory reaction are increased in patients suffering from these two disorders: IL-6,
IL-1β and TNF-α [29].

These inflammatory molecules are integrative parts of the canonical activation of the NF-kappa B
(nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells; NF-κB) signaling pathway. Generally,
this pathway has been considered as protumorigenic, although there are several models showing
its opposite action [30]. During the last few years, the interleukin 17 (IL-17) has become the focus
of various types of research, including the research related to cancer, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s
disease. There are several models in which the communication between NF-κB and IL-17 takes the
place. The most recent data indicate that IL-17 can promote the proliferation and migration of glioma
cells via PI3K/AKT1/NF-κB-p65 activation [31].

2.1. Inflamm-Aging, Interleukin-17 and Curcumin

Originally, in 2002, human colonic subepithelial myofibroblasts (SEMFs) were used as a model
system for showing that SEMFs secrete IL-6, IL-8, and MCP-1 (Monocyte Chemoattractant Protein-1),
in response to IL-17 [32]. The most recent data point out the critical role for IL-17-producing T
lymphocytes in sporadic PD, in humans. In vitro, the midbrain neurons (MBNs) were shown
to increasingly die consequentially to the upregulation of IL-17 receptor (IL-17R) and NF-κB
activation [33]. The involvement of IL-17-producing T lymphocytes in the onset of Alzheimer’s
disease was also shown, in the animal model [34].

Although majority studies performed so far indicate the presence/an increase of IL-17 as a
negative prognostic factor for cancer patients, the results are not entirely conclusive and depend on
numerous factors. These include the type of the tumor, the types of genetic aberrations, which may
significantly vary, and the host’s immune response. Of importance, different cell types expressing
IL-17 can play different roles, not only in the tumor microenvironment, but, it seems, may provide
insight into the overall picture of the malignant tumor. In a cohort of 573 gastric cancer patients [35],
high levels of IL-17+ neutrophils were shown in the tumorous tissue, where the high level of IL-17
induced the migration of neutrophils into gastric cancer, via cancer cell–derived CXC chemokines.
These neutrophils were further shown to stimulate the proangiogenic activity of tumor cells, both
in vitro and in vivo. The increase in IL-17-expressing cells in peripheral blood, particularly Th17,
was associated with tumor progression in HNC (Head and Neck Carcinoma) patients (N = 120) [36].

While there are many data on curcumin and NF-κB, there are only a few of them in relation
to curcumin and its effect on IL-17producing cells. In relation to HNC, it is quite interesting that
the testing in 2015 of a novel microgranular curcumin formulation (15 patients and eight healthy
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volunteers) showed that curcumin strongly decreases the serum level of IL-17 at one hour post-
ingestion; p = 0.0342 [37].

2.2. Breast Tissue Inflamm-Aging and Curcumin

There are many research papers discussing curcumin’s action on sex-hormone related cancer
(breast, ovary, prostate), in vitro. In breast cancer cells, the effects obtained depend not only on the
status of estrogen and progesterone receptors (estrogen receptor; ER and progesterone receptor; PR),
but also on the specific genetic/epigenetic cellular background. A 20 year old paper presented the
strong inhibitory action of curcumin alone and in combination with isoflavonoids in both ER-positive
human breast cancer cells (MCF-7 and T47D) and ER-negative MDA-MB-231 cells exposed to
environmental estrogens (pesticide o,p’-DDT and the pollutants 4-nonylphenol and 4-octylphenol) [38].
The mechanism of curcumin’s inhibitory effect on MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 was explained four years
later [39]. Curcumin exerts antiproliferative effects on MCF-7 cells through: (a) inhibiting the exogenous
17-β estradiol’s stimulatory growth effect on these cells; (b) blocking the expression of downstream
ER-responsive genes, pS2 and TGF-α, when applied in high concentrations. In MDA-MB-231 cells,
this mechanism was absent. Instead, curcumin strongly decreased the level of MMP-2 (matrix
metalloproteinase 2).

In this paper, we reinforce the fact that breast cancer has been recognized as a systemic disease [40].
There is strong experimental data showing that postmenopausal breast cancer in obese women also
can be considered as „breast inflamm-aging“ disease. At the outset of the pathophysiological process,
subclinical, local breast inflammation, characterized by crown-like structures (CLS) consisting of
dead adipocytes surrounded by macrophages, occurs in breast white adipose tissue [41]. This type
of inflammation is paralleled by increased NF-κB binding activity joined with elevated levels of
proinflammatory mediators and a key enzyme in the biosynthesis of estrogen in menopause, aromatase
(estrogen synthase) [42]. Through aromatization of androgen precursors in adipose tissue (through
tissue specific reactions), this enzyme makes a strong link between inflammation, obesity, and an
increased risk for hormone receptor-positive breast cancer [43].

On the other hand, lipolysis, which is also increased in obesity, results in increased concentrations
of free fatty acids [44]. Saturated fatty acids trigger the activation of NF-κB in macrophages resulting
in increased production of proinflammatory mediators which additionally induce aromatase in
preadipocytes [45]. Thus, there is a complete circulus vitiosus, associated with increased activity
of NF-κB, which can be modified by curcumin.

As shown in vitro, curcumin can significantly suppress the inductive effects of stearic acid–treated
macrophages, on aromatase mRNA and aromatase activity in preadipocytes, through suppression of
NF-κB and Akt signaling pathways [46]. In the cited paper [46], a mixture of multiple polyphenols
(Zyflamend; curcumin included), was given to animals kept on a high-fat-diet. As a result, the increased
levels of aromatase mRNA and its activity in the mammary glands were partially suppressed. Although
this data constitutes a solid basis for future research on chemoprevention in humans, there is one
obvious problem. Measurement of the effect which occurs locally requires a biopsy. This significant
obstacle is one, but not the only one, of the major reasons for serious gaps in this area of research [47].

There is no data, to the best of our knowledge showing the organ-specific, local effects and/or
systemic effects of curcumin in humans, which would be gender-specific.

2.3. Curcumin and the Concept of Network Medicine

The NF-κB signaling pathway is a master regulator of inflammation-associated signaling
pathways. Age-related, tissue-specific, brain inflammation mediated by NF-κB, when joined with
Nitric Oxide and Reactive Oxygen Species (NOROS), in macrophages has been recognized as a most
significant risk factor for developing Alzheimer’s disease [48]. Activation of this pathway has been also
recognized in pathogenesis of PD [49]. Thus, if we focus on the pathophysiology of these three diseases
(cancer, AD and PD) and their increased incidence in older subjects, we need to take note of some
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shared general molecular features, of which the “inflamm-age status” represents a very important
factor. It may, indeed, be the strongest indicator of perturbations which affect complex intracellular and
intercellular networks which communicate at different levels, as suggested by postulates of Network
Medicine. This discipline proposes a highly interconnected nature of the interactome and considers
that a gene, protein or metabolite can be implicated in several disease modules. Accordingly, at the
molecular level, it leads to the conclusion that diseases are not independent of one another [50].

Can this interconnective dependency explain the beneficial effects of multilevel acting pleiotropic
curcumin [51] as a molecule that is considered useful for the prevention of these diseases, as recorded
in various models/diseases?

First of all, surprisingly, the combined terms “curcumin” and “inflamm-age” appear in only a few
research papers in the PubMed database. Secondly, there are only a few studies based on measuring
cytokines in cancer-free human subjects who were taking curcumin. Different types of curcumin
formulations given, in addition to various doses applied and duration of administration, makes the
picture confusing. In a cohort of 72 migraine patients, only the combined daily administration of
2500 mg of ω-3 fatty acids (2 × 1250 mg) and 80 mg nano-curcumin (1 × 80 mg), led to a significant
decrease of TNF-α in the serum (p = 0.001). Administration of curcumin alone had no significant
effects [52]. However, a decrease of TNF-α was recorded (from 103.90 ± 13.29 ng/dL to 92.56 ±
8.70 ng/dL). The question is whether these subtle changes, although not statistically significant when
taking into consideration the whole group of subjects, may be significant for the physiology of a
particular patient. This would be in accord with the postulates of personalized medicine.

In a study which included 117 subjects suffering from metabolic syndrome, 1 g of curcumin daily
and placebo were given to 59 and 58 subjects, respectively, for a period of eight weeks. In this research
study, between-group comparison suggested significantly greater reductions in serum concentrations
of TNF-α, IL-6, TGF-β (transforming growth factor beta) and MCP-1 in the curcumin versus the
placebo group (p < 0.001). When adjusted for potential confounders, changes in all parameters (serum
glucose and lipids, baseline serum concentration of the cytokines), except IL-6, remained statistically
significant [53].

These two examples show that we are far away from firm conclusions when considering the
potential beneficial effects of curcumin. The problem relating to the lack of comprehensive data
associated with inflammation markers and curcumin application to healthy subjects, was very
accurately addressed by Hewlings and Kalman [54], who concluded that measuring potential benefits
of curcumin in healthy populations may be challenging because the benefits may not be as immediate
and measurable if (bio)markers are normal at the baseline. Thus, for reaching meaningful conclusions,
subjects will need to be followed over an extended time period, which would require a high level of
participants’ cooperation. But even if the cooperation and stringent follow-up is provided, caution in
interpretation is needed.

The necessity of careful interpretation of all this data and the effects obtained must be put in the
context of the most recent findings.

3. Oxidative Metabolites of Curcumin

The newest data show that the anti-inflammatory effects of curcumin, those mediated through
inhibition of NF-κB [55,56], do not depend on the parent molecule, but rather on its oxidized
products [57]. It was very convincingly shown that oxidative metabolites of curcumin adduct to and
inhibit IKK β (inhibitor of nuclear factor kappa-B kinase subunit beta; known also as IKK2/NFKBIKB).
If the cells were pretreated with N-acetylcysteine, a biosynthetic precursor of glutathione (GSH), the
potency of curcumin was decreased, probably due to GSH-mediated scavenge and inactivation of
curcumin-derived electrophiles. Finally, as concluded in the cited article [57], oxidative metabolites of
curcumin, which occur in vitro, adduct to cellular proteins. As the authors stated, this may explain
the wide range of cellular targets of curcumin identified in vitro. On the other hand, insufficient
bioactivation in vivo may underlie the inconclusive data in human studies. This may mean that
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healthy humans who exhibit a lower level of oxidative stress, may be less likely to experience benefits
from the oxidative activation of curcumin. However, the oxidative stress theory of aging, which
is based on the hypothesis that age-associated functional losses are due to the accumulation of
NOROS-induced damages [58], joined with recent data on age-related inflammation (inflamm-age),
may strongly favor the protective effects of curcumin in older age. Thus, before coming to any final
conclusion, some molecular events related to curcumin’s pro-oxidative capability, obtained in vitro,
need to be addressed.

Recently published data on the anti-tumorigenic effects of curcumin on CML-derived human
leukemic cells, in a xenograft model and in vitro culture system [59], confirmed, mostly indirectly, data
obtained in experiments with oxidized curcumin metabolites [57]. In the leukemic cells treated with
curcumin, the strong cytotoxic effect was joined with the strongest increase of ROS. On the other hand,
when GSH was added into the system, the level of ROS was, expectedly, lower, as was the cytotoxic
effect. The most probable explanation for these phenomena may be that GSH associated decrease of
ROS consequentially leads to a decreased level of oxidized curcumin metabolites. As a consequence,
the binding of curcumin to its potential protein-partners decreases. In the leukemic cell model, these
protein-partners were shown to be metabolic enzymes, a few of which, like NQO1 (NAD(P)H Quinone
Dehydrogenase 1), are well-known targets of the NRF2 (Nuclear Factor (Erythroid-Derived 2)-Like 2)
transcription factor.

In addition to NQO-1, some other enzymes discovered as curcumin-binding partners, such as
CBR1 (carbonyl reductase 1), GSTP1 (glutathione-S-transferase phi 1), AKR1C1 (aldo-keto reductase
family 1 member 1), GLO1 (Glyoxalase I), exert their detoxifying function in the ROS-related metabolic
pathway. It is not surprising then that ectopic overexpression of these enzymes led to the same
effect as was gained with GSH: decreased level of ROS accompanied by a decrease in the curcumin’s
cytotoxic effect.

Curcumin and ROS-Producing Compounds

When contemplating these in vitro systems, one may ask whether oxidized curcumin metabolites
lay in the background of commonly-recorded synergistic effects when applied with cytotoxic drugs,
for example – with cisplatin [60]. It has been shown that in cancer cells cisplatin exposure induces
a mitochondria-dependent increase in ROS levels [61]. This ROS may be the fuel for occurrence
of oxidized curcumin metabolites, which may block the NF-κB signaling pathway (as already
described) [57] and, additionally, decrease the activity of detoxifying enzymes through direct binding.
This action probably includes balancing many factors, as curcumin (or its oxidative metabolites?) can
restore NRF2 transcription through demethylation of the NRF2 promoter (first five CpGs positioned
between -1086 and -1226) [62]. Then, on the other hand, curcumin uses its oxidized metabolites for
binding to at least some protein targets of NRF2 (as is the case of NQO-1, which is considered as a bona
fide NRF2 target) [63]. This is a good example of the complexity in the field and, as already mentioned,
the necessity for multilevel research approach which needs to include as many as possible explorations
of various interactions.

In considering the meaning of these recent discoveries, one should remember that, traditionally,
various effective combinations of curcumin are, indeed, those which are based on its combination with
the ROS-producing compounds. For example, oligomeric proanthocyanidins, which are known
to exhibit anticancer properties are, in some studies, shown as ROS generation activators [64].
The effect seems to be cell-type-specific [65]. The combination of proanthocyanidins and curcumin
was investigated in several models of colorectal cancer (cell lines, mice xenografts, colorectal cancer
patient-derived organoids), where the combined application showed superior anticancer properties.
It has been again shown that the expression of some very important genes/proteins remained intact
when compounds were applied separately, while combined application induced a strong change in the
activity of some genes. For example, a strong decrease of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD),
a key enzyme in the Pentose Phosphate Pathway (PPP) was discovered [66]. Deficiency of G6PD
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was recognized to be associated with a lower cancer risk already in 1965 [67]. However, metabolic
reprogramming was (officially) recognized as a hallmark of cancer many years later [22]. With respect
to curcumin activity, metabolic reprogramming is becoming a hot topic of scientific interest.

4. Curcumin, Cancer and Metabolic Reprogramming

“Diffuse, evolutionary and developmental processes that we diagnose as cancer” [68], comprise,
through initiation and progression of the disease, dynamic, stepwise changes in fundamental
physiological characteristics of cells and tissues. A variety of stresses, either extrinsic (environmental)
or intrinsic (genetic, epigenetic, metabolic), induce damage to cellular components that can lead
to malignant transformation. Survival of damaged, potentially dangerous cells strongly depends
on stress response pathways. One of the main barriers to propagation of cells that are at risk for
malignant transformation is the onset of cellular senescence, a phenomenon that closely relates to
cellular metabolism.

4.1. Cellular Senescence (CS), Hypoxia and Cancer Metabolic Plasticity

Cellular senescence represents stress response which is needed for permanent arrest of division
of damaged cells. It is evolutionary well conserved, highly sophisticated and extremely complex.
Although CS is of utmost importance in preventing proliferation of cells that are at risk of malignant
transformation, the accumulation of senescent cells in aging tissues can compromise normal tissue
microenvironment and facilitate cancer progression [69,70]. We are aware that the role of CS in
molecular pathophysiology of many age-associated diseases, not only cancer, is multifaceted and can
be detrimental.

Senescent cells are not inert. To the contrary, they are metabolically very active, and capable to
secrete a plethora of bioactive molecules - pro-inflammatory cytokines and other factors which are
able to change tissue structure. In the setting of cancer, they contribute in creating a cancer permissive
microenvironment. Most anti-cancer therapeutic modalities promote senescence, which is beneficial for
inhibiting tumor cell proliferation. But, at the same time, it is not selective and can induce senescence
of adjacent non-tumor cells with consequential local inflammation, occurrence of secondary tumors
and cancer relapse.

There are two hypotheses on the protumorigenic role of cellular senescence. According to a
cell non-autonomous model, senescent cells secrete a variety of cytokines and factors which modify
surrounding cells that have not fully entered senescence [71]. According to cell autonomous model,
some senescent cells can bypass senescence and develop stem cell properties [72]. Malignant tumors are
composed of a heterogeneous population of cells. This heterogeneity is not only based on genetically
distinct subpopulations of tumor cells, but also on their functional heterogeneity.

Cancer is anything but a static system in terms of metabolism. A prominent characteristic of
cancer cells is uncontrolled proliferation, which requires nutrients and energy to accommodate their
augmented biosynthetic activity. The difference in glucose metabolism between normal and cancer cells
was first noted by Otto Warburg [73]. He observed that cancer cells from ascites “ferment” glucose into
lactate, even when enough oxygen, needed for supporting mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation
(OXPHOS), is available. Proliferative cancer cells exhibit a high rate of glycolysis, for meeting their
high energetic and biosynthetic requirements. Although glycolysis is less efficient in producing ATP
per molecule of glucose, high glycolytic flux may provide more cellular ATP from glycolysis than from
OXPHOS. This is important for supporting cellular anabolic reactions [74–76]. Otto Warburg originally
postulated that cancer cells acquire a defect in the mitochondria that disturbs aerobic respiration.
We now know that, although mitochondrial function is often disturbed in cancer, cancer cells retain a
substantial capacity to produce energy in the mitochondria.

Considering that rapid proliferation of tumor cells is not always adequately accompanied with
vascularization of tumor mass, cancer cells are forced to adapt to nutrient- and oxygen-deprived
environment. To do so, cancers select metabolically plastic cells, those with the highest capacity for
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metabolism reprogramming. This metabolic adaptivity supports cellular survival under different
types of stress.

Cellular metabolic phenotype changes considerably as malignant tumors progress. In
H-RasV12/E1A transformed fibroblasts, an increase in OXPHOS activity precedes the increase
of glycolytic rate [77]. The strong mediator of this switch is transcription factor HIF-1α
(Hypoxia-Inducible Factor 1α).

Permanent increase of ROS, a by-product of OXPHOS, has a major role in stabilizing HIF-1α and
promoting aerobic glycolysis [78–80]. The stability of cellular HIF-1α is post-translationally regulated
by O2−, Fe2+- and α-ketoglutarate - dependent hydroxylation of proline residues. Hydroxylation of
HIF-1α promotes its ubiquitination and degradation, thereby preventing transcription of its target
genes. An elevated level of cellular ROS oxidizes Fe2+ to Fe3+, abolishes HIF-1α hydroxylation/
ubiquitination/degradation. As a consequence, HIF-1α accumulates in the cell [79] where it promotes
pseudohypoxic state, permissive of mitochondrial dysfunction.

In Hep G2 hepatocellular carcinoma cells, application of curcumin led to a significant decrease
of HIF-1α protein. It also suppressed its transcriptional activity under hypoxia, which resulted
in decreased expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), known as a major HIF-1 α

target [81]. The most recent data point out the strong simultaneous inhibitory effect of polymeric
nano-encapsulated curcumin on HIF-1α and REL A (P65; NFKB3), in lung and breast cancer cell
lines [82]. Curcumin’s inhibitory effects on gastric cancer in experimental animals were also shown
to be dependent not only on HIF-1α/VEGF decrease (shown immunohistochemically), but also on
decrease of STAT3 (Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription 3) transcription factor [83].

What is the role of STAT3 in cellular metabolism, how it relates to inflammation and senescence,
and, finally, what kind of influence curcumin may have in relation to this potent transcription factor?

4.2. Curcumin, STAT3, and Modes of Survival

Constitutively activated in various malignancies, STAT3 has an important role in inflammation-
associated tumorigenesis [84]. It has recently been reported that curcumin inhibits highly active
STAT3 in H-Ras transformed breast epithelial cells (H-Ras MCF10A), through direct binding to
its cysteine residue 259. This cysteine (Cys) is critical for STAT3 phosphorylation, dimerization,
nuclear translocation and DNA binding [85], upon activation by various cytokines, hormones and
growth factors.

In addition to inflammation-associated tumorigenesis [86], STAT3 is mandatory for the survival
of cells, which, upon bypassing oncogene-induced senescence in premalignant lesions, acquire stem
cell properties. This was recently shown in a model of pancreatic cancer [87]. The mechanisms by
which cells circumvent senescence in tumors that spontaneously develop from premalignant lesions
are still not fully elucidated.

A prominent feature of senescent cells is STAT3 decrease, due to its proteasomal degradation [88].
Considering STAT3 involvement in promoting mitochondrial functions which are needed for cancer
cell stemness and metabolic reprogramming, cancer cells that bypass senescence and acquire stem cell
properties are sensitive to depletion and/or inactivation of STAT3. Napabucasin, a small molecule
compound which was developed to inhibit several pathways in cancer stem cell-like cells, exerts at
least some of its therapeutic activity through binding to the SH2 domain of STAT3 and, consequentially,
suppresses STAT3 activity [89]. Accordingly, curcumin’s binding to STAT3 Cys259 will result in
multiple consequences, in addition to those which were recently discovered [85].

High level of STAT3 expression and its activity was recorded in metabolically plastic, glucose
deprivation-resistant, ovarian cancer cells, accompanied by increased expression of metabolic
genes G6PD, GLUT1 (Glucose transporter 1) and NNMT (nicotinamide N-methyltransferase) [90].
In cancer stem cells (CSC) obtained from patients with epithelial ovarian cancer, glucose deprivation
leads to enrichment of cells with a high rate of OXPHOS and PPP, joined with a high level of
ROS [91]. These features represent cancer stem cell properties. High expression of GLUT1 in glucose
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deprivation-resistant cells allows them to utilize other sugars (D-fructose, D-arabinose, mannan,
maltotriose and dextrin) and ketone bodies for energy production. Ketone bodies and lactic acid enter
tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle to produce NADH (Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide) and FADH2

(Flavin Adenine Dinucleotide) that feed OXPHOS to generate ATP. Elevated OXPHOS activity leads to
increased levels of ROS which needs to be counterbalanced by the activity of PPP. The rate-limiting
enzyme in PPP is G6PD. It generates NADPH (Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide Phosphate) needed
to reduce oxidized glutathione to reduced glutathione, required for reduction of ROS (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Derailed metabolism of cancer stem cell resistant to glucose deprivation. Metabolically plastic
cancer cell, resistant to glucose deprivation, with high expression of GLUT1, G6PDH, G6PD and NNMT,
reprograms metabolism to efficiently produce energy through utilization of sugars other than glucose
(D-fructose, D-arabinose, mannan, maltotriose and dextrin), ketone bodies and lactate in OXPHOS.
To counteract high level of ROS due to high OXPHOS, PPP is highly active. The upregulation of NNMT
consumes methyl groups from S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) for methylation of nicotinamide (NAM).
The level of SAM drops and hinders cellular methylation potential.

The role of NNMT in metabolic plasticity and cancer cell stemness is emerging. Contrary to
the long-standing belief that the sole function of this enzyme is methylation of nicotinamide (NAM)
and its excretion from the body, when in excess, NNMT is implicated in a plethora of important
cellular processes [92]. This enzyme is overexpressed in various malignancies. In Hep G2 cells
was shown that NNMT promoter activity depends on the activation of STAT3 [93]. The NNMT
methylates NAM, creating a stable metabolic product 1-methylnicotinamide (1MNA). This reaction
consumes methyl units from SAM. As a consequence, the methylation index (the ratio SAM/SAH;
SAH - S-adenosylhomocysteine) of the cell changes. This way of acting puts NNMT in the central node
involved in metabolic regulation of cellular methylation potential. Ulanovskaya et al. showed that
1MNA, rather than being an active, pro-tumorigenic metabolite, serves as “a stable sink” of methylation
groups in cancer cells [94]. The NNMT activity has a strong, methionine concentration-dependent,
impact on protein methylation. The effect on protein methylation has been observed only in the cells
cultured with low methionine concentration (10-20 μM), while there was no effect in cells grown in
high methionine concentration (100 μM) [94].

Likewise, the concentration of NAM varies in mammalian tissues and can impact the biological
outcome of NNMT activity. In NAM-limited conditions, NNMT has a potential, in addition to
negatively influencing methylation processes, to change the NAD+/NADH ratio. This is a consequence
of the permanent loss of methylated NAM from the NAD+ recycling process. Another very significant
observation of this study [94] is that NNMT does not equally impact methylation processes of
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all biomolecules. Instead, the specificity of its targeting specific methylation pathways depends
most probably on the relative Km values of individual methyltransferases for SAM and SAH.
Methyltransferases with higher Km for SAM and SAH are more sensitive to the activity of NNMT [94].
Sperber et al. [95] reported high level of NNMT in naive human pluripotent stem cells (hPSC), in which
it contributed to low values of SAM and H3K27me3. Down-regulation of NNMT caused naive to
primed state transition in hPSC.

Considering that curcumin also has a negative effect on STAT3 phosphorylation [96], it is not
surprising that it down-regulates expression of NNMT (MDA-MB-468 breast cancer cells and HT29
colon cancer cells) [93].

4.3. Oxidative Stress, Curcumin and Gerometabolite NAD+

The oxidative stress-induced pseudohypoxic state leads to depletion of “gerometabolites”,
small-molecule components of normal metabolism [97], and consequential decline in mitochondrial
function [98,99]. One of the well-recognized gerometabolites is nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide,
NAD+ [97].

NAD+ is an important co-factor in many metabolic reactions and is co-substrate for PARP-1 (Poly
(ADP-Ribose) Polymerase 1) and SIRT1 (NAD-Dependent Deacetylase; Sirtuin-1), very important
enzymes involved in cellular stress response [100]. We consider them as crucial nodes at the
intersections of cellular metabolic and stress response pathways. For the cancer cell, adjustment
of metabolic requirements must be precisely balanced with adequate stress response, as an imperative
for survival. The pleiotropic activity of curcumin should be considered as a multilevel attack on
this redundant cellular communication network in which “metabolic” meeting “inflammatory” and
“oncogenic” serves as the basis for a unique cellular interactome, in accord with the postulates of
Network Medicine [50].

4.4. Curcumin in Regulation of Metabolic and Stress Response Pathways

Curcumin supports cellular antioxidant defense through stimulating NRF2, a master regulator
of ROS-scavenging enzymes. It has been shown that NRF2 may induce metabolic reprogramming
by directing glucose and glutamine into the anabolic pathway. The activity of the anabolic pathway
correlates with the presence of pyruvate kinase isozyme M2 (PKM2) [101]. The primary transcript
of the PKM gene may be spliced in several different ways, and the mode of splicing is regulated by
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs) [102]. The PKM1 transcript includes exon 10,
while the PKM2 transcript contains part of intron 9 instead of exon 10. Of note, these two fragments are
of the same length [103]. Functionally, two major protein isoforms, PKM1 (Isoform M1-PK; SwissProt
Identifier P14618-2); and PKM2 (Isoform M2-PK; SwissProt Identifier P14618-1), may occur.

In contrast to the PKM1 isozyme which is normally expressed in differentiated cells, embryonic-
and cancer-specific PKM2 confers a proliferative advantage to tumor cells. PKM2 can form dimers, with
low activity, or active tetramers. Dimeric PKM2 diverts glucose metabolism towards aerobic glycolysis,
thereby supporting biosynthetic processes, while tetrameric PKM2 promotes ATP production via
OXPHOS. Since biosynthetic and energetic requirements of highly proliferative cancer cells should
be simultaneously met and well adjusted, the ratio of PKM2 dimers and tetramers is critical for
tumorigenesis [104]. This metabolic switch, dependent on the active axis PI3K-AKT, a part of the
receptor tyrosine kinase/PI3K/AKT/mammalian target of rapamycin (RTK/PI3K/AKT/mTOR)
signaling pathway, accelerates tumor proliferation and contributes to its aggressiveness [105].

Tumor cells with constitutively activated K-ras oncogenic signaling have upregulated PKM2,
which is mandatory for accumulating phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), its shunting to an alternative
glycolytic pathway and utilization for anabolic processes [106]. Despite the stimulatory effect on
NRF2, curcumin antagonizes metabolic reprogramming towards glycolysis (Figure 2). One of the
mechanisms involved in this process is curcumin-mediated negative regulation of TNF-α, with
consequent prevention of inflammatory environment-induced onset of aerobic glycolysis. Thus,
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curcumin makes yet another link between inflammation and metabolism. This mechanism was shown
in breast epithelial cells [107]. The same negative impact of curcumin toward glycolysis was shown in
Dalton’s lymphoma, in mice [108].

Figure 2. The principle underlying antitumorigenic effect of curcumin. Curcumin targets cellular
processes central to the ability of cancer cell to survive by coordinately hindering aerobic glycolysis-
dependent anabolic processes and energy production, despite of stimulating NRF2.

The unrestricted proliferative potential of cancer cells is closely dependent on PI3K/AKT/mTOR
signaling pathway [109]. For example, mTOR activation in cancer cells upregulates the expression
of PKM2 through HIF-1α mediated transcriptional activation of PKM, and Myc-hnRNPs-mediated
splicing of PKM pre-mRNA, in favor of PKM2. In a nude mouse xenograft tumor model, stable
knock down of PKM2 in PC3 cells (a human prostate cancer cell line with PTEN deficiency and
mTOR hyperactivation) significantly extended the survival of tumor-bearing mice [110]. Silencing of
PKM2 (transduction with shPKM2) suppresses mTOR-mediated tumorigenesis [110]. Due to the (a)
dependence of PKM2 on mTOR activation and (b) mTOR-mediated cancer cell proliferation associated
with PKM2 shunting PEP into alternative glycolytic pathway supporting anabolic processes, cancer
cells with hyperactive mTOR are particularly sensitive to dual inhibition of mTOR and glycolysis [111].

One of the prominent features of the multifaceted antitumorigenic effects of curcumin is its
ability to simultaneously inhibit glycolysis and mTOR [112]. Recently, it has been shown that 20 μM
curcumin inhibits glucose uptake and down-regulates PKM2 and lactate production in various cancer
cell lines (H1299, MCF-7, HeLa and PC3) [113]. In curcumin-treated cells, decreased phosphorylation
of p70S6 kinase (T389) was associated with the concomitant lowering of HIF-1α protein expression.
The involvement of mTOR/HIF-1α signaling inhibition, in curcumin-mediated down-regulation of
PKM2 expression, was further validated by the observation that rapamycin, a well-known mTOR
inhibitor, likewise down-regulates PKM2 [113]. In addition to a negative effect on PKM2 expression,
curcumin treatment, in the stated cellular models, caused decreased expression of glucose transporter
GLUT1 and hexokinase II (HKII) transcripts. In HCT116 and HT29 colon cancer cells, curcumin
has previously been reported to down-regulate HKII, the enzyme which catalyzes the first step in
glycolysis—phosphorylation of glucose to form glucose-6-phosphate [114]. Finally, in esophageal
squamous cell carcinoma EC109 cells, curcumin down-regulates the expression of glycolytic enzymes,
in dose- and AMPK (AMP-Activated Kinase) -dependent manner [115].

These data indicate that the actions of curcumin are highly dependent on the context of intrinsic
cellular makeup, encompassing genetic, epigenetic, metabolic and cell proliferation status, together
with external influences (microenvironmental cues). All these factors may also modulate its ability for
binding to various cellular proteins.
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4.5. Metabolic Enzymes as Targets for Curcumin Binding

Approximately 60 proteins—curcumin’s binding partners, were discovered after incubating the
HEI-193 human schwannoma cells with a very high concentration of biotinylated curcumin (1 mg/mL
– 2.71 mM) for 30 min. The most abundant binding partners were heat shock proteins (HSPs) -70
and -90, molecular chaperones involved in the proper folding of client proteins, 3-phosphoglycerate
dehydrogenase (PHDGH) and β-actin [116]. Abegg and collaborators profiled 42 proteins, covalently
bound to curcumin through their cysteine residues, in HeLa cervical cancer cells [117]. A relatively
small subset of Cys residues has been considered to be involved in cell signaling (contrary to
”sensing“) [118]. However, curcumin’s binding to cysteine residues of metabolic enzymes may be very
important for cellular reprogramming mechanisms.

A recently published paper [119] on in situ proteomic profiling of curcumin targets in HCT116
colon cancer cell line, reports a list of 197 curcumin-binding proteins, among which are many
cancer-related metabolic enzymes: GAPDH (Glyceraldehyde 3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase), PKM
isozymes M1/M2, LDHA (L-Lactate Dehydrogenase A), MDH1/2 (cytoplasmic/mitochondrial Malate
Dehydrogenase), SHMT2 (Serine Hydroxymethyltransferase; mitochondrial), ADP/ATP translocase 1.
Additionally, curcumin targets PARP-1, NAD+ -consuming enzyme involved in numerous cellular
processes including DNA-damage detection and repair, transcription and intracellular localization and
activity of many proteins. Binding to numerous hnRNPs, including the alternative splicing repressors
hnRNP A1/A2 which influence PKM splicing [103], point to the possible role of curcumin in regulating
alternative splicing. So far, its influence on splicing was shown in fibroblasts from patients with SMA
type II (Survival of Motor Neuron 2) in which curcumin increased the proportion of SMN2_exon
7-containing transcript [120].

How curcumin binding to its protein targets influences their activity is mostly unknown. The
SiteMap calculation performed by Angelo et al. [116] predicted the binding of curcumin to NAD+

binding site on PHGDH, which is crucial for PHGDH enzymatic activity. The curcumin binding
enzymes, PHGDH and SHMT2, belong to the serine-glycine metabolic pathway. Both amino acids,
serine and glycine, serve as intermediates for the biosynthesis of other amino acids, nucleic acids and
lipids. What is the possible scenario of curcumin’s binding to these enzymes?

Phosphoglycerate Dehydrogenase and Serine Hydroxymethyltransferase 2

PHGDH, the first, rate-limiting enzyme in the pathway of serine biosynthesis, catalyzes the
transition of 3-phosphoglycerate (3PG) into 3-phosphohydroxypyruvate, using NAD+/NADH as
a cofactor. Shunting of the glycolytic intermediate 3PG to serine synthesis is permitted by PKM2.
Low activity of PKM2 in tumor cells leads to an accumulation of its substrate PEP, which participates
in phosphorylation and the catalytic activation of phosphoglycerate mutase (PGAM1) [106]. As a
consequence, there is an increase of its product, 2-phosphoglycerate, which activates PHGDH and
serine biosynthesis [121].

PHGDH protein level is elevated in 70% of estrogen receptor (ER)-negative breast cancers and
suppression of PHGDH in breast cancer cell lines decreases cell proliferation and reduces serine
synthesis [122]. In addition to increasing PHGDH, an increase of nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase
(NAMPT), a rate-limiting enzyme of NAD+ salvage pathway, was also shown in ER-negative breast
cancer lines and patient-derived breast tumors [123]. Their interconnection was shown experimentally
on PHGDHhighMDA-MB-468 and PHGDHlow MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells by treating them with
well-established NAMPT inhibitor (FK866). This treatment caused a drop in NAD+ level and almost
completely abrogated serine synthesis in PHGDHhighMDA-MB-468 cells, while the drop in NAD+

level and serine synthesis was insignificant in PHGDHlow MDA-MB-231 cells [123].
Although pursued in cancer treatment, NAD+ salvage pathway inhibitors exert various

efficacy. Thus, it was suggested that NAMPT inhibitors may be effective for treating a subset of
PHGDH-dependent cancers [123]. Therefore, it is possible that curcumin, in addition to inhibiting
PHGDH directly by binding to its NAD+ pocket [116], hinders its activity indirectly by down-regulating
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expression of NAMPT (also known as visfatin) as has been demonstrated in breast cancer cell lines
(MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, and MCF-7) [124]. Knocking down PHGDH in HeLa cells significantly
inhibited cell proliferation and increased cisplatin chemosensitivity [125].

Serine can be directly converted to glycine by two serine hydroxymethyltransferases: cytoplasmic
(SHMT1) and mitochondrial (SHMT2). SHMT2 is the main source of glycine in proliferating cells [126]
and its importance for tumor cells survival in hypoxia was demonstrated in glioblastoma multiforme
(GM) [127].

Competent eukaryotic SHMT2 is a tetrameric protein built as dimers of “tight” dimers which
correspond to its minimal catalytic active units. A dimer-to-tetramer transition is triggered by the
binding of the isozyme SHMT2 cofactor, pyridoxal 5’-phosphate (PLP) [128]. Curcumin-binding
Cys80 [116] indirectly influences the formation of the binding site for PLP, through interacting with
residues Arg283 and Gly284 to Arg286 (Figure 3). Cys80 also participates in protein-protein interaction
of the tight dimer, through interacting with Asn93 of the other chain. Thus, covalent binding of
curcumin to Cys80 may be expected to impact both, the structure and the catalytic activity of the active
form of SHMT2.

Figure 3. Possible effects of curcumin’s binding to SHMT2 Cys80. (a) The symmetric dimer of SHMT2
(PDB: 4PVF) showing amino acid residues Cys80 (spheres) and His137 (sticks) participated in the
tetramer formation [128]. Monomers are shown in green and purple. (b) The part of the 4PVF
structure within red rectangular in (a), with marked amino acid residues making interactions with the
nonmodified Cys80. The pyridoxal 5’-phosphate (PLP) binding site is encompassed by marked His150
and His259.

As recently described in GM, SHMT2 activity limits the activity of PKM2 and reduces oxygen
consumption, thereby eliciting a metabolic state permissive of tumor cells survival in poorly
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vascularized tumor regions. It is plausible to expect that curcumin’s binding to Cys80 may hinder
formation of SHMT2 tetramers, inhibit SHMT2 activity and prevent PKM2-mediated metabolic
reprogramming, needed for facilitating cell survival in hypoxia [127]. The negative effect of elevated
SHMT2 activity on PKM2 may stem from the increased catabolism of serine, a known PKM2
activator [129]. Transformation of serine in the mitochondria by SHMT2 increases the cellular
NADPH/NADP+ ratio and decreases ROS production [130]. Consistent with its pro-survival role
under hypoxia and its role in limiting ROS, SHMT2 was recently identified as a potential cancer driver
gene [131].

5. Potential for Therapeutic Application?

The amplification of the chromosomal locus (1p12) containing the PHGDH gene, has been reported
in melanomas and triple-negative breast cancers [132]. The enzyme has been recognized as a potential
therapeutic target for NAD-competitive inhibitors in PHGDH-amplified breast cancer [133]. In renal
carcinoma, in which PHGDH represents the key regulator of the HIF-2α pathway, targeted inactivation
of PHGDH may be promising for treating patients resistant to HIF-2α antagonists [134].

When considering PHGDH prognostic significance in a broad context, bioinformatic analysis
of human breast and lung cancer mRNA data sets found high PHGDH expression to be a negative
prognostic marker in breast cancer patients in seven out of 17 breast cancer datasets [135]. However,
the increased expression of the PHGDH mRNA did not appear to have any prognostic value in seven
analyzed lung cancer datasets, highlighting the importance of the cell-specific molecular background
as the key determinant for activating specific signaling pathways. The level of their dependency
on specific molecules/enzymes should be put in the context of redundant signaling mediators, the
presence of which is, again, cell-type specific.

The fact that high expression of SHMT2 in 10 out of 17 breast cancer datasets predicted negative
prognosis, seems to be in accord with this presumption. Four breast cancer datasets shared both
enzymes, PHGDH and SHMT2, as negative prognostic factors. Finally, NRF2 has an important role in
transcriptional regulation of genes coding for these enzymes, in ATF4-dependent fashion. As shown
in the model of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), high expression of NRF2, joined with high
expression of both PHGDH and SHMT2, represents the clinical marker of the poor outcome [136].

Increased SHMT2 positively correlates with the breast cancer grade [137] and is associated with
worse relapse-free survival (RFS), distant metastases, and overall survival (OS) in breast cancer patients
(N = 801) [131]. Similarly, high SHMT2 expression in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) significantly
correlates with decreased OS, lymph node metastases and HCC grade [138]. For exerting its activity,
the SHMT2 must interact with sirtuin SIRT5 which desuccinylates SHMT2, at lysine 280. This
modification seems to be critical for SHMT2 active involvement in tumor growth [139]. This is a
good example of the complexity in the field and, as already mentioned, is necessary for the multilevel
ways of research that need to include as many explorations as possible of various interactions.

6. Conclusions

The complex hierarchy in regulating inflamm-aging related pathological network is still
incompletely understood, notwithstanding ever-increasing knowledge regarding every part of
the process.

A recent report showing that curcumin acts as a prodrug, while its oxidative metabolites may bind
to various cellular proteins, is of a great importance for understanding curcumin’s action in various
pathological conditions/diseases. Discovery of various proteins to which curcumin can bind adds an
additional challenge for understanding all modalities resulting from its pleiotropic actions. In this
review, we have dedicated a great deal of attention to cancer, which represents a disease of derailed
metabolic and signaling pathways which are tightly interwoven. We have yet to discover molecules or
processes which supervise and are indispensable for the establishment of an oncometabolic network
comprising malignantly transformed and surrounding „normal“ cells. With respect to an approach to
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therapy, personalized medicine has made great progress. However, developing an integrated approach,
in which personalized medicine is applied as much as possible, will present a very demanding task
for the future. Taking into account that the most prominent feature of cancer cells - uncontrolled
division - relies on numerous, mutually and closely inter-dependent pathways, the critical nodes in
this pro-proliferative, oncometabolic network must be identified and combated, according to proposed
rules postulated by Network Medicine.

Since these crucial regulatory nodes are diverse and exist at several levels, the introduction of a
pleiotropic molecule, as a part of the therapeutic effort, would make sense. Such a pleiotropic molecule
should be able to selectively maintain the homeostatic network in normal cells, while attacking cancer
cells through affecting the „unbalanced“ state to which they are addicted. This is a very demanding
task, asking for much knowledge and dedication to the challenge posed.

Curcumin may have features needed to help meet this challenge. In this review, we have tried
to present the most current data from a perspective that would enable establishing connections
and functional links between the specifics of inflamm-aging and the cancer cell’s metabolism, its
proliferative potential, and curcumin’s pleiotropic activity. We believe that it opens the door to a wide
range of therapeutic opportunities for targeting cell-type specific nodes as crucial points for targeting a
functional oncometabolic signaling network, while recognizing that other aspects need to be studied.
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Abbreviations

1MNA 1-Methylnicotinamide
3-PG 3-Phosphoglycerate
AD Alzheimer’s Disease
AMPK AMP-Activated Kinase
ATP Adenosine Triphosphate
CBR1 Carbonyl Reductase 1
CRP C-Reactive Protein
CS Cellular Senescence
CSC Cancer Stem Cells
ER Estrogen Receptor
FADH2 Flavin Adenine Dinucleotide
G6PD Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase
GAPDH Glyceraldehyde 3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase
GM Glioblastoma Multiforme
GLUT 1 Glucose Transporter 1
GSH Glutathione
GSTP1 Glutathione-S-Transferase Phi 1
HCC Hepatocellular Carcinoma
HIF-1α Hypoxia-Inducible Factor 1α
HKII Hexokinase II
HNC Head and Neck Carcinoma
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IKK b Inhibitor of Nuclear Factor Kappa-B Kinase Subunit Beta
IL-17R IL-17 Receptor
LDHA L-Lactate Dehydrogenase A
MBN MidBrain Neuron
MCP-1 Monocyte Chemoattractant Protein-1
MDH Malate Dehydrogenase
MMP-2 Matrix Metalloproteinase 2
NADH/NAD+ Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide
NADPH/NADP+ Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide Phosphate
NAM Nicotinamide
NAMPT Nicotinamide Phosphoribosyltransferase
NF-κB Nuclear Factor Kappa-Light-Chain-Enhancer of Activated B Cells
NNMT Nicotinamide N-Methyltransferase
NOROS Nitric Oxide and Reactive Oxygen Species
NQO-1 NAD(P)H Quinone Dehydrogenase 1
NRF2 Nuclear Factor (Erythroid-Derived 2)-Like 2
OS Overall Survival
OXPHOS Oxidative Phosphorylation
PARP-1 Poly (ADP-Ribose) Polymerase 1
PD Parkinson’s Disease
PEP Phosphoenolpyruvate
PGAM1 Phosphoglycerate Mutase
PKM Pyruvate Kinase
PPP Pentose Phosphate Pathway
PR Progesterone Receptor
R5P Ribulose 5-Phosphate
RFS Relapse Free Survival
ROS Reactive Oxygen Species
SAH S-Adenosylhomocysteine
SAM S-Adenosylmethionine
SEMF Subepithelial Myofibroblast
SHMT2 Serine Hidroxymethyltransferase 2
STAT3 Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription 3
TCA Tricarboxylic Acid
TGF-b Transforming Growth Factor Beta
TNF-a Tumor Necrosis Factor-Alpha
VEGF Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor
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Abstract: It is believed that postponing ageing is more effective and less expensive than the treatment
of particular age-related diseases. Compounds which could delay symptoms of ageing, especially
natural products present in a daily diet, are intensively studied. One of them is curcumin. It causes
the elongation of the lifespan of model organisms, alleviates ageing symptoms and postpones the
progression of age-related diseases in which cellular senescence is directly involved. It has been
demonstrated that the elimination of senescent cells significantly improves the quality of life of
mice. There is a continuous search for compounds, named senolytic drugs, that selectively eliminate
senescent cells from organisms. In this paper, we endeavor to review the current knowledge about
the anti-ageing role of curcumin and discuss its senolytic potential.
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1. Introduction

Demographic data unquestionably show that the population of elderly and very elderly people
is continuously increasing. The population of people aged 65 and above represents 8.7% of the total
population. However, this percentage differs between continents and is around 15–16% in North
America, Europe and Central Asia, but only about 5% in the Middle East, North Africa and South
Asia [1]. The increase of lifespan is not really satisfactory without an improvement of healthspan. We
would like to live longer, but in good health, which is necessary to enjoy the world around us. Actually,
there is a great deal of evidence that the ageing process is malleable and the rate and quality of ageing
can be modulated [2]. In order to be able to postpone ageing, it is urgent to reveal the mechanisms
of ageing.

It is commonly accepted that cellular senescence plays a very important role in organismal ageing
and age-related diseases [3]. Namely, it has been observed that senescent cells accumulate in the tissues
and organs of old animals and humans, and that proliferation potential differs among cells derived
from individuals of different age [4–8]. Even though the actual number of senescent cells seems not to
be very high and fluctuates between a few and a dozen percent, changes in the extracellular milieu
caused by the increased production of cytokines by senescent cells, and the senescence-associated
impairment of regenerative processes, can lead to spectacular organismal dysfunctions. Moreover,
senescent cells contribute to the onset and progression of diseases, the frequency of which increases
with age. The accumulation of senescent cells has been observed in the course of almost all age-related
disorders [9]. Breakthrough experiments, which have definitely proved the involvement of cell
senescence in the progression of ageing and age-related diseases, came from animal studies. It has been
clearly shown that the elimination of senescent cells alleviated the symptoms of ageing and age-related
disorders and improved the quality of life of genetically modified animals [10,11]. A recently proposed
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strategy is to protect people from ageing instead of curing particular diseases [12], and to go deeper, to
eliminate cell senescence in order to prevent ageing dysfunctions. In animal models, some progress
in postponing ageing has been achieved, but certain approaches cannot be transferred to humans
because of the potential detrimental effects of the long-term application of anti-ageing agents (not
to mention genetic manipulations). The best approach to ageing protection cannot be demanding,
should be easily available, lack any risk of side effects, and should be inscribed in our lifestyle as diet
or physical activity. Much hope is currently placed in natural compounds, and some promising results
have already been obtained. One of such compounds is a polyphenol: curcumin. Curcumin’s role in
postponing ageing in animal models has already been documented, but certain data in humans must
be verified in longitudinal trials.

2. Cellular Senescence

Cellular senescence was described for the first time about 60 years ago by Leonard Hayflick and
Paul Moorhead [13]. Since that time, a concerted effort has been undertaken to explore the role and
mechanisms of this fundamental cellular process. The role of senescence is complex and depends
on the age of the organism [2]. In a young organism, cell senescence serves a beneficial function.
Namely, it is essential in embryonic development (senescent cells are eliminated by immune cells as an
element of body shaping), in tissue regeneration and as a cancer barrier (senescent cells are not able to
proliferate). In an old organism, the number of senescent cells increases, and they generate a state of
low chronic inflammation, via so called senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP), produce
excessive reactive oxygen species (ROS) and cause microenvironmental changes, which support tumor
progression. Generally, cell senescence is detrimental due to the role of senescent cells in ageing
and age-related diseases. On the other hand, the role of cell senescence in organismal homeostasis
should not be neglected. Moreover, senescence is a highly dynamic process induced by genetic and
epigenetic changes [14]. During the lifetime of an organism, cells experience several types of intrinsic
(metabolic functions with ROS production and DNA replication) and extrinsic (chemical and physical
genotoxic events) stresses. Following DNA damage, cells repair their DNA to eliminate the possibility
of mutations that can provoke neoplastic transformation. Cell response to a specific stress implies
correct DNA repair to completely recover damaged cells or, alternatively, cells harboring unrepairable
damages may enter apoptosis or senescence [15].

The most important feature of senescence is the cessation of proliferation (it concerns
proliferation-competent cells), increased level of cell-cycle inhibitors (p21, p16), increased activity of
a lysosomal enzyme, senescence-associated β-galactosidase (SA-β-gal), increased number of DNA
double-strand breaks (DSBs) and activation of the DNA damage response (DDR) pathway, along
with changes in chromatin structure due to modified gene expression and higher vulnerability
to DNA damage [16]. One of the most important features of senescent cells is the appearance of
senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP). SASP arises due to the increased production and
secretion of proteins, which can act both in a paracrine and autocrine manner and are involved in the
generation of low-grade inflammation. This exerts a bystander effect; that is, it induces senescence in
neighboring cells. Cells can undergo senescence as a result of telomere erosion (replicative senescence)
or in response to some external (chemical and physical factors) or internal (oncogene overexpression,
increased ROS production, DNA damage, ER-stress, and chromatin structure dysfunction) stimuli.
The latter form of senescence is termed stress-induced senescence (SIPS, stress-induced premature
senescence) [17]. It seems that senescent cells are very well characterized and relatively easy to
distinguish from non-senescent cells [18]. On the other hand, the sharp definition of what is cell
senescence, that used to exist in the past, is not anymore so straightforward. There is a growing
body of evidence showing that certain features of cell senescence and mechanisms of its induction
can differ depending on the cell and senescence type [19]. This concerns, for example, different
propensity of cell to respond to stress [15], some metabolic differences between stress-induced and
replicative senescence [14,20] or differences in SASP components [21]. An interesting question is
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whether post-mitotic cells can undergo cell senescence [22], and if cancer cell senescence is reversible;
in other words, whether SA-β-gal activity in these cells is indicative of their senescence or is simply
unspecific [23]. Despite this dilemma, senescent cells simply identified on the basis of high level
of cell cycle inhibitors, can be eliminated from a murine body leading to its rejuvenation (see [24],
chapter 5.5).

3. Senescence and Age-Related Diseases

Senescent cells are linked with many age-related diseases., such as neurodegenerative diseases
(Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease; AD and PD, respectively), cataract, glaucoma, cardiovascular
diseases (CVD, atherosclerosis and hypertension), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), diabetes type II, sarcopenia, osteoarthritis, osteoporosis and certain
types of tumors [9,12,25–32].

4. Anti-Ageing Intervention

The development of science and medicine has contributed to the increase in human lifespan.
However, with the increase in life expectancy, an increase in the incidence of age-related diseases
is observed. Therefore, it is crucial to find an approach to prevent or delay ageing and the
onset of age-related diseases. Animal studies have provided us with a wealth of knowledge and
cues, and several strategies to elongate the lifespan of model animals, mainly based on genetic
manipulation, have been established. So far, the only non-genetic approach that can extend longevity
is dietary/calorie restriction (DR/CR) [33,34]. This intervention involves a 20-40% reduction in calorie
intake without causing malnutrition and has been shown to be effective in several species including
yeast, fruit flies, nematodes, rats, dogs [35–37] and even primates [38]. Moreover, epidemiological
studies support the positive effects of CR in humans. For example, on a Japanese island of Okinawa,
the number of centenarians (people over 100 years of age) is five times higher than in any other
part of the world. A study revealed that the mean calorie consumption of adult Okinawans is 17%
lower than that of an average Japanese adult and 40% lower than that of an average adult citizen of
the United States [39,40]. The effects of calorie restriction are not limited to lifespan extension but
include also improved cardiovascular and metabolic health, decreased incidence of cancer, along
with attenuated neurodegeneration and sarcopenia [39,41,42]. As sticking to a CR regime can be
uncomfortable, scientists are looking for drugs, supplements or less drastic dietary intervention that
could mimic CR. One of such interventions is intermittent fasting (IF), which has recently been gaining
increased attention [43,44]. Goodrick’s studies on rats maintained on alternative-day fasting regimen
showed that, depending on the age at which the diet was started, the animals lived from 30% to 100%
longer than animals fed ad libitum [45,46]. In turn, a recent study by Catterson et al. demonstrated
that IF (2-day fed:5-day fasted) can extend the life of a fruit fly by 10% [47]. It has been proposed
that CR acts by upregulating autophagy, as the inhibition of this process decreases the anti-ageing
effects of this diet intervention [48] (see paragraph 5.3). Another research work suggests that the effects
of CR are mediated by sirtuins, the expression of which increases as a result of such restriction [49].
Sirtuins are crucial for metabolism and are involved in cellular response to a variety of stresses such as
oxidative or genotoxic stress. A decreased level or activity of these enzymes shortens the lifespan of
different model organisms, while increased activity/level can improve both lifespan and healthspan
[reviewed in 37]. There are a number of natural (quercetin, butein, curcumin, fisetin, kaempferol,
catechins) [37,50] as well as synthetic [51] compounds that can induce sirtuin expression, enhancing
lifespan and ameliorating age-related diseases. Besides diet intervention, mild physical activity has
also been shown to improve health and lifespan. It is believed that low-intensity exercise can serve as a
mild stressor, which activates stress response, preparing the organism to a greater threat. This activates
antioxidant enzymes that reduce oxidative stress and can also activate sirtuins [52,53]. In summary,
the potential and promising anti-ageing approaches in humans are related to the limitation of the
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amount of consumed food and/or the application of certain compounds or physical activity that mimic
diet restriction.

5. Curcumin

Curcumin is a promising anti-ageing compound which is easily available and easy to apply in the
diet, as well as being safe and not expensive. Curcumin is a widely studied nutraceutical, belonging to
polyphenols, acquired from the rhizome of a plant Curcuma longa (turmeric), a member of the ginger
family. Turmeric contains 12 active components [54], thus the percentage of curcumin (chemically
known as diferuloylmethane) per dry weight of turmeric powder is no more than 3.14% [55]. Curcumin
is commonly used as a spice (curry, turmeric) and yellow food dye (E100); therefore, it is consumed
on a daily basis. However, curcumin is poorly absorbed by intestinal cells (low aqueous solubility
and stability), rapidly metabolized by the liver (generation of less active curcumin glucuronides,
see paragraph 5.6), and rapidly eliminated from an organism [56]. The highest achieved serum
level of curcumin was about 1.77 μM, 1 h after administration, during the oral ingestion of 8 g
of curcumin per day, or even 3.6 μM if such a dose was consumed for 3 months [57]. The Hindu
people, who are the nation with the highest daily intake of curcumin (present in the turmeric spice),
consume up to 100 mg/day of the active substance [58]. Due to curcumin’s limited bioavailability,
the potential therapeutic use of that polyphenol might be questionable. However, numerous studies
have been performed to readdress these crucial issues. Moreover, numerous attempts have been made
to enhance curcumin ingestion, such as the co-administration of curcumin with piperine, the active
substance from pepper, which can increase curcumin’s level in the blood by as much as 30 times [59].
This can also be achieved by increasing its aqueous solubility and stability by conjugation with
alginate [60], improving cell targeting by self-assembling peptide nanofiber carrier [61] or creating
curcumin-phospholipid complexes, microemulsions, liposomes, polymeric micelles and curcumin
nanoparticles [56]. Furthermore, clinical trials showed that even extremely high daily doses of
curcumin intake (12 g/day) were harmless to patients [57].

Curcumin, like other polyphenols, possesses pleiotropic activity (curcumin belongs to the
PAINS, pan-assay interference compounds), which is considered as a serious disadvantage of natural
compounds [62]. Indeed, due to its ability to interact simultaneously with many receptors (e.g., EGFR,
CXCR4), growth factors (e.g., EGF, TGFβ), kinases (e.g., MAPK, FAK), transcription factors (e.g.,
NF-κβ, STAT1-5), enzymes (e.g., DNA pol, COX2), adhesion molecules (e.g., ICAM-1, VCAM-1),
apoptotic regulators (e.g., survivin, Bcl-2), proinflammatory cytokines (e.g., interleukin (IL)-8, tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)) and other proteins (e.g., p53, cyclin B1) [63,64], curcumin can evoke a broad
cellular response to external stimuli. Furthermore, curcumin up- and down-regulates different kinds of
miRNA [65] and takes part in epigenetic changes by inhibiting DNA methyltransferases and regulating
histone modifications via effects on histone acetyltransferases and histone deacetylases [66–68].
However, in our opinion, this is not a disadvantage but, quite to the contrary, an advantage when one
compound can affect diverse biological processes, such as the redox state, inflammation, proliferation,
migration, apoptosis, wound healing and as a consequence positively affect memory, postpone
ageing and age-related diseases such as atherosclerosis [63,64]. Therefore, complex, multigenic,
chronic, civilization- and age-related diseases, which occur due to perturbations in multiple signaling
pathways, seem to be a suitable target of curcumin-based therapy [63,64]. Due to all those properties
of curcumin, it has been used in a vast amount of clinical trials as a drug or adjuvant in the treatment
of various diseases [69]. Furthermore, the beneficial or detrimental effect of curcumin depends on its
concentration. This phenomenon is widely described as a hormetic effect [70]: it acts as a stimulant
at low and an inhibitor at high concentration. This also applies to curcumin function: in low doses,
curcumin could act as a protective agent, whereas in high doses it could act as a cytostatic, cytotoxic
and genotoxic agent.
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5.1. Curcumin and Its Anti-Ageing Role

As ageing is characterized by chronic low-grade inflammation [71], polyphenol-rich foods,
which have anti-inflammatory as well as antioxidant properties, can mitigate symptoms of ageing.
There are plenty of examples to support the possible anti-ageing role of curcumin [72–75]. Curcumin
supplementation in a diet extended the lifespan of fruit flies, nematodes and mice [76–79]. Moreover,
in clinical trials, curcumin was proven to reduce symptoms of some age-related diseases such as
atherosclerosis, diabetes and cancer [80,81]. It also serves as a neuroprotective agent [82]. Curcumin
has also been shown to protect against chemotherapy-induced side effects such as cardiotoxicity
elicited by doxorubicin [83] and radiation-induced dermatitis in breast cancer patients [84]. On the
cellular level, curcumin protected HUVEC against peroxide-induced senescence [85], while a
curcumin analogue, bis-demetoxycurcumin, inhibited the oxidative stress-induced senescence of
WI38 fibroblasts [86]. Moreover, curcumin increased the ability of human epidermal keratinocytes
to differentiate during replicative senescence [87]. There are some rationales suggesting that the
anti-ageing function of curcumin is due to its ability to postpone cellular senescence. However, our
recent results excluded such a possibility, at least for cells building the vasculature [88]. Curcumin
did not postpone the replicative senescence of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) and endothelial
cells (EC) or the doxorubicin-induced senescence of VSMC [88]. Even though curcumin at low
concentration (0.1–1.0 μM) was not able to postpone replicative senescence or protect cells from
doxorubicin-induced senescence, it increased the level of sirtuins and AMPK in VSMC undergoing
replicative senescence [88]. Therefore, it is possible that positive effects of curcumin supplementation,
observed on the organismal level, can be attributed to sirtuin and AMPK induction rather than the
inhibition of cellular senescence [88]. Others observed that curcumin supplementation in mice and
rats enhanced the effect of exercise, affected the time of exhaustion and prevented fatigue, which was
associated with an increased level/activity of AMPK and sirtuin 1 in muscles [89,90]. It has been
shown that Sirt2 is indispensable for curcumin-induced Caenorhabditis elegans lifespan elongation [76].

In summary, curcumin is involved in the regulation of nutrient-sensing signaling pathways
(impact on sirtuins, AMPK), and thus it is able to mimic caloric/diet restriction and increase the
benefits coming from mild physical activity [37].

We have also tested concentrations of curcumin (5–7.5 μM for VSMC and 2.5–5 μM EC) which
were close to those observed in serum after diet supplementation. Unexpectedly, both VSMC and
EC underwent senescence upon such treatment [91]. Senescence induced by curcumin was DNA
damage-independent and resulted from influencing many signaling pathways. The initial changes
concerned decreased levels of sirtuins and AMPK, which suggests that the reduction of these proteins
could be important for senescence induction (submitted). Altogether, these results show that curcumin,
although is not able to postpone senescence per se, and can even induce it, may exert its anti-ageing
effect via the ability to change the levels of proteins involved in the process of ageing (sirtuins, AMPK).

Moreover, it cannot be excluded that cell senescence induced by curcumin plays a beneficial
role. Such a positive function has been shown in curcumin-senescent cancer-associated fibroblasts
(CAF), which reduced the malignance of the tumor [92], and in hepatic stellate cells (HSC), where
curcumin-induced senescence protected against liver fibrosis [93].

Another important but not always direct anti-ageing function of curcumin is its anti-tumor
activity [94] (detailed description in Section 5.4). Ageing is one of the most important risk factors in
some types of tumor [95]. Elderly woman and men are four-fold and seven-fold, respectively, more
prone to all types of cancer than their younger counterparts. Among elderly men, cancer of the prostate,
lung and colon make up around half of all diagnosed cancers. The corresponding most frequent cancers
among elderly women, making up 48% of all malignant cancers, are breast, colon, lung and stomach
cancer. Curcumin can protect against tumorigenesis (e.g., by protection against the toxicity of some
factors present in the environment or applied during therapy), reduce cancer cell number (by the
induction of cancer cell apoptosis) and inhibit metastasis (anti-angiogenic properties) [72]. Some data
even suggest that cancer cells are more sensitive to curcumin than normal ones. This can be explained
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by taking several factors into account. The first one is related to the rate of cell proliferation. Cancer
cells divide more frequently than normal ones and curcumin disturbs mitosis. This is related, among
other, to the impairment of the mitotic spindle [96,97], inhibition of cdk1 kinase [94] and inhibition of
sirtuin 7 [98]. The second mechanism is related to curcumin’s ability to inhibit NF-κB transcription
factor, which is highly expressed in cancer cells. This property is due to the inhibition of IκB-IKK and
also to the activation of sirtuin 1 and 6 [37], which inactivate, by deacetylation (sirtuin 1) or indirect
interaction (sirtuin 6), RelA/p65, one of the NF-κB components. Yet another factor is associated with
the increased activity of β-glucuronidase (responsible for deconiugation of glucuronides) and lower
activity of UDP-glucuronosyltransferases (UGT) (an enzyme involved in glucuronides formation) in
the tumor tissue [99]. This could lead to an increased local concentration of free, earlier glucuronized
compounds, and increase the efficacy of apoptosis. Such action is also ascribed to curcumin (see also
Section 5.6) and may improve its anti-cancer activity.

One of the considered strategies dedicated to tumor elimination is cell senescence induction.
Curcumin is able to induce cellular senescence in cancer cells. This, which can be harmful for
normal cells, could be beneficial in the context of cancer cells. Such an approach, with time, appears
controversial, because some data have shown that the senescence of tumor cells can be reversible and
can lead to cancer relapse [100].

5.2. Curcumin and SASP

One of the roles of curcumin in the alleviation of ageing is reduction of inflammation. Senescent
cells, despite being in a non-proliferating state, remain alive, metabolically active and can influence
their microenvironment. One of the most important features of senescent cells is their ability to secrete a
number of proteins: mainly interleukins, chemokines and other pro-inflammatory cytokines, proteases,
metalloproteinases and growth factors. This phenomenon, known as SASP, is involved in many
processes such as inflammation, angiogenesis, extracellular matrix reorganization, the stimulation of
proliferation and the modulation of the immune system. Depending on the cellular context, this can
either be beneficial or detrimental. One of the positive aspects of SASP is that some of the secreted
cytokines, such as interleukin-6 (IL-6) or interleukin-8 (IL-8), are essential in the process of inducing,
maintaining and reinforcing senescence in an autocrine manner [101]. Moreover, SASP can be used
as a form of communication with immune cells. Senescent cells, by secreting different chemokines
(e.g., RANTES, GROα, MCP-1), may attract distinct subsets of NK cells, monocytes/macrophages,
neutrophils, B cells and T cells. In consequence, these immune cells ensure the surveillance and
clearance of damaged, senescent and dysfunctional cells [17,102]. This is one of the necessary steps for
tissue regeneration and protection from fibrosis [103]. On the other hand, proteins secreted by senescent
cells may create a tumor-promoting environment, enhance the migration of tumor cells and thus the
formation of metastases, and also may induce senescence in neighboring normal cells. In addition,
cytokines contribute to changes in the tissue environment and interfere with its functioning [17].
By co-culturing senescent cells with normal cells, it was shown that the senescent phenotype could be
transmitted to surrounding cells via soluble SASP proteins [104].

The secretory phenotype depends on both the inducing stimulus of senescence and the cell
type. Its activity can be regulated by certain proteins of the DNA damage response pathway (DDR
pathway) such as ATM and CHK2 [105]. In addition, the expression of many SASP components
such as IL-8 or IL-6 is regulated by the activity of the transcription factor NF-κB, responsible for
the development of inflammation. It was shown that the down-regulation of a NF-κB subunit, p65,
resulted in a reduced level of secreted IL-8 and lower levels of mRNAs encoding IL-8, RANTES and
GROα [106]. Inflammation, in particular chronic inflammation, is associated with the pathogenesis of
many diseases including those associated with age, for example Alzheimer’s disease, cardiovascular
diseases, cancer, diabetes and many others. Curcumin, due to its anti-inflammatory properties, can
inhibit NF-κB activity and decrease the level of TNFα, which is the most effective activator of the NF-κB
pathway [81,107]. We have shown that short-term cell treatment with low concentrations of curcumin
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has a positive effect on normal young cells by decreasing the level of secreted pro-inflammatory
cytokines. Such treatment decreased IL-8 and VEGF after single application [88]. However, this effect
is not observed during the permanent treatment of cells during replicative senescence. Curcumin did
not reduce IL-6, IL-8 and VEGF. Quite the reverse: curcumin, due to senescence induction, increased
the level of IL-6 and IL-8 [91]. Moreover, low doses of curcumin lead to increased production of
sirtuin; i.e., NAD-dependent deacetylases, and sirtuin 1 reduces inflammation by inhibiting NF-κB
signaling [108] (see also Section 5.1). To summarize, curcumin, depending on the concentration,
is able to reduce or to elevate the level/activity of proteins involved in senescence-associated secretory
phenotypes. It is believed that, besides concentration, the impact can be cell-context dependent (the
type of stimuli/senescence inductor).

5.3. Curcumin and Its Role in Autophagy

The role of autophagy in ageing is evidenced by numerous studies on model organisms from
yeast to mice. The expression of proteins involved in autophagy (in particular, those encoded by the
ATG gene family) is required for lifespan extension. Moreover, the overexpression of some autophagy
proteins is sufficient to prolong lifespan [109]. The key regulators of autophagy are mammalian target
of rapamycin (mTOR) kinase and AMP-activated kinase (AMPK). Inhibition of the mTOR pathway and
activation of the AMPK pathway extended the lifespan and healthspan of some model organisms [109].
Besides autophagy regulation, these signaling pathways are responsible for nutrient sensing, similarly
to the insulin/IGF1 pathway, the inhibition of which was also proven to postpone ageing in animal
models [110]. A number of dietary supplements and drugs can stimulate autophagy via the inhibition
of mTOR or activation of AMPK pathways; e.g. resveratrol and spermidine or rapamycin and
metformin, respectively. However, long-term treatment with metformin can bring about some side
effects such as immunosuppression [111]. Curcumin, as mentioned before, regulates the level and
activity of AMPK and, as shown in numerous studies, is able to inhibit mTOR level/activity [74,112],
which suggests that it can also affect autophagy.

During cancer development, autophagy can be a double-edged sword. At benign stages of the
disease, functional autophagy acts as a tumor suppressor by eliminating damaged cells and organelles
and by limiting cell proliferation and maintaining genomic stability [113]. In metastasizing highly
proliferating cancer cells, functional autophagy delivers much-needed energy and building blocks, thus
facilitating undisturbed progression through the cell cycle [114]. Moreover, active autophagy enables
cancer cells to overcome the extremely negative influence of the tumor microenvironment, such as
hypoxia, inflammation and energy depletion [115]. That is why the inhibition of either induction or
autophagy flux in later stages of cancer disease can have a detrimental effect on cancer cells.

Curcumin shows both activating [116] and inhibitory properties regarding autophagy [117].
The action of curcumin is highly dependent on the type of cancer cells [117]. Curcumin can
modulate distinct and diverse molecular targets, including Beclin-1 and p53 [118]. Even more
interestingly, curcumin can induce a non-apoptotic form of programmed cell death (PCD) called
autophagy-associated cell death (type II PCD), which is caspase-independent and does not involve
inflammatory response [119]. In summary, curcumin, by its modulatory impact on autophagy, is able
to regulate both cancer cell senescence and tumor progression.

The deregulation of the autophagy process is also a culprit in neurodegenerative diseases.
Neuronal accumulation of mutated huntingtin or misfolded amyloid beta proteins (Aβ) plays a
key role in pathogenesis in Huntington’s and Alzheimer’s diseases, respectively. Curcumin can
induce the degradation of misfolded proteins or damaged organelles due to different mechanisms.
Firstly, it induces the biogenesis of lysosomes by activating TFEB [120]. Secondly, curcumin restores
the physiological level of HSP70, which facilitates proper cargo loading into lysosomes [121].
Furthermore, curcumin induces mitophagy [122], thus lowering oxidative stress, which improves
neuronal survival [123].
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5.4. Curcumin and Cancer

Ageing is one of the factors that promotes cancer development. Among many beneficial effects
exerted by curcumin on age-related diseases are its anti-cancer properties. Curcumin was shown
to act at different stages of cancer development, starting from cancer initiation to tumor growth
and metastasis [124]. There are many molecular targets and signaling pathways that are affected by
curcumin. Among them are transcription factors, such as NF-κB and AP1, inflammatory cytokines,
growth factors, receptors, kinases and many others [125]. Studies performed in vitro revealed that
curcumin induced cell death in many different types of cancer cells [126,127]. Even more, curcumin
is able to kill cancer cells that are resistant to commonly-used chemotherapeutic drugs by inducing
apoptosis or mitotic catastrophe, as has been revealed by our studies [128–132]. Of note, we have shown
that curcumin can induce atypical apoptosis, which is not accompanied either by DNA fragmentation
or casapase-3 and -7 activation [132–135]. The lack of DNA fragmentation in dying cancer cells
resulted from the inhibition of DNA fragmentation factor 40 (DFF40), which is a caspase-activated
DNA endonuclease [136]. However, it is important to mention that, in these studies, curcumin was
used in a relatively high concentration (50 μM).

Both carcinogenesis and ageing are related to increased genomic instability. Those detrimental
changes that appear in DNA accumulate in the organism during ageing and favor carcinogenesis.
Both increased hypomethylation and accelerated ROS production are observed during ageing.
It has been demonstrated that those factors may lead to mutations that appear in protooncogenes
and tumor suppressor genes [137]. According to a well-described model of cancer progression,
the sequential activation or inactivation of those genes drives cancer development [138]. Importantly,
curcumin can potentially decrease the probability of mutations. First of all, curcumin was shown
to possess chemopreventive activity. A number of studies have demonstrated that it decreases
cancer development induced by certain carcinogens simply by suppressing the mutagenic effect [124].
Curcumin acts also as an antioxidant, and in this way it can protect DNA from mutation [55]. Finally,
curcumin modulates the epigenetic landscape by influencing histone acetylation, DNA methylation
and miRNA expression [68]. Thus, we can speculate that, thanks to this activity, curcumin may exert
anti-ageing and anti-cancer effects, although direct experimental proof is needed.

One of the examples of an oncogene is EGFR. Overexpression and/or mutation of EGFR is
characteristic for numerous cancers [139]. The antiproliferative activity of curcumin in cancer cells
is based, among others, on the disruption of the EGFR/EGF/TGFα autocrine loop. It inhibits
both the phosphorylation of the receptor as well as expression of its ligands [125]. Furthermore,
curcumin inhibits downstream signaling from the EGFR, namely PI3K/Akt/mTOR [140] and
ERK/MAPK [141] cascades.

Recently, cellular senescence has been recognized as an important outcome of anticancer therapy.
In that case, cell senescence results from DNA damage and DNA damage response pathway activation
due to chemotherapeutic drug treatment [142–144]. Accordingly, we have demonstrated that curcumin
at low, non-cytotoxic concentrations induced the senescence of human colon HCT116 cancer cells,
MCF-7 human breast cancer cells and U2OS human osteosarcoma cell line [97,145]. The ability of
curcumin to cause DNA damage, which is the main trigger of the senescence program, is questionable.
There are some reports showing that curcumin is able to induce DNA damage [146–150] while we
have revealed that even after treatment with relatively high, cytotoxic concentrations of curcumin, no
DNA damage can be identified in cells [94,128,151]. However, disturbed mitosis progression due to
improper mitotic spindle formation in curcumin-treated cancer cells has been shown to cause double
strand DNA breaks (DSBs) in mitotic chromosomes [152]. Accordingly, we have demonstrated that
DSBs remain unrepaired in cells that survived prolonged mitosis, arrest, and then progressed into the
subsequent phase of the cell cycle and, finally, underwent senescence. Moreover, the inhibition of the
DNA damage response pathway in curcumin-treated cancer cells attenuated senescence and increased
the number of proliferating cells [97]. Thus, apart from killing cancer cells, curcumin can exert its
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anticancer activity also by inducing the permanent growth arrest of cancer cells due to activation of
the senescence program.

Currently, the issue of the reversibility of cancer cell senescence has been raised. We have shown
that the senescence of cancer cells can be accompanied by polyploidization [100,145,153]. Improper
cell division of polyploid cells leads to the regaining of the proliferation potential [100]. It was also
demonstrated that cancer cells undergoing senescence acquire the signature of stemness. Therefore,
cells that escape senescence, due to some additional mutations, exhibit much higher tumor-initiation
potential than those that were never induced to senesce [154]. Thus, the combination of prosenescent
anti-cancer therapy together with senolytics seems to be the best and the safest mode of treatment.

5.5. Senolytic Activity of Curcumin

Senolytic drugs are compounds which selectively kill senescent cells. The idea to eliminate
senescent cells stems from data showing a causative role of senescent cells in age and age-related
diseases [3,155]. The accumulation of senescent cells increases with age, and they are found at
sites of age-related pathologies [156]. As mentioned before, the selective eradication of senescent
cells improved healthspan. There are also studies showing that senolytics can induce apoptosis
in senescent cells in vitro [157]. Senotherapy, which aims to alleviate age-related ailments by using
senolytics by improving the ability of immune cells to clear senescent cells or by reducing the low-grade
inflammation state created by senescent cells is a rapidly developing branch of biogerontology [24].
Among the senolytics described so far are both small molecules, such as dasatinib, navitoclax,
A1351852, A155463, and FOXO4-related peptide, and natural compounds such as piperlongumine,
quercetin and fisetin [157]. Although curcumin has been shown to exert anti-ageing effects in different
experimental approaches, there are only a few data displaying its capacity to modulate cell senescence.
Accordingly, curcumin was applied in a mouse model of chemically-induced diabetes mellitus, which
is characterized by the impairment of endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs). Results revealed that
curcumin application to type I diabetic mice significantly improved blood circulation and increased
capillary density in ischemic hind limbs. An in-vitro study also revealed that the angiogenesis,
migration, and proliferation abilities of EPCs and the number of senescent EPCs, shown as a number
of SA-β-gal-positive cells, returned to the non-pathological level following curcumin application [158].

Cell senescence refers originally to the cell cycle arrest of previously proliferation-competent
cells. However, some hallmarks of cell senescence such as increased SA-β-gal activity can be found
in non-proliferating neurons in the cell culture and in the brain [22]. Another feature of senescent
cells, both previously proliferation-competent and non-dividing post-mitotic cells, such as neurons,
is the accumulation of lipofuscin [159]. Thus, it has been revealed that in the CA1 region of rat
hippocampus, in which cells were induced to senesce by treatment with d-galactose, curcumin,
applied together with piperine, substantially reduced lipofuscin aggregates [160]. Another group,
using the same model of rat senescence, has shown that the injection of curcumin lowered p16 mRNA
level in premature ovarian failure. However, it is not known whether curcumin induced apoptosis
in p16-positive cells, especially whether the overall parameters of apoptosis were increased in the
ovaries [161]. Subsequently, in atherosclerotic rats, curcumin diminished SA-β-gal activity in the aorta
and the level of an inflammatory marker, MCP-1, in serum [162]. Curcumin increased the survival
of rat mesenchymal stem cells and decreased population-doubling time indirectly, which indicates
that it can influence replicative senescence [163]. In the culture of mice embryonic fibroblasts derived
from prematurely aged mice, curcumin reduced the cell number slightly less than fisetin, which is
considered a strong senolytic [164]. Our results have shown that curcumin slightly diminished the
survival of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) undergoing replicative but not stress-induced
senescence (manuscript in preparation).
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Although, originally, the term senolytic referred to agents that induced apoptosis in normal
senescent cells, we are tempted to extend this definition to senescent cancer cells. We express the
opinion that the induced senescence of cancer cells is harmful as it can lead to cancer recurrence due to
polyploidization/depolypoidization associated with senescence and to cell regrowth [23,100,153]. Thus, it
is urgent to search for drugs that would be able to kill senescent cancer cells. To our knowledge, there
are no data showing that curcumin is able to selectively kill senescent cancer cells. Also, our own data
do not support this possibility (manuscript in preparation). However, senescent cancer cells, as normal
senescent cells, are characterized by SASP, which creates a pro-inflammatory microenvironment and
reinforces cell senescence [165]. The main activator of SASP is the NF-κB transcription factor [105].
Recently, large Reed–Sternberg cells in Hodgkin’s lymphoma, which display many features of cellular
senescence, were shown to have an increased activity of NF-κB. Curcumin is one of the NF-κB inhibitors
able to reduce the level of IL-6 secreted by senescent cells [166]. Our own results showed that there
were no differences in the cytotoxicity of curcumin and SASP activity between non-senescent HCT116
cells and cells induced to senesce, or between normal replicatively and prematurely senescent VSMC
(manuscript in preparation). Overall, results so far obtained by us and others do not unequivocally
establish curcumin as a strong senolytic compound. However, it should be noted that no one has proved
the universality of senolytic compounds. It seems that they are rather cell-type specific [157]; thus, it
cannot be excluded that curcumin’s usefulness as a senolytic compound is still awaiting approval.

5.6. Bioaviability and the Microbiome

A large number of controversies arise from the low bioavailability of curcumin. However,
the low bioavailability of curcumin does not preclude its usage, as beneficial effects are observed
in low doses [167–169]. As mentioned before, the poor bioavailability of curcumin is related to
weak absorption and rapid elimination from the organism due to the high rate of metabolism.
Even more, a higher curcumin concentration could be harmful. In organisms, curcumin is metabolized
during transition through the digestive tract (mostly in small intestine) and in liver [170]. The most
common products of curcumin metabolism are glucuronides [171,172]. Such conjugates (mono- and
diglucuronides) are less active, and therefore the results obtained in cell culture can differ from
those obtained in vitro. However, in organisms, there is a lysosomal enzyme responsible for the
deconjugation of glucuronides, namely β-glucuronidase, and curcumin glucuronide is one of its
substrates [173–175]. This protein is expressed in all cell types, with high expression in macrophages,
and its activity is highest in the liver. β-glucuronidase activity increases in inflammation [176],
and a low-grade inflammatory state is associated with ageing and age-related disease. It can be
assumed that local concentrations of curcumin can differ from that detected in serum, as described for
other polyphenols in tumor tissue [177]. It cannot be excluded that pro-inflammatory conditions
associated with ageing and age-related diseases are responsible for elevated concentrations of
non-metabolized curcumin in disease-affected tissue/organs. This, in turn, depending on the type of
disease, may lead to adverse effects (e.g., senescence induction in neighboring non-senescent cells).
Curcumin glucuronidation is only one of the many factors which affect curcumin bioavailability.
The concentration in the serum and tissues depends also on numerous different elements such as low
concentration in the food (curcuminoids constitute about 4% of turmeric, and curcumin constitutes
70% of curcuminoids) and interaction with other diet ingredients (the most recognized example is
the already mentioned piperine). Curcumin is able to cross the blood–brain barrier (BBB) [178,179],
although the permeability is limited [180]. Even though the concentration in brain tissue is lower
than in serum, curcumin alleviates neuroinflammation. Nowadays, it is frequently claimed that
the real activity of the majority of polyphenols, including curcumin, on the organismal level, is not
direct but is mediated by microbiota [181,182]. Moreover, there are data which suggest that intestinal
bacteria produce a high amount of β-glucuronidase that can elevate the level of free compounds [183].
This means that microbiota can be responsible for drug metabolism and bioavailability. The microbiome
changes over the course of a lifetime [184], and ageing is associated with a reduction of microbial
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diversity in terms of composition, quality and quantity. It is suggested that healthy ageing correlates
with microbiome diversity [185]. Microbiota can modulate certain processes, namely innate immunity,
sarcopenia and cognitive dysfunction, adding up to frailty [184]. There is some indication that curcumin
is able to modulate gut microbial composition (i.e., biodiversity) [186–188]. It can be assumed that,
by modulating the microbiome, curcumin may reduce some adverse consequences of ageing, at least
those related to frailty. In summary, curcumin, through impacts on the microbiota, might positively
influence certain organismal functions, and microbiota, by their ability to metabolize curcumin, can
regulate its bioavailability.

6. Conclusions

Accumulating evidence suggests that one of the causes of organismal ageing is cellular senescence.
Senescent cells, besides a loss of proliferating ability, are characterized by SASP, which fuels low-grade
chronic inflammation, tumor progression and hinders regeneration. The number of senescent cells
increases with age, and their impact on the surrounding cells and the microenvironment escalates.
Moreover, senescent cells are found in areas affected by age-related diseases. Studies on genetically
modified mice showed that the removal of senescent cells (p16 positive) delayed the onset of ageing,
improved tissue functioning, delayed tumorigenesis and allowed animals to reach older age, although
without increasing the maximal lifespan. The mice looked younger and were fitter. These data suggest
that it may be possible to mitigate age-associated diseases simply by decreasing the number of senescent
cells and prompted researchers to look for senolytic drugs and supplements which can selectively
induce apoptosis of such cells. Data collected by curcumin researchers showed a large number of
beneficial activities for this compound. They mostly concern its anti-cancer activity, but, for several
years, the amount of data showing curcumin’s role in the modulation of ageing has been intensively
growing, and the issue is widely discussed. Some data suggest a beneficial role, some raise a great
deal of skepticism, because unexpected, and sometimes even unfavorable, effects can be observed (e.g.,
the induction of cell senescence). Curcumin activity depends on the concentration, formulation (pure
natural or modified), cell type (differences in vulnerability) and context (organism, disease, manner
of administration). Our own data shown that curcumin anti-ageing function results neither from its
anti-senescent nor senolytic function, even though curcumin is able to modulate cellular senescence.
Low doses activated sirtuins and AMPK, which are considered as having anti-senescent properties, but
cytostatic doses inhibited sirtuins and AMPK, inducing, in this manner, cellular senescence (Figure 1).

Moreover, despite a plethora of in vitro as well as in vivo studies on model organisms which
document the positive effects of curcumin treatment, human trials are not always as encouraging.
For example, preclinical studies on rat models of AD-type sporadic dementia showed that curcumin
supplementation was effective in counteracting cognitive decline in animals. However, in clinical
studies, after 24 weeks of curcumin supplementation (4 g/day), researchers were unable to detect
significant plasma levels of curcumin or any improvement in the cognitive function of AD patients [189].
One of the causes could be the low bioavailability of curcumin, which can be attributed to rapid
metabolism and elimination as well as low absorption in the gastro-intestinal tract and mutual
interactions with gut microbiota [190].
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Figure 1. Hormetic properties of curcumin. Low doses of curcumin exert positive effects at the
organismal (life extension) and cellular level (activation of sirtuins and AMP-activated kinase (AMPK));
however, at higher doses, curcumin can be toxic or cytostatic (inhibition of sirtuins and AMPK).

An excessive increase in bioavailability could be dangerous, especially when curcumin is used as a
protective agent. As we have shown, it can induce cellular senescence in relatively low concentrations.
This may be beneficial to inhibit tumor progression but could cause also adverse effects, such as the
accelerated senescence of different cell types, resulting in premature loss of tissue/organ function.
In turn, therapeutic doses should be much higher than protective ones. Moreover, questions arise
concerning not only the dose but also when curcumin supplementation should be recommended.
Additional meticulous studies are required to solve all doubts and properly exploit such an interesting
and promising agent in anti-ageing research.

What is the future of curcumin in anti-ageing strategy? Curcumin possesses a substantial number
of supporters and opponents. In our opinion, the positive impact of curcumin on ageing cannot be
neglected. Undoubtedly, some precautions in curcumin exploitation necessarily take into account the
biphasic response due to its hormetic properties. Curcumin applied in the diet is beneficial. It can act
as a tumor suppressor, can lead to the reduction of low-grade inflammation, which is associated with
ageing, and to the alleviation of symptoms of age-related diseases, including frailty. Moreover, the
impact of curcumin on the microbiome seems to be very promising in the context of the modulation of
the ageing process. This issue leaves us with many questions to consider. However, the crucial aspect
is its concentration, as stated by Paracelsus, “Omnia sunt venena, nihil est sine veneno. Sola dosis facit
venenum”: the dose makes the poison.

An overview of the impact of curcumin on ageing and age-related diseases (ARD) at the
organismal and cellular level is summarized in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Overview of the impact of curcumin on ageing and age-related diseases (ARD) at the
organismal and cellular level. On the organismal level, curcumin mimics caloric restriction (CR) and
improves the effectiveness of physical activity (which in fact mimics CR). The potential senolytic activity
of curcumin is still unclear, but curcumin can reduce inflammation and SASP, which are also considered
as elements of senotherapy. Moreover, curcumin maintains the diversity of the microbiome and, in turn,
the microbiota secrete β-glucuronidase, an enzyme, which, by deglucuronisation increases the level of
curcumin in tissues. Curcumin is able to protect against cancer and to reduce the progression of already
existing tumors. On the cellular level, curcumin elevates the level/activity of some anti-ageing proteins
(e.g., sirtuins, AMPK) and inhibits pro-ageing ones (e.g., NF-κB, mTOR). Autophagy, considered as
an anti-ageing mechanism, is modulated by curcumin, with the effect of preventing cell senescence.
Altogether, by delaying ageing and ARD, curcumin can elongate the healthspan and probably also
the lifespan.
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Abstract: Turmeric obtained from the rhizomes of Curcuma longa has been used in the prevention
and treatment of many diseases since the ancient times. Curcumin is the principal polyphenol
isolated from turmeric, which exhibits anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, antiapoptotic, antitumor,
and antimetastatic activities. The existing evidence indicates that curcumin can exert a wide
range of beneficial pleiotropic properties in the gastrointestinal tract, such as protection against
reflux esophagitis, Barrett’s esophagus, and gastric mucosal damage induced by nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and necrotizing agents. The role of curcumin as an adjuvant
in the treatment of a Helicobacter pylori infection in experimental animals and humans has recently
been proposed. The evidence that this turmeric derivative inhibits the invasion and proliferation
of gastric cancer cells is encouraging and warrants further experimental and clinical studies with
newer formulations to support the inclusion of curcumin in cancer therapy regimens. This review
was designed to analyze the existing data from in vitro and in vivo animal and human studies in
order to highlight the mechanisms of therapeutic efficacy of curcumin in the protection and ulcer
healing of the upper gastrointestinal tract, with a major focus on addressing the protection of the
esophagus and stomach by this emerging compound.

Keywords: curcumin; reflux esophagitis; gastroprotection; gastric ulcer; Helicobacter pylori; gastric
cancer

1. Introduction

Curcumin, the natural phenolic active ingredient of turmeric (Curcuma longa) rhizome, has
been used in Asia as an herbal remedy for a variety of diseases [1]. Similar to chili, turmeric is
commonly used in Asian cuisine to add a yellow color, both as a flavor and as a preservative [2].
In addition to the use of curcumin as an anti-inflammatory in ancient times, it has also been used
to treat gastrointestinal (GI) diseases such as indigestion, flatulence, diarrhea, and even gastric and
duodenal ulcers [1–3]. Recently, great attention has been paid to the medical applications of curcumin
in the treatment of human diseases associated with oxidative stress and inflammation, including
different cancers [3]. Curcumin treatment has also led to the improvement of metabolic parameters
involving aging-associated diseases such as atherosclerosis, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and
chronic kidney diseases [4,5]. Interestingly, some promising effects of curcumin have been observed
in the alleviation by this turmeric derivative of the chronic inflammatory conditions such as arthritis,
uveitis, and inflammatory bowel disease [6]. In some instances, curcumin has been found to aid in the
prevention and treatment of various cancers [7]. Recently, the anticarcinogenic activity of curcumin
has been documented in the GI tract because this compound has proven to exert a therapeutic effect
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on different human GI cancers such as esophageal, gastric, and small and large intestinal cancer [8,9].
This overview was aimed to document the beneficial and emerging effects of curcumin in the upper GI
tract, focusing on the mechanism of local, systemic, and molecular actions of this compound in the
esophagus and stomach.

2. Curcumin in the Protection of the Esophagus against Reflux Esophagitis, Barrett’s Esophagus,
and Esophageal Carcinoma

The esophagus, which carries food and liquid from the mouth to the stomach, undergoes
transient lower esophageal sphincter relaxation (TLESR), which is considered the main mechanism
of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) [10]. Under physiological conditions, these TLESRs are
induced spontaneously without swallowing and allow for the “physiological” contact of gastric juice
containing hydrochloric acid (HCl) with the esophageal wall [10]. Interestingly, this acid reflux occurs at
a higher frequency during TLESR in patients with GERD than in healthy subjects [10,11]. Furthermore,
the anatomical abnormalities in the structure of the lower esophageal sphincter or its dysfunction can
result in more frequent or sometimes prolonged exposure of the esophageal mucosa to gastric acid,
resulting in esophageal damage due to reflux esophagitis. If this mucosal contact of epithelial cells
with acid or acid and bile (mixed reflux) is prolonged, GERD develops [12]. Thus, human esophageal
epithelial cells are a direct target and play a key role in esophageal inflammation in response to acidic
pH in the course of GERD development. Complications of GERD development include Barrett’s
esophagus with an increased risk for esophageal adenocarcinoma formation [13]. In a study designed
to mimic the acid exposure experienced by GERD patients, treatment with curcumin prevented the
expression of inflammatory cytokines in human esophageal tissue [14]. This anti-inflammatory effect
of curcumin has been confirmed by an in vitro study, testing the protective potential of curcumin in
esophageal epithelial cell lines exposed to exogenous acid [15]. That study examined the HET-1A cell
lines exposed to hydrochloric acid in relation to the role of PKC, MAPK, and NFκB signaling pathways
and the transcriptional regulation of IL-6 and IL-8 expression [15]. This HET-1A cell line appears to be
suitable for investigating the cellular action of putative esophageal metaplasia development, and both
acid and bile are considered potent carcinogenic factors in the mechanism of esophageal dysplasia and
adenocarcinoma formation [15–17]. The exposure of HET-1A cells to pH 4.5 induced the activity of
the transcription factor NF-κB while enhancing IL-6 and IL-8 secretion and their mRNA and protein
expression [15]. Among the kinases system tested in their study [17], particularly the MAPKs and
PKC (alpha and epsilon) activity were activated when HET-1A cells were exposed to acid. Curcumin
was equally potent as SN-50 (an NF-κB inhibitor), chelerythrine (a PKC inhibitor), and PD-098059
(a p44/42 MAPK inhibitor), yet all of them efficiently abolished the acid-induced mucosal expression
of IL-6 and IL-8 [17].

In in vivo studies, curcumin was compared with lansoprazole, the proton pump inhibitor (PPI)
commonly used as the recommended standard drug against GI-tract disorders including GERD [18,19].
In these reports, curcumin was shown to effectively prevent the esophageal mucosal damage induced
by acute reflux esophagitis [18,19]. Although curcumin was documented as less potent than the proton
pump inhibitor (PPI) lansoprazole in the inhibition of acid reflux esophagitis, it became superior to
lansoprazole in the inhibition of mixed acid-bile reflux-induced esophagitis. This protective mechanism
caused by curcumin in the esophagus has been attributed to the antioxidant nature of this turmeric
derivative [18,19].

Gastroesophageal reflux is a major mechanism responsible for Barrett’s metaplasia, which
develops from the cellular reprogramming of the esophageal squamous epithelium due to the reflux
of acidic or acidic-bile content to the esophagus [20]. The protection against oxidative stress and the
preservation of the antioxidative activity induced by esophageal protectants play an important role in
the strategy against the pathogenesis of acid-induced esophageal mucosa damage. Thus, the anti-reflux
therapy alternative to PPIs is widely expected. In line with this notion, the anti-inflammatory properties
of curcumin and the relationship between bile-reflux and the expression of antioxidative enzymes
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and the reactive oxygen metabolites (ROM) scavenging enzyme MnSOD have been investigated [21].
The molecular approach was to examine therapies effective in the preservation of both the expression of
the antioxidative enzyme MnSOD at the level of the protein and the enzymatic activity of MnSOD [21].
Curcumin applied in the form of oil exerted an esophagoprotective activity against acidic reflux injury
through its ability to maintain mitochondrial function, as documented by the preservation of both
the MnSOD expression and activity by this turmeric compound [21]. These authors concluded that
curcumin oil prevented the loss of MnSOD expression in the rat esophageal epithelium caused by
bile [21]. In addition, the treatment with curcumin oil prior to acid or bile salt exposure prevented
the loss of MnSOD activity in an esophageal HET-1A cell line. Notably, when cells were treated with
curcumin oil, the highest level of MnSOD enzyme activity was observed [19]. However, it is worth to
mention that besides curcumin, MnTBAP and other nutraceuticals including certain berry extracts also
offered the efficient preservation of MnSOD expression in HET-1A cells [21].

Curcumin may offer a benefit over the single pathway-targeted anticancer therapy, and this effect
could be due to its pleiotropic properties [20]. Figure 1 summarizes the pleiotropic effects of curcumin
resulting in the amelioration of inflammation and cell death, which protects the tissue against injury.

Figure 1. A conclusive summary of the pleiotropic action of curcumin in the body system: Curcumin
exhibits anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, antiapoptotic, antitumor, and antimetastatic activities and
suppresses multiple signalling pathways responsible for inflammation, apoptosis, and cellular
death. Curcumin improves the growth of neurons and the functions of the brain in addition to
the downregulation of reactive oxygen species, oxidative stress, and proinflammatory factors (NF-κB
and cytokines).

Considerable evidence indicates that curcumin can efficiently prevent the acid- and bile-induced
NF-κB changes from the normal mRNA phenotype into the oncogenic phenotype of human
hypopharyngeal primary cells (HHPC) in culture [22]. Curcumin inhibited the bile acid-induced
genes dependent on the NF-κB signalling pathway in this HHPC culture. This turmeric was capable in
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selectively inhibiting Bcl-2 overexpression induced in HHPC exposed to bile at both acidic (pH 4.0)
and neutral (pH 7.0) environments [22]. This evidence clearly indicates that curcumin might be
superior over NF-κB inhibitors. Furthermore, its beneficial anti-inflammatory and anticarcinogenic
effects are independent of pH status and can be explained either by the promotion of cell apoptosis
or the inhibition of antiapoptotic pathway in these HHPC cells [22]. In another study, the efficacy
of curcumin in the prevention of bile acid-induced DNA damage using micronucleus assay was
investigated [23]. Moreover, these authors tested the effect of curcumin on NF-κB and NF-κB p65
activities in the curcumin-pretreated esophageal cell line (OE33) exposed to deoxycholic acid (DCA)
using real-time PCR of the extracted RNA. In their study, the bile-induced DNA damage and the
activation of NF-κB activity in vitro were completely abolished by curcumin [23]. An important part
of this translational study has been run in human subjects and dealt with the curcumin efficacy to treat
patients with Barrett’s esophagus [23]. These patients with Barrett’s esophagus took a daily dose of
500 mg of curcumin tablets for 7 days prior to endoscopy [23]. Interestingly, curcumin-supplemented
patients presented a slightly reduced expression of IL-8 as compared to the squamous control tissue
non-treated with curcumin. However, this treatment resulted in an almost doubled apoptotic frequency
compared to the non-supplemented control patients [23]. To reiterate, the data has clearly indicated that
curcumin exerted a beneficial effect against bile-driven deleterious effects on the mucosal esophageal
cells. Although curcumin was poorly delivered to the esophagus, the supplementation of patients
with Barrett’s esophagus with curcumin not only reduced NF-κB activity and inflammatory features in
esophagi but also increased apoptosis in the Barrett’s esophageal tissues. This confirms that apoptosis
could be one of the potentially important mechanisms of the curcumin-beneficial effect on squamous
esophageal mucosa.

3. Curcumin-Induced Gastric Protection against NSAID-Induced Gastric Damage: Experimental
and Clinical Evidence

It is well-known that the ingestion of NSAIDs is associated with the risk of GI adverse effects
including gastric micro bleeding, damage to the epithelial structure, cessation of GI blood flow,
decline in gastric mucus and alkaline secretion, and alteration in GI motility [24]. The mechanism of
NSAID-induced gastropathy involves an impairment of the gastric mucosal barrier mainly due to the
inhibition of endogenous prostaglandins (PGs), which are considered prototypes of the cytoprotective
agents with the ability to protect the gastric mucosa against a variety of topical and non-topical
ulcerogenes [25,26]. The therapy with NSAIDs which includes aspirin, the most popular and widely
used world-wide, and other drugs, such as indomethacin, diclofenac or naproxen, have especially
brought great attention towards their anti-inflammatory potential and efficacy to treat rheumatoid
arthritis [24–27]. The most common adverse effects of NSAIDs documented in experimental animals
and confirmed in humans include potent ulcerogenic activity and the enhancement of oxidative
stress [27–29]. Therefore, the reduction of oxidative stress may be an effective curative strategy for
preventing and treating NSAIDs-induced gastric mucosal complications, such as micro bleedings
and hemorrhagic lesions. The alternative therapy by phytochemicals such as supplementation by the
dietary phenolic compounds including curcumin, could exert antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and
antibacterial benefits, thus preventing digestive diseases of upper GI tract including the ulcerogenic
activity of NSAIDs [30].

In rodents, the NSAID-induced gastric mucosal damage is mainly localized to the oxyntic mucosa
of the stomach’s corpus region. These lesions are recognized as bleeding erosions or lesions rather
than typical ulcers [28]. This is contrary to the situation in humans, where NSAID-induced gastric
ulceration occurs mainly in the gastric antrum [31]. For instance, naproxen is the most common
and frequent NSAID used in rheumatoid arthritis patients, and the naproxen-induced gastropathy
occurs mainly in the gastric antrum [31]. Using this experimental antral model of gastric ulcerations
in rats to mimic the human scenario of complication risk after naproxen ingestion, Kim et al. [32]
have shown that the administration of naproxen caused the macro- and microscopic antral lesions
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and increased the tissue lipid peroxidation levels. When curcumin was combined with naproxen,
the size of the gastric antral ulcers had diminished, followed by the restoration of the activity of
antioxidative enzymes SOD, catalase, and glutathione peroxidase (GPx), which are all recognized as
ROM scavengers in the gastric mucosa [32]. Notably, curcumin protection was accompanied by the
fall in the lipid peroxides, suggesting that the mechanism of curcumin-induced attenuation of gastric
mucosal injury caused by NSAIDs such as naproxen can involve the inhibition of lipid peroxidation
and activation of radical scavenging enzymes [32]. Thus, the data clearly indicates that curcumin
possesses protective anti-antral ulcer properties due to its capability to decrease the damage of antral
gastric mucosa. Therefore, the future clinical utility of curcumin may offer an attractive strategy and
an encouraging opportunity for curing gastric lesions induced by NSAIDs in humans.

Recent studies confirmed that curcumin is an effective antioxidant and anti-inflammatory
compound in the upper GI-tract and a scavenger of ROM and nitrogen metabolites [33]. There is
considerable evidence that curcumin, which is not associated with significant adverse effects, exhibits
a comparable anti-inflammatory efficacy with those presented by some derivatives of NSAIDs [33–35].
Nowadays, it seems obvious that the mechanism of curcumin-induced gastroprotection against
indomethacin injury depends on the curcumin-mediated downregulation of pro-inflammatory
mediator expression, the decline in free nitrogen radical generation in addition to the enhanced
resistance of mucosal epithelium due to the inhibition of apoptosis, and the increased cell proliferation
in the gastric mucosa [33]. Ganguly et al. [34] have shown that curcumin is similar to melatonin with
regards to its down regulatory action against the activity of metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2) generated
by ROM in animal models of gastric damage and during the course of ulcer healing. In addition,
the suppression of MMP-2 activity by H2O2 in a dose- and time-dependent manner in vitro was
blocked by antioxidants including curcumin [34]. Curcumin, similarly to melatonin and omeprazole,
afforded gastroprotection in vivo against indomethacin-induced gastric damage by the suppression of
gastric mucosal biosynthesis and expression of MMP-2 [34]. Interestingly, they have proposed that
the protection of curcumin, melatonin, and the PPI omeprazole against H2O2-mediated inactivation
depends on the downregulation of MMP-2 and TIMP-2 expression and the upregulation of MT1-MMP
during the onset of indomethacin-induced ulceration [34].

Morsy et al. [35] have confirmed the protective efficacy of curcumin against the damaging activity
of indomethacin in the rat stomach. Indomethacin administered intraperitoneally at a dose of 30 mg/kg
produced gastric bleeding erosions, predominantly due to the profound inhibition of endogenous
PG in the gastric mucosa evoked by this agent [24,25]. The pretreatment with a single dose of
curcumin reduced the index of indomethacin-induced gastric lesions and the malondialdehyde (MDA)
concentration, which is considered the index of ROM-induced lipid peroxidation [35,36]. Along with
the attenuation of the indomethacin-induced gastric mucosal damage, the concomitant increase in
mucin content of gastric juice and the gastric mucosal nitric oxide (NO) levels in rats pretreated with
curcumin have been observed [36]. Furthermore, the treatment with curcumin raised the antioxidant
enzyme catalase and SOD activities and decreased the expression of pro-inflammatory stimuli such as
inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and NF-κB. Curcumin attenuated gastric acid secretory activity,
an important component implicated in the pathogenesis of gastrointestinal peptic ulcer disease, and
inhibited the activity of caspase-3. This finding suggests that the mechanism of this protection depends
on the strengthening of the mucosal barrier and the antioxidant and antiapoptotic activities of this
compound. Of note, this beneficial gastroprotective effect of curcumin against NSAIDs could be
attributed, at least in part, to the antisecretory activity of this turmeric compound [37]. Interestingly,
the addition of microelements such as zinc (Zn) to curcumin enhanced the gastroprotective and
ulcer healing activities compared with those exhibited by curcumin alone [37]. Such a complex of
Zn(II)-curcumin dose-dependently reduced the severity of the indomethacin-induced gastric damage,
as reflected by the lower gastric ulcer index in animals treated with this combination [37]. Using
rats with chronic preexisting gastric ulcers, Mei and coworkers concluded that the Zn(II)-curcumin
complex efficiently enhanced the mucosal barrier defence activity by the attenuation of oxidative
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stress and MMP-9-mediated inflammation to a greater extent than curcumin alone [38]. Indeed, the
treatment with curcumin raised SOD activity and GSH levels and markedly inhibited the MDA content
and the expression of MMP-9 in the ulcerated mucosa [38]. In another report, curcumin-mediated
gastric mucosal healing has been associated with the upregulation of genes for MMP-2, TGF-β, and
VEGF. These effects were considered essential for an angiogenic modulatory role of this turmeric as
documented by its stimulatory effect on the vascular sprout formation and collagen fiber restoration in
ulcerated tissues [39]. In nineteen-hour animal ulcer models, Tuorkey and Karolin [40] have shown
that the mechanism of anti-ulcer activity of curcumin depends upon the attenuating effect of this
compound on gastric acid hypersecretion, total peroxides, MPO activity, IL-6 levels, and apoptotic
incidence. This observation was in keeping with the earlier study by Mathattanadul et al., who
have also indicated that both curcumin and bisdemethoxycurcumin can inhibit the basal gastric acid
secretion in pylorus-ligated rat model and that this antisecretory effect can contribute to an acceleration
of the healing of chronic gastric ulcerations of the mucosa [19].

To date, only a few studies mentioned above have been conducted—in vitro and especially
in vivo—on the inhibitory properties of curcumin affecting gastric secretion. Kim et al. demonstrated
that the Curcuma longa extract protected the gastric mucosa against ulceration with an extent similar to
ranitidine and inhibited gastric acid secretion in rats with pylorus ligation procedure, thus preventing
gastric mucosa from gastric ulcerations [41]. Zinc(II)-curcumin complex A also shared similar
antisecretory properties because this combination of zinc and curcumin provided protection against
indomethacin injury, in part, by the inhibition of gastric acid secretion [42].

The question remains whether the bioavailability of NSAIDs is affected by curcumin or if turmeric
shows the genuine gastroprotective action in the stomach. Zazueta-Beltran et al. have demonstrated
that the concurrent administration of indomethacin and curcumin resulted in a significant reduction of
gastric damage when compared to indomethacin alone [43]. However, the bioavailability parameters
of indomethacin and the prodrug acemetacin co-administered with curcumin was not significantly
altered after the administration of either the active compound or the prodrug. This important
evidence indicates that curcumin exhibits a protective effect against indomethacin-induced gastric
damage without marked change in bioavailability or through the pharmacokinetics of NSAIDs such as
indomethacin [43].

4. Role of Curcumin in the Protection against Gastric Mucosal Injury Induced by Strong
Necrotizing Agents and Stress-Induced Gastric Mucosal Bleeding Erosions

Despite the proven multi-target, anti-inflammatory properties of curcumin, the potential
protective action of this turmeric derivative against the gastric mucosal damage induced by noxious
agents has not been extensively studied. As a consequence, the mediating factors and mechanisms
of the potential protective effects of curcumin in the stomach injured by necrotizing agents such as
ethanol are poorly understood. Despite ethanol being known as a strong gastric-damaging agent
causing mucosal injury due to its direct contact with the gastric mucosa, ethanol-induced gastropathy
constitutes a serious clinical entity in humans [44]. In the original report, Mei et al. [37] have
demonstrated that the oral administration of a complex of zinc and curcumin (zinc(II)-curcumin)
dose-dependently reduced the severity of ethanol-induced gastric lesions while suppressing the gastric
acid secretory activity as reflected by the H+/K+-ATPase activity comparable with that exhibited by
the PPI, lansoprazole. Furthermore, Zn(II)-curcumin significantly inhibited TNF-α and IL-6 mRNA
expression, increased the activity of SOD and GPx, and reduced MDA levels in gastric mucosa of rats
when compared to the respective controls. These findings suggest that the gastroprotective activity
of the Zn(II)-curcumin complex might be important for stimulating cell proliferation and adjusting
the pro-inflammatory cytokine-mediated oxidative damage caused by ethanol insult of the gastric
mucosa [37].

Previous studies have demonstrated that endogenous NO and other gaseous molecules such as
H2S and CO can cooperate with PG and sensory nerve neuropeptides such as calcitonin gene-related
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peptide (CGRP) in the mechanism of gastric mucosal integrity and gastroprotection [45,46]. The recent
study by Czekaj et al. revealed that some of these factors, such as PG and NO, may contribute
to the mechanism of curcumin-induced gastric protection against ethanol injury [47]. They have
demonstrated that curcumin given intragastrically provided a dose-dependent gastroprotection against
gastric lesions induced by ethanol while increasing both the GBF and the plasma gastrin levels [47].
Furthermore, they proposed that curcumin-induced protection may depend upon the reduced mRNA
expression of pro-inflammatory mediators HIF-1α and caudal type home box 2 (Cdx-2), both also
recognized as tumour markers in the gastric mucosa [47]. The evidence that curcumin enhanced the
gastric mucosal expression of antioxidative enzymes HO-1 and SOD2 indicated that the mechanism of
gastroprotection-induced by this turmeric compound involves the enhancement of the antioxidative
status of gastric mucosa challenged by ethanol [47]. Interestingly, the mechanism of curcumin-induced
protection against ethanol injury could also depend upon the endogenous bioavailability of PG
because nonselective and selective COX-1 and COX-2 inhibitors (indomethacin, rofecoxib, and SC-560)
reversed this protection and the accompanying rise in GBF evoked by this polyphenolic compound.
Furthermore, the concurrent treatment with the synthetic analogue of PGE2 combined with these
COX-1 and COX-2 inhibitors restored the protective and hyperaemic activities of curcumin against
ethanol damage [47]. This clearly indicates that PG can be an important downstream effector of
curcumin-evoked beneficial protective action in the stomach. NO, which is an important endogenous
mediator of gastroprotection and ulcer healing, could be involved in the mechanisms underlying the
gastroprotective activity of curcumin because the L-NNA-induced depletion of NO biosynthesis in the
gastric mucosa abolished the gastroprotective effects of curcumin. Moreover, this gastroprotective effect
was accompanied by a marked reduction in the GBF. The concurrent treatment with L-arginine together
with L-NNA not only restored the protective and hyperaemic activities of curcumin against ethanol
injury but also abrogated an increase in the mRNA expression of HIF-1α and Cdx-2 induced by L-NNA.
Nowadays it seems likely that CGRP released from sensory afferents as well as vanilloid receptor
TRPV1 can cooperate with PG and NO in the mechanism of the gastroprotective action of curcumin
against ethanol injury [48–51]. This notion is supported by the observation that the protection and
gastric hyperaemic response induced by curcumin were lost in animals with deactivated sensory nerves
by capsaicin and were further restored when exogenous CGRP was concurrently administered with
curcumin in rats with capsaicin-deactivated sensory nerves compromised by ethanol (Figure 2) [47].

Recent evidence indicates that curcumin can be effective as a protective substance against the
formation of stress-induced gastric lesions in rats [52], in part due to the inhibition of gastric secretory
activity mediated by a strong inhibitory action on H+/K +ATPase activity in parietal cells of the rat
stomach. Using a chromatin immunoprecipitation assay, He et al. have demonstrated that curcumin
inhibited the H+/K+ATPase promoter via histone acetylation, the gene and protein expression of the
gastric H+/K-ATPase α subunit, thus resulting in the rise in pH and the amelioration of stress-induced
gastric ulcerogenesis [52]. In another study, the anti-ulcer activity of curcumin in rats exposed to
either chronic stress and/or unpredictable stressors was observed simultaneously with an evident
improvement in memory deficit assessed in their study by the elevated plus maze test and by the
overall improvement of homeostatic functions [53]. The pretreatment of stressed rats with curcumin
via the oral route attenuated chronic stress and chronic unpredictable stress-associated memory deficits
and counteracted the increase in TBARS generation and the decrease in GSH content and markers
of oxidative stress (corticosterone, glucose, and creatine kinase) [53]. These authors concluded that
the curcumin-mediated antioxidant actions help the body to regulate corticosterone secretion and the
stress-induced ulcerative action and possibly to play an important central and peripheral adaptive role
against chronic and unpredictable stressors [53].
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Figure 2. The complex summary of the beneficial effect of treatment with curcumin in esophageal
and gastric protection: It involves the amelioration of damage induced by reflux esophagitis and
incidence of Barrett’s esophagus, attenuation of inflammation, prevention of gastric damage formation,
the anti-Helicobacter pylori activity, and an improvement of communication between gut function and
the brain (gut–brain axis) by this turmeric derivative to facilitate local microvascular vasodilation and
an increase in organ blood flow, gastroprotection, and ulcer healing.

The protective activity of curcumin against stress ulcerogenesis can involve the cooperation
of endogenous prostaglandins and NO and the activity of capsaicin-sensitive afferent fibers
releasing CGRP and capsaicin receptors TRPV1 [54]. Recent studies revealed that the intragastric
administration of curcumin dose-dependently prevented the formation of gastric bleeding erosions
in gastric mucosa compromised by cold stress. Furthermore, it inhibited basal and histamine- and
pentagastrin-stimulated gastric acid secretion, recognized as one of the major pathogenic factors
in stress ulcerogenesis [54,55]. Interestingly, the gastroprotective effects of curcumin raised the
plasma concentration of gastrin in rats exposed to cold stress [55]. Gastrin is a hormone secreted
by the G cells of the APUD cells of the antral gastric mucosa known to exhibit a trophic effect on
mucosa, resulting in increasing cell proliferation and gastroprotection against the damaging effects of
ethanol and aspirin [56]. Exposure to stress increased the gastric mucosal expression of mRNA for
pro-inflammatory markers TNF-α, COX-2, and iNOS, but these effects were inhibited by curcumin
administered in graded dosages [55]. The functional ablation of sensory afferent nerves with capsaicin
or pretreatment with capsazepine blunted the curcumin-induced decrease in the lesion index and the
increase in GBF evoked by cold stress [55]. This vasoactive activity of curcumin corroborates the recent
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observation that the turmeric derivative, as well as other curcuminoids, can exert vasodilatory activity
even in isolated organs [57]. These effects of curcumin in rats with capsaicin denervation were restored
by the concomitant treatment with exogenous CGRP combined with curcumin in rats subsequently
exposed to cold stress, therefore supporting the role of sensory afferent vasodilatory neuropeptides in
gastroprotection by this turmeric derivative against stress-induced gastric damage [55].

5. Efficacy of Curcumin to Treat the Impairment the Gastric Mucosa Infected by
Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori)

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), H. pylori has been accepted as a first-class
human pathogen implicated in the pathogenesis of major disorders of the upper GI-tract such as the
development of gastritis, peptic ulcers, MALT lymphoma, and in some cases, gastric adenocarcinoma.
The problem of an infection with H. pylori is nowadays important in the general population since
epidemiological studies have shown that over 50% of the populations is infected with H. pylori, with
a much higher rate in developing countries. Therefore, various drugs including antibiotics have
been routinely used for the eradication of this infection. However, steadily increasing resistance to
antibiotics, undesirable side effects, the raising costs, and the impaired H. pylori-infected patient’s
quality of life have given rise to the recent surge of interest in alternative approaches [58].

Recent evidence revealed that treatment with curcumin can attenuate oxidative stress and the
histological changes accompanying chronic gastritis associated with H. pylori. In a randomized clinical
trial, patients were divided into two groups: a standard triple therapy group and a group treated
with triple therapy with the concurrent administration of curcumin [58]. Endoscopic and histological
examinations were performed for all patients before and after 8 weeks of treatments [58]. Triple
therapy with curcumin adjuvant as a treatment group significantly decreased the MDA markers and
glutathione peroxides and increased the total antioxidant capacity of the gastric mucosa at the end
of study, compared to the baseline and triple regimen groups without curcumin [58]. In addition,
the oxidative damage to DNA was significantly decreased in triple therapy with the curcumin group
at the end of study, compared to the baseline and the triple therapy [58]. This important study has
documented that curcumin added to the triple therapy markedly attenuated the inflammation scores
(active, chronic, and endoscopic) of patients, compared to the baseline and triple therapy group without
combination with curcumin [58]. These authors have concluded that curcumin added to the triple
anti-H. pylori therapy considerably increased the eradication rate, which was superior as compared
to triple therapy alone [58]. Using an experimental mouse model, the effects of curcumin on lipid
peroxidation level, MPO and urease activity, number of colonized bacteria, levels of anti-H. pylori
antibodies, biofilm formation, IFN-γ, IL-4, and gastrin and somatostatin levels in serum have been
studied [59]. While all parameters were increased in H. pylori-infected mice, the treatment with
curcumin notably reduced the number of bacteria colonizing gastric mucosa and attenuated the activity
of lipid peroxide, MPO and urease strongly supporting the hypothesis that curcumin can reduce the
effects of H. pylori infection due to its potent antioxidizing properties. Curcumin also exhibited a potent
antimicrobial activity against H. pylori isolates in mice infected with this bacterium [59]. In contrast, the
level of anti-IgG antibodies and somatostatin was increased following curcumin treatment, suggesting
that this compound possessed immunomodulation properties resulting in the normalization of the
feedback inhibition of gastrin by somatostatin disturbed in H. pylori-infected gastric mucosa [59].
Both pro-inflammatory NF-κB and the motogenic response in H. pylori-infected epithelial cells were
inhibited by curcumin [60]. In recent trials, the addition of curcumin to triple therapy regimes
ameliorated the oxidative stress and histopathologic changes in chronic gastritis-associated H. pylori
infections [61–63]. All together, these studies suggest that curcumin can be a useful supplement to
improve the gastric mucosal protection against chronic inflammation and may prevent the carcinogenic
changes in patients with chronic gastritis associated with H. pylori (Figure 2).
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6. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

The poor water solubility, dissolution, and retention time of curcumin in the stomach limits its
practical usefulness in the treatment of peptic ulcer disease and neoplastic alterations including oral,
esophageal, and gastric cancers in humans [62–64]. However, the therapeutic effect of curcumin might
be exerted by its metabolites. For instance, Jamil et al. [57] have studied the spasmolytic, inotropic,
and chronotropic activity of major curcumin metabolite tetrahydrocurcumin and the nonenzymatic
curcumin hydrolysis products ferulic acid, feruloyl methane, and vanillin. They concluded that
demethoxycurcumin and bisdemethoxycurcumin showed more pronounced spasmolytic effects in
guinea pig ileum as well as vasodilation and negative inotropic activity in guinea pig arteries and
atria, respectively, than those exhibited by a parent curcumin. This evidence seems to indicate that
both curcuminoids derivatives can contribute to the observed pharmacological effects of the C. longa
extract [57]. Thus, future studies are required to prove if the enrichment of extracts of C. longa with
curcumin metabolites demethoxycurcumin and bisdemethoxycurcumin could potently enhance the
therapeutic efficacy of curcumin. Recently, Chen et al. (65) have shown that plasma curcumin was
below the detection limit of 0.1 ng/ml after oral curcumin administration in healthy volunteers;
instead, only the curcumin metabolite, curcumin glucuronide, has been detected as early as 30 min
after curcumin administration and achieved a maximal concentration within 2.7 hours. This suggests
a rapid metabolism of curcumin which form the glucuronide conjugate (65). More importantly
Chen et al. (65) have revealed that the gene expression of antioxidative genes NRF2, HO-1, and
NQO1 was increased and the epigenetic genes for histone deacetylases HDAC1, HADAC2, HADAC3,
and HADFAC4 have been suppressed by curcumin glucuronide. They concluded that despite the
absence of the parent curcumin in the blood/plasma, the antioxidant and epigenetic modulatory
effects of curcumin glucuronide can explain the potential overall health beneficial effect of this herbal
medicinal product [65]. Thus, it is reasonable to believe that most of the curcumin effects in vivo
may be due to local and direct effects rather than systemic effects of this turmeric compound after
absorption. This notion which is supported by the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of
curcumin regulating antioxidant and epigenetic gene expression in humans could be of interest for
basic researchers and clinicians.

However, a recent study with a controlled release therapy of curcumin to treat gastric ulcers by
novel raft forming systems incorporating curcumin-Eudragit® EPO solid dispersions has triggered
attention with a great hope to develop a curcumin carrier with improved solubility and the dissolution
of this compound and its prolonged gastric residence time [66]. Importantly, these authors have
demonstrated a curative effect of this curcumin raft on the acetic acid-induced chronic gastric ulcer in
rats. The curcumin raft forming formulations at the dose of 40 mg/kg administered once daily showed
a superior effect in terms of the acceleration of the ulcer healing, as compared with the standard
antisecretory therapy with the PPI lansoprazole (1 mg/kg, twice daily) and a curcumin suspension
(40 mg/kg, twice daily) [66]. These studies have indicated that this new raft-forming system containing
curcumin solid dispersions could serve as a promising carrier for the specific delivery of poorly soluble
lipophilic compounds, such as curcumin, to treat upper GI tract disorders in humans.
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Abstract: Intestinal inflammatory diseases, such as Crohn’s disease, ulcerative colitis, and necrotizing
enterocolitis, are becoming increasingly prevalent. While knowledge of the pathogenesis of
these related diseases is currently incomplete, each of these conditions is thought to involve a
dysfunctional, or overstated, host immunological response to both bacteria and dietary antigens,
resulting in unchecked intestinal inflammation and, often, alterations in the intestinal microbiome.
This inflammation can result in an impaired intestinal barrier allowing for bacterial translocation,
potentially resulting in systemic inflammation and, in severe cases, sepsis. Chronic inflammation
of this nature, in the case of inflammatory bowel disease, can even spur cancer growth in the
longer-term. Recent research has indicated certain natural products with anti-inflammatory properties,
such as curcumin, can help tame the inflammation involved in intestinal inflammatory diseases,
thus improving intestinal barrier function, and potentially, clinical outcomes. In this review, we explore
the potential therapeutic properties of curcumin on intestinal inflammatory diseases, including its
antimicrobial and immunomodulatory properties, as well as its potential to alter the intestinal
microbiome. Curcumin may play a significant role in intestinal inflammatory disease treatment in the
future, particularly as an adjuvant therapy.

Keywords: ulcerative colitis; Crohn’s disease; necrotizing enterocolitis; curcumin; inflammatory
bowel disease

1. Introduction

The incidence of intestinal inflammatory diseases, such as necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC),
Crohn’s disease (CD), and ulcerative colitis (UC), is increasing worldwide. NEC is the most common
gastrointestinal emergency affecting premature infants, and is associated with a high mortality rate and
significant morbidity. The disease is multifactorial with, currently, poorly understood pathogenesis.
A number of risk factors have been identified for developing the condition, including prematurity,
hypoxic-ischemic injury, altered microbiome, and formula feeding [1]. NEC is largely characterized
by intestinal inflammation and necrosis of the gut. To date, limited treatments for NEC are available,
consisting of supportive treatment, surgical resection of damaged tissue, antibiotics, and rest of the
bowels [1]. Many infants surviving NEC are subsequently subject to additional morbidity in the form
of short-gut syndrome and neurodevelopmental impairments [2].

CD and UC, together referred to as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), are chronic, relapsing
inflammatory diseases with no cure and significant morbidity, most often affecting young adults [3].
Much like NEC, the etiology of IBD is, as yet, unexplained, but is thought to involve an
overstimulation and excessive response of the intestinal mucosal immune system to resident luminal
microorganisms [4]. In Crohn’s disease, inflammation is discontinuous and manifests as distinct
granulomas, with inflammation often permeating transmurally and even affecting adjacent lymph
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nodes [5]. In contrast, ulcerative colitis, occasionally a milder condition, is characterized by continuous
mucosal inflammation localized to the colon. Both CD and UC result in extensive epithelial
damage. Treatment options for both diseases, including drugs such as cyclosporine, corticosteroids,
5-aminosalicylic acid (mesalamine), mercaptopurines, anti-tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α),
and azathioprine, are costly, often involve significant side effects, and are limited in effectiveness and
specificity [6].

The intestinal barrier is critical to health and is one of the most metabolically dynamic systems
in the body. The intestines must constantly balance allowing molecules in (e.g., water, electrolytes,
nutrients) while keeping inflammatory environmental antigens out [7]. Additionally, the intestinal
barrier must manage the prevention of invading and translocating luminal bacteria, but also not become
hyperreactive to these commensal or symbiotic microorganisms [1]. The intestinal barrier is composed
of both an external physical and biochemical barrier and a complementary inner immunological
barrier [7]. Wang et al. [8] have described the physical intestinal barrier as a four-layered system,
where a strengthening in any one of these layers serves to strengthen the barrier as a whole. The four
integral components of the physical barrier consist of (1) a lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-detoxifying
alkaline phosphatase layer, (2) a physical mucin barrier that inhibits bacterial interaction with the
intestine, (3) tight junctions, and (4) Paneth cell-secreted antimicrobial proteins (AMPs) [8].

The cells comprising the physical intestinal barrier are intestinal epithelial cells (IECs), a group
encompassing mucus-secreting goblet cells, AMP-secreting Paneth cells, enteroendocrine cells,
and absorptive enterocytes, among others [9,10]. IECs can not only sense microbes and microbial
products, but they can respond by further reinforcement of their own physical barrier and coordination
of the response by the intestinal immune system, becoming more or less tolerogenic as dictated
by the intestinal luminal contents [11]. Commensal bacteria signal the development of tolerogenic
dendritic cells (DCs) and macrophages by spurring IEC-derived production of retinoic acid (RA),
transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β), and thymic stromal lymphopoietin (TSLP) [11]. A tolerogenic
immune population allows for the production of interleukin (IL)-10 and RA, both immunomodulatory
compounds that can suppress pro-inflammatory cytokine production and promote the function of
regulatory T cells [12]. Intestinal epithelial cells sense pathogenic microbes and microbial products
via transmembrane pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). One class of PRRs expressed in IECs is
toll-like receptors (TLRs). TLR4, in particular, a PRR recognizing LPS from gram-negative bacteria [13],
is thought to play an important role in intestinal inflammatory diseases [4,14]. IECs can also respond
to luminal bacteria by producing reactive oxygen species (ROS), which can both eliminate bacteria and
signal for cell migration and epithelial repair [15].

The functional immunological barrier of the intestines lies largely underneath the physical barrier
of IECs. The immune system of the intestine is composed of both innate and adaptive arms. As a
newborn, adaptive immunity is less effective, so the infant relies primarily on innate immunity [16].
Innate immunity is comprised of primarily physical barriers (e.g., IEC mucus and AMP production),
and a reactive component (e.g., resident and patrolling immune cells) [1]. Adaptive immunity is reliant
upon antigen-presenting cells (APC), largely dendritic cells, which direct T and B cell differentiation
and activation. Both goblet cells and specialized IECs, microfold cells (M cells), can present antigens
to dendritic cells, priming the adaptive immune system [11]. From here, naïve T helper (Th) cells
are differentiated into subsets (e.g., Th1 or Th2) with varying characteristics and cytokine profiles
depending upon the local environment.

The pathogenesis of intestinal inflammatory diseases likely involves both IECs and intestinal
immune cells. When the highly complex, bilayered intestinal barrier is either underdeveloped or
disturbed, intestinal inflammatory diseases may result [17,18]. The breakdown of the intestinal barrier
is most often attributed to overproduction of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α, IL-1β,
and interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) [7], triggered by activation of the nuclear factor-kappaB (NF-κB) and
activator protein 1/mitogen-activated protein kinase (AP-1/MAPK) pathways.
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2. Intestinal Microbiome in Intestinal Inflammatory Diseases

2.1. Microbiome in NEC

The status of the microbiome in NEC has been widely investigated, but is inherently complex,
involving frequent interindividual differences and temporal variability in microbial populations with
development and progression of the disease and maturation of the intestine [19]. Intestinal microbes
are known to play a role in NEC, as germ-free animal models are protected from development of the
disease [20,21]. Preterm infants are recognized to harbor suppressed bacterial diversity, increased
percentage of likely pathogenic flora, and reduced bacterial species compared to term infants [22,23].
The development of NEC has been correlated to relative increases in Proteobacteria phylum microbiota,
while microbes in Firmicutes, Bacteroides, and Negativicutes are found in reduced proportions [24,25].
The role of microbial species diversity in NEC has been questioned, however, as meta-analyses
have failed to find differences in either alpha or beta diversity indices when comparing babies
developing NEC to healthy infants [26]. These changes in the NEC preterm infant microbiome
may be innate to the maturity of the intestine, but may also be predicated on a number of risk
factors for NEC development. For example, antibiotic usage predisposes preterm infants to the
development of NEC [27,28], likely through increases in Proteobacteria and reductions in Firmicutes
and Actinobacteria [26]. Interestingly, the microbial environment of the placenta and amniotic fluid,
both previously thought to be sterile environments, clearly impacts the infant, as the meconium
of babies developing NEC differs from those not developing the disease [29]. Additionally, higher
intestinal luminal pH is associated with the development of NEC [30], and studies in babies prescribed
H2 blockers demonstrated increases in Proteobacteria and a reduction in Firmicutes microbes [30,31],
mimicking changes seen in NEC babies [25]. Finally, the role of breastfeeding in the development of
NEC has been well established, and the microbiome of the milk appears to be highly individualized [32].
Breastmilk is known to reduce the incidence of NEC [33], potentially through oligosaccharide-associated
increases in Bifidobacteria microbial growth [34].

Functional changes associated with shifts in the microbiome are increasingly recognized to be
important, and will likely be a point of emphasis in future research. For example, short chain fatty
acids (SCFAs), such as butyrate, are produced by gut bacteria and enhance the barrier function of
the intestinal epithelium [35]. Host metabolism of butyrate leads to an environment less conducive
to intestinal dysbiosis [36]. Intestinal microbial metabolites are also known to affect gut motility via
indirect influences on serotonin production [37], a process which may influence the development or
progression of NEC [35].

2.2. Microbiome in IBD

As with NEC, the development of IBD is thought to involve intestinal dysbiosis [38]. In IBD,
a shift in the intestinal microbiota occurs, resulting in overall decreased diversity, reduced percentages
of Firmicutes, and increased percentages of Actinobacteria and Proteobacteria [39]. In particular,
pro-inflammatory Escherichia and Fusobacterium species are increased, while anti-inflammatory Roseburia
and Faecalibacterium species are decreased [39]. Additionally, the microbial composition of IBD patients
in remission compared to those with active disease differs, with those with active disease demonstrating
higher levels of Clostridium, Faecalibacterium, and Bifidobacterium species [40]. Despite these general
trends, human studies of microbial shifts in the context of IBD show very individualized differences [41].

Many of the risk factors for developing IBD-associated intestinal dysbiosis are similar to those
of NEC, such as a lack of breastfeeding or caesarean instead of vaginal delivery [38]. However,
the composition of the diet in IBD patients also appears to be highly relevant [42]. For example,
diets low in fiber have been associated with an increase in the development of colitis, while high-fiber
diets have been linked to protection from the disease [43]. Increased dietary fiber leads to the
production of butyrate by commensal bacteria [44], known for its beneficial role in immunomodulation
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of regulatory T cells [45]. Both pre- and probiotics have also been studied in the context of IBD,
but clinical trials have shown largely inconsistent results from these supplements [38].

3. Signal Transduction in Intestinal Inflammatory Diseases

3.1. NF-κB Signaling

Both NF-κB and AP-1/MAPK pathways (Figure 1) are thought to play a role in intestinal
inflammatory diseases [4,46–48]. NF-κB and AP-1 are ubiquitous transcription factors that bind
DNA to regulate gene expression of inflammatory, differentiating, proliferative, and apoptotic genes.
The NF-κB pathway can be stimulated via cytokine receptor ligands, PRRs, ROS, TNF receptor
proteins, T cell receptors, and B cell receptors [49]. NF-κB is likely the dominant transcription factor
involved in intestinal inflammatory diseases, and involves five subunits: p50, p65 (RelA), p52, cRel,
and RelB [50–52]. These NF-κB components either homo- or heterodimerize to form active NF-κB [52].
In unstimulated cells, NF-κB resides in the cytoplasm, bound to inhibitory molecules of the IκB family
that deem the proteins inactive [53]. Once stimulated, however, IκB proteins are degraded by the
IκB kinase (IKK) complex [49]. The IKK complex includes the subunits IKKα and IKKβ, as well as
the regulatory protein, NEMO (NF-κB essential modulator) [53]. IKK activation can be triggered
by cytokines, microbial components, generalized cellular stress, and growth factors [49]. Following
release into the cytoplasm, NF-κB proteins can translocate to the nucleus to bind to DNA promoters
and initiate transcription of inflammatory genes, such as IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-12, inducible nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS), cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), IL-23, and IL-6, as well as genes related to the function
and activation of T cells [49,51,54]. Negative regulation of NF-κB signaling largely occurs through IκBα,
which is able to translocate to the nucleus and negatively regulate NF-κB activation [55], interleukin-1
receptor-associated kinase-M (IRAK-M), a negative regulator of TLR signaling upstream of NF-κB,
and through TNF receptor-associated factor 1 (TRAF1), which blocks the IKK complex [56].

Figure 1. Schematic of TLR4/NF-κB/AP-1 signaling.

Inflammation is a necessary defensive reaction of the host to both microbial infections and tissue
damage, and is normally an acute and short-lived process. Dysregulated NF-κB signaling, however,
can quickly lead to chronic inflammation and tissue damage. However, NF-κB plays a necessary role
in healthy physiology. Interestingly, though NF-κB signaling occurs in both immune and IECs of
the intestine [57,58], some evidence suggests NF-κB is protective in IECs, where it is necessary for
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the integrity of the epithelium, but inflammatory in intestinal myeloid cells. For example, studies in
NEMO-deficient [59] and gastrointestinally infected [60] mice have indicated that an absence of NF-κB
signaling in IECs leads to severe inflammation, indicating NF-κB can also play an anti-inflammatory role,
depending on the context. Clearly, however, NF-κB is critical to IEC-driven lymphocyte development
and host defense, particularly against pathogenic bacteria [55].

3.2. AP-1 Signaling

The AP-1 pathway, much like NF-κB, can be stimulated by LPS-activated TLR4 [61–63], growth
factors [64], ROS [65], inflammatory cytokines [66], and generalized cellular stress. AP-1 consists of
four DNA-binding families, the Fos, Jun, ATF/cyclic AMP-response element-binding (CREB), and Maf
families, which homo- or heterodimerize [67,68]. The AP-1 pathway is also dependent on activation
of MAPKs, which include extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERK1/2), Jun N-terminal kinases
(JNK), c-Fos-regulating kinases, and p38 [69,70]. The regulation of the AP-1 pathway is complex,
with dimer composition, transcriptional and translational activity, and various protein interactions
playing multiple roles [71]. When activated via pro-inflammatory cytokines and oxidative stress,
as is most common in intestinal inflammatory diseases, the MAPK JNK translocates to the nucleus,
phosphorylating c-Jun, activating transcription upon dimerization with c-Fos [71,72]. Target genes
include pro-inflamatory mediators such as IL-1β, IL-6, IL-12, IL-23, iNOS, COX-2, and TNF-α [73–75],
as well as matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9) [76]. Adding to the complexity, though NF-κB and
AP-1 are often differentiated as two separate signaling pathways, they are capable of modulating
each other, with multiple overlapping downstream target genes [67]. For example, Mishra et al. [77]
have demonstrated that c-Jun, a member of the DNA-binding families of AP-1, is necessary in
NF-κB-dependent LPS signaling for transcription in macrophages.

The AP-1 pathway is active in both IECs [78] and immune cells [79] of the intestine. As with
NF-κB, AP-1 signaling is believed to be necessary for healthy intestinal homeostasis and microbiota
crosstalk [80]. For example, Wang et al. [81] have demonstrated that c-Jun is important in the resolution
of intestinal wounds. However, dysregulated or unabated AP-1 signaling can lead to a number of
physiological abnormalities, including excessive inflammation, and is believed to contribute to the
development of intestinal inflammatory diseases [82–85].

3.3. TLR4 Induction

TLR4 is an upstream regulator of both NF-κB and AP-1, and its induction is critical to
intestinal inflammatory diseases [14,86,87]. The TLR4 pathways aid in host immunity by allowing
the host to distinguish between self and non-self molecules [6]. TLR4 signaling occurs in both
IECs and intestinal immune cells [49], and is unique in that it operates, in both NF-κB and AP-1
signaling, through myeloid differentiation factor 88 (MyD88)-dependent and -independent mechanisms.
In both MyD88-dependent and -independent mechanisms, ligand-induced dimerization of TLR4 is
necessary to signal downstream [88]. In NF-κB, MyD88-dependent signaling, TLR4 ligand-binding
recruits Toll/interleukin-1 receptor domain-containing adaptor protein (TIRAP), which then recruits
MyD88 to the site. MyD88 interacts with and activates IRAK4, which then phosphorylates IRAK1.
These IRAKs then detach from MyD88 and bind with TRAF6. TRAF6 activates transforming
growth factor-beta-activated kinase 1 (TAK1), and TAK1, through TAK1-binding proteins, TAB1 and
TAB2, activates IKK, initializing the NF-κB pathway [75]. In NF-κB, MyD88-independent signaling,
TLR4 recruits the adaptor proteins TIR-domain-containing adaptor protein inducing interferon-β
(TRIF) and translocation associated membrane protein (TRAM) [11,75]. Receptor-interacting protein
(RIP1) associates with TRIF and TANK-binding kinase (TBK1) to form a signaling complex, which then
regulates the downstream IκBα degradation [75]. RIP1 is also capable of signaling through a
PI3K-Akt-dependent mechanism, negatively regulating mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)
through NF-κB [89].
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Alternatively, in AP-1, MyD88-dependent signaling, ligand-binding recruits TIRAP, and subsequently
MyD88. Signaling progresses similar to that of NF-κB, MyD88-dependent (above) through the activation
of TAK1. While in NF-κB signaling, TAK1 activates IKK, in AP-1 transduction, TAK1 activates MAPK
family members (ERK1/2, JNK, and p38), leading to the activation and nuclear translocation of of
AP-1 proteins (c-Fos, c-Jun, ETS domain-containing protein 2 (ELK-2), activating transcription factor 2
(ATF-2)) and gene transcription [77]. In AP-1, MyD88-independent signaling, ligand-binding recruits
TRAM, and subsequently TRIF [75]. TRIF binds to TRAF6, leading to the activation of TAK1 [75].
From here, phosphorylation of MAPKs occurs similarly to the AP-1, MyD88-dependent pathway.
TLR4 signaling is generally regulated by vascular endothelial growth factor-C (VEGF-C), nerve growth
factor 1B (Nur-77), and selective androgen receptor modulators (SARMs), which negatively feedback
to control this inflammatory pathway [75,90,91].

TLR4 signaling is important in that it primes the immune system, leading to the maturation of
DCs and differentiation of Th1 and Th2 T cell subsets [4]. Additionally, TLR4 signaling promotes
the differentiation of macrophages to an M1 phenotype, characterized by the production of
pro-inflammatory cytokines [92]. Because TLR4 is upstream of both NF-κB and AP-1, however,
denotes that a disproportionate TLR4 induction begets excessive inflammation [4].

4. Molecular Mechanisms of Injury in Intestinal Inflammatory Diseases

4.1. Pathogenesis of NEC

The pathogenesis of NEC is thought to involve the underdeveloped intestinal motility and barrier
functions of the infant [93], an altered microbiome [94,95], and an immature, but hypersensitive,
immune system [96]. Both innate and adaptive immune factors contribute to susceptibility to NEC,
but the exact sequence of events in development of the disease is poorly understood.

In NEC, induction of the TLR4 pathway is not only implicated in the disease, but is thought to
potentially be required for its development [87,97–102]. In normal physiology, IECs express very low
levels of TLR4 [103]. However, in both mice and humans, prematurity is denoted by an unusually
high expression of TLR4 [97,98,101,104–106]. Activation of TLR4 signaling in this environment not
only leads to excessive inflammation, but also increased apoptosis of IECs, reduced migration and
proliferation of IECs to replace those lost to apoptotic events, and the destruction of the intestinal
epithelium [10]. The impaired intestinal barrier now allows the immature immune system greater
and more frequent access to microbial antigens [107]. Dendritic cells residing in the intestine begin
presenting antigens, and T cells, monocytes, and macrophages activate and initiate the production of
a wealth of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines [1,108]. This inflammatory cascade leads
to recruitment of neutrophils, release of ROS, and further intestinal inflammation and necrosis [52].
Endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) is also reduced by TLR4 activation, potentially resulting in
intestinal ischemia and necrosis [102,109]. A vicious cycle ensues, where inflammation begets more
inflammation, overriding any attempts by the host of counterregulation. This inflammation spreads
systemically, affecting organs as remote as the brain [2].

Evidence of the upregulation of TLR4/NF-κB/AP-1 signaling in NEC is robust. Preterm infants
are likely developmentally predisposed to excessive NF-κB activation. In vitro and fetal cell explant
studies of IECs have revealed that immature enterocytes display lower levels of the NF-κB-inhibiting
IκBα compared to mature cells [110], resulting in elevated IL-8 production in response to LPS [111].
De Plaen et al. [52] demonstrated persistent NF-κB activation in intestinal epithelial cells in a rat
model of NEC, while additional animal models have established that levels of NF-κB positively
correlate with disease severity [14,112]. Managlia et al. [107] demonstrated that NF-κB activation
occurs before the onset of intestinal injury, and that monocytes are differentiated into inflammatory
intestinal macrophages during the very early stages of NEC via IKKβ. Fusunyan et al. [106] examined
small intestinal histology from preterm infants with NEC and denoted both increased TLR4 and
reduced IκB expression. Additionally, the neonatal intestine is also characterized by higher levels
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of c-Jun and c-Fos, important mediators in the AP-1 pathway [78]. Thus, the immature intestinal
environment of the premature infant predisposes it to chronic inflammatory signaling.

A number of differences beyond the hyperinduction of TLR4/NF-κB/AP-1 have been noted
between normal physiology and NEC, in both animal models and humans. IECs not only express
PRRs, such as TLR4, but also present major histocompatibility class (MHC) I and II molecules [10],
information presented to the adaptive immune system for future identification of foreign compounds.
In NEC, infants generally show a lower expression of MHC II molecules [113], potentially allowing
pathogenic bacteria to more easily translocate the intestinal epithelium. Goblet cells in the epithelium,
characterized by protective mucin 2 (MUC2) production, are reduced in number and show decreased
MUC2 production in both mice and humans [87,114–116].

The importance of neutrophils in the development of NEC is still unclear. Neutrophils, among
the first cells recruited to the site of injury, release bactericidal compounds and ROS, and attract further
immune cell recruitment [117]. Some animal studies have demonstrated a protective effect of neutrophil
recruitment in NEC [118], while others have shown the oxidative metabolites from neutrophils may
further degrade tissue impacted by NEC [119]. However, limited studies in humans have indicated that
neutropenia is a significant risk factor for NEC [120], and immature human neutrophils show a reduced
ability to phagocytize [121]. Meanwhile, macrophages in the immature intestine are hyperactive,
demonstrating an increased sensitivity to microbial products [122–124], but the presence of TGF-β can
suppress this immune activity [122]. Patients with NEC show increased tissue macrophage infiltration
and suppressed levels of TGF-β2, an embryonic isoform [2,125]. Additionally, these macrophages may
not be fully functional, as they, like immature neutrophils, show a reduced ability to phagocytize [121].
Dendritic cells, while not studied much in the context of NEC, may also contribute to the breakdown
of the intestinal barrier [126].

Though adaptive immunity is less pronounced in neonates [16], T cells are still believed to
contribute to NEC pathogenesis in a number of ways. For example, neonatal γδ intraepithelial
lymphocytes (IELs), the first subset of intestinal T cells present during embryogenesis [127], produce
higher levels of the cytokines IFN-γ and IL-10 compared to adult populations [128]. γδ IELs are
thought to protect against bacterial invasion if mucosal injury occurs [129]. However, these γδ IELs
are significantly less abundant in preterm infants with NEC compared to age-matched controls [127].
Tregs, T cells that regulate immune responses and promote tolerance, in both mice and humans,
are found in lower levels in NEC infants compared to controls [98,130]. Th17 cells, a pro-inflammatory
subset of T helper cells credited with tissue inflammation and destruction, are present in higher
concentrations in the context of NEC [98]. The primary cytokine produced by Th17 cells, IL-17A,
is believed to contribute significantly to NEC development by disrupting tight junctions, reducing IEC
proliferation, and increasing IEC apoptosis [98]. Another subset of T helper cells, Th1, mediate, in large
part, the cellular response to intracellular pathogens and microbial products. In NEC, there is some
evidence these inflammatory mediators have a reduced ability to respond to pathogens and produce
their signature cytokine, IFN-γ [131].

As expected given the upregulation of TLR4/NF-κB/AP-1 signaling in NEC, cytokine and
pro-inflammatory ROS-associated enzyme levels drastically differ compared to age-matched
controls [132]. For example, levels of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), an enzyme responsible for
the production of nitric oxide (NO) and involved in inflammatory immune defense and oxidative tissue
damage, are upregulated in NEC, both in tissue and serum [133]. TNF-α, a pro-inflammatory cytokine
known to increase IL-1, provoke leukocyte migration, spur angiogenesis [134], and associated with
shock [135], is increased in NEC [136–139]. TNF-α also increases levels of matrix metalloproteinases,
such as MMP9, MMP12 [140,141], and MMP19 [142], destructive proteins which serve in the breakdown
of the intestinal extracellular matrix [143]. Interestingly, the inhibitor of MMPs, tissue inhibitor of
metalloproteinases (TIMPs), is also upregulated in NEC, likely indicating an attempt by the body at
repair [144].
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IL-1, a pro-inflammatory cytokine stimulated by TNF-α [134], is associated with leukocyte
adhesion, macrophage and neutrophil activation [145], and the upregulation of IL-8 [146]. Levels of
both IL-1α and IL-1β are upregulated in the NEC intestine [130,147]. Additionally, evidence suggests
the neonatal intestine has enhanced sensitivity to IL-1β compared to more mature enterocytes [78].
IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra), an anti-inflammatory protein competitively inhibiting both IL-1
isoforms, is also upregulated in NEC, though this upregulation is clearly not enough to counteract the
rampant inflammation induced by IL-1 [148].

IL-6, a cytokine stimulated by a variety of pro-inflammatory cytokines including IL-1 and TNF-α,
can act in both pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory means, and is an activator of lymphocytes in
the adaptive immune system [149]. Levels of IL-6 are elevated in NEC [150]. Plasma IL-6, in particular,
is significantly associated with higher NEC morbidity and mortality [151]. IL-8, a neutrophil and
monocyte chemokine [152], is found in greater abundance in premature infants [111], but levels
are upregulated further still in NEC, though often with a temporal delay [130,148]. IL-12, IL-18,
and IFN-γ, which work simultaneously to increase inflammation via ROS [153,154], are upregulated in
NEC [155–157]. Serum levels of IL-2 and IL-5 are also increased in the disease [158]. Finally, levels of
IL-4 and IL-10, counterregulatory anti-inflammatory cytokines, are increased in NEC [130,148,158],
while serum and tissue levels of the immune suppressor TGF-β are reduced [159]. The upregulation of
IL-10, again, may demonstrate an attempt by the host at repair [1].

4.2. Pathogenesis of IBD

Whereas in NEC, pathogenesis of the disease is strongly predicated on prematurity,
the development of IBD is thought to be dependent upon genetic susceptibility [160], lifestyle
factors, such as diet and antibiotic use [161], intestinal barrier dysfunction [162], and, potentially,
altered microbiome [163–165]. These factors, altogether, result in a heightened mucosal inflammatory
response to luminal microbiota and breakdown of the intestinal barrier, likely through disruption of
tight junctions [163,166–168]. Interestingly, increased intestinal permeability is often used clinically
to predict relapse of Crohn’s disease, in particular [142,143], but intestinal permeability is, itself,
not enough to initiate CD development, as first-degree relatives of CD patients, though asymptomatic,
also demonstrate increased intestinal permeability [169–172]. As with NEC, the succession of events
leading to development of IBD is not known.

Both the innate and adaptive immune systems contribute to IBD pathology. In a genetically
susceptible individual, a small break in the intestinal epithelium, such as through bacterial translocation,
activates the innate immune system, most likely through upregulated TLR4 activity. Activation of
TLR4, and subsequently NF-κB and AP-1, promotes the enlistment of monocyte-derived macrophages,
initializing production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, leukocyte-attracting chemokines, such as IL-8,
monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1) and MCP-3, and macrophage inflammatory proteins
(MIP) [163,173]. When inflammation is not constrained [174], APCs then enter mesenteric lymph
nodes and drive T helper cell differentiation and the proliferation of macrophages, resulting in
heightened sensitivity to luminal commensal bacteria [175]. Neutrophils then infiltrate damaged
tissue and excessive pro-inflammatory cytokine release ensues, as well as the release of additional
pro-inflammatory mediators, such as eicosanoids, MMPs, platelet-activating factor (PAF), reactive
nitrogen species (RNS), and ROS [176–181]. MAPK activation in IECs spurs the upregulation
of both COX-2 and iNOS, which can cause additional damage to the intestinal epithelium [182].
Furthermore, levels of vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1), E-selectins, very late antigen
4 (VLA-4), macrophage 1 antigen (Mac-1), lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1 (LFA-1),
and intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) increase, attracting further recruitment and activation
of lymphocytes [183]. Levels of counterregulatory mediators, meanwhile, such as TGF-β1 and IL-10,
are reduced [184,185]. Thus, a vicious cycle of chronic inflammation ensues, resulting in the apoptosis
of IECs [162], the prevention of apoptosis in, and accumulation of, T cells [5], and further compromise
of intestinal barrier function. In the long-term, excessive signaling and inflammation resulting from
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microbial recognition by IECs has also been shown to drive colorectal cancer development in individuals
suffering from IBD [186,187].

There is significant evidence of the upregulation of TLR4/NF-κB/AP-1 signaling in IBD. Levels
of TLR4 are upregulated in the intestinal tissue of both humans [188] and animal models [189] of
IBD. In both CD and UC, levels of tissue NF-κB are positively correlated with intestinal inflammation
severity [51,190]. Intestinal mucosal macrophages of both UC and CD patients demonstrate
increased levels of NF-κB, resulting in increased capacity for inflammatory TNF-α, IL-1 and IL-6
cytokine production [191]. In IBD, the p65 subunit of NF-κB is increased, particularly in Crohn’s
disease [51,53]. Additionally, in an extensively utilized mouse model of IBD, trinitrobenzene sulfonic
acid (TNBS)/ethanol-induced colitis, activation of the p65 subunit is a requisite step in the pathogenesis
of the disease model [191]. AP-1 signaling has been deemed dysfunctional in IBD through increased
JNK activity in both macrophages [192] and IECs [83,193]. Several studies have also indicated increased
JNK activity in the inflamed mucosa of IBD patients [194].

IBD intestinal physiology vastly differs from that of healthy individuals, in both humans and
animal models. For example, Paneth cells in IBD are known to release fewer AMPs, potentially
allowing more bacteria to translocate the intestinal epithelium [195]. Recent research has also pointed
to potential differences in autophagy in IBD, both of pathogens (xenophagy), as well as damaged
mitochondria (mitophagy), leading to more microbial invasion and reduced clearance of damaged
tissue [196]. Monocytes in IBD also show reduced MHC II expression, which has been shown to
correlate with disease activity [197].

T cells contribute significantly to inflammatory bowel disease, and therapy aimed at T cell reduction
has been shown to abrogate the disease [198]. In Crohn’s disease, in particular, T cells are extremely
prevalent, and often form distinctive granulomas [5]. These T cells, primarily naïve, are recruited
via the blood to the intestinal mucosa, largely through the production of adhesion molecules and
pro-inflammatory cytokines [160]. An upregulation of IL-6 during IBD development leads to activation
of the STAT3 pathway, preventing T cell apoptosis, and allowing for the abnormal accumulation of
these cells in the intestine [199]. These T cells secrete large amounts of pro-inflammatory cytokines,
permitting IBD disease progression.

In IBD, T helper cell profiles differ by disease. In CD, the profile of T helper cells is strongly skewed
toward that of the Th1 and Th17 phenotypes [200,201], driven by LPS-associated IL-12 production [202].
Th1 cells, important in pathogen clearance, produce large amounts of IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-2 [5,203],
and active CD lesions show high levels of these cytokines [204] and their associated T cells [205].
Th1 cells, much like naïve T cells in IBD, appear to be protected from apoptosis [206]. Th17 cells,
the differentiation of which is spurred by IL-6 and TGF-β [207], are maintained via IL-12-associated
release of IL-23 [208]. Th17 cells, native to the intestinal barrier and important in the elimination of
extracellular pathogens, produce IL-17, an inflammatory cytokine aiding in neutrophil and monocyte
recruitment [49,209]. Unlike in NEC, the role of IL-17 in IBD is not clear, as it plays a protective [210,211]
and pathogenic role [212,213], depending upon the model. In UC, however, the T helper cell profile
leans towards Th2, Th9, and Th17 phenotypes, producing large amounts of IL-5 and IL-13 [214].
Th2 cell differentiation is driven by IL-4, and when this pathway becomes dysregulated, upregulated
Th2-associated production of IL-13 contributes to tissue destruction, as it induces apoptosis in IECs [215].
Th9 cells, meanwhile, driven simultaneously by IL-4 and TGF-β, produce IL-9, a pleotropic cytokine
thought to impair the intestinal barrier function and exacerbate UC-associated tissue damage [216].
Additionally, the production of IL-21 may also play a role in IBD by driving both Th1 and Th17
responses [217].

T regulatory cells (Tregs) also play an important role in intestinal inflammatory disease
pathogenesis, as they can inhibit effector T cells from functioning, promoting a more tolerogenic
immune phenotype [218]. There is some indication the balance between effector T cells and Tregs is
altered in intestinal inflammatory diseases [219], allowing for disease progression via inflammatory
cytokine production and T cell activation positive feedback loops [220]. Further evidence of this
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imbalance is provided by studies denoting transfusions of Tregs into animal models of experimental
colitis ameliorate the disease [221,222]. Treg function and Th17 differentiation is, in part, due to
regulation by IL-18 [223,224], a cytokine found in higher levels in IBD patients [225].

Another group of lymphocytes thought to be important in IBD are the innate lymphoid cells,
a population of lymphocytes which lack typical adaptive lymphocyte markers [226]. Patients with
IBD, particularly CD, show significant mucosal infiltration of innate lymphoid cells, group 1 (ILC1),
demarcated by production of IFN-γ and TNF [227,228], and mouse studies mirror this finding [229].
Type 3 innate lymphoid cells (ILC3s) also play a role, producing both IL-22 and IL-17. IL-22 is important
in intestinal repair, and in mouse models, blocking this pathway leads directly to colitis [230,231].
IBD patients are known to have an increase in the IL-22 binding protein, an antagonist to IL-22 [232].

With increased TLR4/NF-κB/AP-1 signaling comes excessive production of inflammatory cytokines
and oxidative molecules, some of which have already been discussed. Both CD and UC are characterized
by increased synthesis of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, and IL-16, a T cell chemoattractant [51,160,233–235].
In the context of IBD, TNF-α and IL-1β are particularly important. TNF-α can activate resident
tissue macrophages, spur further proinflammatory cytokine and oxidative inflammatory mediator
release, as well as induce adhesion molecule expression, further driving leukocyte recruitment to areas
of inflammation [160,233]. IL-1β, a pro-inflammatory cytokine associated with the innate immune
response, has been found in high levels in the tissues of patients with IBD [236], as well as in monocytes
from these patients [237]. In both humans and animal models, the balance of IL-1 and IL-1Ra plays a
determinative role in IBD [238,239]. The IL-1Ra/IL-1 ratio is decreased in IBD, and this ratio correlates
negatively with clinical severity of the disease [238,240]. In Crohn’s disease, the activity of inositol
polyphosphate 5′-phosphatase D (SHIP), a negative regulator of IL-1β expression [241], is reduced,
furthering the imbalance of IL-1Ra/IL-1. Both IL-1β and TNF-α can induce production of MMPs,
further destroying the intestinal scaffolding [176,242]. MMP3, in particular, has been found in high
levels in the tissues of IBD patients [243–245]. Overproduction of IL-6 is also thought to be important
in IBD, where in mouse models, elevated IL-6 levels are directly involved in disease pathogenesis
and can result in the abnormal accumulation of T cells in the intestine [199]. IFN-γ production, in the
context of CD, is important in driving further production of IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-α [198]. Finally,
the negative regulator of the immune-calming TGF-β, mothers against decapentaplegic homolog 7
(SMAD7), is increased in IBD [246], thereby blocking one counterregulatory measure to the excessive
inflammation induced by these cytokines.

Pro-inflammatory cytokine release may result in tight junction disruption in IBD, further damaging
the intestinal barrier [162]. For example, claudin-2, a pore-forming protein, is known to be upregulated
in IBD, particularly in crypts where the protein is not normally present [235,247]. Additionally, the loss
of tight junction strands and physical severing of these strands is associated with IBD-associated
intestinal barrier defects [162]. Alterations in tight junctions, however, are thought to be a consequence
of upregulated cytokine production, rather than a causative factor in IBD.

5. The Effects of Curcumin on Intestinal Inflammatory Diseases

Curcumin, the biologically active, hydrophobic, phenolic component of turmeric (Curcuma longa),
is a natural product commonly utilized in Ayurdevic and traditional medicine, both topically and orally,
for its potent effects on multiple body systems [248]. Four compounds, collectively termed curcuminoids
and imparting a yellow color, are derived from turmeric, including curcumin, bisdemethoxycurcumin,
demethoxycurcumin, and cyclocurcumin, with curcumin found in the highest concentration by
weight [214,249]. Commercially purchased curcumin is often an impure mixture of approximately
three-quarters curcumin, 17% demethoxycurcumin, 3% bisdemethyoxycurcumin, and little to no
cyclocurcumin [248], and human curcumin clinical trial results have been complicated by the fact that
multiple, heterogeneous mixtures of curcuminoids have been used in these studies [250]. Curcumin is
characterized by the inclusion of two aromatic rings, and its phenolic hydrogens are believed to impart
antioxidant activity to the molecule [214,248]. Curcumin, also known as diferuloylmethane, has been a
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popular supplement largely because of its affordability and safety, with no known toxic side effects in
humans up to doses of 12 g/day [251].

5.1. Antibacterial and Microbiome Effects

Curcumin demonstrates a wide range of effects on the gastrointestinal system. In in vitro and
in vivo models of Helicobacter pylori infection, curcumin inhibited bacterial growth on agar plates,
and eradicated the bacteria from mice, respectively [252]. The bactericidal effect of curcumin appears
to occur through an inhibition of bacterial cell division, resulting in the inappropriate assembly of
the bacterial protofilament [253]. Further, Niamsa and Sittiwet [254] demonstrated the antimicrobial
activity of curcumin against a number of commonly encountered pathogenic Gram-negative and
Gram-positive bacteria.

Curcumin is also capable of regulating the gut microbiota, as a whole. Intestinal inflammatory
diseases are defined, in part, by an altered, frequently pathogenic, microbiome [163–165,255]. In IBD,
the microbiome is often enriched by a population of adherent invasive E. coli (AIEC), which can promote
inflammation in the gut [256,257]. Studies investigating the effects of curcumin on the microbiome
have attained different results depending upon the disease characteristics of the studied population.
For example, in mice living in specific-pathogen-free conditions, curcumin supplementation decreased
the microbial richness and diversity [258]. In a rat model of hepatic steatosis, curcumin administration
reduced species richness and diversity, shifted the structure of the gut microbiota, and induced
significant microbiota compositional changes compared to both high-fat diet and control groups,
reversing the buildup of fat in the liver [259]. Importantly, curcumin favored the maintenance of
short-chain fatty acid-producing bacteria, which are known to provide intestinal mucosal protection
and inhibit intestinal inflammation [260,261].

In rats that have been ovariectomized, estrogen-deficiency-associated gut microbial shift is
partially reversed by supplementation with curcumin [262]. Ohno et al. [263] showed, in a mouse
model of colitis, an immunological and microbiological shift towards improved intestinal barrier
function and reduced intestinal inflammation with nanoparticle curcumin supplementation. Curcumin
administration in these mice significantly increased butyrate-producing microbiota, which are
associated with colonic induction of Tregs, tolerance-promoting T cells [264,265]. McFadden et al. [266]
utilized an IL-10-deficient model of murine colitis to demonstrate that curcumin supplementation
prevented age-associated decreases in bacterial alpha diversity, increased bacterial richness, decreased
Coriobacterales, increased Lactobacillales, and prevented development of colorectal cancer.

Studies on the effects of curcumin on the human gut microbiota are generally lacking, potentially
due to the widely acknowledged absorption issues of the compound. Peterson et al. [250], in a pilot
study, compared whole turmeric or curcumin extracts to placebo, and showed an increase in species and
a trend toward increased alpha diversity with turmeric or curcumin supplementation. While individual
responses to treatment varied, the patterns within the groups were very similar in both turmeric and
curcumin, suggesting that curcumin, the most significant bioactive component of turmeric, was driving
the observed changes. Interestingly, in subjects supplementing with turmeric or curcumin, the relative
abundance of Blautia spp., believed to be the major metabolizers of curcumin [267], was reduced
compared to controls [250]. While more complete studies on the effects of curcumin on the human
microbiota are warranted, curcumin may be able to both simultaneously eradicate some pathogenic
bacteria while globally shifting the composition of the intestinal microbiome.

5.2. Effects on Signal Transduction

Inflammation in intestinal inflammatory diseases is largely driven through upregulated
TLR4/NF-κB/AP-1 signaling. Activation of TLR4 initiates an innate immune response and subsequent
inflammation, in both NEC [14] and IBD [86]. Treatments abrogating TLR4-dependent signal
transduction have been shown to lead to an amelioration of intestinal inflammatory disease [268].
Curcumin has been shown to inhibit both MyD88-dependent and -independent signaling
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mechanisms [88,269]. Additionally, curcumin can bind to myeloid differentiation protein 2 (MD-2),
a protein bound to the extracellular TLR4 domain, thereby suppressing the innate immune response to
LPS [270]. Additionally, should this initial inhibition not occur, curcumin can inhibit TLR4 signaling at
a number of downstream steps, including TRAF6 and IRAK1, as well as through immune-modulating
(e.g., MCP-1, MIP-2) and signaling-associated cytokine blockades [269,271]. In a Caco-2 model of the
intestinal epithelium, treatment with curcumin resulted in diminished LPS-induced pro-inflammatory
cytokine release and tight junction protein disruption [8], likely through a TLR4-dependent reduction
in signaling. In TNBS-induced colitis rodent models, curcumin has been shown to ameliorate the
disease through a reduction in TLR4 signal transduction [6,272].

Eckert et al. [273] treated T84 intestinal epithelial monolayers with FLLL32, an analog of curcumin
with greater solubility and potency. FLLL32 treatment reduced paracellular permeability associated
with IL-6-induced inflammation, denoted as an alleviation of the IL-6-induced drop in transepithelial
electrical resistance (TEER) (Figure 2). This same group, in a dithizone/Klebsiella Paneth cell ablation
animal model of NEC, showed mouse pups treated with 25 mg/kg FLLL32 developed NEC less
frequently, and at a significantly reduced severity, compared to pups with untreated NEC (Figure 3A–D;
20×magnification). Additionally, a fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-dextran in vivo intestinal barrier
assay demonstrated enhanced preservation of the intestinal barrier in FLLL32-treated animals compared
to those with untreated NEC (Figure 3E). Finally, FLLL32 treatment decreased levels of the inflammatory
cytokines IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, and growth-regulated oncogene-alpha (GRO-α) compared to levels
in pups with untreated NEC, thereby inhibiting NEC-associated inflammation, likely through a
TLR4/NF-κB-dependent reduction in signaling (Figure 3F–I).

Figure 2. (Reprinted with permission from Dove Medical Press, Ltd.). Effect of FLLL32 and curcumin on
IL-6-induced reduction of TEER in T84 monolayer. TEER value of T84 monolayers incubated with cell
culture medium for 0–72 h in the presence of IL-6 (10 ng/mL) with FLLL32 (50 μM), curcumin (50 μM),
or carrier (dimethyl sulfoxide) for 1 h in serum-free medium. ** p = 0.001 (IL-6 vs. IL-6 + FLLL32 at
24 h), **** p < 0.0001 (IL-6 vs. IL-6 + FLLL32 at 48 and 72 h), and # p = 0.003 (IL-6 vs. IL-6 + curcumin).

Downstream of TLR4, signaling continues through either NF-κB or AP-1, both of which are
upregulated in, and critical to, intestinal inflammatory diseases [4,46–48]. In both NEC and IBD,
inhibition of NF-κB signaling has been shown to reduce injuries to the bowel [52,274,275]. Additionally,
p38 MAPK inhibitors have established some success against colitis [192], including potentially in
human IBD [276]. Curcumin inhibition of NF-κB activation appears to be through inhibition of
IKKβ [277], thus reducing IκB kinase activity [278], and preventing NF-κB subunit movement to the
nucleus. The mechanism of curcumin therapy in intestinal inflammatory diseases mimics that of
steroids, blocking IκBα degradation in the cytoplasm and inhibiting nuclear translocation of the p65
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subunit, in particular [51]. In AP-1 signaling, curcumin can inhibit MAPK [269], ERK1/2, JNK, and p38,
both directly and indirectly, thereby limiting transcription of inflammatory target genes [279].

Figure 3. (Reprinted with permission from Dove Medical Press, Ltd.). FLLL32 attenuates intestinal
inflammation and injury in DK NEC model. Representative H&E pictures from pups in the sham group
(A), untreated NEC group (B), and NEC + FLLL32 group (C) (20× magnification). (D) Histological
NEC scoring was obtained by two pathologists blinded to the groups (**** p < 0.0001). (E) FLLL32
preserved intestinal permeability in the NEC + FLLL32 group compared to the untreated group and
control group (**** p < 0.0001). FLLL32 pretreatment reduced the levels of proinflammatory cytokines,
TNF-α (F, p = 0.001), IL-6 (G, p < 0.001), IL-1β (H, p = 0.009), and GRO-α levels (I, p = 0.034) compared
to pups in the untreated NEC group. Data are mean ± SEM. Results are representative of at least three
separate experiments.
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Numerous studies, in both animal models and humans, have documented curcumin inhibition
of NF-κB and AP-1 signaling [280–285]. For example, in a variety of IEC lines, Jobin et al. [278]
showed curcumin can inhibit NF-κB-binding to DNA, degradation of IκBα, translocation to the nucleus
of RelA, serine phosphorylation of IκB, and activity of IKK. In HT29 IECs, in vitro treatment with
curcumin inhibited TNF-α- and IL-1β-induced activation of p38 and JNK, while also inhibiting IκB
degradation [286]. In a rat model of TNBS-colitis, curcumin treatment significantly reduced protein
expression of MyD88 and NF-κB [6], prevented the degradation of IκB [287], and also alleviated
symptoms of colitis via a reduction in p38 MAPK [288]. Sugimoto et al. [289] showed an amelioration
of experimental TNBS-colitis in mice via a reduction in NF-κB activity. Additionally, curcumin
pretreatment of mouse dendritic cells suppressed NF-κB translocation to the nucleus, as well as
decreased phosphorylation of ERK, p38, and JNK [290].

5.3. Effects on Inflammation and Immunomodulation

The effects of curcumin on inflammation and immunomodulation are widely touted. Curcumin
affects the function, differentiation, and maturation of a number of immune cells actively engaged in the
pathogenesis or progression of intestinal inflammatory diseases. Dendritic cells treated with curcumin
tend to promote the induction of intestinal T cells with a hyporesponsive phenotype, and these
dendritic cells also demonstrate inhibited antigen presenting ability, leading to reduced stimulation
of the adaptive immune system [291]. Curcumin-treated DCs also stimulate the differentiation of
intestinal Tregs, and in a mouse model of colitis, these Tregs prevented the development of the
disease [291]. Other studies have indicated that curcumin pretreatment suppresses LPS-induced
NF-κB p65 translocation and MAPK phosphorylation in dendritic cells, leading to a reduction in
inflammation [290]. Curcumin treatment of DCs reduces pro-inflammatory cytokine expression
(IL-1, IL-6, TNF-α), and importantly that of IL-12, inhibiting the ability of these DCs to induce
Th1-type responses [290]. Additionally, curcumin can reduce the dendritic cell expression of ICAM-1
(intercellular adhesion molecule-1) and CD11c, proteins related to both cellular adhesion and T cell
activation [292], likely through an AP-1-dependent pathway. However, potentially the most important
effect of curcumin on dendritic cells is to prevent their maturation via a suppression of indoleamine
2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), with an anti-inflammatory effect similar to that of corticosteroids [290,293].

Curcumin has been demonstrated to inhibit T cell-mediated immune functions playing a significant
role in chronic intestinal inflammatory diseases [2,294], such as the ability to reduce the proliferative
response of lymphocytes. This reduction in proliferation may occur due to both the antioxidant
properties of curcumin, reducing ROS-related proliferation, and inhibition of ribonucleotide reductase
and DNA polymerase activation, important in the cell cycle [294,295]. In addition, curcumin has been
shown to reduce NF-κB-induced, T cell-initiated cytokine production [294], including the Th1-type
cytokines, IL-2 and IFN-γ, further inhibiting lymphocyte proliferation [294,296]. In CD, Th1 cells
predominate and are thought to drive much of the adaptive immune-related inflammation [200,201].
Curcumin can block production of the Th1 subset by suppressing macrophage production of
IL-12, while also enhancing proliferation of the Th2 subclass [297,298], characterized by a more
anti-inflammatory cytokine profile. For example, in a rat model of TNBS-induced colitis, curcumin
at a dose of 30 mg/kg enhanced Th2 synthesis and suppressed Th1 proliferation, leading to a less
inflammatory T helper profile [298]. Curcumin may also inhibit Th17 development, important in
NEC [98], reducing production of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-6, IL-21, and IL-17 [299].

Dysregulation or hyperstimulation of the macrophage response [300], and alterations in function
(e.g., decreased phagocytic ability in premature infant macrophages) [121] are critical in intestinal
inflammatory diseases. Both monocytes and monocyte-derived macrophages in NEC infants exhibit
an elevated expression of TLR4, TNF-α, and IL-6 compared to age-, sex-, and weight-matched controls,
as well as lower levels of TGF-β1 [2]. Curcumin has been shown to inhibit TLR4 activation [6] and
enhance production of TGF-β1, particularly in areas of active inflammation [301], such as the disrupted
intestinal barrier. In rat macrophages, curcumin treatment at 30 mg/kg reduces the ability of cells to
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generate ROS and secrete lysosomal breakdown enzymes [302,303], leading to a potential reduction
in mucosal inflammation. Curcumin can also inhibit NF-κB-induced macrophage and monocyte
production of IL-12, IFN-γ, iNOS, MIP-2, IL-1β, IL-8, MCP-1, MIP-1α, and TNF-α [294,297,304,305].
Inhibition of IL-12 is particularly important in the context of adaptive immune cell differentiation and
further progression of intestinal inflammation. In addition, several studies have indicated treatment
with curcumin enhances the phagocytic activity of macrophages [298,306–309].

Intestinal inflammatory diseases are characterized by neutrophil recruitment and activation to the
site(s) of injury, an early step providing a major source of ROS [310] for further mucosal and epithelial
degradation. Curcumin is known to prevent neutrophil recruitment [288,311,312], largely accomplished
through downregulation of NF-κB- and PI3K-Akt-induced chemotaxis [313,314], as well as a reduction
in superoxide release [304]. Curcumin also inhibits neutrophils from aggregating, degranulating,
and producing superoxide radicals [315]. In both B cells and natural killer cells, curcumin has been
shown to enhance activity [295,316,317] or suppress activation [294,318], depending upon the dose
and context [296]. Both B cells and natural killer cells have been identified as a potential general source
of inflammation in the intestine [319], particularly in the context of microbial infection [320].

In addition to the effects on specific immune cells, curcumin alters the generalized production of
cytokines across the entire intestinal immune system. Curcumin inhibits production of TNF-α [321],
IFN-γ [322], IL-1 [323], IL-2 [294], IL-6 [290], and IL-8 [269], while elevating that of IL-10 [324] and
TGF-β [325]. For instance, in both rat methotrexate-colitis and LPS-treated IEC-6 models, curcumin
decreases levels of TNF-α and IL-1β, as well as increases levels of the anti-inflammatory cytokine,
IL-10 [324]. In HT29 IECs, in vitro treatment with curcumin inhibited TNF-α- and IL-1β-induced IL-8
release [286]. In mice, curcumin has also been shown to suppress LPS-induced IL-12, IL-1β, IL-6,
and TNF-α production [290].

Finally, COX-2, an inflammatory enzyme induced by NF-κB and AP-1 signaling, is an important
mediator in prostaglandin synthesis. Levels of COX-2 are known to be upregulated in the context
of intestinal inflammatory diseases [288,311]. In BV2 microglial cells, curcumin treatment abrogated
COX-2 gene expression through reduction of both AP-1 and NF-κB signaling [326]. In addition to
inhibiting the production of COX-2, curcumin can inhibit the receptors for COX-2 [311]. In a rat
model of TNBS-induced colitis, curcumin reduced COX-2 expression, as well as the expression of
several inflammatory cytokines, but increased levels of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) [311]. In human
colon epithelial cells [327], as well as HT-29 colonocytes [328], COX-2 has also been shown to be
blocked by curcumin, likely through inhibition of NF-κB and IKK activity. Clinical trials with curcumin
treatment have been largely successful, but the mechanisms of action have not been well-studied in
these trials. For example, in quiescent ulcerative colitis patients, 2 g curcumin effectively maintainted
remission [329]. In UC patients with mild-to-moderate disease, 3 g curcumin, in combination with the
anti-inflammatory drug, mesalamine, induced remission in over 50% of the study population [330].
Both clinical trials likely depend on the anti-inflammatory effects of curcumin.

5.4. Antioxidant Effects

Curcumin is characterized by extensive antioxidant activity. Profligate oxidative stress plays a
pathogenic role in intestinal inflammatory diseases [331–333], primarily through the breakdown of intact
tight junctions [334–336]. Physiological levels of nitric oxide protect the intestinal mucosa [337,338],
but the large amounts of NO released via iNOS, and potentially eNOS, during intestinal inflammatory
disease progression can lead to tissue injury and necrosis [339,340]. Unabated generation of ROS and
RNS can result in the peroxidation of membrane lipids, DNA damage, and the denaturing of cellular
proteins [288]. In the intestinal mucosa, curcumin reduces levels of ROS, such as NO, superoxide
anions, and malondialdehyde (MDA) [283].

During inflammatory events, iNOS produces nitric oxide in pathogenic amounts. In intestinal
inflammatory diseases, chronic iNOS stimulation likely leads to the breakdown of the intestinal integrity
due to this generation of RNS. In vitro experiments have demonstrated iNOS works in tandem with
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COX-2 through MAPK-dependent signaling, resulting in synergistic levels of inflammation and tissue
destruction. In human tissues, increased levels of NO and iNOS expression have been demonstrated
in intestinal inflammatory diseases [156,341]. iNOS expression appears to be a critical step in
experimental colitis models, as iNOS-deficient mice do not develop the disease [341]. iNOS production
is inhibited by curcumin [300,305]. In vitro studies have demonstrated curcumin can scavenge excess
NO effectively [342,343], and in rat colitis models, curcumin can downregulate iNOS expression and
decrease tissue levels of nitrite [288,321,344]. Finally, in a mouse model of TNBS-colitis, curcumin
inhibits production of iNOS and peroxidation of lipids via reducing the Th1 cytokine response, leading
to diminished tissue damage [283].

Myeloperoxidase (MPO), a component of monocyte and neutrophil granules, produces high
levels of ROS. MPO is often used clinically as a marker of neutrophil infiltration into the intestinal
mucosa [345]. Curcumin has been shown to decrease intestinal inflammatory disease-associated
MPO activity in animal models of colitis, thereby limiting oxidative tissue damage [288,298,311].
For example, in an immune-mediated model of mouse colitis, Mouzaoui et al. [321] demonstrated
curcumin is capable of reducing neutrophil intestinal infiltration, thereby reducing MPO activity,
as well as returning NO levels to baseline via inhibition of iNOS and reduced inflammatory cell
infiltration. In a rat model of TNBS-colitis, treatment with curcumin significantly reduced activity of
MPO [6]. Additionally, in a rat methotrexate-colitis model, curcumin decreased intestinal MPO and
increased levels of free radical-scavenging superoxide dismutase (SOD) [324]. These effects appeared
to occur via a mitogen-activated protein kinase phosphatase 1 (MKP1)-induced reduction in p38
phosphorylation, as well as inhibition of IκB cytoplasmic degradation [324].

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are enzymes required in the degradation of the extracellular
matrix. MMPs are upregulated in intestinal inflammatory diseases largely due to pro-inflammatory
cytokine production. Research in humans suffering from IBD has established the intestinal epithelium
overexpresses levels of MMP1, MMP3, MMP7, MMP9, MMP10, and MMP12 [346]. Infiltrating
leukocytes and vascular endothelial cells were determined to be the source of MMP7 and MMP13 [347],
while macrophages produced MMP8, MMP9, and MMP10 [348]. Neutrophils were largely responsible
for MMP9 [348,349]. Matrix metalloproteinases have not been well studied in NEC; however, MMP3 is
known to be upregulated in the disease [143]. Curcumin is known to inhibit the large majority of
these matrix metalloproteinases, though their inhibition has not been extensively investigated in the
context of intestinal inflammatory diseases. For example, in human umbilical vein endothelial cells
(HUVEC), curcumin inhibits the expression of MMP9 [350], while, in cartilage explants, curcumin
reduces MMP3 [351]. In human fibroblasts, curcumin downregulates MMP1 and MMP3 expression
through a MAPK-dependent pathway [352], and in HT29 cells, curcumin reduced production of
MMP7 [353].

Finally, curcumin can upregulate phase II enzymes related to the metabolism and detoxification of
xenobiotics [354], as well as additional antioxidant proteins, such as nuclear factor (erythroid-derived
2)-related factor (Nrf2) [354], a transcription factor functioning as a master regulator of antioxidant
proteins, and heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) [355,356], a redox-sensitive, stress-induced protein capable
of degrading heme to iron, biliverdin, and carbon monoxide (CO) [357]. In an in vitro model of
rat hepatic stellate cells, Liu et al. [358] showed curcumin upregulates the nuclear translocation of
Nrf2, thereby protecting the cells from oxidative stress. HO-1 can be induced by a variety of ROS,
including H2O2. In a Caco-2 model of the intestinal epithelium, Wang et al. [359] indicated curcumin
reduced the oxidative stress and cytotoxicity induced by H2O2 production. Additionally, curcumin was
protective against H2O2-induced tight junction disruption, and its associated increase in paracellular
permeability [359].

6. Conclusions

In this review, we discussed the potential protective effects of curcumin on intestinal inflammatory
diseases. IBD and NEC are characterized by hyperstimulation of the immune system to luminal
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bacteria and dietary antigens, resulting in rampant intestinal inflammation. This inflammation
impairs the functioning of the intestinal barrier, allowing for increased bacterial translocation, systemic
inflammation, and in very severe cases, sepsis. Recent research has focused on the effects of natural
anti-inflammatories, such as curcumin, on intestinal inflammatory diseases, largely due to their safety
profile and affordability. Curcumin is characterized by beneficial effects on the microbiome, antimicrobial
properties, inhibition of TLR4/NF-κB/AP-1 signal transduction, changes in cytokine profiles, and alterations
to immune cell maturation and differentiation. The culmination of the vast number of effects of curcumin
on the intestinal epithelium and immune system is to strengthen the intestinal barrier through a reduction
in bacterial translocation and inflammation. While curcumin looks promising in the treatment of intestinal
inflammatory diseases, further controlled clinical trials are needed.
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Abbreviations

AIEC adherent invasive E. coli
AMP antimicrobial protein
APC antigen-presenting cell
AP-1 activator protein 1
ATF-2 activating transcription factor 2
CD Crohn’s disease
CO carbon monoxide
COX-2 cyclooxygenase-2
CREB ATF/cyclic AMP-response element-binding
DC dendritic cell
eNOS endothelial nitric oxide synthase
ELK-2 ETS domain-containing protein 2
ERK extracellular signal-regulated kinases
FITC fluorescein isothiocyanate
GRO-α growth-regulated oncogene-alpha
H&E hematoxylin and eosin
HO-1 heme oxygenase-1
HUVEC human umbilical vein endothelial cells
IBD inflammatory bowel disease
ICAM intercellular adhesion molecule
IDO indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase
IEC intestinal epithelial cell
IEL intraepithelial lymphocyte
IFN-γ interferon-gamma
IKK IκB kinase
IL interleukin
ILC innate lymphoid cell
IL-1Ra IL-1 receptor antagonist
iNOS inducible nitric oxide synthase
IRAK-M interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinase-M
JNK jun N-terminal kinases
LFA lymphocyte function-associated antigen
LPS lipopolysaccharide
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M microfold
Mac-1 macrophage 1 antigen
MAPK mitogen-activated protein kinase
MCP monocyte chemoattractant protein
MD myeloid differentiation protein
MDA malondialdehyde
MDPI Multidisciplinary Digital Publishing Institute
MHC major histocompatibility class
MIP macrophage inflammatory protein
MKP-1 mitogen-activated protein kinase phosphatase 1
MMP matrix metalloproteinase
MPO myeloperoxidase
mTOR mammalian target of rapamycin
MyD88 myeloid differentiation factor 88
MUC mucin
NEC necrotizing enterocolitis
NEMO NF-κB essential modulator
NF-κB nuclear factor-kappaB
NO nitric oxide
Nrf2 nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-related factor
ns not significant
Nur-77 nerve growth factor 1B
PAF platelet-activating factor
PGE2 prostaglandin E2
PRR pattern-recognition receptor
RA retinoic acid
RIP receptor-interacting protein
RNS reactive nitrogen species
ROS reactive oxygen species
SARM selective androgen receptor modulator
SCFA short chain fatty acid
SEM standard error of mean
SHIP inositol polyphosphate 5′-phosphatase D
SMAD7 mothers against decapentaplegic homolog 7
SOD superoxide dismutase
TAB TAK1-binding
TAK transforming growth factor-beta-activated kinase
TBK TANK-binding kinase
TEER transepithelial electrical resistance
TGF-β transforming growth factor-beta
Th T helper
TIMP tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase
TIRAP toll/interleukin-1 receptor domain-containing adaptor protein
TLR toll-like receptor
TNBS trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid
TNF-α tumor necrosis factor-alpha
TRAF TNF receptor-associated factor
TRAM translocation associated membrane
Treg regulatory T cell
TRIF TIR-domain-containing adaptor protein inducing interferon-β
TSLP thymic stromal lymphopoietin
UC ulcerative colitis
VCAM vascular cell adhesion molecule
VEGF-C vascular endothelial growth factor-C
VLA very late antigen
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Abstract: Wound healing implicates several biological and molecular events, such as coagulation,
inflammation, migration-proliferation, and remodeling. Here, we provide an overview of the
effects of malnutrition and specific nutrients on this process, focusing on the beneficial effects
of curcumin. We have summarized that protein loss may negatively affect the whole immune
process, while adequate intake of carbohydrates is necessary for fibroblast migration during the
proliferative phase. Beyond micronutrients, arginine and glutamine, vitamin A, B, C, and D, zinc,
and iron are essential for inflammatory process and synthesis of collagen. Notably, anti-inflammatory
and antioxidant properties of curcumin might reduce the expression of tumor necrosis factor alpha
(TNF-α) and interleukin-1 (IL-1) and restore the imbalance between reactive oxygen species (ROS)
production and antioxidant activity. Since curcumin induces apoptosis of inflammatory cells during
the early phase of wound healing, it could also accelerate the healing process by shortening the
inflammatory phase. Moreover, curcumin might facilitate collagen synthesis, fibroblasts migration,
and differentiation. Although curcumin could be considered as a wound healing agent, especially if
topically administered, further research in wound patients is recommended to achieve appropriate
nutritional approaches for wound management.

Keywords: wound; wound healing; diet; nutrition; micronutrients; macronutrients; curcumin;
amino-acids; vitamins; minerals

1. Introduction

Wound healing implicates a well-orchestrated complex of biological and molecular events that
involve cell migration, cell proliferation, and extracellular matrix deposition. Although these processes
are similar to those driving embryogenesis, tissue and organ regeneration, and even pathological
conditions [1,2], certain differences exist between adult wounds and these other systems. In acute
wounds—cutaneous injuries that do not have an underpinning pathophysiological defect—the main
evolutionary force may have been to achieve repair quickly and with the smallest amount of energy [2].
In contrast, evolutionary adaptations have probably not occurred in chronic wounds with pre-existing
pathophysiological abnormalities, resulting in impaired healing [3]. Wound care places an enormous
drain on healthcare resources worldwide. For instance, in the United States, it has been estimated
that 3% individuals over 65 years will have a wound at any one time [4], with an estimated cost
to the healthcare system of approximately US $25 billion each year [5]. In low-income countries,
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an even higher incidence, due to traumatic injuries and ulcers, is expected. Recently, the World Health
Organization (WHO) has recognized the unmet need for an interdisciplinary approach facing this
global challenge, which has been accordingly addressed by the Association for the Advancement of
Wound Care (AAWC) Global Volunteers program [6].

Despite strides in technological innovations of a wide range of treatments against wounds,
non-healing wounds continue to challenge physicians. Hence, further efforts are needed to improve
our scientific understanding of the repair process and how that knowledge can be used to develop
new approaches to treatment. Malnutrition is a common risk factor that might contribute to impaired
wound healing [7–9]. In recent years, several lines of evidence have pointed out biochemical and
molecular effects of several nutrients in the wound healing process, supporting the notion that a
complementary nutritional approach might be useful in wound treatment, especially for chronic
non-healing wounds [10]. Here, we provide an overview of biological and molecular events in
wound healing and the effects of malnutrition and specific nutrients on this process (search strategy
and selection criteria are shown in Figure 1). In line with the current Special Issue “Curcumin in
Health and Disease”, we have also focused on beneficial effects and related molecular mechanisms
of curcumin—a natural phenol from the rhizome of Curcuma longa—which might enhance healing
processes via antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties [11]. In fact, curcumin was commonly
used in traditional medicine for the treatment of biliary and hepatic disorders, cough, diabetic
ulcers, rheumatism and sinusitis [11]. More recently, curcumin has been investigated extensively
as an anti-cancer [12], anti-aging [13], and wound healing agent [11]. For instance, it has been
demonstrated the beneficial effect of curcumin on the progression of endometriosis, a common
disorder affecting women during reproductive age which shares some molecular events with wound
healing (i.e., adhesion and proliferation, cellular invasion and angiogenesis) [14]. To date, most of the
current knowledge on wound healing derives from in vitro and in vivo studies, while epidemiological
investigations are scarce. To solve the question of whether curcumin is a suitable wound healing agent,
we have summarized its biochemical and molecular effects during the different phases of wound
healing, as well as evidence from epidemiological studies.

 

 
Figure 1. Search strategy and selection criteria.

1.1. The Wound Healing Process and Impaired Healing

The type, size, and depth of wounds have significant repercussions on cellular and molecular
events that occur after cutaneous injury. As reviewed by Falanga [15], it is useful to divide the wound
healing process into four overlapping steps of coagulation, inflammation, migration-proliferation,
and remodeling (Figure 2). While acute wounds show a linear progression of these overlapping events,
the progression in chronic wounds does not occur in synchrony, with some areas being in different
phases at the same time [15].
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Figure 2. Phases and specific events of the wound healing process.

In the first phase after injury, the formation of a fibrin plug (i.e., an aggregate of platelets,
fibrinogen, fibronectin, vitronectin, and thrombospondin) is necessary both for hemostasis and for
covering and protecting the wound from bacteria [2,16]. Beyond that, fibrin plug also provides an
extracellular matrix for cell migration [2] and releases growth factors (e.g., platelet-derived growth
factor—PDGF—and transforming growth factor—TGF) involved in the recruitment of cells to the
wound [1,2]. In the inflammatory phase, endothelial expression of selectins slows down leukocytes
in the bloodstream, so as to enable them to move through endothelial gaps by binding to integrins
into the extracellular area [1]. Neutrophils and macrophages recruited to the wound remove foreign
particles and produce a wide range of growth factors and cytokines that promote fibroblast migration
and proliferation [17]. Hypoxia—which occurs immediately after injury—is one of the main triggers
of keratinocyte migration, angiogenesis, fibroblast proliferation, and the releasing of growth factors
and cytokines (i.e., PDGF, vascular endothelial growth factor, and TGF) [18]. Later, fibroblasts and
endothelial cells form the early granulation tissue that begins the processes of wound contraction,
which in turn is an efficient driver of wound closure [2]. Extracellular matrix proteins are crucial in
this phase because they provide substrates for cell migration and structures that restore the function
and integrity of the tissue [18]. The formation of new blood vessels re-establishes tissue perfusion,
allowing for the re-supply of oxygen and other nutrients [17]. Finally, once closure of wound has been
achieved, remodeling of the resulting scar takes places over weeks or months, with a reduction of both
cell content and blood flow, degradation of extracellular matrix, and further contraction and tensile
strength [15].

While venous or arterial insufficiency, diabetes, and local-pressure are the most common
pathophysiological causes of wounds and ulcers, several local and systemic factors can impair
wound healing. The first ones consist of the presence of foreign bodies, tissue maceration, ischemia,
and infection. The second ones include aging, malnutrition, diabetes, and renal diseases. In addition
to these factors, a reduction in active growth factors may partially explain why certain wounds fail to
heal. Chronic ulcers seem to have reduced levels of PDGF, TGF, and other growth factors than acute
wounds [19]. Plausible explanations are that growth factors might be trapped by the extracellular
matrix [20] or that they might be excessively degraded by proteases [21]. Moreover, in chronic wounds,
fibroblasts show a decreased potential of proliferation accompanied by an increased number of
senescent cells that might impair responsiveness to growth hormones [22].

1.2. Malnutrition, Macronutrients, and Chronic Wounds

According to the WHO, malnutrition refers to all forms of deficiency, excess, or imbalance in
a person’s intake of energy and/or nutrients [23]. In old people—who are at the highest risk of
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chronic wounds also due to coexisting diseases—malnutrition often consists of either protein-energy
malnutrition or specific vitamin and mineral deficiencies [8]. Several age-related conditions increase
the risk of developing nutritional deficiencies, such as clinical, physiological, and socio-economic
difficulties that usually affect the elderly [8]. Particularly, in diabetic patients, higher glucose levels
could interfere with the process of nutrient absorption, causing the depletion of several nutrients
(i.e., magnesium, zinc, B12, B6, folic acid) [24]. While the response to an injury may increase the
metabolic needs of the wound area, large amounts of protein can be continually lost through wound
exudates [25]. Hence, protein and energy requirements of chronic wound patients may rise by 250%
and 50%, respectively [26]. Since cells involved in wound healing require proteins for their formation
and activity, protein loss may negatively affect the whole immune process. Proteins are also necessary
for immune response, which in turn, if impaired, may delay the progression from the inflammatory to
the proliferative phase. In the proliferative and remodeling phases, protein-energy deficiency may
also decrease fibroblast activity, delaying angiogenesis and reducing collagen formation [8]. Moreover,
protein-calorie deficiency is also associated with weight loss and decreased lean body mass [27]. Hence,
implications of weight loss and decreased lean body mass should be recognized when considering
the effect of protein-calorie deficiency on the healing process. In general, losing ≈10% lean mass is
associated with impaired immunity and increased risk of infection. In case patients lose more than 10%
lean body mass, wound healing competes with body demands to restore lean mass: The metabolism
gives priority to healing in patients who lose up to 20%, while it delays healing to restore lean body
mass in those who lose more than 30% [25,28].

Beyond proteins, both carbohydrates and fats address increased energy needs to support
inflammatory response, cellular activity, angiogenesis, and collagen deposition in the proliferative
phase of healing process [26]. Particularly, adequate intake of carbohydrates is necessary for fibroblast
production and movement, and leukocyte activity [29]. Carbohydrates also stimulate secretion of
hormones and growth factors, including insulin that is helpful in the anabolic processes of the
proliferative phase. In contrast, hyperglycemia and its complications might reduce granulocyte
function and promote wound formation [7]. Fats have structural functions in the lipid bilayer of cell
membranes during tissue growth. They are also precursors of prostaglandins—which in turn are
mediators of cellular inflammation and metabolism—and participate in several signaling pathways [30].
To date, the effect of supplementation of essential fatty acids on wound healing is controversial. While
omega-3 supplementation might decrease wound tensile strength with a harmful effect on healing [31],
its combination with omega-6 decreases the progression of pressure ulcers [32]. In line with this
evidence, the co-supplementation of omega-3 and omega-6 might lead to benefits, especially during
the inflammatory phase [33].

1.3. Micronutrients and Wound Healing

1.3.1. Amino-Acids

Micronutrients involved in the wound healing process have been extensively reviewed [7–9,33].
Among amino-acids, those that play an important role in wound healing, are arginine and glutamine.
The first is a precursor of nitric oxide and proline, which in turn are essential for the inflammatory
process [34] and synthesis of collagen [35,36]. Arginine also stimulates the production and secretion
of growth hormone, as well as the activation of T cells [37,38]. In wound patients with adequate
protein intake, the recommended dose of arginine supplementation is 4.5 g/day, while it is useless in
the context of protein deficiency [39]. Glutamine plays several roles via its metabolic, enzymatic,
antioxidant, and immune properties. In wounds, it protects against the risk of infectious and
inflammatory complications by up-regulating the expression of heat shock proteins [40]. Glutamine
is also a precursor of glutathione—an antioxidant and an essential cofactor of several enzymatic
reactions—which is important for stabilizing cell membranes and for transporting amino acids across
them [41]. In addition, glutamine seems involved in the inflammatory phase of wound healing by
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regulating leukocyte apoptosis, superoxide production, antigen processing, and phagocytosis [40,42].
As for arginine, benefits of glutamine supplementation are still controversial [43] and confounded by
the combinations of supplements [44].

1.3.2. Vitamins

Vitamins are undoubtedly the most investigated micronutrients in the wound healing process.
Vitamin A deficiency impairs B cell and T cell function and antibody production during the
inflammatory phase. It also decreases epithelialization, collagen synthesis, and granulation
tissue development in the proliferative and remodeling phases [45]. In addition, vitamin A
seems to work as a hormone that modulates the activity of epithelial and endothelial cells,
melanocytes, and fibroblasts by binding to retinoic acid receptors [46]. In general, vitamin A is
topically administered for the care of dermatologic conditions due to its stimulating properties
of fibroplasia and epithelialization [33]. In wound patients, it has been recommended to have a
short-term supplementation of 10,000–25,000 IU/day to avoid toxicity [33]. Interestingly, vitamin A
supplementation counteracts the delay in wound healing caused by corticosteroids for the treatment
of inflammatory diseases [47] by down-regulating TGF-β and insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) [48].
B vitamins, which consist of thiamine, riboflavin, pyridoxine, folic acid, pantothenate, and cobalamins,
are essential cofactors in enzyme reactions involved in leukocyte formation and in anabolic processes
of wound healing. Among these, thiamine, riboflavin, pyridoxine and cobalamins are also required
for the synthesis of collagen [25]. Hence, vitamin B deficiencies indirectly affect the wound healing
process by impairing antibody production and white blood cell function, which in turn increase the
risk of infectious complications [49]. Vitamin C seems to be involved in wound healing with several
roles in cell migration and transformation, collagen synthesis, antioxidant response, and angiogenesis.

In the inflammatory phase, it participates in the recruitment of cells to the wound and their
transformation into macrophages [29]. During collagen synthesis, vitamin C forms extra-bounds
between collagen fibers that increase stability and strength of collagen matrix [8]. Vitamin C is essential
to counteract the production of free radicals in damaged cells, while its deficiency might increase
the fragility of new vessels [50]. The current recommendation of vitamin C supplementation ranges
from 500 mg/day in non-complicated wounds to 2 g/day in severe wounds [33]. However, vitamin C
supplementation seems to have a beneficial effect only in combination with zinc and arginine, and in
pressure ulcer patients [51]. Vitamin D and its receptor (i.e., VDR)—which is ubiquitously expressed
in several tissues—modulate structural integrity and transport across epithelial barriers [52]. In line
with its roles, recent evidence of vitamin D deficiency among venous and pressure ulcer patients has
suggested the potential involvement of vitamin D in the wound healing process [53,54]. However,
further research is recommended to understand how vitamin D supplementation might be used in
wound care. Although most vitamins show beneficial effects in wound healing, vitamin E might
negatively affect collagen synthesis, antioxidant response, and the inflammatory phase [55]. Moreover,
vitamin E appears to counteract the benefits of vitamin A supplementation in wound management [56].

1.3.3. Minerals

Several minerals are involved in the wound healing process due to their roles as enzyme structural
factors, metalloenzymes, and antioxidants. Among these, zinc is essential for DNA replication in
cells with high cell division rates, such as inflammatory and epithelial cells, and fibroblasts. In the
inflammatory phase, zinc promotes immune response and counteracts susceptibility to infectious
complications by activating lymphocytes and producing antibodies [30]. In the proliferative and
remodeling phases, it is essential for collagen production, fibroblast proliferation, and epithelialization
by stimulating the activity of involved enzymes [8]. Although zinc supplementation of 40–220 mg/day
for 10–14 days [57] might be useful in zinc-deficient patients, its benefits in non-deficient patients are
currently under debate [9]. Interestingly, topical administration of zinc to surgical wounds significantly
improves the healing process [58]. In contrast, conditions that affect zinc metabolism and potential
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drug-nutrient interactions should be considered for the management of wound patients with zinc
supplementation [58]. Less evidence exists on the beneficial effects of iron supplementation for
promoting wound healing. As iron transports oxygen to the tissues, it is essential for tissue perfusion
and collagen synthesis. Hence, iron deficiency results in tissue ischemia, impaired collagen production,
and decreased wound strength in the proliferative phase [30].

1.4. Curcumin and Wound Healing

In 1910, Milobedzka and colleagues described for the first time the structure of curcumin (Figure 3),
one of the three curcuminoids extracted from the powdered rhizome of turmeric plant (Curcuma
longa) [59]. More recently, it has been demonstrated that curcumin might modulate physiological
and molecular events involved in the inflammatory and proliferative phases of the wound healing
process [60].

Figure 3. Structure and effects of curcumin on wound healing.

1.4.1. Effects on the Inflammatory Phase

With respect to the inflammatory phase, several studies have revealed the protective effect of
curcumin that reduces the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor
alpha (TNF-α) and interleukin-1 (IL-1) [61]. Accordingly, curcumin recruits M2-like macrophages
into white adipose tissues, thereby increasing the production of anti-inflammatory cytokines that are
essential for the inflammatory response [62]. In addition, curcumin also inhibits nuclear factor κB
(NF-κB) by suppressing the activity of kinases (i.e., AKT, PI3K, IKK) involved in several pathways.
In general, NF-κB is physiologically inactivated by binding to its inhibitor IκB. During inflammation,
the up-regulation of inflammatory mediators (i.e., cytokines and chemokines) activates NF-κB, which in
turn translocates to the nucleus [63]. In wounded sites, curcumin might reduce inflammation caused by
the activation of the NF-κB pathway [64]. The anti-inflammatory effects of curcumin are also involved
in other signaling pathways, such as peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma (PPAR-γ)
and myeloid differentiation protein 2-TLR 4 co-receptor (TLR4-MD2) [65–68]. Li and colleagues
have reported that curcumin suppresses proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells by increasing
PPAR-γ activity to mitigate angiotensin II-induced inflammatory responses [67]. Additionally, it has
been shown that curcumin reduces inflammation through competition with LPS for binding on MD2,
thereby inhibiting the TLR4-MD2 signaling complex [68].

Since NF-κB has also several anti-oxidant targets, in 2004, Frey and Malik proposed a
relationship between inflammation and oxidation during the wound healing process [69]. In wounds,
ROS formation triggers the production and activity of various immune cells (i.e., T lymphocyte subsets,
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macrophages, dendritic cells, B lymphocytes, and natural killer cells). Moreover, prolonged high
ROS concentrations are dangerous for cell structures leading to oxidative stress [70,71]. Particularly,
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and superoxide (O2

−) can be considered as potential markers for the amount
of oxidative stress [72]. Although anti-oxidant enzymes (i.e., superoxide dismutase, glutathione
peroxidase, and catalase) protect cells against toxic ROS levels [73], the imbalance between ROS
concentrations and antioxidant activity could determine chronic diseases. Beyond its anti-inflammatory
properties, curcumin also acts as an antioxidant by scavenging ROS, by restoring abnormal changes
induced by external factors, and by suppressing transcription factors related to oxidation [74,75].
In vitro and in vivo studies have demonstrated the antioxidant activities of curcumin conferred by
its electron-donating groups (i.e., the phenolic hydroxyl group) [76]. Moreover, it contributes to the
production and activity of antioxidant enzymes [77,78] and their constituents, such as glutathione
(GSH) [79]. In line with these findings, Phan and colleagues have revealed the protective role of
curcumin against hydrogen peroxide in keratinocytes and fibroblasts [80].

1.4.2. Effects on the Proliferative and Remodeling Phases

As discussed below, curcumin also plays a critical role during the proliferative phase. Interestingly,
Gopinath and colleagues have observed that curcumin ameliorates the above-mentioned process,
resulting in an increase of hydroxyproline and collagen synthesis [74]. This is consistent with previous
studies demonstrating that curcumin decreases the amount of membrane matrix metallo-proteinases
(MMPs), which are usually higher in endometriotic mice and human ovarian endometriotic stromal
cells. These pathological conditions, in fact, share some molecular events with wound healing,
including adhesion and proliferation, cellular invasion, and angiogenesis. Particularly, curcumin could
be involved in the process of endometriosis by decreasing the growth and number of endometriotic
stromal cells [81]. With respect to wounds, Panchatcharam and colleagues have demonstrated that
collagen fibers could mature earlier when wound rats are topically treated with curcumin [70].
Although curcumin does not seem to be involved in the migration of fibroblasts to the wound area
in vitro [17], an in vivo study has suggested that curcumin mediates the infiltration of fibroblasts
into wound sites, which in turn naturally differentiates into myofibroblasts during the formation of
granulation tissue [82]. This controversy might be due to difficulties in creating an in vitro model
of fibroblast migration in wounds. Treatment with curcumin also promotes the differentiation
of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts [83–86] which marks the beginning of wound contraction [87].
A previous study has also demonstrated that curcumin reduces the epithelialization period of treated
wounds if compared with the control group [70]. Finally, once closure of the wound has been achieved,
apoptotic processes discard inflammatory cells from wound sites [88–90]. Since curcumin induces
apoptosis during the early phase of wound healing, it could also accelerate the healing process by
shortening the inflammatory phase [85].

2. Discussion

Our review summarizes current evidence about the main biochemical and molecular effects of
nutrition, in terms of quality and quantity, on the wound healing process. In line with the Special Issue
“Curcumin in Health and Disease”, we have focused on the beneficial effects of curcumin, which exerts
its anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties during the different phases of the wound healing
process [11]. Several lines of evidence from in vitro and in vivo studies have reported that curcumin
might modulate physiological and molecular events during the inflammatory phase [60,61,65–68,85].
Moreover, it also exerts antioxidant effects by restoring the imbalance between ROS production
and antioxidant activity [74–80]. In the proliferative phase, curcumin might facilitate collagen
synthesis [70,74], fibroblasts migration [82], and differentiation [83–86]. In addition, curcumin appears
to be beneficial for epithelialization [70] and for apoptotic processes that discard inflammatory cells
from the wound site [88–90]. An in vivo study has suggested that curcumin mediates the infiltration
of fibroblasts into wound sites, which in turn naturally differentiates into myofibroblasts during
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the formation of granulation tissue [82]. By contrast, curcumin does not seem to be involved in the
migration of fibroblasts to the wound area in vitro [17].

This controversy might be due to difficulties in creating an in vitro model of fibroblast migration in
wounds. In fact, fibroblast migration depends on several factors that cannot be entirely mimicked with
in vitro models, such as cell-environment interactions and homeostatic mechanisms [17]. Recently,
in wounds of diabetic rats, it has been demonstrated that topical curcumin treatment enhances
angiogenesis, thereby ameliorating the healing process [91]. In line with these findings, curcumin
could be considered an interesting phytochemical candidate for the treatment of non-healing
wounds. Interestingly, its pleiotropic effect on several signaling pathways—by modulating cellular
regulatory systems, such as NF-κB, AKT, growth factors, and Nrf2 transcription factor [92–95]—might
be explained by its well-established role in epigenetic mechanisms, such as DNA methylation
and histone modification [96]. An understanding of epigenetic regulation in the wound healing
process is now becoming an attractive field of research [97], and more efforts should be made to
uncover mechanisms underpinning beneficial effects of curcumin and other polyphenols [96,98].
As mentioned above, however, most of these findings come from in vitro or in vivo investigations,
while evidence from epidemiological studies is scarce. Given its hydrophobicity and extensive first-pass
metabolism [99,100], topical administration of curcumin has a greater effect on wound healing than
oral administration [64,88,89]. Despite strides which have been made in the formulation of curcumin
for topical application at the wound site [74,83–85,101], further research is recommended to improve
curcumin delivery and to evaluate its effects in wound patients.

Beyond assessing the potential of curcumin as a wound healing agent, we have also indicated
that nutritional assessment in patients at risk of chronic wounds could be the first step towards the
prevention of non-healing wounds. In fact, these patients often exhibit protein-energy malnutrition or
specific vitamin and mineral deficiencies [8]. The wound healing process, for its part, increases the
needs of calories and proteins of the wound area, thereby increasing the requirements from chronic
wound patients [26]. Given that protein-calorie deficiencies are further associated with weight loss
and decreased lean body mass [27], their implications for wound patients should be also recognized.
To meet the increased need of energy, especially during the proliferative phase, wounds also metabolize
carbohydrates and fats [26], which in turn are necessary for fibroblast and leukocyte activities, secretion
of hormones and growth factors, and structural functions [29,30]. Despite this evidence, the effect
of macronutrient supplementation is currently controversial, raising the need for further research.
For instance, it has been demonstrated that omega-6 supplementation decreases the progression of
pressure ulcers [32], and its combination with omega-3 has beneficial effects on the inflammatory
phase [33]. However, omega-3 supplementation alone has harmful effects on healing [31].

Beyond macronutrients, several micronutrients play a crucial role in the wound healing
process, as extensively reviewed [7–9,33]. Arginine and glutamine exhibit several metabolic,
enzymatic, antioxidant, and anti-inflammatory properties that are involved in the inflammatory
phase [34,37,38,40,42] and in collagen synthesis [35,36]. However, the beneficial effect of the
supplementation of glutamine and arginine, alone or in combination, is still controversial [43,44],
probably due to differences in study design, patient characteristics, and type of supplementation.
Most of the evidence comes from research on vitamins, with several lines of evidence supporting
the benefits of vitamin A [33,47,48], vitamin B [49], vitamin C [8,29,50] and vitamin D [53,54]
supplementation. However, to what extent they support wound healing process remains unclear until
now. For instance, vitamin C seems to act only in combination with zinc and arginine [51], while
vitamin E appears to counteract the benefits of vitamin A [56]. Among minerals, zinc is essential for
the inflammatory, proliferative, and remodeling phases by promoting immune response, collagen
production, fibroblast proliferation, and epithelialization [8]. Accordingly, topical zinc administration
to surgical wounds significantly facilitates wound healing process [58]. These findings cumulatively
suggest that nutritional approaches might be useful in the treatment of wounds, especially of chronic
non-healing wounds [10]. However, benefits in non-deficient patients are currently under debate [9],
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and further research should take into account conditions that affect nutrient metabolism, such as
diabetes and potential nutrient–nutrient interactions [58].

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we support the notion that curcumin could be considered as a wound healing
agent, especially if topically administered. However, most of the current knowledge is derived from
in vitro and in vivo investigations, while studies in wound patients remain scarce or controversial.
Moreover, since nutrition and nutrients in general might affect the wound healing process, nutritional
assessment of patients at risk of non-healing wounds could be the first step towards prevention and
treatment. However, further research is recommended to develop appropriate nutritional approaches
for wound management.
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Abstract: In recent years, ongoing interest in ischemic brain injury research has provided data showing
that ischemic episodes are involved in the development of Alzheimer’s disease-like neuropathology.
Brain ischemia is the second naturally occurring neuropathology, such as Alzheimer’s disease, which
causes the death of neurons in the CA1 region of the hippocampus. In addition, brain ischemia was
considered the most effective predictor of the development of full-blown dementia of Alzheimer’s
disease phenotype with a debilitating effect on the patient. Recent knowledge on the activation of
Alzheimer’s disease-related genes and proteins—e.g., amyloid protein precursor and tau protein—as
well as brain ischemia and Alzheimer’s disease neuropathology indicate that similar processes
contribute to neuronal death and disintegration of brain tissue in both disorders. Although brain
ischemia is one of the main causes of death in the world, there is no effective therapy to improve the
structural and functional outcomes of this disorder. In this review, we consider the promising role
of the protective action of curcumin after ischemic brain injury. Studies of the pharmacological
properties of curcumin after brain ischemia have shown that curcumin has several therapeutic
properties that include anti-excitotoxic, anti-oxidant, anti-apoptotic, anti-hyperhomocysteinemia
and anti-inflammatory effects, mitochondrial protection, as well as increasing neuronal lifespan and
promoting neurogenesis. In addition, curcumin also exerts anti-amyloidogenic effects and affects the
brain’s tau protein. These results suggest that curcumin may be able to serve as a potential preventive
and therapeutic agent in neurodegenerative brain disorders.

Keywords: brain ischemia; curcumin; Alzheimer’s disease; neurodegeneration; amyloid; tau protein;
autophagy; mitophagy; apoptosis; genes

1. Introduction

Brain ischemic injury in humans is the third cause of disability and the second cause of death,
which may soon become the leading cause of full-blown dementia of Alzheimer’s disease type [1–9].
Unexpected cerebral ischemia refers to a global and local cerebral episode that causes sudden
neurological deficits [10]. Recent epidemiological data indicate that approximately 17 million people
suffer from ischemic brain damage every year [6,11]. The number of patients after ischemic cerebral
episode has now reached 33 million [6,11]. According to epidemiological predictions, this figure
will increase to 77 million in 2030 [11]. In addition, people with cerebral ischemia are at high risk of
cognitive impairment. Physical impairment after ischemic stroke tends to improve to a greater or
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lesser extent. However, for some unknown reasons, the impairment of cognitive functions gradually
progresses. Currently used treatment of made ischemic stroke involves the use of thrombolysis,
but thrombolysis has a limited window of therapeutic time and the potential risk of hemorrhagic
transformation [10]. Now, post-ischemic stroke has a huge impact on global public healthcare and
clinical practice.

Patients with ischemic stroke frequently have cognitive deficits with varying degrees of
differentiation [4,12]. Animals after experimental cerebral ischemia also show cognitive deficits [13–16].
Recently, the key role of episodic cerebral ischemia in the development of dementia has appeared
at the forefront of clinical and experimental research [17–28]. Studies in recent years suggest that
ischemic brain damage may promote neurodegeneration of the Alzheimer’s disease-type by damaging
neuronal energy, generating reactive oxygen species [27,29], neuroinflammation [29–32], various parts
of amyloid protein precursor accumulation [18,29,33], and tau protein dysfunction [34,35], which in
turn damage neuronal cells, especially in the hippocampus and contribute to brain atrophy [33,36–39].
The vast majority of people who survived brain ischemia, experience progressive motor and cognitive
deficits, which makes the development of new therapies to improve neurological outcomes even more
urgent. Although many experimental studies have identified acute strategies to reduce the loss of
nerve cell number during and after brain ischemia, only therapeutic hypothermia translates into use in
a human clinic [40]. Therefore, due to the lack of translation of experimental neuroprotective agents
for use in clinical conditions [41], we have focused our attention on improving functional outcomes
after ischemia, instead of protecting neurons during ischemic damage. To this end, we should improve
the function of persistent neurons after ischemia [14,16], and new therapies should be designed to
reverse synaptic plasticity deficits to improve the functional outcome after brain ischemia, effectively
extending the therapeutic window. This review presents current advances in the study of cerebral
ischemia, focusing on ischemia-induced neurodegeneration of Alzheimer’s disease-type. It should be
emphasized that despite the fact that brain ischemia is one of the leading causes of death and disability
in the world, there is no effective treatment to improve the structural and functional consequences of
this disorder. Therefore, in this review, we will also look at the promising role of the protective action
of curcumin on the function and survival of persistent neurons after ischemic brain damage. Finally,
we present the latest evidence that provides new information on the role and mechanisms of curcumin
in inhibiting ischemia-reperfusion brain injury and potential therapeutic strategies in the treatment of
ischemic brain damage of Alzheimer’s disease phenotype.

2. Similar Multifactorial Processes in the Post-Ischemic Brain and Alzheimer’s Disease

Post-ischemic brain damage is undoubtedly one of the most common multifactorial forms of
neurodegeneration, including a series of abnormal cell/molecular processes taking place at different
times during recirculation and progressively various areas of the brain. It seems that ischemic episodes
favor the development of Alzheimer’s disease-like neurodegeneration through numerous mechanisms
including neuronal loss, synaptic dysfunction, neuroinflammation, accumulation of various parts of the
amyloid protein precursor, tau protein dysfunction and dysregulation of Alzheimer’s disease-related
genes, white matter lesions, and general brain atrophy. The progress in understanding the key
processes of brain ischemia-induced changes of the Alzheimer’s disease phenotype and genotype
will help to develop the prevention and treatment strategies against neurodegeneration and dementia
generated by ischemia.

2.1. Neurodegeneration after Brain Ischemia

In the hippocampus, necrotic and apoptotic neuronal cells were observed in the CA1 region
2–7 days after brain ischemia [29,33,42]. After two days of recirculation, the loss of neurons was
superimposed with damaged nerve cells. In later times of observations up to six months, the number
of neurons with pathological changes has been reduced and replaced by the loss of nerve cells.
The above changes were mainly located in the hippocampus and third, fifth, and sixth layer of the
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cortex. The borderline zones of the brain cortex were also the site of serious neuropathological changes.
Over six months after ischemic brain damage, apart from the local loss of neurons, various types of
pathological neuronal changes have been observed. The first of these was the form of chronic neuronal
degeneration, which was observed in the early periods following brain ischemia. Other changes were
typical of early ischemic lesions but were observed in those areas of the brain that were not involved in
early changes, such as the hippocampus region CA2, CA3, and CA4 [29,33,42]. The death of neurons in
the CA1 region of the hippocampus, along with the decrease in the acetylcholine level in the cerebral
cortex and striatum, is evident after cerebral ischemia, suggesting that the loss of neurons may result
from the insufficiency of neuronal excitable transmission [43,44].

The synaptic integrity of the brain is essential for physiological activities, including memory and
learning. Decreased levels of both synaptophysin and postsynaptic density protein 95 were found in
the rat hippocampus after local cerebral ischemia [45,46]. Similarly, these rats presented ultrastructural
synaptic changes in the CA1 region of the hippocampus. Other studies have shown that ischemic
brain damage leads to an increase in both synaptic autophagy and asymmetric synapses that may be
associated with the death of neurons in the CA1 region of the hippocampus after transient cerebral
ischemia [47–49]. There is experimental evidence of an isolated and persistent abnormal synaptic
function resulting from transient cerebral ischemia [50]. In the CA1 region of the hippocampus,
depression of excitatory synaptic transmission after brain ischemia has been demonstrated [43].
Ischemia-induced increase in intracellular Ca2+ regulates the activity of calpain in neurons, and calpain
target proteins are present in GABAergic and glutaminergic synapses. In brain ischemia, calpain
cleaves pre- and postsynaptic proteins. The distribution of protein cleavage via calpain contributes to
neuronal death in brain ischemia [51].

The damage of the white matter and the activation of glial cells are observed both in animals and in
people after brain ischemia [29,32,36,37,42,52–54]. In models of rat brain ischemia, it seems that ischemia
causes more serious changes in the subcortical white matter and corpus callosum [29,36,37,55]. These
findings are consistent with glial activation in the corpus callosum following ischemia-reperfusion brain
injury [56]. Brain ischemia favors the increase of blood–brain barrier permeability, which facilitates
the penetration of inflammatory cells into the brain parenchyma and releases a large number of serine
proteases, as well as β-amyloid peptides and tau protein from the blood into the brain tissue, which in
turn leads to white matter lesions [18,32,57–66].

Evidence suggests that transient ischemic brain damage in rats causes extensive loss of neurons,
in structures belonging to or not to selectively sensitive areas of the brain [29,42]. Ischemic changes in
the brain represent a gradually progressive process that stretches for a long time during reperfusion
after an ischemic episode [29]. They are characterized not only by early changes in the brain, but also
by an active pathological process in the late stage following ischemic injury. Within one to two years
after cerebral ischemia, the neuropathological process leads to generalized brain atrophy [29,42,67].
Brain gross examination, carried out from 9 to 24 months following ischemia-reperfusion episode,
showed symptoms of brain hydrocephalus [42,67]. Dilatation of the subarachnoid space around the
cerebral hemispheres was also observed [42]. Complete disappearance of the hippocampus with
massive pyramidal neuron loss in its CA1 area and atrophy of the striatum was noted [42]. The brain
cortex was narrow, which suggested an increased density of neurons. An additional feature of late
atrophy of the brain was manifested as scattered changes of the white matter, taking the form of
rarefaction and cavitations, manifesting as advanced spongiosis. This phenomenon can be explained
by the huge loss of neurons along with the ischemic acute and chronic increased permeability of the
blood–brain barrier [48], for example for neurotoxic amyloid and tau protein [57–59,61,63–66].

2.2. Amyloid Generation after Brain Ischemia

Amyloid deposits occur in both the brain parenchyma and the vascular walls of the brain after
ischemic episodes in humans and animals [19,29,68–73]. Animals that survived up to seven days after
ischemic brain injury showed intense brain immunoreactivity for the N-terminal of the amyloid protein
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precursor, the β-amyloid peptide, and for the C-terminal of the amyloid protein precursor. In animals
that survived up to one year after ischemic brain injury, increased staining was reported only for
the C-terminal of the amyloid protein precursor and the β-amyloid peptide [29–31,42]. Staining was
observed intra- and extracellular [19,29]. Extracellular different parts of the amyloid protein precursor
deposits ranged from scattered small dots to irregularly dispersed diffuse plaques [19,29,74–78]. In the
hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, corpus callosum, around lateral ventricles and in the thalamus
multifocal scattered amyloid plaques were observed. The time-dependent accumulation of the
β-amyloid peptide in the hippocampus, especially in fields with the open blood–brain barrier, occurred
after experimental brain ischemia [18,36,37,45,62,63,79,80]. It should be emphasized that β-amyloid
peptide deposits observed after experimental cerebral ischemia did not stain with thioflavin S [19,81],
while in humans some amyloid deposits were stained with thioflavin S [69]. Accumulation of
amyloid in the vessel walls caused by ischemic brain damage with vasospasm may additionally
cause ischemic changes and develop a self-propelling vicious cycle of ischemic episodes, ultimately
leading to irreversible damage to the brain parenchyma [29,82].

2.3. Dysfunction of Tau Protein after Brain Ischemia

The microtubule-associated tau protein is hypophosphorylated in the ischemic brains of patients
and in experimental cerebral ischemia and ultimately generates intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles
and/or neurofibrillary tangle-like tauopathy that are a key in the ongoing neuropathology of
Alzheimer’s disease [35,83]. Cyclin-dependent kinase 5 is involved in neurofibrillary tangle-like
tauopathy, which is caused by ischemic hyperphosphorylation of tau protein [34]. Also, phosphorylation
of tau protein in many places specific for Alzheimer’s disease caused by experimental cerebral ischemia
was observed [46]. Increased phosphorylation of tau protein with cyclin-dependent kinase 5 parallel
activation, glycogen synthase kinase-3b and calcium/calmodulin dependent protein kinase II, as well
as inhibition of protein phosphatase 2A have been reported after focal rat brain ischemia [84]. It can
therefore be suggested that increased phosphorylation of tau protein and overproduction of β-amyloid
peptide appear to be very sensitive to brain ischemic injury.

2.4. Dysregulation of Genes Associated with Alzheimer’s Disease after Brain Ischemia

In the CA1 area of hippocampus, the expression of the amyloid protein precursor gene was
lowered below the control value within two days after ischemic brain injury [85,86]. Seven and 30 days
after cerebral ischemia, the expression of the amyloid protein precursor gene increased above the
control value [85,86]. In the temporal cortex, the expression of the amyloid protein precursor gene has
been lowered below the control value two days after ischemic brain injury [87]. However, on days 7 and
30 after brain ischemia, the expression of the amyloid protein precursor gene was increased above the
control value [87]. Expression of the β-secretase gene increased above the control value after cerebral
ischemia in the rat hippocampal CA1 area two to seven days after the injury [85,86]. However, 30 days
after cerebral ischemia, expression of the β-secretase gene decreased below the control value [85,86].
Expression of the β-secretase gene was regulated upward in the temporal cortex two days after brain
ischemia [87]. Seven and 30 days after temporal cortex ischemia, the expression of the β-secretase
gene was significantly reduced [87]. In the hippocampal CA1 region, the expression of the presenilin 1
and 2 gene was above the control value two and seven days after brain ischemia [85,86]. However,
30 days after an ischemic injury, the gene expression of presenilin 1 and 2 decreased below the control
value [85,86]. In the temporal cortex, presenilin 1 gene expression decreased below the control value,
but presenilin 2 increased above control 2 days after ischemic brain injury [88]. Seven days after
cerebral ischemia, gene expression of presenilin 1 was reduced, and presenilin 2 was significantly
elevated [88]. Thirty days after the termination of cerebral ischemia, the expression of presenilin 1
gene increased above the control value and presenilin 2 decreased below the control [88].
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There is only one study in the literature indicating the relationship between the ischemic CA1
area of the hippocampus and the expression of the tau protein gene following transient brain ischemia
in rats with 2, 7, and 30 days survival [35,89]. In the CA1 area of the hippocampus, the expression
of the tau protein gene increased approximately 3-fold with respect to control values on the second
day following brain ischemia [89]. On the 7th and 30th day after brain ischemia, the expression of the
tau protein gene oscillated in the range of control values [89]. Statistically significant changes in the
expression of the tau protein gene after brain ischemia were between 2 and 7 and 2 and 30 days of
survival [89].

It was found that the autophagy gene in the hippocampal CA1 region was not significantly
modified 2, 7, and 30 days after ischemic brain injury [90]. However, the mitophagy gene was
significantly elevated on day 2 and fell below baseline on days 7 and 30 [90]. Expression of the caspase
3 gene in the CA1 region of the hippocampus two days after brain ischemia increased by more than
300% compared to baseline. However, seven days after ischemic injury, its expression was close to
its basic value. Thirty days after ischemic injury, the gene expression was lowered below baseline in
the above area [90]. In the temporal cortex, gene expression of autophagy increased within 2–30 days
after transient brain ischemia in rats [91]. However, the gene of mitophagy fell below the normal
value within two days after brain ischemia. Seven and 30 days after cerebral ischemia, the expression
of the mitophagy gene increased above control values. Expression of the apoptotic caspase 3 gene
was reduced below normal values two days after brain ischemia. Seven and 30 days after ischemia,
the expression of caspase 3 gene increased above control values [91].

2.5. Behavioral Changes after Brain Ischemia with Alzheimer’s Disease Phenotype

After brain ischemia in animals, behavioral abnormalities were also observed in addition to
neurodegenerative changes [13–16,92,93]. It should be emphasized that neurodegenerative changes
after ischemia do not cause noticeable long-term neurological deficits in animals [92]. After the ischemic
episode, a spontaneous return of the sensory-motor function in animals was observed [14,94,95].
After ischemic brain injury, excessive locomotor activity was noted [96,97], as in people with
Alzheimer’s disease. Longer brain ischemia causes longer locomotor hyperactivity [32,63,92,98].
An impairment of habituation was observed after ischemic brain injury, which results in longer
exploration time [99,100]. Brain ischemia causes a reference and working memory deficits [14,101,102].
In addition, ischemic brain damage in animals gradually leads to deficits in spatial memory during
post-ischemic survival [14,103,104]. Progression of cognitive impairment has been demonstrated at
different times during recirculation [14,104,105]. In addition, evidence of recurrent ischemic brain
injury in animals showed persistent locomotor hyperactivity, severe cognitive deficits, and reduced
level of anxiety [106]. Vigilance and sensory-motor efficiency are damaged for one or two days,
while deficits in learning and memory seem to be irreversible and indefinitely persistent [14,98].
The aforementioned behavioral changes were associated with the loss of neurons in the CA1 region of
the hippocampus, cerebral cortex, caudate nucleus [29,63,106], amygdala and perirhinal cortex [13],
and with significant brain atrophy [29–31,42,107].

3. Effect of Curcumin on Neurodegenerative Changes and Neurological/Cognitive Function after
Brain Ischemia

3.1. Neuroprotective Effects

The administration of curcumin before reperfusion in the model of middle cerebral artery
occlusion in rats reduced the size of cerebral infarction and cerebral edema (Table 1) [108]. Before
reperfusion after middle cerebral artery occlusion, treatment with curcumin reduced neutrophil rolling
and adhesion to the endothelium of the cerebrovascular system by 76% and 67%, respectively. Because
neutrophils are the main source of oxidant damage during reperfusion, curcumin blocks the major
contributing factor to reperfusion injury, preventing neutrophil attack and accumulation in ischemic
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sites after experimental brain ischemia [108]. Curcumin reduced reperfusion injury in ischemic stroke
by preventing neutrophil adhesion to cerebrovascular microcirculation [108]. In the rat model of
embolic stroke, the efficacy of curcumin after ischemia was demonstrated, in which curcumin reduced
infarct volume, improved sensory motor function, and significantly reduced the stress associated with
nitrosis [109]. Curcumin can protect against local ischemic brain damage with reperfusion and also
stimulate neurogenesis by activating the Notch signaling pathway [110]. There was also a clear decrease
in the apoptotic index after three days of reperfusion in groups receiving curcumin. Significantly
more TUNEL-positive neuronal cells were found in the ischemic group compared to curcumin-treated
ischemic groups [111]. In addition, Kalani et al., [112] have shown that embryonic stem cell exosomes
loaded with curcumin reduced astrogliosis and improved neuronal survival after brain ischemia in
mice. Embryonic stem cell exosomes loaded with curcumin restored the neurovascular unit after
ischemic brain injury [112,113]. These results suggest that combining exosomal potentials from
embryonic stem cells with curcumin may help restore the neurovascular unit after ischemic brain
injury in mice. All acute therapies with curcumin reduced the activity of matrix metalloproteinase-9
and hemorrhagic transformation of ischemic stroke in diabetic rats [113]. In addition, curcumin has
reduced cerebral edema in these animals. Administration of curcumin for two months significantly
reduced the ischemia-induced death of neurons in the CA1 region of the hippocampus, as well as
impaired glial activation [114]. Administration of curcumin in the above condition also reduced lipid
peroxidation, mitochondrial dysfunction, and apoptotic indices. After intranasal administration of
curcumin, locomotor activity, and reduction in grip strength were improved after middle cerebral
artery occlusion [115].

Table 1. Summary of the protective action of curcumin on post-ischemic brain damage.

Kind of Ischemia Animal Treatment Time Protective Action References

Focal brain
ischemia Rat Pre-treatment

Reduction of reperfusion injury by
preventing neutrophil adhesion to

the brain microcirculation
[108]

Incomplete brain
ischemia Rat Pre-treatment

Inhibition of mitochondrial ROS
generation, lipid peroxidation and

neuro-protection by inhibiting apoptosis
[116]

Forebrain ischemia Rat Pre-treatment
and post-ischemia Reduction of apoptosis [111]

Focal brain
ischemia Rat Post-ischemia Reduction in volume of infarct

and brain edema [117]

Focal embolic
ischemia Rat Post-ischemia Reduction in volume of infarct and

improvement of sensory motor activity [109]

Focal brain
ischemia Mouse Post-ischemia Reduced volume of infarct, brain edema,

and blood–brain barrier permeability [118,119]

Focal brain
ischemia Rat Post-ischemia Stimulation of neurogenesis and smaller

neurobehavioral deficits [110]

Forebrain ischemia Gerbil Post-ischemia
Reduction of neuronal death, glial

activation, apoptotic indices and mitigation
of changes in locomotor activity

[114]

Focal brain
ischemia Rat Post-ischemia

Reduction of hemorrhagic transformation,
brain edema and improvement of

neurological function
[113]

Focal brain
ischemia Mouse

Post-ischemia
curcumin-loaded
mouse embryonic

stem cell exosomes

Reduction of neurological score, infarct
volume, edema, inflammation and

astrogliosis and restoration of
neurovascular system

[112]

Focal brain
ischemia Rat Post-ischemia

Reduced neurological score, infarct area,
apoptosis, caspase-3 mRNA expression

and autophagy activity
[120,121]
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3.2. Neurological/Cognitive Effects

Treatment with curcumin also improved neurological outcomes after focal cerebral ischemia [108].
Administration of curcumin after ischemia improved sensory-motor activity [109]. Rats with focal
cerebral ischemia treated with curcumin showed significantly smaller neurobehavioral deficits than
animals treated with vehicle after 3, 7, and 12 days of reperfusion [110]. After one and three days,
a significant reduction in neurological score was noted in the curcumin-treated groups compared to the
control ischemic group [111,112]. Improvement in neurological function was observed, as evidenced
by gait results, modified Bederson’s scores and grip strength, but the size of the infarct was similar
to untreated animals with ischemia and diabetes [112,113]. Biochemical changes resulting from the
administration of curcumin also correlated very well with the ability to relieve changes in locomotor
activity after ischemia-reperfusion brain injury [114,115].

4. Possible Molecular Mechanisms Underlying the Protective Action of Curcumin after
Ischemia-Reperfusion Brain Injury

Apoptosis is one of the main routes that lead to the process of neuronal cell death after brain
ischemia [122]. Curcumin contributes to the protection of neurons, probably through anti-apoptotic
mechanisms [123]. Curcumin increased the level of anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 protein in the mitochondria
and reduced the subsequent translocation of cytochrome c to the cytosol, thereby weakening the
activation of caspase [123]. It is suggested that the mitochondrial pathway is an important target
for curcumin. Curcumin administration has been shown to completely inhibit ischemia-induced
cytochrome c release [114]. Another mechanism by which curcumin prevents damage to the ischemic
brain is to increase the expression of the silent information regulator 1, a key neuroprotective molecule
that participates in protection against ischemia-reperfusion brain damage. In this respect, the activation
of the silent information regulator 1 leads to deacetylation of p53 and attenuation of apoptosis in the
brain after ischemia [124]. It has been documented that the number of mitochondria and their mass,
mitochondrial biogenesis and mitochondrial uncoupling protein 2 are significantly reduced in rats
with ischemic brain injury, and these changes are reversed by pre-treatment with curcumin. It was also
shown that mitochondrial biogenesis was increased in the focal model of brain ischemia in rats after
administration of curcumin [125]. The data suggest that curcumin can alleviate ischemia-reperfusion
injury of the brain by preventing ONOO−-induced damage to the blood–brain barrier, and this
indicates that curcumin alleviates vasogenic edema of the brain by protecting the integrity of the
blood–brain barrier [118].

It is suggested that in response to ischemia-reperfusion injury of the brain, numerous
factors predisposing to stress from the endoplasmic reticulum are activated in neurons, including
depletion of the endoplasmic reticulum of Ca2+, proteins aggregation, reduced proteins degradation,
and accumulation of lipid peroxidation products in the endoplasmic reticulum and structures of
Golgi apparatus [126]. Endoplasmic reticulum stress can induce proapoptotic processes and lead
to apoptosis [127,128]. The growth arrest- and DNA damage-inducible gene 153 and caspase 12
are among the main factors of apoptosis mediated by stress of the endoplasmic reticulum [129].
Growth arrest- and DNA damage-inducible gene 153 is a signaling molecule that is involved in the
development of apoptosis via pathways, such as the effect on intracellular Ca2+ metabolism and a
reduction in Bcl-2 [129–131]. Caspase-12 is released from the endoplasmic reticulum during stress of
the endoplasmic reticulum, and then activates the caspase cascade and apoptosis. It has been observed
that curcumin can reduce the stress of the endoplasmic reticulum by reducing the expression of growth
arrest- and DNA damage-inducible gene 153 and caspase-12, thus exhibiting a protective effect against
brain ischemia-reperfusion injury in animals [129].

In the early stages after ischemic damage to the brain, neuroinflammation accelerates the damage
process and determines the degree of brain damage [32,132]. Oxidative stress and overproduction of
reactive oxygen species is a permanent element and an important mechanism of brain damage after
ischemia-reperfusion [133]. Available studies have shown that the administration of curcumin prevents
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ischemia-reperfusion injury due to its antioxidant activity [115,134–137]. Possible mechanisms for the
protective effect of curcumin on oxidative stress include reduction of lipid peroxidation, increased
protein synthesis, free radical scavenging, increased glutathione content, and maintenance of cell
membrane integrity [115,137,138]. It was shown that the increase in peroxiredoxin 6 level by curcumin
weakened ischemic oxidative damage by induction of factor specific protein 1 in post-ischemic
rats [137]. Ischemic in vitro studies have shown that curcumin increases thioredoxin levels and
protects neurons from death due to deprivation of oxygen and glucose [139]. In addition, curcumin
protects the brain against ischemia-reperfusion injury by inhibiting neuroinflammatory cytokines,
such as IL-6 and TNF-α [124].

It was found that the antioxidant and anti-inflammatory action of curcumin contributed to the
reversal of cognitive deficits related to the neurotoxicity of the β-amyloid peptide [140]. In experimental
models both in vivo and in vitro, it has been shown that curcumin reduces the level of soluble
β-amyloid peptide and the density of β-amyloid peptide plaques in brain tissue [141,142]. It has
been revealed that curcumin prevents aggregation of the β-amyloid peptide in vitro and promotes the
clearance of aggregates of the β-amyloid peptide. In addition, it has been presented that curcumin
inhibits the maturation of the amyloid protein precursor and inhibits the generation of β-amyloid
peptide in vitro [142]. Curcumin—by reducing the level of soluble tau protein, increasing the heat shock
protein associated with the removal of tau protein, even after the formation of tangles—indicates that
synaptic and behavioral dysfunctions caused by the tau protein are reversible [143]. It has been shown
that curcumin inhibits oligomerization of the β-amyloid peptide and phosphorylation of tau protein in
brain parenchyma and reverses cognitive deficits in the Alzheimer’s disease model [144]. Curcumin
has been documented to stimulate neuronal stem cell proliferation and neuronal differentiation and
reverses β-amyloid peptide-induced inhibition of hippocampal neurogenesis and memory deficits
in the Alzheimer’s disease model [144,145]. Curcumin reduced the level of amyloid deposits and
inhibited tau protein aggregation in the transgenic model of Alzheimer’s disease and reduced oxidative
damage, neuroinflammatory, and neurological response, as well as cognitive deficit after infusion of
amyloid into the brain [146]. Curcumin reduces the level and activity of beta-secretase, aggregation of
beta-amyloid peptide and accumulation, and increases amyloid clearance [147]. Curcumin also induces
amyloid uptake by macrophages and stimulates metal chelation [147]. A summary of protective action
of curcumin after brain ischemia injury is presented in Table 1.

5. Conclusions

In the present review, we discussed the neuroprotective effects of curcumin after
ischemia-reperfusion brain injury. Accumulating evidence has clearly shown the role of
the neuroprotective and neurological/cognitive enhancement effects of curcumin after brain
ischemia-reperfusion injury with the phenotype of Alzheimer’s disease (Table 1). Based on the data
presented, it appears that curcumin has its own effective therapeutic potential through anti-amyloid,
anti-tau protein hyperphosphorylation, anti-hyperhomocysteinemia, anti-oxidant, anti-inflammatory,
and anti-apoptotic effects (Table 1) [116,117,119,143], which clearly indicates that curcumin can be
used as a neuroprotective substance not only in ischemic neurodegeneration [33,148] but also in a
neurodegenerative disease similar to Alzheimer’s disease as a response to brain ischemia associated
with hyperhomocysteinemia [149,150]. The available data show that curcumin induces neuroprotection
and neurogenesis and may be a new therapeutic agent for both regenerative medicine and for the
treatment of neurodegenerative disorders such as neurodegeneration after brain ischemia with the
phenotype of Alzheimer’s disease. Therefore, curcumin may be a promising supplementary agent
against brain ischemia-reperfusion injury in the future. Indeed, there is a rational scientific basis for
the use of curcumin for the prophylaxis and treatment of ischemic neurodegeneration. Nevertheless,
despite initial hard data, prospective studies are needed to further clarify how curcumin could exert
protective action against ischemic brain damage and how it can be used therapeutically. In particular,
evidence from clinical randomized controlled trials would be helpful.
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Abstract: Transthyretin (TTR) amyloidoses (ATTR amyloidosis) are diseases associated with
transthyretin (TTR) misfolding, aggregation and extracellular deposition in tissues as amyloid.
Clinical manifestations of the disease are variable and include mainly polyneuropathy and/or
cardiomyopathy. The reasons why TTR forms aggregates and amyloid are related with amino acid
substitutions in the protein due to mutations, or with environmental alterations associated with aging,
that make the protein more unstable and prone to aggregation. According to this model, several
therapeutic approaches have been proposed for the diseases that range from stabilization of TTR,
using chemical chaperones, to clearance of the aggregated protein deposited in tissues in the form of
oligomers or small aggregates, by the action of disruptors or by activation of the immune system.
Interestingly, different studies revealed that curcumin presents anti-amyloid properties, targeting
multiple steps in the ATTR amyloidogenic cascade. The effects of curcumin on ATTR amyloidosis will
be reviewed and discussed in the current work in order to contribute to knowledge of the molecular
mechanisms involved in TTR amyloidosis and propose more efficient drugs for therapy.

Keywords: curcumin; transthyretin; amyloidosis; protein aggregation; protein misfolding;
drug discovery

1. General Introduction

Transthyretin (TTR) is a plasma protein that functions mainly as a transporter for thyroid
hormones, in particular thyroxine (T4) and retinol (vitamin A) in complex with retinol binding
protein (RBP) [1]. TTR is also known to interact with other protein ligands and small molecules,
either natural or synthetic compounds. In plasma, TTR interacts with apolipoprotein AI (apo A-I) [2],
with the receptor of advanced glycation end-products (RAGE) [3] and with metallothionein [4]. In the
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), TTR interacts with neuropeptide Y (NPY) [5] and with amyloid-β (Aβ)
peptide, indicating a neuroprotective role for TTR in the central nervous system [6,7].

Concerning small ligands, TTR binds various types of compounds [8] besides T4 and retinol.
It binds pterins [9], halogenated polyphenols [10] and pharmacologic agents, such as some non-steroid
anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) [11] and natural polyphenols of plant origin [12–15].

In humans and rodents, TTR is mainly synthetized by the liver and the choroid plexus of the
brain [16,17] and is secreted to the plasma and cerebrospinal fluid, respectively [18]. In minor amounts,
TTR is also synthesized in other tissues, such as the retinal pigmented epithelium, intestine, pancreas,
and meninges [19,20].
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At the molecular level, TTR is composed of four identical subunits of 127 amino acids forming
a tetramer [21,22]. Each polypeptide chain is organized in eight segments with a β-chain structure and
only a very small segment of alpha helix. The four monomers in the tetramer interact with each other
through non-covalent bonds, establishing a strong interaction between two monomers, forming dimers
that assemble as a tetramer originating a central hydrophobic channel limited by amino acids from
both dimers. This channel has two similar binding sites for thyroxine molecules [23]. The binding sites
can also accommodate other small TTR ligands that might occur in plasma as a result of metabolism,
diet origin, or even compounds administered for therapeutic purposes. For an extensive review of
TTR-ligand complex X-ray crystal structures, see a review by Pallaninathan et al. [24].

The predominance of the β-chain structure in the polypeptide chains of the TTR tetramer, and its
organization as β-sheets contribute to the intrinsic amyloid potential of the protein, leading to
aggregation, fibril formation, and deposition under specific conditions, originating transthyretin
amyloidosis (ATTR amyloidosis).

2. ATTR Amyloidosis

ATTR amyloidosis is a systemic amyloidosis of hereditary or non-hereditary origin. The hereditary
forms of the disease are due to mutations in the TTR gene that originate variants with a single amino
acid substitution [25,26] (Available online: amyloidosismutations.com). In the non-hereditary forms,
the main component of the amyloid fibrils is the wild type protein. In both cases, for different
reasons, namely amino acid alterations and/or environmental conditions, TTR becomes less stable
and dissociates into monomers that are partially unfolded and present a high tendency to aggregate
and form fibrils that deposit in the extracellular space. More than 120 TTR variants have been
described until now, related with different hereditary forms of ATTR (ATTRv). Though these are
mainly systemic forms of the disease, the most affected tissues or organs where amyloid gets deposited
are the peripheral nerves, gastro intestinal system, kidney, heart, carpal tunnel, eye, and in less cases
the meninges [27]. The non-hereditary form of the disease is mainly associated with cardiomyopathy
of aged people, over 80 years old, and the deposits are composed of wild type protein (ATTR wt) [28].
The most frequent TTR variant is TTR V30M that causes ATTRV30M amyloidosis (formerly designated
familial amyloid polyneuropathy (FAP)) [29]. The disease occurs in several foci in the world, the biggest
ones located in Portugal, Sweden, Japan, Brazil, Italy, France, and USA [30]. Concerning the hereditary
forms of the disease, TTR V122I is also a very frequent variant, in particular, in the Black American
population, being this variant related with a predominant involvement of the heart [31,32], now
designated as ATTR amyloidosis with cardiomyopathy [33].

The clinical expression of the disease is highly heterogeneous in ATTR amyloidosis. In particular
the age of onset of the disease is variable for different variants and even for patients with the same
TTR variant, namely TTR V30M, in which the onset can vary from the 2nd to the 6th decade of
life [34,35]. Early onset cases are mainly characterized by predominant loss of small-diameter nerve
fibers, severe autonomic dysfunction, and cardiac conduction alterations, resulting in peripheral
neuropathy leading to loss of sensation, to pain and heat, lower and upper members muscle atrophy,
gastro-intestinal disturbances, and cardiomyopathy. In contrast, late onset TTR V30M patients
show loss of both small and large fibers, less severe polyneuropathy, mild autonomic dysfunction
and frequent cardiomegaly [36]. Among different TTR variants, there is also high variability of
predominance of polyneuropathy or cardiomyopathy as main clinical manifestations in ATTRv
amyloidosis (reviewed in Reference [26,37]).

3. Inhibitors of TTR Aggregation: Pharmacologic and Natural Inhibitors of TTR Amyloidosis

Since plasma TTR is mainly synthesized by the liver, liver transplant has been one of the first
therapeutic approaches proposed and found effective for the disease [38]. However, as expected,
liver transplant is an invasive therapy, not suitable for all patients and with several limitations and
risks [39]. In addition, recently, it was found that after liver transplant, some patients develop TTR
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cardiomyopathy due to deposition of wild-type TTR in their heart [40–42]. This supports the need for
alternative therapeutic approaches that aim to stabilize TTR using small molecules that, by binding to
TTR, stabilize it and inhibit its aggregation and deposition [43]. The first evidence of TTR stabilization
through binding of small compounds came from the fact that when TTR is bound to T4 it is less
prone to aggregation. In addition, T4 binding sites in TTR are mostly unoccupied due to the high
TTR/T4 ratio in plasma, allowing TTR stabilization by binding of small compounds to TTR with high
affinity [44].

Several nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), have been known for a long time
to compete with T4 for the binding to TTR, such as salicylates, diclofenac, flufenamic acid and
diflunisal [45]. Among these, diflunisal was one of the most promising compounds due to its affinity
and specificity to bind TTR. In addition, several diflunisal derivatives have been synthetized to improve
its affinity and selectivity to bind TTR in plasma [46,47]. Diflunisal is still one of the compounds in
use for ATTR amyloidosis therapy in countries where Tafamidis has not yet been approved [48,49].
Tafamidis, diclorofenol benzoxazole carboxylic acid, is a more recent and widely-used drug that binds
to TTR and stabilizes it [50,51]. Tafamidis is highly safe and tolerable and has been found efficient in
slowing disease progression and preserving quality of life of TTR V30M patients [52]. Meanwhile,
other strategies for ATTR amyloidosis therapy have also been pursued, namely targeting different
steps in the cascade of amyloid formation, fibril disruption, and clearance [53]. An example of such
strategies is to use compounds that bind to TTR and block its polymerization or disrupt the amyloid
fibrils formed, such as molecular tweezers (CLR01) and doxycycline, respectively [54,55].

4. Natural Inhibitors—Polyphenols

In the search for compounds of therapeutic interest, presenting very low toxicity and structural
similarities to other TTR ligands, several polyphenols of plant origin have been studied as inhibitors of
TTR amyloidogenesis. Some polyphenols were previously reported as inhibiting protein aggregation
and amyloid formation in neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s
disease [56]. One of the most studied polyphenols is resveratrol. In vitro studies using the AC16
cardiomyocyte cell line demonstrate that resveratrol is able to stabilize the native TTR tetramer,
preventing the formation of cytotoxic species and promoting aggregation of monomeric into non-toxic
species [12]. Furthermore, administration of resveratrol to Alzheimer’s disease (AD) mice revealed
an increase in TTR levels in plasma that does not result from higher expression of the protein, but,
instead, might be related with increased TTR stability and longer half-life in circulation [57]. However,
resveratrol seems to have not only these direct effects on TTR but also other properties namely those
involving protection against oxidation, which is difficult to discern.

Other polyphenols, like nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA), rosmarinic acid, caffeic acid and
epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG), have also been investigated in vitro for their interaction with
TTR [58–62]. Contrary to most polyphenols, EGCG did not compete with T4 for binding to TTR,
revealing that it binds at a different binding site in the molecule [62]. Indeed, the crystallographic
structure of the complex of TTR with EGCG revealed that it binds at different regions at the surface of
the molecule and not at the T4 binding sites [63]. In a subsequent structure–activity study, the galloyl
moiety has been highlighted as a key structural feature of EGCG by greatly enhancing its anti-amyloid
chaperone activity of TTR [61].

When administered to a model mice expressing human TTR V30M, EGCG inhibited TTR
deposition in the gastrointestinal tract and in the dorsal root ganglia (DRG), the main sites of aggregated
TTR deposition in this animal model for the disease [64]. In addition, when administered to old mice,
EGCG treatment resulted in a decrease of TTR deposits in tissues, indicating a disruptive effect
on aggregated TTR deposits. A small pilot study with EGCG administration to human carriers of
amyloidogenic TTR mutations including TTR V30M revealed a reduction of myocardial mass in the case
of cardiomyopathy, indicating an inhibitory effect of EGCG on TTR amyloid fibril formation [65,66].
The reported studies show improvement in the cardiac function without increase of the patient’s
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survival. The low toxicity and high tolerability to EGCG, confirmed in these studies, encourage
continuation of treatment with EGCG [67].

Among the polyphenols studied in vitro, curcumin revealed a particular behavior suggesting
different mechanism of inhibition of ATTR amyloidosis [58].

5. In Vitro Studies with Curcumin

5.1. Curcumin Binds to TTR and Increases Its Resistance to Dissociation

A decade ago, Pullakhandam and colleagues first reported curcumin interaction with TTR [68].
Using Scatchard analysis of fluorescence quenching, the authors showed that curcumin binds to
wild-type TTR with a molar ratio of 1.2:1 and Kd of 2.3 × 10−6 M [68]. In addition, curcumin was found
to dose-dependently displace 1-anilino-8-naphalene sulfonate (ANS) at pH 7.2 from TTR’s central
ligand-binding channel, to which various ligands are known to bind [68].

Shortly after, we further detailed the interaction between curcumin and TTR by unequivocally
showing that curcumin competed with radiolabeled T4 ([125I]T4) for its binding to wild-type and
V30M mutant TTR, both in vitro and in whole human plasma [58]. These observations were later
corroborated by the crystal structures of TTR complexes with curcumin and also its degradation
product, ferulic acid, [15], and other curcumin-like compounds [69], showing that curcumin interacts
with Ser 117 and Lys15 and with Val 121 and Thr123 through a water molecule [15]. By filling the
largely unoccupied T4 binding pockets at the weaker dimer–dimer interface, curcumin increases
TTR tetramer resistance to dissociation in non-native monomers as shown by isoelectric focusing
(IEF) studies in semi-denaturing conditions (4 M urea) [58]. This, together with selective binding of
curcumin to TTR over other plasma proteins, resulted in a 25% increase of the tetramer/total TTR ratio
in plasma from controls and TTR V30M heterozygote carriers [58].

5.2. Curcumin Redirects TTR Aggregation into “Off-Pathway” Oligomers and Disaggregates Pre-Formed TTR
Amyloid Fibrils

Despite its inability to prevent the acid induced aggregation of TTR wild-type [68], we have
shown that curcumin robustly inhibits aggregation of the highly amyloidogenic Y78F variant under
physiological conditions (phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4, 37 ◦C) [58]. This supports the hypothesis
that protonation and isomerization of the phenolic and enolic hydroxyl groups of curcumin at low
pH might impair interaction with TTR [68]. Under transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
dynamic light scattering (DLS), curcumin redirected the TTR Y78F amyloid formation pathway into
a monodispersed, highly stable population of “off-pathway” oligomers with approximately 80 nm in
hydrodynamic diameter (dH) [58]. In addition, we found that Schwann cells exposed to TTR Y78F
aggregates incubated with curcumin presented significantly reduced endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
stress and were protected from entering into the apoptotic signaling pathway [70], highlighting that
curcumin-induced oligomers are less toxic than untreated “on-pathway” aggregate intermediaries.
Moreover, dot–blot analysis of conditioned medium from Rat Schwannoma (RN22) cells expressing
TTR L55P incubated with curcumin revealed almost complete inhibition of TTR aggregation (90%). This
variant is associated with an aggressive form of ATTR amyloidosis, further supporting the protective
role of curcumin on the early stages of TTR aggregation, either by inhibiting tetramer dissociation
and/or redirecting pathological misfolding and aggregation into more innocuous counterparts [58].
Similar observations were later reported relative to different aggregation-prone proteins associated
with neurodegeneration, including Aβ [71], tau [72] and α-synuclein [73].

Beyond sharing many structural similarities with classical amyloid-binding dyes, such
as Thioflavin-S, Congo red, and crysamine-G, curcumin showed specific labeling of amyloid
deposits [74–76]. Although the precise atomic-detailed characteristics underlying the ability of
curcumin to break down β-sheet rich aggregates remain unclear, solid-state NMR studies have
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highlighted the structural importance of the aromatic carbons adjacent to the methoxy and/or hydroxy
groups of curcumin in its binding with Aβ fibrils [77].

Overall, multiple lines of evidence favor the hypothesis that the non-specific modulatory role of
curcumin on amyloid formation and toxicity in vitro depends on aggregate-related conformational
structure rather than protein primary sequence.

6. In Vivo Studies with Curcumin

6.1. Curcumin Reduces TTR Load and Degrades Amyloid Deposits in Tissues

In recent years, an increasing amount of evidence supporting the anti-amyloidogenic role of
curcumin in different proteins prone to misfolding have paved the way to preclinical trials in transgenic
animal models [78].

With regard to ATTR amyloidosis, we have shown that chronically feeding young transgenic mice
for human TTR V30M with curcumin (2% w/w) results in micromolar steady-state levels of curcumin
in plasma (21.4 ± 3.6 μM) [79]. Selective competition of curcumin with T4 (42%) for the binding to TTR
in plasma significantly reduced tetramer dissociation into non-native monomeric intermediaries under
semi-dissociating conditions [79]. Beyond stabilizing TTR native fold, curcumin supplementation
alleviated TTR load and associated biomarkers in the gastrointestinal tract, the primary target organ in
this mouse model [79]. Dietary intake of curcumin was well-tolerated and non-toxic to animals and
the treatment did not interfere with TTR plasma levels in vivo [79].

In a later study, we evaluated the effect of curcumin in aged mice expressing the TTR V30M
variant on an Hsf-1 heterozygous background (hTTR V30M/Hsf), in which deposition of aggregated
TTR coexists with birefringent congophilic material in tissues. We found that curcumin intake not only
reduced non-fibrillar extracellular TTR burden in both gastrointestinal tract and dorsal root ganglia,
but also remodeled pre-existing congophilic amyloid material in tissues [70].

Our findings are in close alignment with recent observations made by others showing that
curcumin promotes remodeling of existing amyloid deposits and counteracts the formation of new
amyloid deposits, or even reduce the amount of remaining deposits [72,76,78,80].

6.2. Other Neuroprotective Mechanisms of Curcumin

Although we hypothesize that curcumin alleviates TTR extracellular burden most likely due
to its ability to directly interact and modify multiple partners of the TTR amyloid cascade, as
summarized in Figure 1, we speculate whether the pleiotropic therapeutic actions of curcumin [78]
might synergistically potentiate its efficacy in vivo.
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Figure 1. Proposed mechanism for TTR aggregation pathway modulation by curcumin. Rate-limiting
tetramer dissociation of TTR into partially unfolded monomers precedes the formation of toxic
oligomeric intermediates that evolve into β-sheets enriched mature fibrils. Curcumin modulates TTR
cascade by directly interacting with different binding partners: (a) Curcumin interaction with TTR at the
T4 binding pockets stabilizes the tetrameric fold and blocks its dissociation into unfolded monomeric
species [15,58,68]; (b) Curcumin interaction with partially misfolded non-native monomers redirects
TTR aggregation into “off-pathway” unstructured oligomers innocuous to cells [58,68]; (c) Curcumin
breaks down and remodels β-sheet rich TTR fibrils in smaller amorphous aggregates in in vitro [58]
and in vivo [70].

Recently, increasing relevance has been attributed to endothelial abnormalities associated with
ATTRv amyloidosis and in particular ATTR V30M [81,82]. It has been suggested that TTR variants
may affect endothelial cells function even before amyloid fibril formation. Thus, microangiopathy
could play an important role in an initial lesion leading to organ damage [83]. Interestingly, curcumin
appears to improve endothelial cell function and, though its mechanisms of action are not completely
known, it seems that by lowering the expression of pro-inflammatory molecules, and by reducing
levels of reactive oxygen species, such as Nox-2 in endothelial cells, curcumin not only decreases
trans-endothelial monocyte migration, but also maintains adequate NO levels for the proper function
of cells [84].

Accumulating evidence has linked autophagy impairment to neurodegeneration and neuronal cell
death [85,86]. Given that stimulation of autophagy can potentially enhance degradation of aggregation
prone-proteins, development of autophagy-inducing therapies, in which toxic misfolded proteins are
used as autophagy substrates, might be a valuable pharmacological approach for neurodegenerative
diseases, including ATTR amyloidosis [85,86].

In preclinical studies performed with TTR V30M transgenic mice, curcumin has been shown
to effectively reverse accumulation of p62, a key cargo receptor involved in selective autophagy,
re-establishing the autophagic flux and mitigating apoptosis [87]. Nevertheless, since curcumin can
mediate crosstalk between different signaling pathways [88,89] it remains unclear to which extent
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restoration of the autophagic flux in vivo occurs because: (i) curcumin promotes autophagy or (ii) its
anti-amyloid activity prevents TTR “on-pathway” aggregation reaching a critical threshold beyond
which the autophagic machinery would be overwhelmed and irreversibly damaged.

In recent years, macrophage-mediated clearance of amyloid by a variety of phagocytic and
digestive mechanisms has been receiving increasing attention in the literature [90]. Several
small-molecules, including derivatives of curcumin, have been found to promote phagocytosis of
Aβ by macrophages [91–93]. Similarly, we have shown that pre-treatment of macrophages isolated
from aged FAP mice with physiologically achievable doses of curcumin, improves phagocytic uptake
and degradation of extracellular TTR aggregates, supporting that curcumin restores the inefficient
macrophage TTR clearance characteristic of pathological conditions [70].

7. Final Remarks

Several lines of evidence suggest that curcumin has neuroprotective properties in many
protein-misfolding disorders, including Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases and ATTR
amyloidosis [78]. Curcumin is a biologically well-tolerated polyphenol, with a long established
safety history [94]. According to JECFA (The Joint United Nations and World Health Organization
Expert Committee on Food Additives) and EFSA (European Food Safety Authority) guidelines,
the recommended allowable daily intake (ADI) amount of curcumin is 0–3 mg/kg body weight [94].
Nonetheless, some minor undesired side effects have been reported in a single dose escalation study
where healthy subjects were given increasing doses from 0.5 to 12 g of curcumin [95].

Despite its well-documented therapeutic efficacy, the poor absorption and rapid metabolism
of curcumin, has hindered its progress as a prospective pharmacological agent. To increase its
bioavailability, a wide array of novel formulations have been developed, including nanoparticles,
liposomes, micelles, and phospholipid complexes, which increase the bioavailability of curcumin by
providing longer circulation, enhanced permeability, and resistance to metabolic degradation and
excretion [78].

Presently, numerous disease-modifying targeted therapies for TTR amyloidosis are being
tested in human clinical trials, including TTR stabilizers (diflunisal, tafamidis), fibril disruptors
(doxycycline/TUDCA) and the most recent gene therapies to block TTR expression (small interference
RNAs (siRNAs) and antisense oligonucleotides therapy (ASOs)) [26,37,96,97]. Although development
of these strategies greatly improved the perspectives in ATTR amyloidosis, the complex nature of
the disease, in which several pathways are known to contribute to the pathology, prompts to seek
multi-stage interventions that not only block TTR synthesis and/or misfolding, but also suppress
inflammation and oxidative damage and enhance cellular protein degradation systems. Taken together,
the pleiotropic activities of curcumin provide multiple ways to tackle TTR pathophysiology, either
through direct interaction of curcumin with TTR, or indirect effects affecting signaling pathways
associated with TTR amyloid fibril formation and clearance. Accordingly, the works here reviewed,
and summarized in Figure 2, demonstrate interaction of curcumin with TTR through binding at the
thyroxine binding sites, resulting in TTR tetramer stabilization and consequent modulation of the TTR
misfolding cascade inhibiting aggregation and /or inducing formation of non-toxic aggregates. This
leads to restoring the autophagy flux and improving phagocytic uptake and clearance of extracellular
TTR. Curcumin also appears to directly induce disaggregation of TTR pre-formed fibrils and to promote
clearance of TTR aggregates through endocytose by fibroblasts and macrophages. Concomitant with
these effects, curcumin presents several non-specific effects counteracting common pathogenic events
in amyloidosis, such as oxidative stress, inflammation, apoptosis and extracellular matrix dysregulation
within a range of dosing with proven safety.
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Figure 2. The pleiotropic effects of curcumin on the molecular pathways associated with ATTR
amyloidosis. Curcumin exerts neuroprotective effects on ATTR amyloidosis by modulating TTR
abnormal aggregation and counteracting TTR tissue deposition (left panels, 20× magnification)
immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis of TTR in dorsal root ganglia (DRG) from mice expressing human
TTR V30M (hTTRV30M mice) treated with curcumin and age-matched controls [70]), re-establishing the
autophagic flux by reversing p62 accumulation (center panels, 20× magnification), IHC analysis of p62,
in duodenum samples from hTTRV30M mice treated with curcumin and age-matched controls [87])
and improving the phagocytic uptake and degradation of extracellular TTR aggregates by macrophages
(right panels, 63× magnification), double immunofluorescence labeling for TTR, in green, and F4/80,
in red, of primary macrophages from hTTRV30M mice that were pre-incubated in presence of curcumin
or its absence (control), before addition of TTR aggregates to cell culture medium [70]). Nevertheless,
other well-known neuroprotective properties of curcumin, such as its anti-inflammatory, anti-apoptotic,
and anti-oxidative activities [78,94], might potentiate its in vivo effects.

In conclusion, in this context, curcumin remains a promising scaffold for the development of
potent multi-stage disease-modifying drugs for the treatment of TTR amyloidosis.
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Abstract: Curcuma longa from Zingiberaceae belongs to the major spices consumed around the world,
known from its cholagogue, anti-inflammatory, and antimicrobial properties. Lack of data on the
activity of single components of turmeric extract encouraged the authors to apply TLC (thin-layer
chromatography) based bioautography studies to reveal its antimicrobial constituents and construct
a universal platform for the bioactivity assessment of crude extracts, with help of a freeware ImageJ
software. This optimized chromatographic bioassay performed on diethyl ether and methanol extracts
of Curcuma longa was successfully applied on the total extract and revealed the antimicrobial potential
of single components against a variety of Gram-positive strains, with no need for their isolation from
the mixture. The obtained results were further confronted with a classic microdilution antimicrobial
assay on the isolates, purified from the crude extracts by centrifugal partition chromatography in the
following solvent system: heptane-chloroform-methanol-water (5:6:3:2) (v/v/v/v).

Keywords: Curcuma longa; turmeric tuber; Zingiberaceae; TLC bioautography; antimicrobial agents;
ImageJ; TLC-MS; hydrostatic counter-current chromatography; centrifugal partition chromatography

1. Introduction

In recent years, the development of bacterial resistance against antibiotics available in the
pharmaceutical market constitutes a serious pharmacological issue. There are many cases of hospital
infections, bacterial diseases originating from tropical countries, or infections caused by mutant
bacteria, which are difficult to treat [1]. Since the beginning of the 80 s, there have been numerous
attempts to discover new potent antimicrobial agents and develop novel antibiotics that can overcome
severe problems associated with bacterial resistance. Even though the costs of conducted studies are
high, as in any field of research, the results still do not bring much novelty to the field. Moreover,
significant adverse or side effects caused by the currently administered drugs to the macroorganism
constitute another important issue that needs a special focus. For these reasons, phytotherapy has
become a popular field of study for both patients searching for new and more effective therapeutical
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strategies and for researchers searching for ideas in the process of new drug design, as nature has
already given a variety of chemical structures to modern pharmacology.

Turmeric (Curcuma longa L.) is one of the most widely recognized medicinal plants. It is a tropical,
perennial spice that belongs to the Zingiberaceae family and is widely cultivated in Malaysia, India,
and Indonesia for its flavoring, coloring, and medicinal applications [2], together with its low toxicity
(doses of 12 g/day are reported to be safe to humans [3]). The first information about its medicinal
uses come from Ayurveda, Siddha, and Unani medicine systems and concerns its antibacterial, wound
healing, anti-inflammatory, digestive, and anticancer properties [4].

Turmeric extracts contain both precious sesquiterpenes (α-zingiberene, β-sesquiphellandrene, and
ar-turmerone as the leading constituents of terpene fraction) and polyphenols (curcuminoids). Among
the latter group, curcumin, demethoxycurcumin, and bisdemethoxycurcumin can be distinguished as
the leading compounds [2]. These ferulic acid derivatives are responsible for the major pharmacological
effects of turmeric. Their strong antioxidant potential affects the inhibition of tumor growth and
promotes antisclerotic or neuroprotective activity of the plant [5]. Interestingly, the majority of scientific
publications describe the activity of crude extracts or focus on the properties of curcumin—the major
phenolic metabolite of the plant. Because of some difficulties in the isolation of curcuminoids caused
by a marked structural similarity between one another, much less is known about the potential of the
remaining constituents of this plant.

Several publications have reported the antimicrobial activity of turmeric extract against oral
bacteria [6,7] or compared its potential by considering the extraction conditions used [8–10]. A large
majority of the papers, however, describe the antibacterial potential of the crude turmeric extract or
crude turmeric oil [11–14].

The aim of this study was to evaluate the antimicrobial potential of single constituents of methanol
and diethyl ether extracts of C. longa L., without any need for their isolation from the crude extract.
This task was performed by the application of TLC bioautography with image analysis on the selected
strains of Gram-positive bacteria, and the result was expressed as the antimicrobial potential according
to the values of minimum inhibitory quantity (MIQ) of the compounds. The subsequent identification
of potent components was performed using a TLC-MS interface in a direct MS analysis of an indicated
spot, which clearly determined the structure of the analyzed compounds. The accuracy of this
methodology was assessed by the authors on the isolated single metabolites in the microdilution test
in order to compare the results with those from image analyses. The latter task was performed through
the application of centrifugal partition chromatography (CPC) on the crude extract.

This study was performed to show a new approach—the performance of a rapid screening
protocol that enables the identification of natural antimicrobial metabolites present in the mixtures
and can be applied in the studies of other plant extracts.

2. Results and Discussion

Antimicrobial potential of the members of the Zingiberaceae family has been extensively studied
in recent years. Turmeric, one of the most known species of this family, is perceived as an efficient
antimicrobial herb with low toxicity, which can be supplemented or eaten as a spice [15]. The authors
in their works underline a marked potential of both—essential oil and alcoholic extracts obtained from
different species of Curcuma grown worldwide. Although there are many reports on the activity of the
total extracts, only a few papers have focused on the potential of single metabolites present in turmeric
tuber [16–18]. None of them have actually answered the question on which metabolites plays a crucial
role in the process of bacterial growth inhibition.

The present work shows the efficiency of chromatographic separation coupled with image
processing software in the estimation of antimicrobial activity of turmeric metabolites, tested against a
large selection of Gram-positive bacteria.
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2.1. LC-ESI-Q-TOF-MS Analysis of the Extracts’ Qualitative and Quantitative Composition

Qualitative and quantitative composition of the obtained extracts was studied by a mass
spectrometer coupled with liquid chromatography, which provided high accuracy mass measurements
with low error of measurement values. Several compounds were identified by the authors in both
extracts on the basis of the fragmentation patterns and the available scientific literature. For the
purpose of this study, the below-described inhibitors of bacterial growth were quantified.

The optimized methodology allowed high sensitivity of the measurement and precise
determination of molecular formulas, without any doubt concerning the number of defined elements
in the metabolites’ structures. The positive ionization mode was found to be preferable for the
determination of both phenolic compounds and terpenes present in the turmeric. The applied
fragmentation voltage of 150 V and the CID energies of 10 and 20 V allowed sufficient sensitivity and
good fragmentation of molecular ions.

Table 1 shows the list of identified components of the evaluated turmeric extracts together with
the recognition of other major peaks present in the analyzed sample with the total ion chromatogram
and their spectral data. All identified compounds were found in both MeOH and diethyl ether extracts.
The extracted ion chromatograms of the described components are present in the Supplementary file.

Table 1. LC-ESI-Q-TOF-MS accurate mass measurements of phenolics and terpenes identified in the
MeOH and diethyl ether extracts of Curcuma longa tubers.

 

The total ion chromatogram of diethyl ether extract from turmeric tuber

No. Compound
Molecular
Formula

Experimental
Mass [M+H]+

Calculated
Mass [M+H]+

Mass Error
(ppm)

DBE
MS/MS

Fragments

1 CU C21H20O6 369.1336 369.1333 −0.91 12 177, 145
2 DMCU C20H18O5 339.1233 339.1227 −1.77 12 177, 147
3 BDMCU C19H16O4 309.1122 309.1121 −0.21 12 147, 119
4 TUR C15H20O 217.1586 217.1587 0.42 12 119, 91
5 Dihydro-BDMCU C19H18O4 311.1286 311.1278 −2.63 11 225, 147
6 Dihydro-CU C21H22O6 371.1468 371.1489 5.71 11 245, 177, 147
7 Dihydro-DMCU C20H20O5 341.1377 341.1384 1.91 11 177, 147
8 Tetrahydro-BDMCU C19H20O4 313.1286 313.1434 3.0 10 -

(DBE—double bond equivalent values; CU—curcumin; DMCU—dimethoxycurcumin; BDMCU—bisdemethoxycurcumin).

The first four identified components are the compounds later confirmed to be responsible for the
antimicrobial activity. They constitute 22.1 ± 0.4% (CU), 9.14 ± 0.2% (DMCU), 11.33 ± 0.2% (BDMCU),
and 3.48 ± 0.06% (TUR) of the MeOH extract and 19.2 ± 0.2% (CU), 7.21 ± 0.4% (DMCU), 8.95 ± 0.3%
(BDMCU), and 4.58 ± 0.1% (TUR) of the diethyl ether extract of turmeric tubers, measured in four
separate injections of the extracts. As presented above, the influence of the extractant used on the final
composition of the extracts was not significant.

Our studies on the composition of the extracts are in accordance with the previously published
papers. Other authors describe a similar ratio of these three pigments with curcumin as the leading
component, however, the total concentration of those differ depending on the place of origin.
According to the studies of Peret-Almeida and co-workers (2008) the quantity of curcumin reached
50%, DMCU—29% and BDMCU—12% in the extract. According to the studies of Jayaprakasha and
colleagues, the ferulic acid derivatives varied in four varieties of the plant and stayed within the range
of 1.06–5.65%, DMCU: 0.83–3.36% and BDMCU: 0.42–2.16% in the tubers [19,20].
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Detailed LC-MS analysis of the extract’ composition revealed the presence of other phenolic
compounds, which were tentatively identified by the authors based on the scientific literature and
fragmentation patterns [21]. The derivatives of the investigated three pigments are characterized by a
different quantity of unsaturated bonds. Even if present in the extracts, their concentration was scarce
(Table 1).

2.2. TLC Bioautography Tests and Identification of Active Metabolites by TLC-LC-ESI-TOF-MS

From the optimization studies, two mobile phases were selected for the analyses of extracts:
MeOH: DCM (0.5: 9.5 v/v) for the more polar MeOH extract, and n-hexane: DCM (1:9 v/v) for
the diethyl ether extract. The evaluated conditions provided effective separation of both polar and
nonpolar compounds present in the extracts.

As mentioned in the Materials and Methods section, seven strains of Gram-positive bacteria were
used for the determination of antimicrobial properties of turmeric. All the strains grew well on the
MHA agar, and after re-incubation with TTC, they provided evenly colored plates with colorless zones
of inhibition. The preliminary studies revealed that the most efficient bacterial inoculum concentration
was 1.5 × 106 CFU; it assured an even colorization of the plate with no zones of color lightening.
An absolute condition for conducting the tests was the need to dry out the mobile phase from the
TLC plates before applying the bacteria strain and to keep them closed inside the Petri dishes prior to
covering with the medium.

In the next step of the experiment, on the uncoated but developed TLC plates, all zones
corresponding to the zones of inhibition were analyzed by a mass spectrometer. In the optimized TLC
development conditions for the identification of single components present on the uncoated TLC plates
were afforded by a TLC-MS interface, thus providing high accuracy mass measurements of metabolites
and their fragmentation patterns; this allowed data- and literature-based identification [15,21]. Among
the metabolites which were found to be active in the applied concentrations of the total extracts,
three curcuminoids—curcumin (CU), demethoxycurcumin (DMCU), and bisdemethoxycurcumin
(BDMCU)—in both extracts and turmerone (TUR) in the nonpolar extract were identified. Table S1
(in the Supplementary file) presents the identity of these metabolites, the total chromatograms of the
analyzed spots, and the MS spectra of major peaks. All the below-presented data were obtained in the
positive ionization mode.

The behavior of the identified metabolites was different, depending on the strain tested. Table 2.
shows the bacterial strains sensitive to the identified compounds. The obtained values come from
a careful analysis of all developed TLC plates. The spots of the lowest extract concentration, with
an unambiguous red color clearance were selected for the determination of MIQ value. To obtain
the final result, the concentration of the spotted total extract was divided by the actual content of
each curcuminoid and ar-turmerone in the extract to deliver the values presented in Table 2, which
constitute an estimated quantification.

Differences in the action of individual compounds result from the varied sensitivity of each
microorganism and each strain of a given species. Typically, S. epidermidis or B. subtilis are more
sensitive than S. aureus. In addition, the S. aureus ATCC 43300 strain is a methicillin resistant strain,
and therefore may be less susceptible to tested drugs.

ar-Turmerone did not inhibit all tested bacteria. It was found to be active against S. aureus ATCC
43300, S. epidermidis ATCC 12228, and B. subtilis ATCC 6633, with the lowest MIQ value for the
first strain.

As previously mentioned, the studies on the antimicrobial potential of turmeric metabolites
are scarce. The activity of ar-turmerone described in this paper is, however, in accordance with the
publication of Peret-Almeida and colleagues [19], who confirmed the antimicrobial activity of turmeric
oil with the main metabolite identified as ar-turmerone, against Bacillus subtilis (the diameters around
the discs increased by 131%) [15].
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Table 2. Evaluation of the antimicrobial activity of four identified compounds against all tested
Gram-positive bacteria strains, in relation to the isolated curcumin studied in a microdilution assay.
The MIQ values are given in μg.

Strains of Bacteria
MIQ (μg)

CU DMCU BDMCU TUR

Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 25923 4.42 0.91 0.57 -

Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 6538 0.55 0.23 0.28 -

Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 43300 8.84 1.83 0.57 0.23

Staphylococcus epidermidis
ATCC 12228 0.55 0.23 0.14 1.80

Bacillus subtilis
ATCC 6633 4.42 0.46 0.28 1.83

Bacillus cereus
ATCC 10876 <0.28 <0.11 <0.14 -

Interestingly, all curcuminoids inhibited the growth of bacteria. Considering their concentration
in the total extract, as described above, BDMCU, as a less abundant component in the extract, showed
the strongest inhibition of the growth of bacteria. Its lowest MIQ values were noted for S. aureus ATCC
43300 (MIQ = 0.28 μg) and B. cereus ATCC 10876 (MIQ ≤ 0.14 μg)), whereas its weakest activity was
observed for two strains: S. aureus ATCC 25923 and S. aureus ATCC 43300. In the only study on single
curcuminoids antimicrobial activity which is known to the authors, BDMCU was also found the most
active among the tested three curcuminoids, with a particular antimicrobial potential against Bacillus
subtilis at a concentration of 10 μg/μL [15].

The other curcumin derivative—DMCU—even if present in the smallest quantity, was found to
show stronger inhibitory properties from curcumin itself. Bacillus cereus ATCC 10876 was the most
susceptible to DMCU (MIQ = <0.11 μg) among all four studied compounds.

Interestingly, similar tendency in the pharmacological activity strength of the herein described
phenolics was also observed in the works related to the anticancer activity assessment [22].

2.3. Purification of Single Curcuminoids by CPC Chromatography

The applied separation conditions enabled a successful purification of curcuminoids:
bisdemethoxycurcumin was present in fractions no. 8–12, demethoxycurcumin in fractions no. 16–18,
and curcumin in fractions no. 22–26. The identification of the ferulic acid derivatives and their purity
was performed by LC-MS spectrometry on the basis of their fragmentation pattern, the retention time,
and the scientific literature, as shown in the Supplementary Material (Figures S2 and S3). The purity
of all compounds exceeded 95.5%, and for curcumin, the purity was calculated as 98.2%. From the
injected total extract, the authors obtained as much as 178 mg of curcumin, which was used to perform
a microdilution antimicrobial assay. The data on the purity of isolated curcumin are presented in the
Supplementary file (Figure S1).

A standard microdilution antimicrobial assay was performed on the sample of pure curcumin to
assess the accuracy of the TLC bioautography technique.

2.4. Antibacterial Potential of Turmeric Metabolites in Relation to the Commonly-Used Antibiotic Vancomycin

As shown in the Tables 2 and 3, the MIQ values obtained for curcumin differ, depending on
the method used. This result seems to be valid as the quantity of microorganisms in both tests
differs significantly. The concept of microdilution assay is to study a sample dipped in the medium
containing a certain concentration of bacteria. As a consequence, the tested sample can interact with
all bacterial cells inside the well. In the TLC bioautography tests, the effect of tested compounds on
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the microorganisms is limited to the place where the spot is located; thus, every metabolite affects a
much smaller quantity of the microorganisms than in the microdilution assay.

Table 3. Determination of curcumin antibacterial activity in relation to vancomycin, by a standard
microdilution assay, measured in μg.

Strains of Bacteria
MIQ (μg)

CU Vancomycin

Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 25923 25 0.098

Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 6538 6.25 0.049

Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 43300 50 0.049

Staphylococcus epidermidis
ATCC 12228 6.25 0.098

Bacillus subtilis
ATCC 6633 25 0.024

Bacillus cereus
ATCC 10876 25 0.098

To relate the bioautographic results presented in Table 2 to those obtained by the standard
microdilution assay, we found it necessary to analyze the behavior of the reference compound
vancomycin on a TLC plate under the same analytical conditions as those used for the extracts.

For this purpose, chromatograms with different concentrations of vancomycin were prepared.
During the chromatogram processing of images, the concentration of the antibacterial activity of the
compounds was reflected in their peak areas. The higher the concentration, the larger the absolute
value of its peak area.

The set of peak areas of vancomycin obtained from an ImageJ image processing was used for the
preparation of calibration curves for each bacterial strain evaluated in the study.

The calibration curve equations are presented in Table 4. All of them showed high linearity
(R2 values were higher than 0.95) and could be successfully used for the determination of vancomycin
equivalents, which characterize the tested natural products. Table 4 shows the calculations of
vancomycin equivalents for curcumin, as the major constituent of the extracts, determined in both
antimicrobial assays.

Table 4. Determination of vancomycin equivalents for curcumin determined in the bioautographic and
microdilution tests.

Strains of Bacteria
Calibration Curve Equation

(Vancomycin)

Vancomycin Equivalents (TLC
Bioutography)

Vancomycin Equivalents
(Microdilution Assay)

CU (μg ± SD) RSD (%) CU [μg]

Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 25923 y = 9731ln(x) − 12434 206 ± 12 5.8 255

Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 6538 y = 17492ln(x) − 7990.8 142 ± 10 6.9 127

Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 43300 y = 1381.9ln(x) + 5925.8 1310 ± 69 5.3 1020

Staphylococcus
epidermidis

ATCC 12228
y = 1340.3ln(x) + 128.79 49 ± 4 8.7 64

Bacillus subtilis
ATCC 6633 y = 13889ln(x) + 22510 1328 ± 56 4.2 1041

Bacillus cereus
ATCC 10876 y = 629.12ln(x) + 10915 202 ± 13 6.5 255
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The above-presented data show that the findings of TLC-based bioautographic test were identical
to the results of antimicrobial studies performed in a traditional way by using the microdilution
method and were performed by the authors of the manuscript [23]. With a relatively low error, the
antimicrobial potential of curcumin could be assessed without any need for their purification from the
total extract.

The herein presented approach is universal and may be applied to the analyses of other complex
matrices such as plant extracts, where the process of isolation is time-, money- and solvent-consuming.

Image processing by the freeware software ImageJ program is an interesting alternative for
biological screening studies, as it is easy to operate and offers a wide range of image modifications.
Initial screening of biological properties by imaging software may provide important information
on the pharmacological potential of the ingredients of various mixtures, without any need for their
isolation; this favors the green chemistry approach and reduces the efforts of researchers.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. General

Silica gel 60 F254 neutral TLC plates were purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany) for TLC
bioautography assays. Hamilton micropipette 705 (Hamilton, Bonaduz, Switzerland) was used for
the extracts’ application onto the TLC plates. TLC chromatograms were photographed with a Canon
Power Shot G5 camera digital camera with standard 18-35 lens. The pictures were processed using an
ImageJ 1.48v image processing program (Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, Maryland,
USA).

An accelerated solvent extraction apparatus (ASE, Model ASE 100, Dionex, CA, USA) was used
for the extraction of plant material. A centrifugal partition chromatograph SCPC-250-L system by
Armen (Saint Ave, France) equipped with a 250 mL column, a quaternary pump, a fraction collector
(LS-5600) and a UV detector (Flesh06S DAD 600) provided the isolation of curcuminoids.

An LC-ESI-Q-TOF-MS qualitative and quantitative analysis of extracts and isolates was performed
using an Agilent G3250AA LC/MSD TOF system containing a photodiode array detector (G1315D), an
HP 1200 chromatograph and a Q-TOF-MS spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA)
with an ESI ionization source. The apparatus contained a column thermostate, a degasser (G1322A),
an autosampler (G1329B) and the binary pump (G1312C). The analysis was performed on an HPLC
column: Zorbax RP 18 (150 mm × 2.1 mm, dp = 3.5 μm) with a fast gradient elution method.

The identification of active components directly from a TLC plate was performed using an
LC-ESI-TOF spectrometer Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA, USA) equipped with an HPLC system
G3250AA LC composed of a binary pump, an autosampler, a thermostated column, a photodiode-array
(PDA) detector and a degasser, and a mass spectrometer: 6210 MSD TOF with ESI dual-spray source.
The system with a TLC-MS interface (Camag, Muttenz, Switzerland) contained a Zorbax RP-18 Rapid
Resolution column (50 × 2.1 mm, 5 μm diameter).

3.2. Chemicals and Reagents

The chemicals used in the study: methanol, ethanol, dichloromethane, diethyl ether, n-hexane,
ammonia, sulphuric acid, heptane, chloroform, and vanillin were produced by Avantor Performance
Materials (Gliwice, Poland), whereas water and acetonitrile of spectroscopic grade were obtained from
Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Vancomycin was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, CA, USA)
as well as 2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC), which is the dye used in this work to observe,
stain colonies of microorganisms on solid culture media such as Mueller-Hinton Agar (MHA) on
TLC plates.
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3.3. Plant Extract Preparation

Fresh turmeric rhizomes were purchased from Tex Plants & More Philipp Foerster,
Annaberg-Buchholz, Germany; they were immediately frozen after the delivery and then thawed in
the required quantity shortly before the extraction. For the preparation of extracts, the tubers were cut
into small pieces and placed in a 30 mL stainless steel extraction cell with a cellulose filter at the bottom
end (methanol extracts) or in a mortar (diethyl ether extracts). Two types of extractants were used to
enrich the final extract either in more or less polar constituents to obtain a more comprehensive picture
in the antimicrobial tests. The extraction with methanol was conducted under the following conditions
in an ASE apparatus: temperature, 70 ◦C; purge volume, 70%; purge time, 100 s; analysis time, 10 min;
number of cycles, 3; this extraction was done after an initial purification from unipolar components
with n-hexane under the same conditions, but with 1 cycle [22]. The extraction with diethyl ether was
performed by pounding crushed turmeric rhizomes in a mortar with solvent, followed by drying of the
sample over silica gel. Methanol extracts were evaporated on a rotary evaporator at the temperature
of 45 ◦C and re-dissolved in methanol to obtain following concentrations: 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, and
0.0625 mg/mL. Diethyl ether extracts were left under the fume hood until they became dry. Methanol
was used to obtain similar concentrations as those for the other extracts.

3.4. Thin-Layer Chromatography (TLC) Conditions

TLC chromatograms were performed using aluminum TLC plates (silica gel 60 F254, Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany).

An initial evaluation of the chromatographic conditions and the composition of a solvent system
was performed using a 1% solution of vanillin, which provided a successful visualization of the extracts’
constituents. The 1% vanillin-sulfuric acid reagent was prepared by dissolving 2 mL of sulfuric acid in
a 1% methanolic solution of vanillin (w/v). After spraying, the TLC plates were heated at 110 ◦C for
optimal color development.

Every plate used in the TLC bioautography studies was sized 7 × 6 cm and contained six
concentrations of each extract, namely 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, and 0.0625 mg/mL, spotted quantitatively
by a Hamilton syringe with the following volumes, respectively: 20, 10, 5, 2.5, 1.25, and 0.675 μL.
The applied volume resembled 40, 20, 10, 5, 2.5, and 1.25 μg of extract within the spot. Thus, 16 TLC
plates were prepared for both extracts for each tested bacterial strain.

After the color development, the TLC plates were dried inside sterile Petri dishes in a laminar flow
hood to minimize microbial contamination from the air. The active compounds were then visualized
under UV light at 254 nm and 366 nm and marked on each TLC plate with a pencil. After drying
they were subjected to further microbiological analysis. Each TLC plate was prepared in triplicate.
Each time, three TLC plates were coated with a bacterial broth. Additionally, six TLC plates for each
extract were prepared for the identification and quantitative studies.

3.5. Organisms and Media

Several Gram-positive bacterial strains applied onto the developed TLC plates for the estimation
of active metabolites of both extracts: Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 25923, Staphylococcus aureus ATCC
6538, Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 43300, Staphylococcus epidermidis ATCC 12228, Bacillus subtilis ATCC
6633, Bacillus cereus ATCC 10876, and Micrococcus luteus ATCC 10240. The above microorganisms were
obtained from American Type Culture Collection, which are used as microbiological standards in the
study of the activity of various substances and compounds against microbes.

3.6. Bioautographic Methods

The developed TLC plates were covered (sprayed) manually by MHA containing the bacterial
inoculum of 1.5 × 106 CFU (colony forming units)/mL. These bioautograms were placed in sterile Petri
dishes and were incubated at 35 ◦C for 24 h under aerobic and humid conditions. After the completion
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of incubation, TTC was used to visualize zones of inhibition of bacterial growth. These salts were
sprayed onto the bioautograms and were reincubated at 35 ◦C for 24 h. Transparent zones of bacterial
growth inhibition indicated the antibacterial activity of the samples.

Additionally, vancomycin—an antibiotic with a wide spectrum of antibacterial activity against
Gram-positive bacteria—was used to define the sensitivity of the assay. Several concentrations of
the antibiotic were prepared as follows: 128, 32, 8, 2, 0.5, and 0.2 μg/mL (for Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 6538), and 64, 16, 4, 1, 0.25, and 0.1 μg/mL (for S. aureus ATCC 25923, Bacillus subtilis ATCC
6633, Micrococcus luteus ATCC 10240, S. aureus ATCC 43300, and Bacillus cereus ATCC 10876), and the
solutions were spotted on the TLC plates in the following volumes: 20, 10, 5, 2.5, 1.25, and 0.675 μL,
respectively. The test concentrations of this antibiotic were selected on the basis of previous studies,
where this compound was studied in the microdilution tests, [24,25], and on the basis of the values of
peak areas of active components of the extracts for the calibration curves to stay within a similar range.

Determination of the MIQ Values

MIQ values are the lowest concentration of a chemical compound that inhibits the visible growth
of a microorganism after incubation [26]. In the present bioautography assay, the MIC values were
determined from a series of dilution of samples, similar to a classical microdilution assay. The
inhibition zones were observed as yellowish or clear areas against a red background on the plates.
The lowest quantity of a compound that inhibited the growth of bacterial strain was considered
as the MIQ value. On the basis of the obtained peak areas and known concentrations of active
components in the total extract, the MIQ values were calculated for each active compound and each
strain. Furthermore, to express the antimicrobial potential of metabolites relative to known reference
standards, their antimicrobial potential was expressed in vancomycin equivalents, in respect to the
prepared calibration curve equations for each bacterial strain.

To confirm the accuracy of TLC bioautography-based methodology the antimicrobial potential
was also assessed for one of the active antimicrobial metabolites—curcumin, which was isolated by the
authors by using centrifugal partition chromatography (see Table 4) and tested by the microdilution
method according to the previously described methodology [27].

3.7. Image Processing

ImageJ—an image processing program—was used for the measurement of the area of inhibition
zones to define the antimicrobial potential of single metabolites in the total extract (to determine their
MIQ values and vancomycin equivalents) [28].

After 24 hours of incubation of TLC plates with the bacterial strain, the developed TLC plates
were photographed by Canon Power Shot G5 camera. The obtained photos in the JPG format were
processed by free, open source image processing software—ImageJ program 1.48 v—to quantitatively
determine the MIQ values of all active constituents.

First, all documented photos were modified according to the procedure described by
Olech et al. [20]. The images were converted into 8-bit type pictures, as initially they contained
white or yellowish spots of active components against a red background, which would interfere
with proper area quantitation. After this transformation, the spots were read as white against a dark
gray background. Later the median filter was set at 5 pixels and the FFT Bandpass filter for large
structures—was moved down to 40 pixels. To prepare an outline of the track, a “rectangular selection
tool” parameter was selected, and the profile lines were then generated with the “plot lines” option.
Thus, videoscan images were converted into chromatograms. Then, a “straight line selection tool” was
applied to draw the baseline and the “wand tool” was used to determine the peak areas. The peaks of
active metabolites were recorded as negative signals to the track’s baseline (see Figure 1.).
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Bacillus cereus ATCC 

Figure 1. Determination of peak areas of active metabolites visualized by TLC bioautography.
The example shows the TLC plate with MeOH extract of turmeric, covered with B. cereus ATCC
10876 strain, which was developed on NP silica gel TLC plates by using MeOH: DCM (0.5:99.5 v/v) as
the mobile phase. The picture on the right shows the obtained densitometric data from the program.

3.8. Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis of the Samples by Mass Spectrometry

All obtained extracts and purified compounds were analyzed by the LC-ESI-Q-TOF-MS
spectrometer from Agilent Technologies (see Section 2.1) in both positive and negative ionization
modes. The analyses were performed on a Zorbax RP 18 (150 × 2.1 mm, dp = 3.5 μm) chromatographic
column using the following gradient of acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid (FA) (solvent B) and 0.1%
aqueous FA (solvent A): t = 0 min: 30% B, t = 20 min: 45% B, t = 20.1 min: 70% B, and t = 30 min: 60% B.
The injection volume was 10 μL per sample, the flow rate: 0.2 mL/min and the post run was set at
5 min. Other operation parameters are listed below: drying gas flow: 12 L/min, nebulizer voltage:
35 psi, fragmentor voltage: 150 V, skimmer voltage: 65 V, capillary and vaporizer temperatures: 350 ◦C
each, capillary voltage: 3.5 kV, the wavelength range of PDA detector: 190–500 nm. All spectra were
recorded in both ionization modes in the mass range of 40–1000 m/z. The MS/MS spectra were
automatically recorded for two the most intensive m/z signals in two CID energies: 10 and 20 V, which
were later excluded for the following 0.3 min from fragmentation. The identification of metabolites
was based on the retention times, fragmentation patterns, and scientific literature.

Additionally, a TLC-LC-ESI-TOF-MS (see Section 2.1) analysis was conducted on the developed
TLC plates without derivatization (one TLC for each extract at different concentrations) to identify
the spots responsible for the antimicrobial activity in the tested extracts and to check their purity.
For the sake of quantitative estimations, the peak areas of the eventually occurring impurities were
later subtracted from the total peak area of each active spot. That is why, the chromatograms were
obtained in triplicate.

For this purpose, a simple gradient method was applied on a short chromatographic column.
The spots of interest not covered with medium and/or bacteria, were collected by a TLC-MS interface
(Camag, Muttenz, Switzerland) and the identification of each spot was performed by analyzing their
MS spectra. The impurities were not visible in the chromatograms thanks to the mounting of a
short chromatographic column (see Section 2.1) before the detectors. The following conditions of
LC-MS operation were applied: gas temperature—350 ◦C, gas flow—10 L/min, m/z range—100–1500,
nebulizer pressure—30 psi, capillary voltage—3500 V, fragmentor voltage—150 V, skimmer—65 V.
The applied gradient of solvents (A—0.1% formic acid, and B—0.1% of formic acid in acetonitrile)
was composed of the following steps: 0 min—35% B, 2 min—95% B, 3 min—95% B, 3.1 min—35% B.
The run length was set at 10 min, the flow rate at 0.2 mL/ min, and the injection time at 3 sec.
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3.9. Application of CPC Chromatography in the Isolation of Active Components of Turmeric Extract

To assess the accuracy of TLC-based bioautographic antimicrobial tests, the authors used
previously reported separation conditions [22] to obtain pure curcumin and study its antimicrobial
potential in a standard microdilution antimicrobial assay. These results were compared with those
theoretically calculated using the imaging program.

Curcumin purification was performed using a centrifugal partition chromatograph SCPC-250-L
from Armen (Saint-Ave, France), according to the method previously published by the
authors [15]. The biphasic solvent system used in the separation process contained a mixture of
heptane-chloroform-methanol-water (5:6:3:2) (v/v/v/v) and was prepared according to the calculations
of partition coefficient values of all major peaks present in the chromatograms of the total extract.
The following experimental conditions were applied: rotation speed: 1200 rpm, UV detection: 425
nm and 290 nm, flow rate: 6 mL/min, injection volume: 6 mL, mode of operation: ascending. The
purification of active metabolites from turmeric was performed using 1.0 g of dried turmeric methanol
extract dissolved in 3 mL of upper and 3 mL of lower phases. The mobile phase was the lighter,
upper layer of the solvent system and the stationary phase was the heavier, lower layer. The fractions
containing pure curcuminoids were combined together, evaporated to dryness on a rotary evaporator
at 45 ◦C, analyzed for their purity by LC-ESI-Q-TOF-MS, and subjected to the antimicrobial assay.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1422-0067/20/4/898/s1:
Figure S1 Purity of curcumin isolated by the centrifugal partition chromatography, Figure S2 EIC chromatograms
of identified compounds present in the studied extracts of turmeric, Figure S3. Fragmentation patterns of
curcuminoids isolated by centrifugal partition chromatography recorded in the CID collision energy of 20 V,
Table S1. The identification of active zones on the TLC chromatograms by a TLC-MS interface coupled with a
mass spectrometer.
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Abstract: Curcumin, a natural polyphenol extracted from a perennial herb Curcuma longa has been
verified for many physiological activities such as anti-oxidant, anti-inflammatory, and anti-tumor
properties. The direct use of curcumin cytotoxicity studies are limited due to its unstable chemical
structure, low bioavailability, easy oxidation, and degradation by ultraviolet (UV) light etc. Trying to
overcome this problem, silica-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles (SCNP) and chitosan with silica
co-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles (CSCNP) were prepared by silicification and biosilicification
methods, respectively, and encapsulated curcumin within it. We investigated the antitumor properties
of SCNP and CSCNP on different tumor cell lines. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis
revealed that both SCNP and CSCNP were almost spherical in shape and the average particle size of
CSCNP was 75.0 ± 14.62 nm, and SCNP was 61.7 ± 23.04 nm. The results show that CSCNP has more
anti-oxidant activity as compared to curcumin and SCNP. The higher cytotoxicity towards different
cancerous cell lines was also observed in CSCNP treated tumor cells. It was noted that the SCNP
and CSCNP has a high percentage of IC50 values in Hep G2 cells. The encapsulation of curcumin
improved instability, antioxidant activity, and antitumor activity. Our results demonstrated that
nanoencapsulation of curcumin with silica and chitosan not only increase curcumin stability but also
enhance its cytotoxic activity on hepatocellular carcinoma cells. On the basis of these primary studies,
the curcumin-loaded nanoparticles appear to be promising as an innovative therapeutic material for
the treatment of tumors.

Keywords: curcumin; silica; chitosan; nanoparticles; anti-tumor; antioxidant activity

1. Introduction

Cancer is the second leading cause of mortality in the world and approximately 1,665,540
people in the United States suffered from cancer by 2014 [1]. A tumor (neoplasm) is an uncontrolled
growth of cells and becomes less responsive to normal growth control. Invasion and metastasis are
the major features of a tumor and is categorized into benign and malignant tumors. Benign tumors
are non-cancerous and they will not spread to other areas. Malignant tumors are cancerous and can
spread to other tissues (metastasis) via the bloodstream and lymph nodes [2]. Tumors may occur in any
part of the body including the skin, lungs, bone, intestines, and breast etc. Uncontrolled proliferation,
induction of angiogenesis, active invasion, metastasis, immortality, and evasion of growth suppressors
are the major traits of cancerous cells [3]. Apoptosis is an ordered cell death mechanism involving many
complex pathways. It is a key mechanism to eliminate damaged cells and control cell proliferation.
The processes of apoptosis involve the shrinkage of cells, chromatin condensation, membrane blebbing,
and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) fragmentation [4,5]. The resistance of tumor cells occurs due to
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the defective apoptosis signaling pathway by mutation [4]. During initiation, the oncogene is activated
and the processes of oncogenesis leads to the formation of cancerous cells. In most cases, tumors are
associated with p53 gene mutation and it became known as the first tumor suppressor gene linked to
apoptosis [6]. The primary trial of each chemotherapeutic drug is based on its potential cytotoxicity
towards the cancer cell lines. A decrease in cell numbers over time is an important requirement
for an in vitro cytotoxicity assessment [7]. Currently, the antitumor drug designs are based on their
selective targeting towards tumor cells. This will be achieved by caspase activation, phosphatidylserine
exposure, and poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) cleavage [8]. The conventional treatments such
as radiation and chemotherapy have not been widely recommended because of their side effects.

The emergence of nanotechnology has changed the conventional concepts and ideas of
the pharmaceutical fields. Mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) were first introduced by Mobil
corporation scientists in 1992. They have a unique mesoporous structure with high chemical stability,
low toxicity, high drug loading capacity, controlled release, biocompatibility, high surface area, target
delivery, large pore volume, and surface functionality [9]. The passive target of nanoparticles in cancer
therapies is achieved because of the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect of the cancerous
cells. The impaired lymphatic system and defective vascular architecture allow the nanoparticles to enter
into the cancerous cells. The MSNs are internalized into the cells via phagocytosis and pinocytosis [10].
Polypeptides and polysaccharides are responsible for the formation of biosilica via the repeated
phase-separation mediated templating mechanism and the aggregation-based mechanism. Chitosan is
a cationic polysaccharide having a terminal amino group has been proven to facilitate silicification
through catalyzing the hydrolysis/condensation of the silica source and the subsequent aggregation
of silica [11]. A recent study shown a targeted delivery of calcium leucovorin galactosylated
chitosan-functionalized mesoporous silica nanoparticle to treat colon cancer. The surface of the MSNs
contains a large number silanol groups, which allow easy functionalization, controlled drug release,
and drug loading [12]. Chitosan is obtained from the deacetylation of chitin. It is composed of
β-(1,4)-linked glucosamine units (2-amino-2-deoxy-β-d-glucopyranose) and N-acetylglucosamine
units (2-acetamino-2-deoxy-β-d-glucopyranose) in different ratios [13]. The amino group on chitosan
provide controlled release, permeation enhancement, mucoadhesion, in situ gelation etc. [14].
PH responsive delivery of curcumin from chitosan mesoporous silica nanoparticles were reported
by Nasab et al., 2018 [15]. Cytotoxicity assays revealed IC50 after 72 h treatment with free curcumin
and curcumin-loaded nanoparticles on U87MG glioblastoma cancer cell line were 15.20 and 5.21μg/mL
(p < 0.05). respectively [15].

Curcumin (1, 7-bis (4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)-1, 6-heptadiene-3, 5-dione) is a yellow colored
polyphenol obtained from turmeric (Curcuma longa) that has been known for thousands of years
for its pharmacological activities [16]. It has a wide spectrum of therapeutic activities including
anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, antitumor, antiviral, antimicrobial, and analgesic effects etc. It is
insoluble in water but soluble in ethanol and acetone. The anti-inflammatory property of curcumin is
carried out by blocking the IκK-mediated phosphorylation and degradation of IκBα. As a consequence,
the nuclear factor (NF)-κB will bind to the IκBα and does not induce transcription [17]. The growth,
invasion, and metastasis of the cancerous cells can be prevented by curcumin via interfering with their
proliferation process [18]. Curcumin scavenges superoxide, nitric oxide, and hydrogen peroxide radicals
and reduces the inflammation by lowering the histamine levels and produce an inflammatory response
to cytokines [19]. Curcumin also induces apoptosis through the inhibition of cyclooxygenase (COX)–2
and affects various growth factor receptors and molecules involved in tumor growth, angiogenesis,
and metastasis [20]. It was understood that curcumin causes cell cycle arrest at the G0/G1 phase and S
and G2/M phases in leukemic cells and breast cancer cells respectively [21]. Apart from this, curcumin
moderates transcription factors downregulates cytokines and inhibits the activity of c- Jun N-terminal
kinase, protein tyrosine kinases and protein serine/threonine kinases of a wide variety of tumor cells
and cancer stem cells [22]. The mode of action of curcumin is different in each type of cells. A recent
study showed that miR-21/PTEN/Akt signaling pathway is the key mechanism of the anti-cancer
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effects of curcumin on breast cancer cells [23]. Reduction in vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
expression and PI3K/AKT signaling were noticed in hepatocellular carcinoma model [24]. Curcumin
inhibited zeste homolog 2 (EZH2) in lung cancer cells both transcriptionally and post-transcriptionally,
thereby decreasing the expression of NOTCH1 [25]. The process of nanoencapsulation enhances
the site-specific activity and optimizes the therapeutic efficacy of curcumin [26]. Recent study showed
that the curcumin-loaded nanoliposomes (Cur-NLs) protected the tetrachloromethane- (CCl4-) induced
liver injury in mice. Cur-NLs attenuated the hepatic necrosis and decreased the malonaldehyde (MDA)
level [27]. Another study demonstrated the inhibition of the growth and hTERT gene expression
in human breast cancer cells by nano-encapsulated metformin-curcumin in poly (lactic-co-glycolic
acid)/polyethylene glycol (PLGA/PEG) [28]. 5-flurouracil and curcumin loaded N,O-carboxymethyl
chitosan nanoparticles 4 showed a sustained release and enhanced anti-cancer effects both in vitro
and in vivo [29]. Song et al., 2018 [30] reported the high uptake efficiency, toxicity, and sustained release
in human Caucasian breast adenocarcinoma cells (MDA-MB-231). It supported the dose-depended
delivery of curcumin on cancer cells [30]. Higher toxicity of PEGylated curcumin nanoparticles
(IC50 = 4.2 μM) than the free curcumin at all doses were observed in CT-26 cells with an 8-fold decrease
in the half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) values of the free Cur (IC50 = 33.4 μM) after 24 h [31].
There is a significant difference between curcumin and nanocucumin effects on growth depression of
on human breast adenocarcinoma cell line (MDA-MB231) (p < 0.01). The IC50 curcumin after 24 h, 48 h
and 72 was 79.58 μg/mL and 53.18 μg/mL and 30.78 μg/mL whereas this value for nanocurcumin was
37.75 μg/mL and 23.25 μg/h and 12.99 μg/mL, respectively (p < 0.01) [32]. A decreased proliferation of
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (KYSE-30) cells was observed after treatment with nanocurcumin
(71.09%) without affecting the normal cells. In addition to this, it down-regulated the expression
of cyclin D1 [33]. In vitro models of the toxicity studies have diverse application in the selection of
cancerous cells and tumor microenvironments. The cancer cells grow easily and facilitate the direct
comparison between the results under in vitro conditions [34]. The direct use of curcumin is limited
due to its low water solubility, poor chemical stability, and low oral bioavailability [35]. Along with
this, research based on the cytotoxicity of curcumin in various cancer cells are still rare. The present
study examined the cytotoxic effect of curcumin- loaded mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) on
different tumor cell lines together with an examination of curcumin parameters after storage.

2. Results

2.1. Characterization of Silica-Encapsulated Curcumin Nanoparticles (SCNP) and Chitosan with Silica
Co-Encapsulated Curcumin Nanoparticles (CSCNP)

Silica-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles (SCNP) and chitosan with silica co-encapsulated
curcumin nanoparticles (CSCNP) were prepared by silicification and biosilicification methods respectively.
The nanoparticles were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and the dynamic light
scattering (DLS) method. From SEM images, CSCNP were relatively spherical in shape with uniform
size distributions as compared to SCNP (Figure 1). The average size of CSCNP was 75.0 ± 14.62 nm
and SCNP was 61.7 ± 23. 04 nm. The sizes of nanoparticles were also confirmed by DLS analysis.
The average particle sizes of SCNP and CSCNP were 111.0 ± 2.95 nm and 112.8 ± 3.00 nm, respectively
(Table 1). The difference in the particle sizes between SEM and DLS was due to the dryness of the particle
during SEM sample preparation. Nanoparticle-based drug carrier system increase the bioavailability of
the drug in the targeted site. Literature showed that a particle between the size of 100 to 1000 nm can
enter into the cancer cells instead of normal cells because of the EPR effect [36].
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of (a) CSCNP and (b) SCNP. SCNP: silica-encapsulated
curcumin nanoparticles; CSCNP: chitosan with silica co-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles.

Table 1. Particle sizes analyzed by SEM and DLS.

CSCNP SCNP

SEM 75.0 ± 14.62 61.8 ± 23.04
DLS 112.88 ± 3.00 111.05 ± 2.95

Data were shown by mean ± SD of 3 independent experiments (n = 3) with 3 technical replicates. SEM: scanning
electron microscopy; DLS: dynamic light scattering; SCNP: silica-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles; CSCNP:
chitosan and silica co-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles.

2.2. Antioxidant Activities of SCNP and CSCNP

The imbalance between the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and antioxidants
generates oxidative stress within the cells. Under stress conditions, the cell structure is damaged
and cell functions are altered. [37]. The antioxidant activities of SCNP and CSCNP were evaluated
by 2, 2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) radical scavenging activity (Figure 2a) and ferrous ion
chelating activity (Figure 2b). The DPPH radical scavenging activity increased with increasing
concentrations of curcumin and nanoparticles. As compared to pure curcumin and SCNP, the CSCNP
showed slightly better activity towards the DPPH radical scavenging and the half maximal effective
concentration (EC50) of curcumin, CSCNP and SCNP were 59 μg/mL, 32 μg/mL and 44 μg/mL,
respectively (Figure 2a). Interestingly, curcumin has no ferrous ion chelating activity but both SCNP
and CSCNP exhibited better activity at higher concentration (Figure 2b). Noting that curcumin
itself does not have the property to chelate ferrous ion and CSCNP has better activity than SCNP
indicated the involvement of chitosan in chelating ferrous ions. A previous study reported that
the stimulation of ROS production is also a pro-apoptotic action of curcumin to induce cell death [38].
These results suggest that curcumin nanoparticles might also influence the ROS levels through free
radicals scavenging or ferrous iron chelation. The increased antioxidant of nanoencapsulated curcumin
(scavenging capacity, SC50 = 13.9 μg/mL) than free curcumin (SC50 = 16.7 μg/mL) by DPPH radical
scavenging activity were reported by Huang et al., 2016 with the differences statistically significant
at p < 0.05 [39].
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Antioxidant activities of curcumin, SCNP, and CSCNP. (a) DPPH scavenging activity
and (b) ferrous ion chelating activity of curcumin, SCNP and CSCNP. Data were shown by
mean ± standard deviation (SD) of 3 independent experiments (n = 3) with 3 technical replicates.
DPPH: 2, 2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl; SCNP: silica-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles; CSCNP:
chitosan with silica co-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles.

2.3. Cytotoxicity of SCNP and CSCNP

Tumor cells are characterized by the uncontrolled proliferation of cells [40]. Regulations
of the differentiation of cells are needed to control tumor growth. The non-toxicity of
curcumin on normal cells where described elsewhere [41,42]. The cytotoxicy of curcumin
(Figure 3a), SCNP (Figure 3c) and CSCNP (Figure 3b) were examined by performing
the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay against seven types
of tumor cell lines. Figure 3a indicated that curcumin has significant toxicity towards the cancerous
cells and the cell viabilities of each cell were decreased with the increase in concentrations. The similar
results were also observed in SCNP and CSCNP treated cells. It was noticed that human cervical
squamous carcinoma cell line HeLa was more sensitive to curcumin, SCNP and CSCNP. The human
breast carcinoma cell line MCF-7 and the human gastric adenocarcinoma cell line MKN-28 were more
tolerant towards curcumin and nanoparticles. The comparison of the IC50 value of each sample was listed
in Table 2. IC50 values of CSCNP were lower than that of the curcumin and SCNP. It was also noted that
the most significant difference between the percentage of IC50 values of curcumin and nanoparticles was
observed in Hep G2 cells. About 49% (CSCNP) and 54% (SCNP) in IC50 value in Hep G2 cells indicated
that both CSCNP and SCNP were more toxic to HepG2 cells than free curcumin. Consequently, further
analyses were carried out using Hep G2 cells. A previous study reported the increased bioavailability of
curcumin after encapsulation and both free and nanoencapsulated curcumin suppress COX-2 and VEGF
expression and thereby reduced the proliferation of hepatocellular carcinoma cells [43]. It was also
noted that curcumin cause toxicity via disturbing the cell homeostasis and affect cell function including
intracellular free Ca2+ concentration and mitochondrial membrane potential in HepG2 cells [44].
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Figure 3. Effects of (a) curcumin, (b) CSCNP, and (c) SCNP on cancer cell viability. The cell number for 7
kinds of cells were adjusted to 2 × 105 cells/mL and treated with different concentrations of samples for
48 h. The cell viability was analyzed by MTT assay. Data were shown by mean ± SD of 3 independent
experiments (n = 3) with 3 technical replicates. SCNP: silica-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles;
CSCNP: chitosan with silica co-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles.

Table 2. Comparisons of IC50 (μg/mL) of curcumin, SCNP, and CSCNP toward seven cancer cell lines.

Cell line Curcumin CSCNP Difference a SCNP Difference b

A375 93 ± 3 53 ± 1 43% 65 ± 1 30%
A549 98 ± 0 56 ± 4 43% 81 ± 2 17%
HeLa 68 ± 4 42 ± 0 38% 56 ± 1 18%

Hep G2 90 ± 2 46 ± 3 49% 41 ± 10 54%
HT-29 106 ± 2 62 ± 0 42% 72 ± 3 32%
MCF-7 153 ± 7 80 ± 0 48% 112 ± 1 27%

MKN-28 166 ± 9 89 ± 1 46% 135 ± 1 19%

Differences were shown as the percentage decrease in IC50 after nanoencapsulation. SCNP: silica-encapsulated
curcumin nanoparticles; CSCNP: chitosan with silica co-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles. Difference a

and difference b were calculated by the following formulas: Difference a = 100 − (CSCNP IC50/Curcumin IC50) × 100;
Difference b = 100 − (SCNP IC50/Curcumin IC50) × 100.

2.4. Cytotoxicity of SCNP and CSCNP against Hep G2 Cells

Cytotoxicity of curcumin, SCNP, and CSCNP against Hep G2 cells were evaluated
by 1-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-3,5-diphenylformazan (MTT) assay. From Figure 4a, it was understood
that the cell viability of Hep G2 cells dropped gradually after the cells were treated with curcumin
and nanoparticles. As compared to curcumin and SCNP, the CSCNP showed more reduction in
cell viability of cancerous cells at lower concentrations. The cell viability was also analyzed in
a time-dependent manner (Figure 4b). The cell viability of Hep G2 cells was significantly reduced with
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CSCNP treatment when compared to other groups at different time intervals. From Figure 4, it was
understood that CSCNP was more efficient in cytotoxicity of Hep G2 than curcumin and SCNP.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. MTT assay of Hep G2 cells after different curcumin or nanoparticle dosages and time
durations. The cells were treated with samples for (a) 48 h at different dosages and (b) 100 μg/mL
at different time intervals. The initial cell number was adjusted to 2 × 105 cells/mL. Data were shown by
mean ± SD of 3 independent experiments (n = 3) with 3 technical replicates. SCNP: silica-encapsulated
curcumin nanoparticles; CSCNP: chitosan with silica co-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles.

2.5. Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) Leakage Assay

A higher concentration of lactate dehydrogenase LDH is present in tumor cells. The cytotoxicity
of drugs was determined by evaluating the amount of LDH released from the damaged tumor
cells [45]. DNA fragmentation is also associated with apoptosis during cancer therapy [46]. An LDH
leakage assay was performed to analyze the cytotoxicity of curcumin and curcumin nanoparticles
against Hep G2 cells. Figure 5a shows that all samples increased the percentage of LDH leakage
at a concentration between approximately 70~80 μg/mL. The cytotoxicity of each sample increased
with longer duration. A significant increase was observed in CSCNP treated cells at a lower curcumin
concentration. In addition, more than 50% of LDH leakage was observed in CSCNP treated groups.
This result supports the MTT assay and apparently CSCNP was more cytotoxic against Hep G2 cells.

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) leakage of Hep G2 after different curcumin, or nanoparticle
dosages and time durations. The cells were treated with samples for (a) 48 h at different dosage
and (b) 100 μg/mL at different times. The initial cell number was adjusted to 2 × 105 cells/mL. Data were
shown by mean ± SD of three independent experiments (n = 3) with three technical replicates. LDH:
lactate dehydrogenase; SCNP: silica-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles; CSCNP: chitosan with silica
co-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles.
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2.6. Storage Test

Curcumin is unstable due to its specific chemical and physical properties. The cell viability test
(MTT assay) and anti-oxidation test were used to determine the stabilities of the particles. It was found
that the effects of curcumin and nanoparticles on cell cytotoxicity were decreased with increasing
storage time. Curcumin show a dramatic increase in the IC50 of the cell survival rate after 80 days
of storage, while the CSCNP and SCNP only showed a slight increase. After the 80 days’ storage,
the efficiency defined in Table 3 of the curcumin was 28.9%, but both CSCNP and SCNP showed more
than 80% of efficiency.

Table 3. Comparisons of the cell viability IC50 of curcumin, SCNP, and CSCNP in Hep G2 cells while
stored in water for 80 days (μg/mL).

Sample Name Storage at 0 Day Storage after 80 Days Efficiency a (%)

Curcumin 72 251 28.9
CSCNP 111 127 87.4
SCNP 140 166 84.3

a Formula = 1/(Storage after 80 days IC50/Storage at 0 day IC50) × 100. SCNP: silica-encapsulated curcumin
nanoparticles; CSCNP: chitosan with silica co-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles.

The oxidation resistance of samples after irradiated with an ultraviolet (UV) lamp was also
determined. In the anti-oxidation test, the samples were simultaneously irradiated with an ultraviolet
light tube (UV-C, 30 W) in an aseptic workstation (over 10 h), and followed by a DPPH radicals
scavenging test. It was found that the UV-irradiated curcumin significantly reduced its antioxidant
capacity (Figure 6) as compared to SCNP and CSCNP. The efficiency of both SCNP and CSCNP were
higher than curcumin. The decrease in the ability of curcumin to scavenge DPPH free radicals is mainly
due to the decomposition of curcumin by UV light. However, both SCNP and CSCNP showed more
than 100% efficiency (Table 4)

Figure 6. DPPH scavenging ability of curcumin, SCNP, and CSCNP after irradiated with an ultraviolet
(UV-C) 30W lamp overnight (about 10 h). Data were shown by mean± SD of 3 independent experiments
(n = 3) with 3 technical replicates. DPPH: 2, 2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl; SCNP: silica-encapsulated
curcumin nanoparticles; CSCNP: chitosan with silica co-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles.
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Table 4. Comparisons of DPPH scavenging EC50 of curcumin, SCNP, and CSCNP while with
and without UV irradiation (μg/mL).

Sample Name Irradiated at 0 Hour Irradiated at Overnight Efficiency a

Curcumin 59 68 86.8%
CSCNP 32 28 114.3%
SCNP 44 23 191.3%

a Formula= 1/(Irradiated overnight EC50/Irradiated 0-h EC50)× 100. EC50: half maximal effective concentration SCNP:
silica-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles; CSCNP: chitosan and silica co-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles.

3. Discussion

Curcuma longa (turmeric) belongs to the family Zingiberaceae and has been well-known for its
effect on treating inflammatory and other diseases. Curcumin (diferuloylmethane) is a less toxic
polyphenol derived from Curcuma longa with chemical formula of (1, 7-bis (4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)
-1,6-heptadiene-3,5-dione) [47]. Curcumin acts as a potent scavenger for a variety of reactive oxygen species
(ROS), inhibits lipid peroxidation, and reduces oxidative cell injury etc. [48]. Previous studies showed that
curcumin down-regulates cyclooxygenase-2, inhibits nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) expression and reduce
tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α expression. The anti-cancer effect of curcumin is achieved by the inhibition
of cell cycle progression and the induction of apoptosis. It blocks the inhibition of protein tyrosine kinase
and c-myc messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) expression. Curcumin damages the DNA and impairs
the ubiquitin-proteasome system through the mitochondrial pathway and thereby promote apoptosis.
Curcumin causes a rapid decrease in mitochondrial membrane potential and release of cytochrome c
to activate caspase 9 and caspase 3 for apoptotic cell death [49]. MTT assay in A549 cells showed that
the curcumin (CM)-loaded nanoparticles exhibited better cytotoxicity with higher number of apoptotic
bodies than free CM at * p < 0.05. This was due to the increased intracellular uptake of nanoparticles by
cells [50].

The direct use of curcumin is limited due to low water solubility, low bioavailability, chemical
instability, rapid metabolization within the gastrointestinal tract (GIT), intense color, and strong flavor [35].
In order to overcome this problem, nanotechnology-based encapsulation methods are employed.
Inorganic particles incorporated biomolecules exhibit improved properties of the drug. Mesoporous silica
nanoparticles (MSN) have characteristics of tunable porosity and size, biocompatibility, and high surface
area. The modification of MSN can control cellular uptake, drug release, and endosomal escape [51].
Chitosan is a biopolymer obtained by the deacetylation of chitin. It was shown that chitosan is able to
control drug release, enhance efficiency, improves drug solubility and stability, and reduces toxicity [52].
Silica-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles (SCNP) and chitosan with silica co-encapsulated curcumin
nanoparticles (CSCNP) were prepared by silicification and biosilicification methods, respectively.
Chitosan-mediated formation of biomimetic silica nanoparticles involving the hydrolysis/condensation
and aggregation of silica source by the terminal amine groups of chitosan [11]. From SEM analysis,
the average size of CSCNP and SCNP were 75.0 ± 14.62 nm and 61.7 ± 23. 04 nm, respectively. It was
also observed that the particles were in a spherical shape (Figure 1). The particle size was confirmed by
DLS analysis and the average particle sizes of SCNP and CSCNP were bigger than that analyzed with
SEM (Table 1). The size variation was due to the different analysis methods. For SEM, the particles were
analyzed in a dry form whereas in DLS analysis the samples were dissolved in water. The particle size
was reduced in SEM due to the particle shrinkage because of the loss of moisture content. A previous
study reported that the biocompatibility of silica can be improved in the presence of chitosan [53].
The small size, leaky vasculature, and EPR effect enable nanoparticle to accumulate in the body and then
internalized into the cells via endocytosis [54].

DPPH radical scavenging and ferrous ion chelating activity were performed to evaluate
the antioxidant activities of SCNP and CSCNP. Antioxidants reduce cell damage by decreasing
the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [55]. Free radical-mediated lipid peroxidation,
DNA damage, and production of ROS are the key mechanisms exerted by curcumin to reduce tumor
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cell growth [56]. Studies showed that the ER stress, intracellular Ca2+, and ROS production were
increased after treatment with curcumin [57]. 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) is a stable free
radical with deep violet color. If the free radicals have been scavenged, the color will be changed
to yellow. The hydrogen atom from the antioxidant reduces the odd electron of the nitrogen atom
in DPPH [58]. It was understood that curcumin, SCNP, and CSCNP have DPPH radical scavenging
activity and CSCNP showed slightly better activity than others (Figure 2b). The formation of free
radicals by gain or loss of electrons is achieved by the transition metal ion Fe2+ and the reduction
of ROS production by the chelation of metal ions with chelating agents [59]. Only SCNP and CSNP
showed ferrous ion chelating activity at higher concentration. The better antioxidant activity of
CSCNP may due to the participation of hydroxyl groups (-OH) and amino groups (NH2) from
chitosan. The donation of hydrogen or the lone pairs of electrons enables the chitosan to chelate metal
ions or scavenge free radicals [60]. The increased antioxidant activity of curcumin when loaded to
nanoparticles were shown by DPPH scavenging activity in the confidence interval of 99% (p < 0.01) [61].
The combined antioxidant activity of curcumin and chitosan were shown by Fan et al., 2017. The DPPH
scavenging activity was 249 13.2 % for curcumin loaded chitosan (CS) and 43.8 % was for curcumin
loaded chitosan-chlorogenic acid (CS-CA) at 10 μg/mL. It was reported that mechanism for antioxidant
activities of CS is mainly due to the hydrogen-donating ability [62].

An MTT assay was carried out to analyze the cytotoxicity of curcumin, SCNP, and CSCNP
towards the tumor cell lines such as human melanoma cell line A375, human lung carcinoma cell
line A549, human cervical squamous carcinoma cell line HeLa, human hepatoma cell line Hep
G2, human colon carcinoma cell line HT-29, human breast carcinoma cell line MCF-7, and human
gastric adenocarcinoma cell line MKN-28. The MTT assay is a very useful method to determine
the toxicity of chemotherapeutics to the tumor cells. The number of living cells is proportional to
the amount formazan (dark blue) produced from MTT (yellow) by mitochondrial dehydrogenase
enzymes in living cells. IC50 is a concentration of the tested drug able to cause the death of 50% of
the cells. More cytotoxicity of the substance is denoted by a lower IC50 value [63]. The literature
showed that the effect of curcumin varied from cell to cell and the cellular uptake of curcumin in
cancer cells was higher than the normal cells [41]. Another important aspect is based on the level
of glutathione. Studies showed that the low level of glutathione in cancer cells makes them more
sensitive towards curcumin [42]. It was also noted that the high expression of NF-κB in cancerous
could reduce after being treated with curcumin [41]. The good biocompatibility and biodegradation
of both chitosan and silica were described elsewhere [64,65]. MSN has tunable pore size with good
chemical and thermal stability but exerts certain toxicity at high doses. So, the addition of biopolymer
chitosan will reduce the toxic nature of silica. In addition, the presence of amine groups make them
pH-sensitive [66]. The presence of the acidic environment of tumor cells facilitates the swelling of
chitosan and enables the easy release of the drug [66,67]. The cytotoxicity of each sample is shown
in Figure 3, and it was noted that the curcumin, SCNP, and CSCNP showed significant cytotoxicity
towards all tumor cell lines and the toxicities increased with the increasing the concentrations of
samples. Studies showed that the curcumin induced different mechanisms of action in each cancer
cells. Literature revealed that the curcumin-induced G2/M arrest, inhibiting the assembly dynamics
of microtubules, and suppressed the expression of zeste homolog 2 (EZH2) gene in breast cancer cell
line MCF-7 [68]. Wu et al., pointed out that curcumin induces apoptosis in human non-small cell
lung cancer NCI-H460 cells through the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress and caspase cascade
and mitochondrial-dependent pathways [57]. HeLa cells were more sensitive to the samples, whereas
MCF-7 and MKN-28 were more tolerant to the samples. The IC50 values of CSCNP were lower than
that of the curcumin and SCNP. The highest difference in the percentage of IC50 value was observed in
Hep G2 cells (Table 2). Therefore, further analysis was conducted based on Hep G2 cells. Previous
studies also show that both silica and curcumin nanoparticles have the ability to produce cytotoxicity
towards Hep G2 cells [69,70]. A previous study reported the significant reduction of cancer cells by
curcumin nanoparticle as compared to free curcumin. It suggested the internalization and localization
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of drug-loaded nanoparticles into the cancer cells [71]. Hepatocellular carcinoma is known the cancer
that causes the third most deaths worldwide [72]. HepG2 cells are used as a model for liver cancer
because of the wild apoptotic p53 gene, high expression of COX-2, phenotypically more hepatocytic
than others, and expresses many differentiated essential hepatic functions [73]. The cytotoxicity of
curcumin, SCNP, and CSCNP were particularly evaluated in Hep G2 cells using MTT assay in both
dose-dependent and time-dependent manners. The viability of Hep G2 cells was gradually dropped
after curcumin, SCNP, and CSCNP treatment. CSCNP showed higher cytotoxicity towards Hep
G2 cells at a lower concentration (Figure 4a). After 48 h, the cytotoxicity caused by CSCNP was
significantly higher than both curcumin and SCNP. Less than 20% of cell viability was observed in
CSCNP treated cells (Figure 4b). The dose-dependent relationship of curcumin with the cell viability of
Hep G2 cells were reported by Wang et al., in 2011 [44]. They suggested that curcumin altered the cell
morphology and promoted apoptosis by triggering pro-apoptotic factors [44]. Recent literature showed
that the selenium nanoparticle-coated curcumin induced intracellular ROS production, activated
p53, and induced AKT signal pathway [72]. The nanoparticles enter into the cells via endocytosis
and the size, shape, stiffness, and surface properties of the nanoparticles will influence the uptake [74].
The nanoparticles are retained in the blood for an appropriate time. Because they are not small enough
to be excreted by the kidney and not large enough to be recognized by the reticuloendothelial system
(RES). Due to the enhanced permeation and retention effect (EPR), nanoparticle will enter into the tumor
cells through leaky vasculature and retained due to reduced lymphatic drainage [75]. As a result,
the leaky vascular nature of cancerous cells allows the uptake of more nanoparticles rather than normal
cells. Studies reported that curcumin arrests cell growth at G2/M phase and induces apoptosis in
the human hepatoma cell line HepG2. The compartmental lipophilic properties of curcumin allow
them to localized in the cell membrane. Fluorescent microscopic images of free curcumin and curcumin
nanoemulsions on HepG2 cells have shown that the intensity of curcumin faded significantly with
time, while the nanoemulsion showed a high intensity after 24 h. This confirmed the gradual release
of curcumin from nanoemulsion [76]. LDH is a stable cytoplasmic enzyme that is released from
the cells when the plasma membrane is damaged. The LDH release from the cells during apoptosis or
necrosis is quantified by measuring the NADH production during the conversion of lactate to pyruvate.
This NADH is responsible for the reduction of a tetrazolium salt into formazan [77]. In our study,
the LDH leakage in Hep G2 cells was estimated both in dose-dependent and time-dependent manners.
The LDH leakage was increased at concentrations between approximately 70~80 μg/mL, indicated that
higher concentration of samples can act as an apoptotic inducer. In the case of CSCNP, the LDH leakage
was increased with longer duration, which was significantly higher than both curcumin and SCNP.
From the results, it was apparent that the curcumin and curcumin nanoparticles promote the apoptosis
in cancer cells and it was confirmed by MTT and LDH leakage assays (Figure 5). These results
agreed with a previous study in which the cell viability decreased with higher concentrations of
the silica nanoparticles on cancerous cells through inducing cell membrane damage [53]. In cancer cells,
the formation of lactate occurred due to the conversion of aerobic conditions to anaerobic conditions
(Warburg effect). Literature indicated that LDH plays a crucial role in Warburg effect [78]. LDH
convert pyruvate to lactate under anaerobic condition and identified as a biomarker of glycolytic
activity. Tumor invasion, initiation, metastasis, and recurrence are associated with LDH and lactate
production [79].

During apoptosis, the condensation of cytoplasm and plasma membrane blebbing lead to
the breakdown of nuclear DNA. The chromosomal DNA was cleaved into multiples of ∼200bp
oligonucleosomal size fragments during apoptosis [80]. The DNA fragmentation was assessed by
electrophoresis. Figure S1 indicated that curcumin and curcumin nanoparticles promote apoptosis
of Hep G2 cells by stimulating the DNA fragmentation and CSCNP caused more amount of
DNA fragmentation than curcumin and SCNP. The expression of death receptor 5 (DR5) is an indicator
of cell apoptosis. DR5 and/or DR4 promote cell death via TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand
(TRAIL). Dominant-negative mutation in DR4 or DR5 that inhibits the apoptosis pathway is one
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of the characteristics of cancerous cells [81]. Because of the presence of a large number of a decoy
receptors, TRAIL-mediated apoptosis does not cause toxicity to normal cells. Previous studies showed
that curcumin promotes the upregulations of DR5 accompanying ROS generation and makes cells
more sensitive to the cytotoxic activity of TRAIL [82]. Figure S2 showed that the DR5 expression in
curcumin-treated cells were higher than that of nanoparticles. The lower expression of DR5 in Hep G2
cells may be due to the fact that nanoparticles do not interfere with the DR5 involved pathway. Further
studies such as DR5 downstream event analysis or changes of sensitivity of the receptor and caspase
assay (DNA fragmentation) are needed to confirm the activity of nanoencapsulated curcumin on
cancer cells.

Recent literature showed that the chemical instability, low bioavailability, and poor water
dispersibility of curcumin have been improved by encapsulation [83]. The stability and efficiency
of curcumin and nanoparticles were determined via MTT assay and an anti-oxidation test. After 80
days of storage, the IC50 values of curcumin increased significantly but nanoparticles showed only
a slight difference on day 0. The efficiencies of both SCNP and CSCNP were higher than 80%
indicated the stability of the particles was still acceptable after 80 days. After irradiation with UV
light, the antioxidant activity of curcumin was reduced. The decrease in the ability to scavenge DPPH
free radicals is mainly due to the decomposition of curcumin by UV light. The DPPH scavenging
EC50 efficiencies of SCNP and CSCNP were significantly higher than that of curcumin. It is concluded
that nanoencapsulation improves the instability of curcumin and helps to stimulate its anti-oxidant
and antitumor properties via promoting cell membrane leakage and DNA damage.

Curcumin is generally recognized as a safe material by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) and are nontoxic, non-mutagenic, and non-genotoxic in nature [84]. The pathways involved
in the anti-tumor activity of curcumin may originate from cyclin-dependent, (b) p53-dependent
and (c) p53-independent pathways [85]. Literature indicated that the effect of curcumin in cancer cells
and normal cells are different. A low level of glutathione and a high level of NF-κB in cancer cells make
them more sensitive towards curcumin [86]. The neovasculature of the tumor cell is characterized
by impaired vessel and widespread blood vessel. Consequently, the leaky vascular nature of tumor
cell provides the easy entry for the nanoparticles to move across cell membrane [87]. It was observed
that both SCNP and CSCNP induced potential cytotoxicity to several cancer cell line particularly, to
Hep G2 cells (demonstrated in Table 2). The cytotoxicity of nanoparticles was significantly higher
than the pure curcumin. Our results demonstrated that nanoencapsulation of curcumin with silica
and chitosan not only increase curcumin stability but also enhance cytotoxic activity and LDH leakage
on hepatocellular carcinoma cells. This study provided initial data regarding potential cytotoxic
activity of SCNP and CSCNP in different cancer cell lines and can be considered as a novel drug
delivery system for increasing the bioavailability of curcumin,

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Materials

Human melanoma cell line A375, human lung carcinoma cell lineA549, human cervical squamous
carcinoma cell line HeLa, human hepatoma cell line Hep G2, human colon carcinoma cell line HT-29, human
breast carcinoma cell line MCF-7, and human gastric adenocarcinoma cell line MKN-28 were purchased
from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and Dr. Murakami’s Research Laboratory, Kyushu
University, Japan. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) and trypsin- ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA) were obtained from Invitrogen, California, USA. Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was purchased
from HyClone (Logan, UT, USA). Aquaresin Turmeric was purchased from KALSCE®, Michigan,
USA. Sodium silicate solution was obtained from Wako Pure Chemical, Osaka, Japan. Chitosan
was obtained from LYTONE Enterprise. Inc., Taipei, Taiwan. 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH)
and 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich, Missouri, USA. Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) leakage kit was acquired from Promega, Wisconsin,
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USA. PE-conjugated anti-human DR5 was purchased from ebioscience, San Diego, CA, USA. Ferrous
chloride and ferrozine (3-(2-pyridyl)-5,6-diphenyl-1,2,4-triazine-4’,4”-disulfonic acid sodium salt) were
purchased from Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA.

4.2. Methods

4.2.1. Cell Culture

All cells (except human gastric adenocarcinoma cell line MKN-28) were cultured in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% FBS at 37 ◦C in a 5% CO2 incubator.
Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 Medium was used for human gastric adenocarcinoma
cell line MKN-28.

4.2.2. Preparation of Nano-Encapsulated Curcumin

Chitosan samples were purchased from a commercial supplier were analyzed for the degree
of deacetylation (DD) and molecular weight (Mw) according to previous reports [88]. The DD of
chitosan samples were 90% with an Mw of 20kDa; 0.82% (w/w) sodium silicate solution was prepared by
dissolving in 100 mL, 0.05 M sodium acetate buffer and stirred for 3 min [89]. Later, silica encapsulated
curcumin nanoparticles (SCNP) were prepared by adding 10 mL curcumin solution to the above
solution under strong agitation condition. The nanoencapsulated curcumin obtained was centrifuged
(26,100× g) and freeze-dried. Chitosan with silica co-encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles (CSCNP)
were obtained by stirring the mixture of sodium citrate solution, the chitosan solution, and curcumin
solution (10:1:1) for three days. After centrifugation (26,100× g), the supernatants were discarded,
dialyzed (one day), and freeze-dried [53].

4.2.3. Characterization of Nano-Encapsulated Curcumin

The particle size was measured by using dynamic light scattering (DLS) method using Malvern
4700c submicron particle analyzer (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, Worcestershire, UK). 0.1 g of
nanoencapsulated curcumin particles were dispersed in 50 mL deionized water and sonicated for
30 min before the analysis. Hitachi S-4800 scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to observe
the size and morphology of the nanoparticles. Lyophilized nanoparticles were transferred to carbon
discs and coated with a gold layer at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV.

4.2.4. 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) Radical Scavenging Activity

100 μL of samples were added to 100 μL of freshly prepared 1 mM DPPH solution and stirred for
30 min at room temperature. The absorbance was measured at 517 nm. The concentration at which
scavenged 50% (EC50) was determined by linear interpolation [90].

% DPPH inhibition = [1 − (A517sample/A517blank)] × 100 (1)

4.2.5. Determination of the Ability to Chelate Ferrous Ions

0.5 mL of Methanol and 0.025 mL of 2 mM Iron (II) chloride were added to 0.5 mL of different
concentrations of the samples. After 30 s, 0.05 mL of 5 mM ferrozine was added. After 10 min,
the absorbance was measured at 562 nm using a spectrophotometer [91].

Chelating ratio % = [1 − (sample A562 − background value A562)
/(control group A562 − background value A562)] × 100

(2)

4.2.6. Cell Viability Assay

2 × 105 cells/mL (100 μL/well) were seeded into 96-well plate containing medium supplemented
with 2% FBS and incubated in 5% CO2 incubator for overnight. Cells were treated with 20 μL of
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different concentrations of samples and incubated for 12–48 h. Later, the medium was aspirated
from the wells and 120 μL of fresh medium was added. After 1 hour, 100 μL of the MTT solution
(0.5 mg/mL) was added to the cells and incubated for 4 h. The absorbance was measured at 570 nm.
The concentration at which cell growth was inhibited by 50% (the 50% inhibitory concentration (IC50)
was determined by linear interpolation [(50% − low percentage)/(high percentage − low percentage)]
× (high concentration − low concentration) + low concentration] [92].

Relative viability (%) = [A sample]/[A control] × 100 (3)

where [A]sample and [A]control denote the absorbance of the sample and control, respectively [53].

4.2.7. Lactate Dehydrogenase Leakage Assay

The CytoTox96 nonradioactive assay kit (LDH assay) was used to perform the LDH assay. Hep
G2 cells were seeded in 96-well plates, exposed to samples, and incubated for 48 h. After incubation,
the 96-well plates were centrifuged at 430× g for 5 min and the cell medium was transferred to another
new 96-well plates (50 μL/well). After the addition of LDH substrate (50 μL/well), the plates were kept
under a dark atmosphere for 30 min. 1N hydrochloric acid (HCl) (25 μL/well) was then added to each
sample to terminate the reaction. The absorbance was measured at 490 nm. Control experiments were
performed with 0.1% (w/v) Triton X-100 set as 100% cytotoxicity.

LDH release was calculated by the following equation:

LDH (%) = ([A]sample − [A]medium)/([A]100% − [A]medium) × 100 (4)

where [A]sample, [A]medium, [A] 100% denote the absorbance of the sample, medium control,
and Triton X-100 control, respectively. All experiments were run in triplicate [53].

4.2.8. DNA Fragmentation

Hep G2 cells were seeded into 10 cm dishes at a density of 2 × 105 cells/mL (10 mL/dish) in medium
supplemented with 2% FBS and incubated overnight. Different concentrations of nanoparticles were
added to dishes (2 mL/dish) under the dark condition and incubated for 12–48 hours. After treatment,
the cells were centrifuged at 250× g. Cells were lysed in a buffer containing10 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 150 mM
NaCl, 5 mM EDTA and 0.5% Triton X-100 for 10 min on ice. Lysates were vortexed and centrifuged
at 14,000× g for 10 min. Fragmented DNA in the supernatant was extracted with an equal volume of
neutral phenol: chloroform: isoamyl alcohol mixture (25:24:1) and analyzed electrophoretically on 2%
agarose gels. Later, stained with ethidium bromide, and imaged with a FluoroImager (Pharmacia
Biotech, D & R, Israel) [82].

4.2.9. Analysis of Cell Surface Death Receptor 5 (DR5)

The cell number was adjusted to 2 × 105. After the incubation with samples for one day, the cells
were detached with 0.5 mM EDTA and washed three times with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) wash
buffer supplemented with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA). Cells were resuspended in 200 μL of
PBS, stained with the PE-conjugated anti-human DR5 (ebioscience, San Diego, CA) antibody (1 μg/mL)
and incubated for 30 min at 4 ◦C. The unreacted antibody was removed by washing the cells twice
with the same PBS buffer. Cell surface expression of the DR5 receptor was determined by flow
cytometry (FACscan, BD Biosciences, Franklin Lake, NJ, USA). Fluorescent intensity of the cells is
directly proportional to the density of receptor [82].

4.2.10. Storage Test

Curcumin was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma-Aldrich Company,
St. Louis, MO, USA) and nano-encapsulated curcumin was dissolved in distilled-deionized water.
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The final volume was adjusted to 10 mL and the concentration of DMSO was 0.1%. The samples were
stored in a moisture proof cabinet and protected from light for 80 days. The cell viability and DPPH
radical scavenging activity were analyzed according to Sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.6, respectively.

4.3. Statistical Analysis

Data were expressed as means ± SD and analyzed using Student’s t-test of Sigma Plot 9.

Supplementary Materials: Supplementary materials can be found at http://www.mdpi.com/1422-0067/20/12/
2918/s1.
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SCNP silica encapsulated curcumin nanoparticles
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MSNs mesoporous silica nanoparticles
EPR enhanced permeability and retention effect
ROS reactive oxygen species
DR5 death receptor 5
DISC death-inducing signaling complex
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